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Abstract
The remoteness of the Antarctic sea ice field and the fact that there is still no reliable way to
measure its thickness from satellites renders it one of the most difficult geophysical parameters to
measure. In this study, variations in sea ice thickness were examined by means of upward looking
sonar (ULS) measurements in the Weddell Sea. ULS instruments measure the subsurface
portion (draft) of the ice as a proxy for sea ice thickness. Both quantities are linearly related.
A consistent and extensive data set of sea ice draft was produced and its quality was investigated
in detail. The obtained draft time series were studied in terms of variability, trends, oscillations
and autocorrelation. A correlation analysis was performed to examine the geophysical driving
mechanisms for changes in sea ice thickness and their relation to climate variability in the
Southern Hemisphere. It was shown that sea ice draft can be measured with an accuracy of
5-12 cm, depending on the season. Furthermore, it was demonstrated that biases introduced
by high ice concentration can be avoided by applying a simple sound speed model. Different
significant oscillations with sub-annual periods and periods of up to 3-4 years were found in the
draft time series. It was also shown that autocorrelation of sea ice thickness extends over up to
eight years. Trends in the ice draft could be observed in three regions of the Weddell Sea: (1) A
strong decline of about 2 m at the tip of the Antarctic Peninsula between the periods 1991-1992
and 2005-2007. (2) A statistically significant trend of -3 cm per year in the northeastern Weddell
Sea during 2001-2005. (3) A statistically significant trend of +9 cm per year in the southeastern
Weddell Sea during 2000-2004. The decrease in ice thickness in the peninsula region was found
to be due to changing patterns of ice advection and is therefore not the result of temperature
changes. The ice thickness, however, has become more sensitive to surface air temperature
in the recent years. The trend in the northeastern Weddell Sea was explained by reduced ice
advection from the central Weddell Sea. The upward trend in the southeastern Weddell Sea
can be assumed to be the result of increasing advection of thicker ice from further south in
combination with falling air temperatures due to increasing southerly winds. It was found that
the measured sea ice draft responds to different large-scale climate modes and processes - like
El Nin˜o Southern Oscillation (ENSO) - due to: (1) advection of thinner or thicker ice from
other regions over the ULS position, (2) varying surface air temperatures and (3) changing drift
speed and ice deformation.
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Zusammenfassung
Antarktisches Meereis ist immernoch eine schwer zu erfassende geophysikalische Größe. Zum
einen ist es nur schwer zugänglich, zum anderen lässt sich seine Dicke noch nicht verlässlich
von Satelliten aus bestimmen. In dieser Arbeit wurden anhand von Sonarmessungen mit-
tels upward looking sonar (ULS) Schwankungen der Meeresdicke im Weddellmeer untersucht.
ULS-Geräte messen den Tiefgang des Meereises als Proxy für Meereisdicke. Zwischen bei-
den Größen besteht ein linearer Zusammenhang. Ein einheitlicher und umfangreicher ULS-
Datensatz wurde hergestellt und hinsichtlich seiner Qualität bewertet. Die gewonnenen Zeitrei-
hen wurden untersucht auf: Variabilität, Trends, regelmäßige Schwankungen und Autokorre-
lation. Eine Korrelationsanalyse brachte Aufschluss über die geophysikalischen Antriebe für
Schwankungen der Meereisdicke und deren Zusammenhang mit der Klimavariabilität in der
Südhemisphäre. Abhängig von der Jahreszeit, kann der Eistiefgang mit einer Genauigkeit von
5-12 cm gemessen werden. Es konnte zusätzlich gezeigt werden, dass systematische Fehler durch
hohe Eiskonzentrationen mit einem einfachen Schallgeschwindigkeitsmodell vermieden werden
können. Regelmäßige Schwankungen mit Perioden von unter einem Jahr und bis zu 3-4 Jahren
konnten in den Zeitreihen nachgewiesen werden. Weiterhin wurde festgestellt, dass die Meereis-
dicke signifikante Langzeitkorrelation auf Zeitskalen von bis zu 8 Jahren aufweist. Trends des
Eistiefgangs wurden in drei Regionen des Weddellmeeres gefunden: (1) Ein starker Rückgang
um ca. 2 m an der Spitze der Antarktischen Halbinsel zwischen den Perioden 1991-1992 und
2005-2007. (2) Ein statistisch signifikanter Trend von -3 cm pro Jahr im nordöstlichen Wed-
dellmeer in der Zeit 2001-2005. (3) Ein statistisch signifikanter Trend von +9 cm pro Jahr im
südöstlichen Weddellmeer in den Jahren 2000-2004. Die Abnahme der Eisdicke an der Halbinsel
konnte durch veränderte Driftverhältnisse erklärt werden und ist damit nicht temperaturbed-
ingt. Dennoch ist das Eis in den letzten Jahren deutlich empfindlicher gegenüber Schwankun-
gen der Lufttemperatur geworden. Der Trend im nordöstlichen Weddellmeer wurde mit der
sinkenden Eisadvektion aus dem zentralen Weddellmeer erklärt. Für den Aufwärtstrend im
südöstlichen Weddellmeer kann angenommen werden, dass er durch ansteigende Advektion von
dickerem Eis und sinkende Temperaturen durch zunehmende Südwinde hervorgerufen wurde.
Es wurde festgestellt, dass der gemessene Eistiefgang auf verschiedene Klimamoden - wie z.B.
El Nin˜o Southern Oscillation (ENSO) - reagiert, auf Grund von: (1) Advektion von dickerem
oder dünnerem Eis aus anderen Regionen über die ULS-Position, (2) schwankenden Lufttem-
peraturen und (3) schwankender Intensität der Eisdrift und Eisdeformation.
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1"We must explore our do-
main, it is a fine heritage and
worth exploring..."
Lincoln Ellsworth, 1934
1
Introduction and
Objectives
To put the presented work into a broader perspective, this chapter gives an overview of the
Earth’s climate system. This also allows for a better understanding of the importance of sea
ice for the global climate. The first section outlines the sources of climate variability and the
problem of global warming. In the following section, the role of sea ice in the climate system is
described. The scientific goal of this dissertation is described in the third section.
1.1 The climate system
The Earth’s climate system is complex. A wide range of internal processes, interactions, vari-
able boundary conditions and external influences create a variable climate which has changed
throughout the history of planet Earth. Climate varies from place to place, depending on lat-
itude and the presence of water, vegetation, geographical factors and even human settlements
[Baede et al., 2001]. Climate also varies on different time scales: over seasons, decades and
longer periods, such as ice ages.
In common parlance the term "weather" refers to the fluctuating state of the atmosphere char-
acterised by the temperature, wind, precipitation, clouds and other weather elements [Baede
et al., 2001]. Weather systems emerge and decay rapidly and have only limited predictability.
"Climate" means the average weather in terms of the temporal and spatial mean and its vari-
ability [Baede et al., 2001]. The notion "climate system" refers to the interacting network of (1)
the atmosphere, (2) the hydrosphere, (3) the lithosphere, (4) the pedosphere, (5) the biosphere
and (6) the cryosphere. Forced by various external mechanisms, the dynamic interplay of these
components is responsible for natural variations of the climate.
2 1.1. The climate system
The radiation balance:
The main driver of the climate system is short wavelength solar radiation (mainly visible light
and ultraviolet) with longer wavelength radiation (mainly infrared) being emitted by the Earth
back to space [Bigg, 2003]. To maintain thermal equilibrium, the Earth should radiate at an
effective emission temperature of -18◦C with typical wavelengths in the infrared part of the
electromagnetic spectrum [Lemke and Olbers, 2007]. However, the observed average surface
temperature on Earth is about 15◦C. The difference of 33◦C can be attributed to the natural
greenhouse effect. Greenhouse gases, such as carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), nitrous ox-
ide (N2O) or ozone (O3), trap heat inside the climate system by absorbing the Earth’s infrared
radiation and partly re-emitting it back to the surface [Trenberth et al., 2009; Pierrehumbert,
2011]. In this way the natural greenhouse effect influences the radiation balance of the Earth.
Additionally to the greenhouse effect, two more processes alter the Earth’s radiation balance:
Changes in the incoming solar radiation and changes in the fraction of solar radiation that is
reflected back to space (albedo).
Climate variability:
The Earth’s climate is influenced by (a) changes in external forcings and (b) internal variabil-
ity.
(a) External forcings include natural phenomena and human-induced variations. Examples
are: Changes in the solar radiation (e.g. by changes in the Earth’s orbit or in the Sun itself),
volcanic activity or the anthropogenic greenhouse effect.
Ice ages, that occur in regular cycles for the last nearly three million years, are linked to periodic
variations in the Earth’s orbit around the Sun. These Milanković-Cycles alter the amount of
solar insulation on Earth [Herterich, 2002]. The resulting changes inside the climate system are
amplified or weakened by internal feedback mechanisms, which are yet to be fully understood
[Lisiecki, 2010]. Volcanoes can inject large amounts of aerosols into the atmosphere, which
results in a measurable decline of the global temperatures, e.g. after the Mount Pinatubo erup-
tion in 1991 [Graf, 2002]. The anthropogenic greenhouse effect is a result of human-induced
changes in the composition of the atmosphere, mainly due to burning of fossil carbon which
was removed from the climate system millions of years ago [Dukes, 2003].
(b) The components of the climate system are linked by fluxes of mass, heat and momentum
and are therefore open and interrelated [Baede et al., 2001]. The physical, chemical and biolog-
ical interactions are versatile and occur on a wide range of space and time scales. This means
that the components of the climate system are never in equilibrium, and variability is intrinsic
to climate itself [Baede et al., 2001]. A prominent example of an internal climate variation is
the El Nin˜o Southern Oscillation (ENSO) in the tropical Pacific.
Another example is the large-scale ocean circulation, whose variations affect the amount of
transported heat and water masses. During ice ages the circulation was subject to large, abrupt
fluctuations (Heinrich- and Dansgaard-Oeschger events) which had considerable climatic im-
pacts in both hemispheres [Rahmstorf, 2002; Clark et al., 2002].
The response of the climate system to internal and external factors is further complicated by
different kinds of feedbacks and non-linear interactions between the components of the climate
system [Baede et al., 2001; Hense, 2002].
The contemporary global climate change:
As demonstrated by increasing global average air and ocean temperatures [Hansen et al., 2010],
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melting of Arctic sea ice and rising global average sea levels, warming of the climate system is
beyond argument. Northern Hemisphere temperatures are already moving outside the patterns
of natural climate variability [Rybski et al., 2006].
During the period 1906-2005 global average surface temperatures have increased by 0.74◦C
[Bernstein et al., 2007] (Fig. 1.1). Over the period 1985-2009 the temperatures have increased
by 0.19◦C per decade [Allison et al., 2009] and all top ten warmest years ever measured occurred
after 1998. The warmest global surface ocean temperatures ever measured occurred in July
20091 and the heat content in the upper ocean shows a robust warming trend [Lyman et al.,
Fig. 1.1: Annual averages of global mean land-ocean
surface temperature anomalies between 1900 and 2012
from the NASA GISS data set (base period: 1951-1980)
[http://data.giss.nasa.gov/gistemp/ ].
2010]. In the recent years, science has
made great strides in determining the
potential causes that are responsible
for the observed climate change during
the twentieth century. Today, a large
body of research provides strong ev-
idence that greenhouse gases released
to the atmosphere by human activities
are the main cause of contemporary
global warming. In 2009, the global
carbon emissions from fossil fuel com-
bustion and cement production were
8.4 ± 0.5 Gt [Friedlingstein et al.,
2010]. This corresponds to 30.8 billion
tons of CO2. In 2008, the CO2 emis-
sions from fossil fuel combustion, ce-
ment production and gas flaring were
41% above the emissions in 1990 [Le Quéré et al., 2009] and in 2011 54% above [Peters et al.,
2012]. But also other greenhouse gases, like CH4, N2O and halocarbons, have anthropogenic
sources and increased significantly since the beginning of the industrial era. The effect of in-
creasing emissions combines with the changing patterns of land-use, such as deforestation. This
further enhances the greenhouse effect by reducing the natural sinks for carbon dioxide and
by increasing the carbon emission from the land, e.g. through increased biomass decay and
biomass burning [Karl and Trenberth, 2003; IPCC, 2007; Endlicher and Gerstengarbe, 2007;
Lemke and Olbers, 2007].
1.2 Sea ice as a climate component
Presently, ice covers 11% of the land surface and up to 8% of the oceans [Lemke and Olbers,
2007]. The high albedo of ice and snow is relevant to the radiation budget in the atmosphere
and thus the global temperatures. Ice and snow reflect most of the solar radiation back to
space, while open sea and bare ground absorb most of the solar radiation as heat. Polar regions
absorb less solar radiation, due to their high albedo and the spherical shape of the Earth. The
resulting temperature differences induce winds and ocean currents, that transport heat from
tropical to polar latitudes [Lemke and Olbers, 2007]. In this way the ice and snow covered
surfaces in high latitude regions contribute an important cooling function for the whole planet
1Based on the NOAA data set: https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/cmb-faq/anomalies.php.
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[Prestrud, 2007]. Induced by a warming climate, a shrinking ice cover can lead to a higher
absorption of solar radiation, which in turn accelerates the melting (ice-albedo feedback). Polar
regions are therefore particularly sensitive to global warming [Anisimov et al., 2007].
Sea ice can be thought of as a thin layer of frozen ocean surface. It forms and melts with the
seasons and affects its physical and biological environment, the global climate and even human
activity. While the open ocean reflects 5-6% of the sunlight [Bigg, 2003], sea ice reflects up to
90% and thus hinders the transfer of energy into the upper ocean. Furthermore, sea ice is one of
the most expansive geophysical parameters: On an annual average it covers approximately 23×
106 km2, about 6.5% of the ocean surface [Lemke and Olbers, 2007]. Therefore it significantly
contributes to the average albedo of the Earth and affects the radiation balance of the whole
planet.
Fig. 1.2: Physical, chemical and biological processes that are influenced or inhibited by the presence of sea
ice.
Sea ice acts as a blanket on the ocean surface which insulates the atmosphere from fluxes of
oceanic heat and moisture. In this way it affects weather processes like cloud formation and
cools the air above the ice. Studies in the Antarctic found that the influence of the sea ice
cover on the surface air temperatures is strongest in summer [Yuan and Li, 2008]. The cooling
in summer is supported by the high albedo, which prevents the heating of the sea ice and,
consequently, the atmosphere. In winter, when solar radiation is absent, the sea ice cover ex-
tracts heat from the air blown across the surface and emits long-wave radiation [Diekmann
and Hellmer, 2010]. Therefore, sea ice has a profound influence on the regional climate and
the polar physical environment [Scott and Simmon, 2009]. But also the mid-latitudes could
be affected by the polar sea ice cover. A reduced sea ice extent could alter the meridional
temperature gradient and in turn weaken the westerly winds in mid-latitudes. Such effects are
hard to detect, but have been confirmed by circulation models [Lemke, 1994; Lemke and Olbers,
2007].
A sea ice cover also prevents dissolved gases and particles from entering the atmosphere. Algae
and other microorganisms produce volatile organic compounds which contribute in different
ways to the composition of the marine atmosphere. A prominent example is the sulfur com-
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pound Dimethylsulfide2 (DMS; (CH3)2S), which provides about 50% of the global biogenic
sulfur input to the atmosphere. The oxidation of DMS in the atmosphere is a major source
for cloud condensation nuclei. Sea ice mitigates the air-sea exchange of DMS, but itself con-
tains high amounts of it, which are released during ice melt [Kiene et al., 2007, and references
therein]. Another example: Paleoclimatic investigations suggest that the large-scale retreat of
southern sea ice during the last deglaciation (17.000 yrs BP - 10.000 yrs BP) allowed the winds
to drive more effectively the exchange between surface and deep waters in the Southern Ocean
[Skinner et al., 2010]. In this way the shrinking of the sea ice cover enhanced the release of
CO2 from the deep ocean to the atmosphere.
The sea ice cover also insulates the ocean against the atmosphere. Acting as a lid on the ocean
surface, it reduces the uptake of atmospheric heat and gases into the water. In open water,
breaking surface waves are an important pathway for atmospheric gases to enter the ocean. In
regions where strong winds mix the surface waters, enhanced levels of dissolved oxygen and
other gases can be observed. Once a sea ice cover has formed, it creates a barrier for atmospheric
gases and shields the ocean from wind stress, which reduces turbulent mixing processes in the
surface layer. Since the beginning of the industrial era, the oceans absorbed almost half of the
anthropogenic CO2 [World Ocean Review, 2010]. However, the deep waters produced close to
the Antarctic continent (see below) contain only little concentrations of anthropogenic CO2,
which can be partly attributed to the presence of sea ice that hampers the oceanic CO2-uptake
[Sabine et al., 2004; Hauck et al., 2010].
Fig. 1.3: Cross-section through the Atlantic Ocean, with the South Pole (SP) in the far left and the North
Pole (NP) in the far right. The cold and dense water formed through freezing of sea ice and ocean cooling in
higher latitudes is visualised as dark blue layer along the bottom [modified from: http://www.bccr.no/biac].
Today, many polar field experiments are designed to quantitatively determine the transfer of
heat, mass and momentum between ocean and atmosphere [Diekmann and Hellmer, 2010].
The obtained values are used to parameterise modern sea ice models, which are coupled to
circulation models for climate projections and future greenhouse scenarios.
The most striking feature of sea ice is its contribution to the formation of deep and bottom
waters. In most parts of the world’s ocean warmer water masses lie above colder ones. But a
few regions in the polar oceans are characterised by weak thermal stratification. In winter, they
are exposed to intense buoyancy loss through cooling and formation of sea ice, and subsequent
deep-reaching convection mixes the surface waters to great depth [Marshall and Schott, 1999].
2DMS is responsible for the typical odour of the ocean, which can also be smelled near lakes or at the shores
of rivers.
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When ocean water freezes, the ions of the salts cannot enter the crystal structure of the ice and
are expelled into the surrounding water. This makes the water more saline and, consequently,
denser, causing the water to sink into deeper layers or to the bottom. Antarctic Bottom Water
(AABW) and North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW) are the largest deep water masses produced
in the polar oceans (Fig. 1.3) and spread throughout the world’s ocean basins. Not only they
ventilate the deep ocean with oxygen, but they also transport other natural and anthropogenic
substances from the ocean surface to the abyss where they can be stored for centuries [Diekmann
and Hellmer, 2010].
The thermohaline ocean circulation (THC), or more commonly the great ocean conveyor, is
driven by fluxes of heat and fresh water across the sea surface and subsequent interior mixing
of heat and salt [Rahmstorf, 2006]3. As the polar deep waters determine the exchange of
heat and salt between the surface layer and the interior ocean, they represent an important
driving mechanism of the THC. Freezing and melting of sea ice therefore plays a significant
role in global ocean circulation. The THC contributes to the mild European climate through
its oceanic poleward heat transport in the Atlantic, peaking at about 1.2 PW (1.2 × 1015 W)
at 24◦N [Clark et al., 2002].
When sea ice melts, it leads to a freshening of the surface water layer, thereby stabilising the
stratification. The formation and decay of sea ice from a mixed water mass is thus an efficient
distillation process, that contributes to the formation of fresh water lying above more saline
and denser water [Notz, 2005]. Sea ice - when moved away from its region of origin by winds
and currents - can transport fresh water over large distances.
Thickness and extent of sea ice are controlled by thermodynamic and dynamic processes, which
can change within hours, over days, from one season to another or even over decades. As
the thin surface layer of the ocean must lose heat to form sea ice, thermal factors exert the
main influence on the extent of the ice cover [Doronin and Kheisin, 1977]. Variations in the
atmospheric temperatures and the oceanic heat flux are therefore mainly responsible for north
and southward shifts of the sea ice boundary. Sediment-based reconstructions of the sea ice
extent in Fram Strait (Arctic Ocean) showed, that the ice boundary has varied in concert with
climate variability and circulation changes in the North Atlantic Ocean over the past 30.000
years [Müller et al., 2009; Nørgaard-Pedersen, 2009].
Also the thickness of sea ice is crucially determined by thermal factors. For example, in the
central Arctic Ocean even the summer temperatures are not high enough to completely melt
the ice cover. This multiyear ice can reach thicknesses of several metres.
Although the general positions of the polar sea ice covers are not greatly altered by ocean
currents and wind, the ice mass within the cover is in constant motion. Changing directions
of wind and currents can cause ice floes to converge and form pressure ridges, which increase
the ice thickness. But also large open areas within the ice pack4, like the so-called polynyas,
can be created, when ice within a region is continually removed by winds and currents. In
polynyas the ocean loses up to 50 times more heat to the atmosphere than is taken up due to
solar radiation through an equally sized area in equatorial latitudes [Olbers, 2002].
3See also Broecker [1991] and Kuhlbrodt et al. [2007].
4The term pack ice refers to free drifting sea ice, in contrast to landfast ice (or "fast ice") which remains
connected to the coast or ice shelves.
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1.2.1 Biological aspects
Sea ice is important for the polar ecosystems because many warmblooded animals like seals,
foxes, polar bears, penguins and other birds depend on sea ice as a platform for feeding, resting
or reproduction. Analyses of seabird communities in the South Pacific found the most distinc-
tive of all communities to be the one comprising that associated with the Antarctic sea ice,
whereas the composition of lower-latitude communities were less defined and included much
overlap [Tynan et al., 2010]. During winter, most bird species in open water communities are
forced to migrate northwards because of the ice cover and the lack of sunlight, which reduces
food availability for them. The sea ice community on the contrary remains robust year-round
and its ice-adapted species, like the snow petrel (Fig. 1.4a), reach their heaviest body masses
in winter [Tynan et al., 2010].
Large baleen whales forage near the ice edge in both the Arctic and Antarctic. The sea ice
habitat acts as a particularly important nursery for krill larvae [Cotté and Guinet, 2007] that
feed on ice algae during winter and spring. As these zooplankton concentrations become avail-
able with the disappearing of sea ice in spring, the whales tend to follow the seasonal retreat
of the ice edge. Other whale species, like the minke in the Antarctic and the bowhead, beluga
and narwhal in the Arctic, occur regularly within the sea ice zone. These species are able of
Fig. 1.4: (a) Snow petrel (Pagodroma nivea) over
ice, (b) group of emperor penguins (Aptenodytes
forsteri), Ross Sea, Antarctica, (c) polar bear (Ur-
sus maritimus) on ice floe, (d) microscope picture
of diatoms found between ice crystals in McMurdo
Sound, Antarctica, (e) Antarctic krill (Euphausia su-
perba) [credits: see list of figures].
breaking new ice with their backs [Ty-
nan et al., 2010] and are highly depen-
dent on zooplankton and fish associated
with sea ice. Changes in the extent and
thickness of the ice might affect the mi-
gratory patterns, the foraging success
and thus the population structures of
whales. The ringed seal in the Arctic
and the Weddell seal in the Antarctic
prefer coastal landfast ice for overwin-
tering and reproduction [Tynan et al.,
2010]. They mainly depend on the ice as
a refuge from marine predators and for
weaning their pups. Many seal species
hunt for fish in the sea ice zone or feed
on krill associated with the ice. Some
of them rely on drift ice in shallow re-
gions where they hunt for benthic prey.
In the Arctic polar bears are confined
to the seasonally ice-covered areas where
they search for seals, walruses or belu-
gas. "Polar bears represent a highly specialised species in that they evolved into existence only
because of the presence of an unexploited niche for a surface predator on sea ice" [Tynan et al.,
2010]. The access to its prey species can be crucially affected by the sea ice conditions.
Antarctica and the subantarctic waters south of 50◦S are habitat for more than ten penguin
species. Five of them nest on the Antarctic continent. The emperor penguin and the Adélie
penguin assemble in large colonies of up to 10.000 birds and strongly associate with sea ice.
For example, the emperor penguin requires stable ice floes for moulting and landfast ice for
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breeding.
Less conspicuous but highly diverse and abundant are the microbiota living on or within the
ice. Melt ponds on the ice surface are typically inhabitated by different microorganisms, such
as bacteria, ice algae, flagellates and ciliates [Spindler, 1994]. The abundance of the different
species is determined by the salinity, the temperature and the light conditions in the water.
Living organisms are also found in the numerous porous spaces within the ice. The pockets
and channels formed during ice growth are filled with concentrated brine and represent an im-
portant habitat for microbiota and small crustaceans like copepods. The most diverse group of
sea ice microorganisms are diatoms (Fig. 1.4d). These unicellular photosynthetic microalgae
occupy different ice habitats with some 200 species in the Antarctic and about 300 in the Arctic
[Spindler, 1994]. As the ice melts in spring and summer, it can release algae to the water, which
leads to major algal blooms near the ice edge. Ice floes that are occupied by large numbers of
diatoms sometimes show an intense brown colouration. The dense mats of algae on the under-
side of ice floes attract other organisms which graze on them [Spindler, 1994]. Zooplankton -
like the Antarctic krill Euphausia superba (Fig. 1.4e) - can aggregate in huge swarms under
the ice and is able to fully exploit the ice environment, particularly by scraping algae from
the under-ice surface [Eicken, 1992]. Krill stocks can exceed 1.5 billion tons (the total mass
of people approximates 0.5 billion tons) and represent an important food source for different
whale species, squids, penguins and seals [Thomas and Dieckmann, 2002].
Biological research in polar waters focused for many years on diatom communities. As diatoms
make up more than 90% of the photosynthetic organism diversity in sea ice [Arrigo et al.,
2010], they contribute a large part to the primary production in the polar oceans. The primary
production in Antarctic sea ice alone amounts to 63 Tg to 70 Tg (1 Tg = 109 kg) carbon per
year [Thomas and Dieckmann, 2002]. During photosynthesis inorganic nutrients and CO2 are
fixed by the diatoms. Larger zooplankton, such as copepods and krill, consume diatoms and
egest fecal pellets, which form aggregates together with other dead organic matter and sink.
On their way down to deeper layers the aggregates are consumed by bacteria, which release
dissolved CO2 as a product of respiration. However, a fraction of the sinking organic matter
is not consumed and sinks to the ocean floor where it is buried in the sediments. This chain
of processes is referred to as "biological pump". It removes carbon in organic form from the
surface and turns it into dissolved or sedimented inorganic carbon at great depths [Ducklow et
al., 2001]. In this way carbon from atmospheric CO2 can be stored in the deep ocean for mil-
lions of years. Without this sequestration mechanism todays atmospheric CO2 concentrations
would be considerably higher.
1.2.2 Sea ice and climate change
In both scientific and popular literature climatic changes of the polar regions receive much
attention. Many characteristics of sea ice - like its extent, thickness, growth and melt rates -
react sensitively to changes in heat and momentum of the atmosphere and the ocean and are
therefore important indicators of climatic changes.
Regarding the scenario of global warming, especially for the polar regions the temperature
changes are expected to be much higher than in other regions of the Earth. There are several
reasons for an amplified polar warming: First, as ice and snow melt, darker land and ocean
surfaces absorb more solar energy (ice-albedo feedback). Second, a greater fraction of extra en-
ergy from greenhouse gases goes into warming the atmosphere rather than evaporation, like in
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the tropics. Third, the polar troposphere is thinner than in warmer latitudes and thus requires
less energy input per degree temperature increase. Fourth, as warming reduces the extent of
sea ice, more oceanic heat goes into the atmosphere [ACIA, 2004; Notz, 2005]. Another reason
is the increasing transport of water vapour from lower latitudes into the dry polar regions due
to the enhanced hydrological cycle [Dommenget and Flöter, 2011].
In fact, the two polar regions have experienced contrasting climatic changes in the recent
decades. The Arctic has been marked by extensive retreat of sea ice throughout the year, with
a decrease of over 10% per decade for the period 1979-2006 [Turner and Overland, 2009]. This
is much faster than the climate models predicted. In September 2012 Arctic sea ice shrank to
an average extent of 3.4 × 106 km2 [NSIDC, 2012]. Furthermore, the average Arctic sea ice
thickness at the end of the melt season decreased by 53% in over 40 years [Kwok and Rothrock,
2009]. Arctic temperatures increased twice as much as the global mean warming, with a resul-
tant loss of permafrost and a reduction in snow cover [Turner and Overland, 2009].
In contrast to the Arctic, the total Southern Hemisphere sea ice extent has slightly increased
in the period since 19795. Our knowledge about the long-term development of Southern Hemi-
sphere sea ice thickness is still very limited (see next sections). The Antarctic temperature
trends are very variable across the con-
Fig. 1.5:
Satellite-observed
extent of sea ice in
the Arctic, showing
the summer mini-
mum in September
1979 and 2012. The
sea ice extent in
September 2012
was on the lowest
level since the
beginning of satellite measurements in 1979 [from:
http://svs.gsfc.nasa.gov/vis].
tinent. Combining temperature obser-
vations from research stations and satel-
lites, a recent study found a signifi-
cant warming across much of the west
Antarctic continent since 1957, with
trends exceeding 0.1◦C per decade [Steig
et al., 2009]. The Antarctic Peninsula
warmed by 3◦C since the 1950s. This
trend is among the largest on Earth for
that period. Contrary to West Antarc-
tica, temperature data from research
stations show a weak cooling around
much of the coast of East Antarctica
and the South Pole. These tempera-
ture patterns can be partly attributed to the changing atmospheric circulation in response to
the human-induced ozone depletion in the Antarctic stratosphere [Turner and Overland, 2009].
Historic measurements of ocean temperatures in the Southern Hemisphere compared with mea-
surements collected in the 1990s indicate, that the Southern Ocean has warmed substantially
since the 1930s, with 80% of the warming concentrated south of 30◦ [Gille, 2008]. The reasons
for this apparent warming trend are still an active area of research [Mayewski et al., 2009].
However, experiments with global climate models confirmed that the observed changes in Arctic
and Antarctic temperatures can not be explained with natural climate variability alone. They
are directly attributable to human influence [Gillet et al., 2008]. In some model simulations
the inclusion of sea ice processes (in both hemispheres) accounts for 37% of the global warming
simulated for doubled atmospheric CO2. Based on these simulations it was furthermore esti-
mated that the global impact of sea ice changes is, on average, to warm the surface air by 0.107
K for each 10% ice concentration decrease [Parkinson, 2004].
Since the polar sea ice covers significantly alter the freshwater balance of the oceans, a large-
scale loss of sea ice could affect the strength of the THC. Melting Arctic sea ice can change
5The current state of Antarctic sea ice is described in detail in chapter two.
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the freshwater flux into the convection regions of the Nordic Seas and thus weaken the produc-
tion of NADW. On the other hand, a thinning of Arctic sea ice would possibly go along with
increased rates of new ice formation during winter [Notz, 2005]. The following increase in the
salinity of the underlying water would in turn strengthen the bottom water formation. The
feedback mechanisms between sea ice and THC have been investigated using computer models
but are not yet fully understood [Lohmann and Gerdes, 1998; Stocker et al., 2001]. Studies
with coupled ice-ocean models suggest, that the formation of Southern Ocean sea ice and the
associated production of AABW controls to some extent the formation of NADW. According
to Shin et al. [2003], the enhanced production of southern sea ice during the last glacial max-
imum caused a large mass of AABW, which made the deep-ocean heavier and thus increased
the oceanic vertical stability. This was followed by a weaker and shallower NADW circulation.
Contrary, a Southern Ocean warming and the accompanying sea ice retreat during the end of
the last ice age preconditioned a stronger NADW formation [Knorr and Lohmann, 2003]. On
the other hand, there are also indications that the THC itself could serve as a trigger for sea ice
switches which result in abrupt climate shifts, such as the Dansgaard-Oeschger events [Gildor
and Tziperman, 2003].
Retreat of sea ice will also lead to more absorption of solar radiation in the ocean surface,
which in turn heats the lower atmosphere. Analyses of long-term weather data suggest, that
the diminishing Northern Hemisphere sea ice cover has had a leading role in the recent Arctic
temperature amplification [Screen and Simmonds, 2010]. Observations and model studies for
the Southern Ocean indicate, that regional sea ice changes are strongly associated with the
temperature increase on the Antarctic Peninsula [Turner et al., 2005; Steig et al., 2009].
The loss of summer sea ice can also change the moisture supply to coastal regions. It will
also be likely to alter the calving rates of glaciers that are still shielded by sea ice for much
of the year [Anisimov et al., 2007]. In the Southern Ocean, where large ice shelves exist, sea
ice shields the ice shelf from the surrounding ocean. When sea ice decreases, it exposes the ice
shelf margin to ocean waves, increasing the instability and possibly contributing to a collapse
of the shelf [Meier et al., 2010].
Reduction of sea ice has also impacts on ice-associated food-webs and ecosystems, e.g. due
to changes in the biodiversity, distribution and productivity of marine biota. In the Southern
Ocean there is a marked reduction in the biomass of Antarctic krill, due to regional reductions
in the sea ice extent [Anisimov et al., 2007]. The loss of krill and other crustaceans adapted for
life at the sea ice edge will seriously impact their predators, such as albatrosses, seals, whales
and penguins. For example, the Arctic fish species Boreogadus saida (polar cod) feeds on krill
and plankton, and its habitat is therefore closely associated with sea ice. The polar cod itself
is a prime food source for many marine mammals, such as ringed seals. The polar bear, a top
predator, is in turn highly dependent on ringed seals. This illustrates how food webs in polar
regions may be seriously disrupted by changing sea ice conditions. The loss of krill due to sea
ice retreat could also have other far-reaching impacts, perhaps even affecting the effectivity
of the biological pump in parts of the Southern Ocean [Anisimov et al., 2007, and references
therein].
As changes in sea ice accompanied by changes in ocean temperatures are likely to alter the
distribution of fish stocks, important food and income sources and thus economic activities are
also affected. In the Arctic, previously frozen areas become seasonally or even permanently
navigable. Besides increasing the prospects for marine transport, this could provide greater
access to Arctic resources such as fish, oil and gas [Gerland et al., 2007].
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1.3 Motivation and scientific goals
The descriptions given so far illustrate that sea ice is a pivotal part of the global climate
system and a crucial factor for polar food webs. Examining the changes of sea ice has thus
become an important field in modern Earth system science. Today, the global sea ice cover is
mostly mapped with passive microwave sensors and active synthetic aperture radar (SAR) from
satellites. Microwave radiation is hardly affected by clouds and moisture in the atmosphere.
The most important passive microwave sensors used today are the SSM/I (Special Sensor Mi-
crowave/Imager) instrument on board DMSP (Defense Meteorological Satellite Programme)
satellites and the AMSR-E (Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer - Earth Observing Sys-
tem) on board NASA’s Aqua satellite. Sea ice and water emit substantially different amounts
of radiation, the sensors can therefore easily distinguish sea ice from ocean [Meier et al., 2009].
SSM/I and AMSR-E provide global daily images of all sea ice-covered regions, and their data
have been used to study trends in sea ice extent in different regions of the polar sea ice covers
[e.g. Parkinson and Comiso, 2008]. Radar altimeters are non-imaging active microwave sensors
which determine the altitude of the reflecting surface, e.g. the height of the sea ice surface above
sea level [Meier et al., 2010] (see chapter 3). Radar altimeters are carried by ENVISAT, ERS-2
and the new CRYOSAT-2. The CRYOSAT-2 6 mission is especially designed to measure the
ice-covered regions of the Earth. Other altimeters use visible light, like the GLAS (Geoscience
Laser Altimeter System) instrument on board NASA’s ICESat7 (see chapter 3). This altimeter
uses laser beams to measure the sea ice freeboard (the portion of the ice above sea level).
Except for altimetry, all satellite-borne mapping methods are well established techniques in the
remote sensing of Arctic and Antarctic sea ice. But they mostly yield two-dimensional informa-
tion about the ice cover, such as: (1) concentration (that fraction of the ocean covered by ice),
(2) extent (the area enclosed by the ice edge - operationally defined as the 15% concentration
contour), (3) the total area of ice within its extent (i.e. extent weighted by concentration), (4)
the area of multiyear ice within the total extent, (5) its growth and melt rates and (6) its drift
velocity [Lemke et al., 2007]. Ice extent and concentration are the only sea ice variables for
which observations are available since 1979. These observations were used in many studies and
have greatly advanced our knowledge of the variability and trends of the global sea ice cover.
However, a complete assessment of the state of the global sea ice cover and its mass balance
requires additional information about the third dimension: the sea ice thickness. But the
thickness of sea ice is a parameter for which large-scale observation from space is still elusive.
Basin-wide monitoring of sea ice thickness can therefore be regarded as the "holy grail" of
modern sea ice observations [IGOS, 2007].
As the thickness distribution of sea ice is not routinely measured from space, its exploration
still relies on different airborne and in-situ techniques. Each method has its specific set of
advantages, and some of them represent high technological challenges8.
Most of our knowledge about the long-term development of Arctic sea ice thickness comes from
upward sonar measurements carried out by military submarines during the cold war and the
following years [e.g. Rothrock et al., 2008]. Airborne methods - like laser profilometry and
in the recent years electromagnetic (EM) induction sounding - were applied in many scientific
6The satellite was launched in April 2010 by the European Space Agency (ESA).
7The ICESat mission ended in August 2010. ICESat-2 is scheduled for launch in early 2016.
8The methods for measuring ice thickness are described in detail in chapter three.
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field campaigns in the Arctic [e.g. Forsberg et al., 2001; Haas et al., 2010]. Also the traditional
drilling method has been widely used to approximate the Arctic ice thickness distribution [e.g.
Eicken and Lange, 1989].
Fig. 1.6: (a) Antarctic sea ice thickness derived from ship-based observations (ASPeCt) between 1981-
2005 [Worby et al., 2008], (b) April-September mean sea ice freeboard measured by satellite radar altimetry
(ERS-1/2) between 1995-2002 [Giles et al., 2008], (c) mean snow freeboard in the Weddell Sea measured
by satellite laser altimetry (ICESat) in October and November 2005 [after Zwally et al., 2008].
For the Antarctic the situation is different. Due to the lack of a large-scale programme of
submarine observations in the Southern Hemisphere, most of our knowledge about Antarctic sea
ice thickness comes from drill-hole measurements [Haas, 2010]. However, as drilling is restricted
to the accessible regions of the sea ice cover, the measurements are biased. Furthermore, it
provides only "snapshots" of sea ice thickness. In the recent years the ASPeCt (Antarctic Sea Ice
Processes and Climate) programme compiled visual ship-based observations of sea ice thickness
from numerous voyages to the Antarctic. These data provide valuable information about the
seasonal evolution of the sea ice thickness around Antarctica, but do not offer insights into its
long-term variability (Fig. 1.6a) [Worby et al., 2008]. Groundbased and airborne EM thickness
profiling has been performed in the Antarctic e.g. by Haas et al. [2008]. But a systematic large-
scale programme of EM-surveys by aircraft is still not established. First satellite-borne radar
and laser altimetry experiments provided almost basin-wide [e.g. Giles et al., 2008; Zwally et
al., 2008] (Fig. 1.6b,c) or first basin-wide [Kurtz and Markus, 2012] estimations of Antarctic
sea ice thickness. But these methods still suffer from uncertainties induced by the snow cover
on the sea ice, as different snow types and melting snow can alter the rate of signal backscatter
significantly. Basin-scale thickness measurements from satellites are just beginning and still
very uncertain. Therefore, they need to be further developed [IGOS, 2007].
To date, the only way of performing quasi-continuous long-time observations of ice thickness
is the measurement of ice draft (the subsurface portion of sea ice) by moored Upward Looking
Sonars (ULS9). ULS instruments are attached to oceanographic moorings and determine sea
ice draft by measuring the travel times of sound signals reflected by the underside of sea ice
(see chapter 3). When moored at different locations, ULS instruments allow synoptic realtime
9Sometimes also called Ice Profiling Sonar (IPS).
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monitoring of the sea ice cover and its topography with high horizontal and vertical spatial
resolution.
Fig. 1.7: Map of the Atlantic sector of the Southern Ocean, showing the 13 mooring positions (blue circles)
in the Weddell Sea. Right: Schematic of a moored ULS.
Since 1990 the Alfred Wegener Institute (AWI) deploys moored ULS instruments on 13 po-
sitions along the prime meridian and a transect in the central Weddell Sea (Fig. 1.7). The
Weddell Sea represents a key region for the formation of dense and deep water masses which
feed the global ocean conveyor belt [Fahrbach et al., 2004]. The AWI ULS-array is the largest
array of continuously measuring ice-profiling sonars deployed in the Southern Ocean and pro-
vides a unique data set of Antarctic sea ice thickness.
The processing of the raw ULS data is a complicated procedure which has been improved
several times since the deployment of the first sonars. The full data set thus comprises data
which have been processed applying three methods since 1990. Furthermore, the ULS instru-
ment technology and the signal properties of a new generation of ULS instruments has been
improved during the recent years. To assure a stable data quality, one of the first goals of this
thesis was therefore to assimilate all available ULS data and to quantify the remaining error as
good as possible.
The instruments are deployed by RV Polarstern for measurement periods of 2-3 years and op-
erate under harsh conditions. The success rate of moored ULSs is therefore reduced, due to
regularly occurring instrument failures or lost instruments which were torn off their moorings
by passing icebergs. As a result, most of the obtained ice draft time series are gappy and give
rise to problems in the analysis of spatio-temporal variability. Another goal of this thesis was
therefore to fill the data gaps in the draft record and to assess the quality of the applied data
imputation method. The processed data were combined with filled data to generate time series
long enough for further investigation of interannual variability.
An important part of this thesis is the investigation of possible correlations between sea ice
thickness changes and changes of other atmospheric and oceanic parameters, such as wind
speed, ice drift and surface air temperature. The main scope was to find the dominant features
in the variability of the sea ice thickness and to identify its forcing mechanisms in the ocean and
in the atmosphere. This also includes the investigation of possible climate-relevant long-term
trends.
The ULS data also serve an important function in validating other measurement techniques.
As the satellite algorithms for retrieving sea ice thickness are still under development, their
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preliminary results need to be validated. Therefore, the final outcome of this thesis is a con-
sistent data set of ULS sea ice drafts, which can be used to validate results of new satellite
algorithms and coupled ice-ocean models. As sea ice draft and thickness are linearly related,
the term draft will sometimes be used as synonym for ice thickness in the following chapters.
The first four chapters of this thesis are based on present literature. The results of this study
are presented in chapters five, six and seven.
The main goals and questions of this thesis can be summarised as follows:
ä Processing of new ULS data and assimilation of the different data.
ä Imputation of missing data and assessment of the results.
ä Determination of the ULS measurement accuracy.
ä Preparation of a complete data set of sea ice drafts for the validation of satellite data and
sea ice models.
ä Where does the Weddell Sea ice thickness vary?
ä Are there trends in the ice draft?
ä What are the dominant forcing mechanisms of changes in sea ice thickness?
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"I have hydrophobia. But I
know something about ice..."
Peter Høeg, Miss Smilla’s
Feeling for Snow
2
Antarctic Sea Ice
In the following chapter I give an overview on the life cycle of sea ice and the physical relations
that are important for sea ice thickness. In the first section I qualitatively outline the formation,
growth and decay of sea ice. The following sections contain a more detailed physical treatment
of the thermodynamics, the dynamics and the thickness distribution of a sea ice cover. In the
last section I review the variability and trends of Antarctic sea ice. This chapter is mainly
based on the works of Weeks [1998], Petrich and Eicken [2010], Wadhams [2000], Haas [2010]
and Lemke [1994].
2.1 The structure, growth and life cycle of sea ice
Water is a substance with numerous anomalies. The most striking one is its density maximum
in the liquid phase. Under normal pressure (1013 mbar) the density of cooling water rises until
a temperature of 277 K (4◦C) is reached. When the water is cooled further, its density declines,
even if the water is supercooled (i.e. cooled below the freezing point at 273 K) [Ludwig and
Paschek, 2005]. However, the behaviour of seawater is different. The addition of salts lowers
the temperature of maximum density and the freezing point of the water, and increases its
density. For most of the ocean’s water the range of salinity is from 34.60 to 34.80 parts per
thousand [Stewart, 2006]. When the salinity exceeds 24.70 parts per thousand, the temperature
of maximum density disappears (Fig. 2.1b). Cooling of ocean water therefore causes the water
to become denser until the freezing point is reached, which itself is depressed to around -1.9◦C
by the presence of salt ions that hinder the formation of a regular crystal structure.
The ice which forms under the conditions encountered at the Earth’s surface is called ice I(h).
Hydrogen bonds (H-O bonds) between the water molecules favour a hexagonal arrangement
with each oxygen atom located at the centre of a tetrahedron with four other oxygen atoms at
the apices (Fig. 2.1a) [Weeks, 1998]. According to the Bernal-Fowler rules each oxygen atom
is connected to two hydrogen atoms via chemical bonds and to another two hydrogen atoms
via H-O bonds. The resulting open structure is responsible for the low density of frozen water
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compared to its liquid phase, in which breaking H-O bonds allow closer packing of the water
molecules. In ice I(h)-crystals the oxygen atoms are arranged in a series of hexagonal planes
which are called basal planes, or in the notation of Miller indices (0001) planes. The basal plane
corresponds to the direction of easy ice growth under geometrically unconstrained conditions
[Weeks, 1998]. Its interface is smooth at the molecular level. The axis perpendicular to these
planes is called c-axis and plays an important role in describing the growth and orientation
of ice crystals. Prism faces perpendicular to the basal plane are rough at the molecular level
[Petrich and Eicken, 2010]. The directions of the three a-axes correspond to the rows of oxygen
atoms in a basal plane, and coincide with the directions of the dendritic arms of snowflakes and
frazil ice crystals (see below) [Weeks, 1998].
Fig. 2.1: (a) Schematic diagram showing the crystal structure of ice I(h) [after Weeks, 1998], (b) salinity-
temperature diagram for water. Black line: temperature of maximum density. Blue line: freezing tempera-
ture.
Even at temperatures higher than the freezing point, small structurally ordered regions develop
for very short times in the water. Their arrangement corresponds to the hexagonal crystal lat-
tice of ice [Doronin and Kheisin, 1977]. Since water molecules bound to other molecules have
less energy than isolated molecules, they are in a "potential well". For a transition from one
equilibrium state to another the molecule therefore needs to overcome a certain energy barrier.
In the supercooled state the mean energy of the water molecules is less than the height of this
barrier [Doronin and Kheisin, 1977]. As the fluctuations of the state parameters of seawater
(temperature, pressure, salinity) are wide enough to ensure the crossing of the energy barrier,
supercooling under natural conditions is typically very low (~0.01
◦C to 0.1◦C) [Weeks, 1998].
Significant supercooling is also restricted by the presence of particles and small impurities in
the seawater, because the energy required to produce a crystallisation-nucleus on a solid wall
of a foreign body is less than that required in a homogeneous medium [Doronin and Kheisin,
1977]. The growth of sea ice crystals is therefore always initiated by natural seeding processes
(heterogeneous nucleation). The greatest catalysing effect have those seeds, whose geometrical
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dimensions of the crystal cells are close to that of the lattice of ice. If the seeds consist of small
ice crystals, water molecules that enter the electric field of the seeds do not require additional
energy to join the crystal structure [Doronin and Kheisin, 1977]. In this case the amount of
supercooling is very small.
Homogeneous nucleation on the contrary occurs due to fluctuation of the state parameters of
the water. This type of nucleation requires pure fresh water devoid of any impurities and oc-
curs at -39◦C [Wilson et al., 2003]. In practice, this never happens in seawater and can only
be achieved under special laboratory conditions1.
Fig. 2.2: Phase diagram of sea ice. The curves indicate the mass fraction of ice, salts and brine present
in seawater at different temperatures [after Assur, 1960], (b) X-ray tomography images of artificially grown
sea ice, showing the thermal evolution of the brine pore space (p: porosity) [Pringle et al., 2009].
The salts in seawater, mainly NaCl • 2H2O (hydrohalite) and Na2SO4• 10H2O (mirabilite),
are not incorporated as solid solutions in the ice crystals. However, sea ice samples usually
have salinities of around 5h [Lemke and Hilmer, 2003], which are caused by liquid inclusions
of concentrated brine. These are physically entrapped as layers between the crystals and grain
boundaries during growth of the ice crystals. This mechanism allows for a retention of 10% to
40% of the salt ions in the ice [Petrich and Eicken, 2010]. Sea ice can therefore be considered
as a porous medium consisting of solid freshwater ice and a system of channels and pockets
containing liquid salty brine. As the temperatures fall, freezing reduces the size of the channels
and increases the salinity of the brine. This process continues until the eutectic point is reached
at -8.2◦C for mirabilite and -22.9◦C for hydrohalite [Weeks, 1998], where the salts precipitate
in solid form.
The brine content and therefore the porosity of sea ice is a function of temperature and age
of the ice. Young ice generally has a higher salt content and thus a higher bulk density than
older ice [Lemke, 1994]. Several processes were suggested to contribute to the loss of salt during
the life cycle of sea ice: (1) Molecular salt diffusion, caused by a salinity gradient and leading
to a slow downward motion of salt within the brine pockets, (2) brine expulsion through pore
volume loss during freezing, (3) gravity drainage of brine in the upper parts of the ice floe,
1Very detailed physical descriptions of ice crystallisation phenomena can be found in Wettlaufer [1998].
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induced by cooling from above during winter and (4) flushing, which refers to a washing-out of
salty brine with relatively fresh surface meltwater during summer. Recently, Notz and Worster
[2009] demonstrated that brine expulsion and salt diffusion do not contribute to any measur-
able salt loss from sea ice. Their laboratory experiments and measurements on Arctic sea ice
showed that all salt loss from sea ice is due to gravity drainage in winter and flushing during
summer. In this way the desalination of sea ice contributes to dense water mass formation and
hence to the global ocean circulation (see section 1.2). The brine volume of sea ice determines
to a large extent its mechanical and electrical properties, the latter being especially important
for remote sensing2. As a two-phase, two-component, reactive porous medium, sea ice can be
described by the "mushy layer" equations [Feltham et al., 2006].
Fig. 2.3: The vertical stratigraphy of sea ice [after Schwarz and Weeks, 1977; Løset et al., 2006]. The
photograph in the upper left shows the brine pockets along the grain boundaries in a thin section of first-year
ice [Timco and Weeks, 2010].
When the ocean surface cools to the freezing point during winter, ice crystals are formed within
the mixed upper water layers. These crystals form a suspension until a closed surface layer is
created, which further consolidates during the freezing process. Once a continuous ice cover
is established across the sea surface, the ice/water interface advances downwards during ice
growth and rejects salt ions. This leads to an increase in the salinity of the thin adjacent water
layer. To maintain thermodynamic equilibrium, the interface between water and sea ice is al-
ways at the respective melting/freezing point. As the freezing point decreases with increasing
salinity, the rising salt concentration in the adjacent water is accompanied by a drop in tem-
perature [Petrich and Eicken, 2010]. Due to the gradient in salinity, the thin saline boundary
2Detailed descriptions of the dielectric properties of sea ice are given by Petrenko [1993], Lemke [1994] and
Kaleschke [2003].
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layer that is in contact with the ice loses salt ions through convection to the less saline ocean
water below. But the heat transport through the boundary layer to the colder ice interface is
faster than the transport of salt ions away from the interface. The layer is therefore cooled
below the freezing point [Petrich and Eicken, 2010]. This phenomenon is called constitutional
supercooling and does not occur during the growth of lake ice.
As the sea surface is rarely calm, the c-axes of crystals in the upper parts of sea ice tend to
be randomly oriented, resulting in a granular texture (Fig. 2.3). In a process called geometric
selection, ice crystals with their c-axis oriented in horizontal (or near horizontal) direction grow
faster and cut off those crystals from the melt, whose c-axes are more oriented perpendicular to
the freezing interface. The surviving crystals have therefore preferred growth directions which
are oriented perpendicular to the freezing interface, resulting in a typical columnar growth
structure [Weeks and Gow, 1978]. Below the transition zone from granular to columnar ice, the
ice therefore grows in submillimetre-thick vertical lamellae that are separated by narrow films
of brine (Fig. 2.3). It is this skeletal layer of ice lamellae that provides the habitat for large
concentrations of diatoms and many other microorganisms living on the underside of sea ice.
The width of the ice lamellae and the spacing of the brine layers depends on different factors,
such as ice-growth rate, salinity of the underlying water and the velocity of ocean currents
under the ice [Petrich and Eicken, 2010]. For example, when the ice gets thicker and its growth
rate declines, the distance between the brine layers increases.
The vertical stratigraphy and the microcrystalline structure of sea ice reflects to a large extent
its history of development, which is described for the different ice types in the following sub-
sections.
2.1.1 First-year ice
The term first-year ice refers to sea ice of no more than one year’s growth. During the initial ice
formation crystals grow into a supercooled melt. The evolution of first ice crystals forming in
calm water is somewhat similar to the freezing of fresh water or the development of snowflakes3.
These crystals start as small spheres of pure ice with a diameter of 2 mm to 3 mm, then change
Fig. 2.4: (a) Frazil streaks on turbulent water in a lead, (b) rafted sheets of nilas, (c) white first-year ice
[credits: see list of figures].
to circular discs that grow outward laterally in the basal planes, and finally change to dendritic
stars [Weeks, 1998]. Their c-axes are mostly oriented perpendicular to the sea surface, as this
is the only stable floating orientation in the water. However, even under calm conditions the
c-axes of the upper ice crystals in an initial skim are never entirely oriented vertically. The
3See Furukawa [1997].
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dendritic crystals are very fragile and soon break up into random-shaped crystal fragments, that
form a viscous suspension in the surface waters which is called frazil (or grease ice4) [Wadhams,
2000]. The density of this suspension gradually increases as the crystal fragments coagulate.
This growth process is sometimes referred to as "collision breeding" and involves collisions with
other ice aggregates or particles that are present in the water [Weeks, 1998]. Where the wind
initiates Langmuir circulation in the boundary layer, frazil sometimes forms oily streaks on the
sea surface (Fig. 2.4a). Some aspects of frazil growth are yet to be fully understood, such as
the transition from loose frazil masses into solid granular ice [Petrich and Eicken, 2010].
Under calm conditions the coagulation process soon leads to a solid surface layer of thin ice,
called nilas (Fig. 2.4b). In its early stage, when it is only a few centimetres thick, nilas is
transparent, has a dark appearance and easily bends on waves [Wadhams, 2000]. As the ice
sheet grows thicker, it changes to grey ice (10 cm to 15 cm) and finally to white ice (15 cm to
30 cm) (Fig. 2.4c). After the formation of a continuous layer of nilas a different growth process
takes place: Congelation growth refers to a process in which the heat loss is one-dimensional
upward through the ice to the atmosphere. It is the classic Stefan-problem of thermodynamic
ice growth (see section 2.2). Congelation ice is added layer by layer to an existing ice sheet and
leads to the typical columnar structure shown in figure 2.3, as the direction of easy growth is
parallel to the direction of the upward heat flow, i.e. with horizontal c-axes of the crystals. This
thermal conductivity advantage of vertically growing crystals is the reason for the geometric
selection mentioned earlier. As the downward growth continues, the advancing crystals become
larger.
First-year ice evolved under calm conditions usually has a very narrow top layer of granular ice,
followed by the transition zone between the upper 25 cm to 50 cm of the ice, where geometric
selection occurs. Below this lies the columnar zone that consists of vertically elongated ice
crystals, making up the majority of the ice sheet.
Where the wind speeds are higher, especially in the Antarctic, the initial formation process of
sea ice is slightly different. Turbulent waters maintain the stage of frazil, instead of forming
Fig. 2.5: (a) Pancake ice, (b) consolidated pancake ice [credits: see list of figures].
nilas. Winds and waves further compress the frazil suspension and form small lumps of slush,
which grow larger and solidify by accretion and freezing. This leads to the so-called pancake
ice, which consists of decimetre-sized pans which bump and rub against each other5 (Fig. 2.5a).
The individual pans gradually grow until they may reach 3 m to 5 m diameter and 50 cm to 70
4Sometimes the term grease ice refers to a later stage of coagulated frazil.
5In very cold winters, pancake ice can form in freezing rivers.
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cm thickness [Wadhams, 2000]. When the contact regions of the adjoining pans open through
the passage of waves, new frazil crystals form in the exposed water and act as glue between
the pans [Weeks, 1998]. Herded by the wind, many pancakes further adhere together and form
larger composites. This sequence of events was frequently observed in Antarctic waters and
became known as the pancake cycle [Lange et al., 1989].
Inside the ice cover, where the waves are calmed, the pancake composites accumulate into larger
groups that finally freeze together. This kind of first-year ice sheet is known as consolidated
pancake ice (Fig. 2.5b). Stratigraphic analyses of such ice revealed, that it consists of stacks
of tilted pancakes, frozen together with frazil ice in between. First-year ice that evolved under
turbulent conditions therefore has broad top layers (typically around 20 cm) of granular ice
[Lemke, 1994]. When the consolidated pancake ice is thick enough and cuts off the open water
surface, congelation growth adds a layer of columnar ice, which was found to be typically only
a few centimetres thick in Antarctic first-year ice [Wadhams, 2000].
Fig. 2.6: The life cycle of sea ice.
When the sea ice and the overlying snow cover start warming with the onset of summer, the
internal melt leads to percolation and occasionally refreezing of meltwater. If the temperatures
remain high for a long time, the ice disintegrates and the meltwater works its way down through
the pores and channels and flushes out much of the remaining brine. Especially the upper layer
of multiyear ice (see below) is subjected to repeated melting and freezing. In the lower layers
either the fresh meltwater refreezes or the remaining channels are filled with seawater, which
forms young sea ice that penetrates into the structure of the old ice [Doronin and Kheisin, 1977].
2.1.2 Multiyear ice
When sea ice survives one or more summer seasons it is called multiyear ice. The sea ice
grows thicker every year until it reaches a thickness maximum, at which the summer melt
equals the winter growth. From this point on, its thickness oscillates through an annual cycle
[Wadhams, 2000]. Calculations of equilibrium thicknesses indicated that - depending on the
climatic conditions - it lies in the range of 3 m to 5 m after a first-year growth of 2 m [Weeks,
1998]. In the Arctic, where a large area of multiyear ice exists, the sea ice is either transported
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by the transpolar drift or circulates in the Beaufort Gyre, which can take up to 10 years. In
the Antarctic most multiyear ice is second-year ice and is mainly found in the Weddell Sea.
Fig. 2.7: (a) The rough surface of a multiyear ice cover, (b) melt ponds on Arctic multiyear ice.
The vertical stratigraphy of multiyear ice often shows alternating layers of frazil and congelation
ice, as ridging and rafting piles up the ice from different years. Sometimes the top layer
of frazil is completely removed through melting, and the multiyear ice entirely consists of
columnar ice [Lemke, 1994]. However, analyses of ice cores showed that frazil dominates in
Antarctic multiyear ice, whereas the percentage of frazil in Arctic multiyear ice is less [Weeks,
1998]. One reason for the higher amount of frazil in the Antarctic is that the northern sea
ice edge is frequently disturbed by intense storms, favouring the initiation of the pancake
cycle. Additionally, close to the Antarctic continent strong katabatic winds flow off the ice
sheet, drive the sea ice away from the coast and create large polynyas, which also favours the
production of frazil. The large amount of snow falling on Antarctic sea ice leads to flooding
of the ice/snow interface. This results in the formation of snow-ice, or infiltration ice, which
consists of microgranular ice crystals (Fig. 2.3). In some regions of the Antarctic this type of
ice makes up a considerable part of the ice cover.
The stratification of multiyear sea ice is also affected by meltwater that accumulates at the
underside of the ice in the summer-fall period. The meltwater entering the saline and cold
seawater rapidly freezes and forms summer layers of very fine ice crystals. Further inflow
of meltwater from above leads to larger crystals of clear freshwater ice, whose structure is
comparable to that of congelation ice [Doronin and Kheisin, 1977]. The density of multiyear
sea ice decreases every year, as the brine is gradually replaced by ice. The low salinity of the
upper layer of multiyear ice enables the discrimination between first-year ice and multiyear ice
by satellite sensors. In the melt season this is not possible, as the water or wet snow on top of
the ice disturbs the microwave remote sensing signals [Sandven and Johannessen, 2006].
Due to rafting and ridging, multiyear ice has a rougher surface than young ice, especially in
the Arctic where the ice floes tend to converge (Fig. 2.7a). Also the bottom of multiyear ice
is rougher and forms a characteristic landscape of bulges and depressions. Furthermore, the
low brine content makes it mechanically stronger, turning it into a hard barrier for icebreakers
[Wadhams, 2000]. During the spring-summer melting the surface of multiyear ice gets smoothed,
as the sails of the pressure ridges melt and depressions are filled with melt water [Lemke, 1994].
This can be frequently observed in the Arctic (Fig. 2.7b).
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2.2 Formation, growth and melt of an ice cover
The following section describes the thermal buildup of an ice cover and the thermodynamic
processes determining the growth and melt rates of sea ice. Frazil growth under turbulent
conditions is therefore not discussed here. The descriptions mainly follow the bookchapter of
Petrich and Eicken [2010].
Once the first individual ice crystals have formed in calm ocean water, crystallisation rapidly
spreads over large areas because of the large number of crystallisation nuclei in the surface
layer of the ocean. Due to cooling from above and the resulting heat flux through the ice to
the atmosphere, the initial sheet of nilas starts thickening. Its growth rate is determined by the
energy balance at the ice/water interface, i.e. the underside of the ice. The upward conductive
heat flux from the interface into the ice (Fc) and the oceanic heat flux from the water into the
ice (Fw) are balanced by the release or uptake of latent heat (Lsi) [Petrich and Eicken, 2010].
This means that the difference between the two heat fluxes is compensated by the latent heat
liberated during freezing of the water or taken up to melt the ice:
ρiLsi
dH
dt
= Fc − Fw. (2.1)
Here, dH/dt is the sea ice thickness change with time and ρi the density of pure ice. When
directed upwards to the atmosphere, the heat flux is positive. Without the oceanic heat flux
and the radiative heating of the ice by the sun, the ice cover would grow thicker as long as the
surface temperature of the ice was less than the freezing point of the seawater at the ice bottom
[Petrich and Eicken, 2010]. However, the ocean always contains a reservoir of heat, which
maintains an oceanic heat flux of up to several tens of W m−2 in the Antarctic. As the winter
equilibrium thickness is crucially determined by the balance Fc = Fw, Antarctic first-year ice
only reaches a thermodynamic growth maximum of 0.5 m to 0.7 m [Petrich and Eicken, 2010,
and references therein], although the temperatures of the winter atmosphere in some regions
may remain at -25◦C for several weeks.
Even at times and under climatological conditions where the waters are expected to be ice
covered, there are some areas within the ice pack which remain ice free. These polynyas can
form by two mechanisms: The first mechanism leads to the so called "latent heat polynyas"
and creates open areas in the ice cover by continually removing newly formed ice via winds and
ocean currents [Smith et al., 1990]. The new ice which forms in the polynya provides the latent
heat to keep the area ice free. The second mechanism includes convective exchange with the
deeper ocean. When warm deep water enters the surface layer it can locally melt the existing ice
cover or prevent the formation of new ice [Smith et al., 1990]. In such "sensible heat polynyas"
the oceanic heat flux can increase to several hundred W m−2 [Petrich and Eicken, 2010]. This
heat flux from the ocean to the atmosphere is one of the reasons why north polar winters are
less frigid than those of the south polar region [Smith et al., 1990].
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Fig. 2.8: A simple
two-layer ice growth model. Ta
is the temperature of the atmo-
sphere, Ts the temperature of the
air/snow interface, Ti the tem-
perature of the ice surface and Tw
the temperature of the ice/water
interface. The heat fluxes are:
The oceanic heat flux (Fw), the
latent heat flux through freez-
ing of the ice (FL), the conduc-
tive heat flux directed upwards
through the ice (Fc), the so-
lar shortwave radiative heat flux
(Fsw), the ingoing and outgo-
ing longwave heat fluxes (Fl) and
the turbulent atmospheric sensi-
ble and latent heat fluxes (Ft). H
is the thickness of the ice, h the
thickness of the snow cover, λsi
the thermal conductivity of sea ice and λs the thermal conductivity of snow.
As the vertical temperature gradients in sea ice are usually much larger than the horizontal
gradients [Leppäranta, 1993], the oceanic heat and the latent heat of freezing are conducted
upwards through the ice and are finally released to the atmosphere. The energy balance at
the upper ice surface as well as the thermal properties of the ice and the overlying snow cover
determine the rate at which this heat is released [Petrich and Eicken, 2010]. Compared to the
balance at the underside of the ice, for the heat balance at the ice surface some more fluxes
need to be considered. A sea ice surface at steady temperature (dT/dt = 0) requires that the
following incoming and outgoing heat fluxes are balanced: (1) the solar radiative shortwave flux
penetrating into the ice, (2) the incoming longwave flux, (3) the outgoing longwave flux, (4)
the turbulent atmospheric sensible and latent heat fluxes, (5) the heat flux due to melting of
the ice surface and (6) the conductive heat flux from the interior of the ice [Petrich and Eicken,
2010] (Fig. 2.8).
Both the heat balance at the ice surface and the heat balance at the bottom are coupled through
the conductive heat transfer, which can be expressed by the heat transfer equation:
∂T
∂t
=
1
ρicsi
∂
∂z
[
λsi
∂T
∂z
]
− ∂Fsw
∂z
=
λsi
ρicsi
∂2T
∂z2
− ∂Fsw
∂z
. (2.2)
Here, λsi is the thermal conductivity of the ice and csi the heat capacity of the ice. The
heat transfer equation describes the diffusive propagation of a temperature signal in sea ice by
the change of temperature with time [Petrich and Eicken, 2010]. The term (λsi/ρicsi) on the
right hand side is referred to as thermal diffusivity. It indicates the propagation rate of the
temperature fluctuation. The thermal diffusivity can be calculated from the changes of the
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vertical temperature profiles in sea ice [Lemke, 1994].
For calculating sea ice thickness changes, equation (2.2) takes the form:
∂H
∂t
= ρicsi
∂T
∂t
=
∂
∂z
[
λsi
∂T
∂z
]
− ∂Fsw
∂z
. (2.3)
Equation (2.3) becomes nonlinear due to the temperature dependence of λsi and csi. But also
the other terms depend on surface and air temperature in a non-linear way. The solution of
this problem requires numerical techniques which would be far beyond the scope of this chapter6.
However, the problem can be approached by a simple two-layer model. The model was first
proposed by J. Stefan7 and provides reasonable predictions of ice growth. Stefan’s law makes
use of the assumptions mentioned above, that heat linearly conducted through the ice is exactly
balanced by the latent heat of fusion of newly formed ice [Allison, 1979]. Considering Stefan’s
two-layer model with snow and ice (Fig. 2.8), we assume the temperature at the ice/ocean
interface (Tw) to be at the freezing point and the oceanic heat flux (Fw) to be known. The net
longwave radiation fluxes (Fl) and the turbulent heat fluxes (Ft) can be linearly approximated
as a function of surface and air temperature:
Fa = −k (Ta − Ts) , (2.4)
where Fa is the net atmospheric heat flux and k is an effective heat transfer coefficient between
surface and atmosphere [Petrich and Eicken, 2010]. The thermal conductivity λsi is assumed
to be homogeneous throughout the ice, which leads to linear vertical temperature profiles. The
conductive heat flux is largely determined by the heat flux to the atmosphere. By using the
conductive heat flux equation Fc(z) = λ (∂T/∂z) for the snow layer (h) and the ice layer (H)
and with continuity in temperature, the net conductive heat flux is
Fa = Fc = − Ta − Tw1
k
+ H
λsi
+ h
λs
, (2.5)
where λs is the thermal conductivity of snow. Note that this equation is only valid in the
absence of solar heating and ice surface melting, e.g. for conditions encountered during polar
winter. Inserting this net heat flux at the upper surface into the energy balance at the bottom
(equation 2.1) leads to the equation
ρiLsi
dH
dt
= − Ta − Tw1
k
+ H
λsi
+ h
λs
− Fw. (2.6)
To allow ice thickness calculations solely based on air temperature, some more simplifications
have to be made: (1) The oceanic heat flux (FW ) is neglected and (2) we assume that h increases
with time proportionally with H (h = rH). Integrating the modified equation (2.6) over time
then leads to the equation
6Several approaches to the solution are discussed by Doronin and Kheisin [1977].
7Josef Stefan, Austrian physicist (1835-1893). See also Crepeau [2008].
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H2 +
2λsi
k
(
1 +
λsi
λs
r
)−1
H =
2λsi
ρiLsi
(
1 +
λsi
λs
r
)−1 ∫
−(Ta − Tw)dt. (2.7)
For absence of snow (r = 0) and a constant surface temperature (dTs/dt = 0 ⇒ k → ∞), we
obtain Stefan’s law for ice growth:
Stefan’s Law
H2 =
2λsi
ρiLsi
T∫
0
(Tw − Ta)dt (2.8)
Josef Stefan called this equation "Kältesumme" [Crepeau, 2008], where H is the ice thickness
after time t = T . It follows from Stefan’s law that the thickness of ice increases with the square
root of time (Fig. 2.9), which implies that thin ice growths faster than thick ice. Stefan’s law
initially did not make allowance for changes of the heat content within the ice, i.e. it applied
only for ice of zero specific heat. This problem can be solved by using an effective latent heat.
A more serious drawback of Stefan’s law is that it assumes the oceanic heat flux to be zero
[Leppäranta, 1993]. As shown by figure 2.9, including an oceanic heat flux in equation (2.8)
may be sufficient to obtain a reasonable match to the observed ice growth:
H =
√√√√ 2λi
ρiLsi
T∑
0
(Tw − Ta) t− 1
ρiLsi
T∑
0
Fw t. (2.9)
But there still remain systematic departures from the simple model in equation (2.9), indicative
of a variable oceanic heat flux [Allison, 1979]. Usually, the oceanic heat flux during ice growth
starts at high values (typically 20 W m−2 to 40 W m−2) and decreases as the ice grows thicker.
This behaviour can be explained by thermohaline convection caused by the salt rejection from
the ice. The following density instabilities initiate convection in the underlying water, which
in turn brings relatively warm deep water up to the sea ice bottom. As the ice growth rate
decreases, the rate of brine rejection also drops, decreasing the convection and the heat transfer
to the ice [Allison, 1979]. Rapid melting and freezing of the ice, changes in ice concentration and
modifications to the ice bottom roughness also alter the ice/ocean interaction [Holland et al.,
1997]. The oceanic heat flux is therefore strongly dependent on the ice thickness distribution.
Another reason for the decrease of the oceanic heat flux during winter is the reduced insolation
through ice-free areas and thin ice. The ice drift is also responsible for changes of Fw, as the
ice may move into regions of higher or lower heat fluxes, e.g. by passing oceanic frontal zones.
The oceanic heat flux can be calculated from turbulent heat transfer in the ocean. Alternatively
it can be derived from ocean-models or from the difference between the measured latent and
conductive heat fluxes [Purdie et al., 2006].
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Fig. 2.9: Observed ice thickness at Mawson (Antarctica). The grey circles represent 10 day measured values
of ice thickness. The dashed line is from Stefan’s law (equation 2.8) and the solid line is from Stefan’s law
modified to include an oceanic heat flux (equation 2.9) of Fw = 9 W m−2 [after Allison, 1979].
Several other relationships were found to simplify the predictions for ice growth8. One example
is the relation
H2 + 5.1 H = 6.7 Θ, (2.10)
where H is in cm and Θ is in degree days (Θ =
∫
(Tw − Ta)dt).
The snow cover on sea ice, which is also not considered in Stefan’s law, alters the heat budget
and is therefore important to ice growth. Owing to the large temporal variations, the snow
problem poses a great challenge for modelling work. Snow reflects most of the sunlight (~87%
compared to ~50% reflectivity of bare ice) and serves as a thermal insulator on the ice. The
conductive heat flux (Fc) can be reduced by up to 50%, just by depositing a snow layer of a
few centimetres. Model simulations indicate that the thick snow cover on Antarctic sea ice ap-
proximately halves the ice thickness in the Weddell Sea [Petrich and Eicken, 2010]. A possible
way of extending Stefan’s law by a set of equations to include the effects of a snow cover on
sea ice growth is discussed by Leppäranta [1993]9. When the snow cover becomes thick enough
to depress the ice surface below the sea surface, infiltration ice forms at the top surface of ice
floes. This has serious consequences for the remote sensing of sea ice. Usually, snow is fairly
transparent to microwave remote sensing wavelengths. This is not the case if the snow is wet
or it contains layers of thin ice [Sandven and Johannessen, 2006]. The dielectric properties of
snow-ice are different from that of pure snow, which changes the remote sensing signals from
the ice. At the snow/ice interface the snow is quickly re-crystallised after melting, which also
has an effect on radar return signals.
The analytic methods of thermal growth described above (i.e. Stefan’s law and its modifica-
tions) are powerful tools for obtaining first-order approximations of sea ice growth. However, a
precise quantitative analysis of sea ice growth requires numerical models. The model of Maykut
and Untersteiner, proposed in 1971, is still the basis for understanding the thermodynamics of
8See Wadhams [2000].
9Another detailed discussion about the influence of snow on the buildup of sea ice can be found in Doronin
and Kheisin [1977].
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sea ice [Wadhams, 2000; Lemke and Hilmer, 2003]. This model includes time-dependent verti-
cal diffusion processes within the ice, time-dependent specific heat and thermal conductivity,
effects of internal heating due to solar radiation and the storage of heat in the brine pockets10.
As we have seen, the limiting factors of sea ice growth are oceanic and solar heating, i.e. the
heat fluxes into the ice from above and below. These heat fluxes also determine the ice melt
starting with the onset of summer. In the Arctic the increasing insulation and rising air tem-
peratures completely melt the thin snow layer, resulting in the formation of meltwater pools,
which can cover a considerable area on the ice surface in the melt season. As the meltwater
reduces the albedo of the ice, the melt ponds grow deeper and wider and their water works its
way down to the underside of the ice. Through cracks and leads in the disintegrating ice cover
the ocean absorbs more and more heat from solar radiation. This increases the oceanic heat
flux and thus initiates the accelerated melting of the ice at the underside.
Antarctic sea ice responds quite differently from Arctic sea ice during the summer melt period.
As the summer air temperatures rise only sporadically above 0◦C around most of Antarctica,
atmospherically-induced summer surface melting appears far less extensive than in the Arctic
[Drinkwater and Liu, 2000]. On Antarctic sea ice, most of the thick snow cover is retained
throughout the summer and insulates the ice from warm air temperatures. Melt ponds are
therefore not common in the Antarctic. This is also due to the cold atmosphere that effectively
cools the sea ice surface even during summer. Instead of surface melting, absorption of solar
short wave radiation by the ocean through small openings and leads, and the resulting oceanic
heat flux that exceeds the conductive heat flux are the most effective ice removal processes in
austral summer [Drinkwater and Liu, 2000]. As a result, the desalination process is less effective
and maintains a relatively higher mean salinity in Antarctic multiyear ice. In the Antarctic a
large fraction of sea ice also continues to move seaward into high oceanic heat flux regimes after
the ice growth stops. There it breaks up and eventually melts at the retreating edge [Wadhams,
2000].
As discussed above, the presence of brine and the associated phase changes mean that sea ice
does not have a fixed melting point. When the upper sea ice surface initially receives a net
heat flux into the ice, the sea ice therefore warms and melts on a microscopic scale, rather than
reducing its thickness. The ice thickness starts declining, when the continued warming raises
the ice temperature to the bulk melting point and surface ablation takes place [Petrich and
Eicken, 2010].
Stefan’s law shows that the ice growth slows as the ice becomes thicker with time. As there
are always oceanic heat fluxes penetrating into the ice, at some point the ice growth stops. At
this point the conductive heat flux out of the ice equals the oceanic heat flux into the ice. This
equilibrium thickness can be calculated using equation (2.6) and the proportionality between
snow and ice thickness (h = rH):
Heq = −λsiTa − Tw
Fw
(
1 +
λsi
λs
r
)−1
. (2.11)
This equilibrium thickness lies at ~0.5 m for typical conditions encountered in Antarctic waters:
Ta-Tw = -20 K, λsi = 2 W m−1K−1, Fw = 20 W m−2, λsi/λs = 10 and r = 0.3 (i.e. flooding)
10A thorough description of the Maykut and Untersteiner-model is given by Wadhams [2000].
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[Petrich and Eicken, 2010]. As pointed out by Doronin and Kheisin [1977], sea ice can be
regarded as an index of thermal interaction between the atmosphere and the ocean. In this
sense the equilibrium thickness is considered as a thickness that does not vary from year to
year under given climatic conditions and is subject only to internal changes. The equilibrium
thickness therefore indicates any trend toward climatic changes in the polar regions. Thus,
in regions where a sea ice cover is not in its equilibrium state, additional sinks or sources of
heat can be assumed [Doronin and Kheisin, 1977]. But variations in sea ice thickness can also
be a result of the ice drift. The ice drift transforms level ice (i.e. purely thermodynamically
grown ice) into deformed and ridged ice, and therefore significantly alters its thickness and
morphology.
2.3 The drift of sea ice
A sea ice cover can be regarded as the moving interface between wind and ocean currents. The
response of the ice cover to these forces are leads, pressure ridges and coastal polynyas.
To understand the nature of ice drift, it is essential to consider all internal and external forces
acting on moving sea ice. The momentum balance for drifting sea ice is expressed by Newton’s
Third Law of Motion, comprising all forces acting on a unit area of the sea ice cover:
Sea ice momentum balance
m
dVi
dt
= τa + τw + τc + τi + τt (2.12)
where m is the mass per unit area, Vi the ice drift velocity, τa the wind stress, τw the water
stress, τc the Coriolis force, τi the internal ice stress and τt the force due to sea surface tilt.
With the term τi the ice rheology is included into the balance. However, air stress, water stress
and the Coriolis force are the dominant forces acting on sea ice [Wadhams, 2000]. Wind and
ocean forcing of sea ice is therefore a classical boundary layer problem where wind is a purely
external force, but the dynamics of ice and water are highly coupled [Leppäranta, 1998].
Wind stress and water stress can both be described by quadratic drag laws. As the oceanic
boundary layer is much thinner than the atmospheric boundary layer, the difference between
the drag of smooth ice and ridged ice is relatively greater for water [Wadhams, 2000]. Freezing
of ice decreases the density stratification near the surface and thus supports the vertical mo-
mentum transfer. Thereby it increases the water drag. Melting on the contrary reduces the
water drag [Wadhams, 2000]. The Coriolis11 force, or more precisely the Coriolis effect, must
be included because all governing equations for geophysical motions are written in a reference
framework rotating with our planet. As a result, all observed bodies are accelerated in a certain
direction due to Earth’s rotation. In the Southern Hemisphere, the Coriolis force is turned by
90◦ to the left of the ice motion vector (in the Northern Hemisphere to the right). The Coriolis
force takes its maximum at the poles and is zero at the Equator. As the Coriolis force is pro-
portional to mass, it is much stronger for the motion of icebergs than for the drift of sea ice.
11Gaspard Gustave Coriolis, French Physicist (1792-1843).
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Winds and ocean currents are the sources of internal ice stress. Each area within the ice cover
is affected by stress transmitted by the adjoining parts of the ice sheet. The extent to which
a unit area of the ice cover is affected by the surrounding ice is a function of the mechanical
properties of the ice [Wadhams, 2000]. But also the thickness distribution (see next section) is
an important factor. In some climate models the term of internal ice stress is neglected, i.e.
the ice drift is approximated by a "free drift solution". Other models allow for a free drift only
as long as the ice is thinner than a preset threshold value (usually 4 m)12. The last term in
the momentum balance is the force acting on sea ice due to the tilt of the sea surface. Due to
Earth’s rotation, ocean currents, thermohaline effects and tides, the ocean is neither uniform
nor at rest. Therefore, its surface does not necessarily correspond to the geoid. The geoid is a
surface of constant potential energy that coincides with mean sea level over the oceans, i.e. the
level of the ocean surface if it were completely at rest13. The surface topography, i.e. the tilt
of the sea surface, causes a horizontal pressure gradient force which is balanced by the Coriolis
force. The resulting equilibrium current is called geostrophic current (Vwg) [Wadhams, 2000].
Over periods of a few days τt is negligible, but becomes stronger over periods of several months
[Wadhams, 2000].
Empirical studies of ice motion confirmed that the vector of ice drift (Vi) is almost in the di-
rection of the geostrophic wind vector (Vag) and the ice drift speed is proportional to the
geostrophic wind speed [Kottmeier and Sellmann, 1996]. The turning angle (θa) between
geostrophic wind and surface wind (Va) is about 25◦. Of the same size is the angle between
the current velocity at the bottom of the oceanic boundary layer and the current velocity at
the ice underside [Wadhams, 2000].
Fig. 2.10: (a) Momentum balance for a freely drifting ice floe in the Southern Hemisphere, as seen from
above. The vectors of the forces are shown relative to the geostrophic ocean current [after Martinson and
Wamser, 1990] (symbols: see text). The water drag is not directly opposed to the ice drift because the
oceanic boundary layer is set in motion by the traction of the ice on it. In this representation the effect of
sea surface tilt is implicit in Vi−Vwg. (b) Velocity diagram for free ice drift [after Kottmeier and Sellmann,
1996].
In a very simple case the sea surface tilt stress is set to zero. Furthermore, e.g. in the case
of very thin ice, the Coriolis term is also zero. It follows that in the absence of a geostrophic
ocean current, the ice drift is in the direction of the geostrophic wind, as the angles for wind
and water are of the same size [Wadhams, 2000]. This enables the calculation of the ice drift
from the geostrophic wind field which is available from model data. Studies on Arctic sea ice
revealed that the ice moves at roughly 1% of the mean wind speed, and with an angle of 18◦ to
12See Lemke and Hilmer [2003].
13See Stewart [2006] for details.
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the right of the surface wind. For the Weddell Sea the numbers were found to be 1.6% and 10◦
to 15◦ to the left, respectively [Haas, 2010, and references therein]. Average values of sea ice
drift in the Weddell Sea are 0.5% to 1.5% of the geostrophic wind velocity [Schmitt, 2005, and
references therein]. "Away from coastal boundaries, geostrophic wind explains more than 70%
of the variance of daily ice motion in both winter and summer" [Kwok and Comiso, 2002b].
2.4 The sea ice thickness distribution
As we have seen in the previous section, the ice pack is subject to wind and ocean currents and
is therefore in constant motion. As a result, the sea ice breaks up into single ice floes or larger
aggregates of floes separated by open areas (so-called leads), which form as a result of ice drift
divergence. Leads rapidly refreeze in winter and their newly formed ice can be easily crushed
under convergent ice drift conditions. In regions of convergent wind or current directions the
ice floes are pushed together and collide with each other. The resulting ice stress can become
very large and breaks the ice into fragments, which are finally pushed onto and below the edges
of the floes (Fig. 2.11a) [Haas, 2010]. The enormous power of converging ice floes is able to
destroy whole ships, as dramatically shown by the loss of Ernest Shackleton’s14 sailing ship
Endurance in 1915 (Fig. 2.11b).
Fig. 2.11: (a) Pressure ridges formed by convergent wind and ocean currents. Ridges consist either
of crushed thin ice from refrozen leads (left) or of thick, buckled ice floes (right) [modified from Haas,
2010]. (b) Ernest Shackleton’s Endurance, crushed by ice in the Weddell Sea (November 1915) [from:
www.coolantarctica.com].
Due to the dynamic interaction, the ice pack is composed of many different thicknesses of ice.
Variable is also the snow layer on the ice and the network of leads in an ice cover. Pressure
ridges are much thicker than thermodynamically grown level ice and obey some statistical laws.
The sea ice thickness distribution is a very fundamental attribute of an ice regime, and the shape
of its distribution indicates to some extent the degree of ice deformation. Hence, interpreting ice
thickness data in terms of climate change is very difficult, as a locally increased production of
pressure ridges may offset the thermodynamic thinning of sea ice [Wadhams, 1994]. As the ice
14Sir Ernest Henry Shackleton, Anglo-Irish explorer (1874-1922).
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thickness combines with the ice drift to the mass transport of sea ice, the thickness distribution
regulates the transport of freshwater out of the polar oceans.
The theory of sea ice thickness distribution was first introduced by Thorndike et al. [1975].
Considering a region R = {R,x} of area R surrounding some point x, the thickness distribution
is the probability density function (PDF) of ice thickness
g(H) dH =
dA(H,H + ∆H)
R
, (2.13)
where H is the ice thickness and dA(H,H + ∆H) the areal fraction of R covered with ice of
thickness between H and (H + ∆H) [Haas, 2010]. The PDF g(H) can therefore be interpreted
as the likelihood that a point will have thickness H. The cumulative distribution
∫H
0 g(H
′) dH ′
is simply the fractional area of ice thinner than H [Babko et al., 2002] and, by construction, the
integral of g(H) over all thicknesses (from 0 to∞) is one. In practice, g(H) can be obtained by
dividing a frequency histogram of measured ice thickness data by the bin-width (dH) [Haas,
2010]. It is important to note that g(H) is the sample distribution function for the region R
and is therefore not necessarily equal to the underlying PDF [Flato, 1998].
The thickness distribution is a function of both time and position and is maintained by a
balance of thermal and mechanical processes [Thorndike, 1992]. Its temporal development is
given by
Ice volume conservation
∂g
∂t
= ∇ (Vi g)− ∂(fg)
∂H
+ Ω (2.14)
which can also be interpreted as the conservation of ice volume. Here, f(H,x, t) = dH/dt is
the thermodynamic growth rate of ice of thickness H at time t and at point x, and Ω is a
function that mechanically redistributes ice from one thickness to another [Wadhams, 1994].
The redistribution function itself is a functional of H and g(H) and models the formation of
pressure ridges and leads.
The first term on the right hand side of equation (2.14) describes the divergence of ice due to
drift (see previous section). The ice divergence creates polynyas and leads in which new ice
can form. The divergence removes ice of a certain thickness and creates a delta signal at zero
thickness in the thickness distribution [Haas, 2010].
The term of thermodynamic growth has already been discussed in section 2.2. As f = dH/dt is
dependent on the sea ice thickness itself, it not only includes the ice growth, but also the melt
of very thick ice due to the oceanic heat flux (Fig. 2.12). When averaged over an annual cycle,
it therefore causes thin ice to grow thicker and thick ice to become thinner [Wadhams, 1994].
The distribution function Ω describes the process of deformation due to ice convergence, in
which thin ice is transformed into thicker ice classes by mechanical processes, such as ridging
and rafting. This term is the least understood and poses a serious problem to sea ice models, as
it depends to a large extent on small-scale mechanics and friction between the ice floes [Haas,
2010].
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Fig. 2.12: Different physical processes that affect the sea ice thickness distribution [modified from Haas,
2010].
The different melt rates of sea ice depend on the ice thickness distribution. For example, the
heat flux through pressure ridges is lower than through new level ice, which makes the pressure
ridges melt faster [Haas, 2010]. Their keels may also reach into warmer deep water. On the
other hand, the melt rate itself affects the thickness distribution, as demonstrated by melt
ponds on the sea ice surface. These significantly reduce the surface albedo and thus absorb
more energy than the neighbouring snow or ice surfaces [Haas, 2010]. The processes that influ-
ence the sea ice thickness distribution are therefore part of complex feedbacks and are therefore
extensively studied.
Depending on the degree of deformation, pressure ridges can contribute 30% to 80% to the
total volume of an ice cover [Haas, 2010]. The average ice thickness distribution in regions
with large numbers of pressure ridges is determined by the prevailing atmospheric circulation
regimes. In such regions the mean ice thickness is more determined by pressure ridges than by
level ice [Haas, 2010].
As shown in figure 2.11, pressure ridge sails and keels have nearly triangular shapes. When
multiyear keels erode to semi-elliptical profiles, the shape of a pressure ridge cross-section is
therefore a triangle with rounded crests. Typical keel draft to sail height ratios are of the order
3-4:1 [Wadhams, 1994]. Very deep ridge keels can reach drafts of more than 40 m, with keel
to sail ratios exceeding 10:1 [W. Dierking, personal communication, 2012]. Ridge sails in the
Arctic can reach heights of up to 13 m, whereas the sail height of Antarctic ridges rarely exceeds
1 m [Allison, 1997]. The maximum height to which a pressure ridge can build depends on the
ice composition.
The tail of g(H) (Fig. 2.12), which typically comprises most of the ridged ice, was found to fit
a negative exponential distribution [Wadhams, 1994]. Consequently, the sail heights and keel
drafts show a similar distribution.
As mentioned in chapter one, little is known about regional ice thickness distributions in the
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Antarctic, due to the lack of systematic measurements. However, repeated surveys and ob-
servations - like the Polarstern expeditions "Winter Weddell Sea Project" (WWSP) in 1986,
"Winter Weddell Gyre Study" (WWGS) in 1989 and "Winter Weddell Outflow Study" (WW-
OS) in 2006 - provided thickness distributions mainly from ice core drillings and laser profiling,
but also from ground penetrating radar (GPR) measurements and EM-surveys. Observations
during WWSP showed that the modal ice thickness was about 50 cm to 60 cm and that observed
maximum keel drafts of pressure ridges were about 6 m [Wadhams, 1994].
The typical pattern of Antarctic sea ice
Fig. 2.13: Model results of mean sea ice thicknesses
(colours) around Antarctica for the winters 1985-1993.
The arrows represent the mean ice drift [after Timmer-
mann et al., 2002].
thickness is shown in figure 2.13. The thick-
est ice is found near the continent, as tem-
peratures are coldest in high latitudes and
the ice shears along the coast. In the At-
lantic sector the Weddell Gyre carries ice
from the eastern Weddell Sea southward
towards the Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf and
then northward along the eastern side of
the Antarctic Peninsula [Wadhams, 1994].
The Peninsula forms a natural barrier for
the drifting ice, where it is sporadically
compressed and becomes thicker. TheWed-
dell Sea is the region with the highest a-
mount of perennial ice in Antarctica.
Annual Antarctic fast ice tends to grow
to a maximum thermodynamic thickness
of 1.5 m to 2.0 m [Worby et al., 2008,
and references therein]. But in the Wed-
dell Sea pack ice zone the ice rarely grows
thermodynamically to more than 0.5 m.
A recent study compiling data from the
ASPeCt programme found that the long-
term mean and standard deviation of total
Antarctic sea ice thickness is 0.87 ± 0.91 m, which is 40% higher than the mean level ice thick-
ness of 0.62 m. The high standard deviation compared to the mean of 0.87 m reflects the
highly variable nature of Antarctic sea ice thickness in different regions [Worby et al., 2008].
The highest percentages of ridging are observed in the western Weddell Sea. Mean sea ice
thicknesses in this region range from less than 1 m in the south to a range of 1.5 m to 2.5 m
along the Antarctic Peninsula [Worby et al., 2008].
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2.5 Variability and trends of Antarctic sea ice
2.5.1 Variability
The large-scale variability of the global sea ice cover has been studied since 1978 using satellite
passive-microwave data. The two most important parameters to quantify the expansion of the
sea ice cover are: (1) The sea ice extent (i.e. the integrated sum of the areas of all data elements
with at least 15% ice cover) and (2) the sea ice area (i.e. the sum of all actual ice areas) [Comiso,
2010]. The Antarctic sea ice extent shows a strong seasonal cycle (Fig. 2.14) with a minimum
in February (austral summer) and a maximum in September (austral winter). Whereas the
growth season takes about seven months, the decay period takes only five months. This can
be attributed to the oceanic heat flux, which moderates the ice growth in autumn/winter and
accelerates the retreat of the ice in spring/summer [Comiso, 2010].
Fig. 2.14: Time series of the extent of Antarctic sea ice (monthly averages). The inset shows the annual
cycle, which is computed as a 33 years average (1978-2010) of the monthly mean values [after Parkinson
and Cavalieri, 2012].
The September sea ice extents in the Southern Hemisphere in the period 1978-2006 range from
a maximum of 18.9× 106 km2 in 2006 to a minimum of 17.5× 106 km2 in 1986. The February
ice extents range from a maximum of 3.75 × 106 km2 in 2003 to a minimum of 2.46 × 106
km2 in 1993 [Cavalieri and Parkinson, 2008]. The interannual variability of the sea ice extent
anomalies in austral summer (February) is much larger than that in austral winter (September).
The time period with the most rapid decay of southern sea ice is January. During February a
large fraction of the coastal areas around Antarctica is already ice-free. When the ice freeze-up
starts in march, these areas are again covered with thin ice. In September the sea ice extent
reaches its maximum, and in October it starts to retreat. The decline of the ice cover becomes
very rapid in November and continues throughout December and January until a new cycle of
ice growth starts.
The variability of Antarctic sea ice parameters is strongly influenced by ocean-atmosphere
modes of climate variability in the Southern Hemisphere. The dominant modes are shown in
the box on the next page. These modes are also present in the 850 hPa height anomaly field as
EOF1 (SAM), EOF2 (PSA) and EOF3 (ZW3) and explain 27-33%, ~22% and 9% of the total
variance, respectively [Schmitt, 2005].
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Modes of Climate Variability
in the Southern Hemisphere
The Southern Annular Mode (SAM) - also
known as Antarctic Oscillation (AAO) - is the domi-
nant pattern in the tropospheric circulation variabil-
ity of the Southern Hemisphere. Its signature is a
zonally symmetric (wavenumber 0) meridional see-
saw in atmospheric mass between 45◦S and south of
60◦S. The SAM involves zonal winds and alternation
of mass between these latitudes. Strongest negative
correlations are found in the coastal areas near the
Antarctic continent and in the Ross and Amundsen
Seas. Strongest positive correlations are concentrated
over the Indian and southwest Pacific Oceans.
The Pacific South America Pattern (PSA) rep-
resents the high latitude response to the El Nin˜o
Southern Oscillation (ENSO) events in the tropi-
cal Pacific. During warm events (El Nin˜o) it con-
sists of a low pressure centre east of New Zealand, a
high pressure centre in the subpolar southeast Pacific
(Bellinghausen and Amundsen Seas), and another low
pressure centre over the South Atlantic. The PSA
pattern responds to cold events (La Nin˜a) with the
opposite phase for all three anomalous centres [Yuan
and Li, 2008].
The Zonal Wave Three (ZW3) is the major
asymmetric part in the large-scale atmospheric cir-
culation of the extratropical Southern Hemisphere.
It is quasi-stationary and has a maximum near
50◦S. Its position is determined by the distribution
of the mid-latitude land masses, so that its ridges
roughly coincide with the southern continents. ZW3
is a dominant feature in meridional winds on daily,
seasonal and interannual time scales [Raphael, 2007].
In some years, however, an eastward propagating
zonal wavenumber-2 pattern, known as the Antarctic
Circumpolar Wave (ACW), dominates.
SAM, PSA: Linear regression coefficients of standardised climate indices on sea level pressure. The unit is
hPa per one unit standard deviation of each index [Yuan and Li, 2008].
ZW3: Eigenvector of the leading EOF mode of standardised anomalous meridional wind at 300 hPa [Yuan and
Li, 2008].
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SAM & SAO
The SAM has the form of a meridional dipole with the node centred at 45◦S. The SAM explains
50% of the monthly mean sea level pressure (SLP) variance over Antarctica [Gong and Wang,
1999]. It has also been identified in various other pressure height levels, surface temperatures
and zonally averaged wind fields. In the SAM the latter show strongest anomalies in the upper
troposphere [Thompson and Wallace, 2000, and references therein].
The variability of the SAM can be objectively expressed as the difference in the normalised
zonally averaged SLP between 45◦S and 65◦S, which defines the SAM-Index [Gong and Wang,
1999]. Alternative definitions of the SAM-Index are the first EOFs of the Southern Hemisphere
extratropical SLP, geopotential height or zonal winds, respectively. In the high index state the
subtropical highs develop stronger and the subpolar lows develop deeper, and vice versa in the
low index state. A high SAM-Index represents a stronger westerly circumpolar flow and is also
associated with a significant cooling over Antarctica, with correspondingly low geopotential
heights, and a warming over the Antarctic Peninsula [Kwok and Comiso, 2002a; Gillet et al.,
2006]. Since the 1960s the SAM exhibits a significant positive trend toward its positive phase
(Fig. 2.15). "Positive" means that pres-
Fig. 2.15: SAM-Index (EOF-1 of SLP) after
http://jisao.washington.edu/data/aao/slp. Thin line:
monthly mean values. Bold line: 12 months running
means.
sures over Antarctica are relatively low
compared to those in the mid-latitudes
[Marshall, 2003]. The index is therefore
highest when the normalised high lati-
tude SLP values are lower than those in
the mid-latitudes and both time series are
strongly anticorrelated. The positive trend
is strongest in austral summer (December-
February) and not present in austral spring
(September-November) [Jones et al., 2009].
It was shown that the trend in the SAM
is largely due to photochemical ozone loss
in the southern polar stratosphere, and
several model studies have furthermore linked the trend to global warming [Thompson and
Solomon, 2002].
The SAM was also found to show a strong seasonality, with the lower troposphere (850 hPa)
showing largest variability during May-October. The less active seasons with low variability
correspond to times when the polar vortex is strong with westerly winds (austral winter: June-
August) or when the polar vortex is weak or easterly (February-March) [Thompson and Wallace,
2000]. When considered as monthly time series over long periods, the spectral distribution of
the SAM is dominated by decadal variability [Yuan and Li, 2008].
The main impact of a high SAM-Index on the Antarctic sea ice area is a pronounced dipole
pattern between increased sea ice concentrations (SIC) in the eastern Ross/Amundsen Sea and
decreased concentrations in the Bellingshausen/northern Weddell Sea (Fig. 2.16). This pattern
has the form of a standing wave and is referred to as Antarctic Dipole (ADP). It is also found in
surface air temperature fields and, moderately, in SLP fields. The ADP is the dominant mode
of variability in the Antarctic sea ice field (EOF1 of SIC) and tends to propagate eastward
within its basins (see below) [Yuan and Martinson, 2001]. It is therefore affected not only by
SAM, but also by the other climate modes in the Southern Hemisphere.
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Fig. 2.16: The impacts of the SAM on the southern ocean sea ice area. (a) Regression map of the satellite-
based Antarctic sea ice concentrations (shaded) and air temperature at 2 m (contour) anomalies on the
standardised AAO-Index (1979-2002). The regression coefficients indicate changes in the ice concentration
(%) and air temperature (◦C) corresponding to one unit deviation change in the SAM-Index [Liu et al.,
2004]. ADP: Antarctic Dipole. (b) Correlation coefficients between sea ice concentration anomalies (lag 2
months) and time series of the SAM (1978-2002) [Yuan and Li, 2008]. (c) Correlation maps obtained by
regression of surface temperature anomalies (from AVHRR) upon the SAM-Index (1982-1998). The white
lines mark the ±0.4 positive (1) and negative (2) correlation levels [Kwok and Comiso, 2002a].
According to Liu et al. [2004], one positive unit of deviation change in the AAO-Index goes
along with increases in SIC of ~3% to 7% in the eastern Ross/Amundsen Sea and a decrease
of the same magnitude in the Bellingshausen/northern Weddell Sea. Recently, Yuan and Li
[2008] found that the response of sea ice on the large-scale atmospheric patterns is largest after
a delay of two months (Fig. 2.16b).
The changes in SIC are a consequence of surface heat flux and ice advection. During times of
high SAM-Index polarities an anomalously strong cyclonic circulation in the southeast Pacific
(Amundsen Sea) leads to southerly winds with an associated equatorward mean heat flux at the
surface in the Ross/Amundsen Sea, which enhances sea ice growth [Liu et al., 2004]. The strong
surface westerlies associated with positive phases of the SAM induce an enhanced Ekman drift
to the north, that transports sea ice and cold water equatorward. This leads to thinner ice,
more open water areas and increased ice production near the coast. The new ice is advected
northward, leading to an increased ice thickness away from the coast [Liu et al., 2004].
Contrary, in the Bellingshausen/northern Weddell Sea (around the Antarctic Peninsula) a high
SAM-Index leads to a strong poleward heat flux through warm northerly winds and reduces
sea ice growth in that region (Fig. 2.16a,c) [Stammerjohn et al., 2008]. Furthermore, a high
SAM-Index shifts the strengthened westerlies southward, which results in stronger ice advec-
tion away from the peninsula, particularly in the western Weddell Sea. As noted by van den
Broeke [2000], the pronounced south-north orientation of the peninsula makes it more sensitive
to circulation changes with a zonal component than other sectors of the Antarctic coast. The
strengthened westerly flow during high SAM-Index transports relatively warm air from the
Pacific sector over the Antarctic Peninsula. Additionally, part of the flow veers at the moun-
tain chain and becomes more northerly, leading to a greater advection of warm air from lower
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latitudes into the peninsula region [Marshall et al., 2006, and references therein].
Also Kwok and Comiso [2002a] confirmed that the warming at the peninsula over the period
1982-1998 can largely be attributed to the positive trend of the SAM. The rising surface temper-
atures in the sea ice region (Fig. 2.16c) can be interpreted as an increase of the area of thinner
first-year ice in winter and longer periods with open water in summer. There is generally only
little relation between the SAM and the position of the ice edge [Kwok and Comiso, 2002a].
The winter ice edge position in the peninsula region is more related to meridional (north-south)
winds that modulate the ice drift [Harangozo, 2006, and references therein]. Especially in the
ADP region the SAM is detectable in the timings of autumn-winter sea ice advance and spring-
summer sea ice retreat, which together determine the ice season duration [Stammerjohn et al.,
2008]. The highest covariability is found between sea ice advance (March-May) and SAM, as
the equatorward expansion of the ice is physically unconstrained (no continental boundary to
the north). The advance of sea ice may therefore more readily capture climate signals, e.g.
through storm forcing. The sea ice anomalies are strongest when SAM and ENSO (see below)
peaks coincide, indicating that the high latitude response of the sea ice field to ENSO is modu-
lated by SAM [Stammerjohn et al., 2008]. Overall, the SAM affects sea ice less than the other
climate patterns [Yuan and Li, 2008].
The semi-annual oscillation (SAO) is another climate oscillation with roughly symmetric pat-
tern. Because of ocean heat storage, the cooling of air masses at the ocean-dominated latitude
50◦S is delayed compared the cooling at the more continental-dominated latitude 65◦S during
the autumn equinox [Meehl, 1991]. Due to the resulting temperature gradient, the low-pressure
trough around Antarctica contracts and intensifies during the equinox in March. A similar ef-
fect leads to a contraction and intensification during the spring equinox in September: The air
masses at 65◦S warm more rapidly than those at 50◦S. In June and December the low-pressure
trough expands and weakens again [Meehl, 1991]. Thus, the SAO involves a twice-yearly inten-
sification and poleward shift of the circumpolar atmospheric low-pressure trough. The SAO in
the meridional temperature gradient induces responses in mean winds, cyclone characteristics
and surface currents [Simmonds, 2003]. For example, in March and September the westerly
surface winds are strongest south of 50◦S whereas in June and December they are strongest
north of 50◦S [Meehl, 1991].
Whereas the SAM-Index is defined in the SLP anomaly fields, the SAO-Index is defined as the
difference between the zonal mean SLP at 50◦S and the zonal mean SLP at 65◦S. However,
this index shares much variance with the SAM-Index [Yuan and Li, 2008]. But in contrast
to SAM, the variability of SAO is not necessarily controlled by the pressure variability over
the Antarctic continent [Yuan and Li, 2008]. The SAO is also to some extent related to the
Southern Oscillation and the ZW3 [Meehl, 1991].
The SAO is also partly responsible for the temporally asymmetric behaviour of the ice extent,
which advances slowly equatorward in autumn and retreats rapidly in spring [Enomoto and
Ohmura, 1990]. Watkins and Simmonds [1999] showed that the open water area in retreating
Antarctic sea ice surges in November, when the large winter ocean/continental temperature
gradient relaxes. During this time, the circumpolar trough advances northwards, crosses the
sea ice edge and thus exposes the central pack to easterly winds. This induces an Ekman
transport of sea ice to the south and thus rapidly increases the fraction of open water in the
ice. In the study of Yuan and Li [2008] SAO has a stronger impact on the sea ice variability
in the ADP than SAM.
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ENSO, SOI & PSA
ENSO is the largest climatic cycle on decadal and sub-decadal time scales [Turner, 2004]. Usu-
ally, the trade winds in the equatorial Pacific region are pushing warm water masses westwards
to the Indonesian coast. As a result, nutrient-rich water wells up close to the South American
west coast and the warm rising air over Indonesia creates a low pressure centre. Contrary, the
subsiding air masses create a high pressure centre over the South American west coast. During
an ENSO event (El Nin˜o) the trades in the western equatorial Pacific weaken - or sometimes
even reverse direction for a few weeks -
Fig. 2.17: PSA-Index after Yuan and Li [2008]. Thin
line: monthly mean values. Bold line: 12 months running
means. Negative (positive) peaks of the index mark an
El Nin˜o (La Nin˜a) event.
and produce westerly wind bursts [Stew-
art, 2006]. This launches an eastward
propagating wave that carries warm wa-
ter towards South America. The surface
temperatures offshore of Ecuador and Peru
warms by 2◦C to 4◦C and reduces the
temperature contrast between east and
west. This further reduces the trades and
accelerates the development of El Nin˜o
[Stewart, 2006]. The opposite situation
(i.e. anomalously cold water in the trop-
ical east Pacific and anomalously warm
water near Indonesia) is called La Nin˜a
[Trenberth, 1997; Collins et al., 2010]. The evolution of the ENSO cycle is expressed by the
Southern Oscillation-Index (SOI), which is the normalised difference in surface pressure be-
tween Tahiti and Darwin (Australia). The Southern Oscillation refers to the seesaw in the
surface pressure anomalies between these two regions. The tropical ENSO signal is propagated
to southern high latitudes via the stationary Rossby Wave15. This wave train responds to
the change in tropical convection due to the anomalous heating (or cooling), and forms the
PSA16 pattern with a high pressure centre in the Amundsen/Bellinghausen Seas during El
Nin˜o conditions or a low pressure centre during La Nin˜a conditions [Yuan, 2004; Baba et al.,
2006]. The Amundsen/Bellinghausen pressure anomaly represents the largest action centre in
the Southern Ocean pressure field [Yuan and Li, 2008]. During an El Nin˜o event, it brings
warm air from lower latitudes to the polar region in the Ross/Amundsen Sea sector (reducing
the sea ice extent) and cold air from the Antarctic continent to the open ocean in the Belling-
shausen/northern Weddell Sea sector (increasing the sea ice extent) [Hobbs and Raphael, 2010].
The opposite mechanism applies for a La Nin˜a event. Via the PSA, ENSO is therefore strongly
correlated with the ADP (Fig. 2.18b) and has the largest influence on southern sea ice among
the climate modes [Yuan and Li, 2008].
The eastern Pacific and western Weddell Sea regions are very sensitive to extrapolar climate.
The temperature anomalies in the ADP region were found to represent the largest ENSO signal
outside the tropical Pacific [Yuan and Li, 2008, and references therein]. Yuan and Martinson
[2001] therefore used the first EOF of the surface air temperatures south of 20◦N (Fig. 2.18a)
to predict changes in the sea ice extent anomalies associated with the ADP. They found that
the ADP responds more consistently to La Nin˜a conditions than to El Nin˜o conditions.
15The process of "atmospheric teleconnection" is described in detail by Liu et al. [2002] and Yuan [2004].
16The PSA pattern was first discussed by Karoly [1989].
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The ADP pattern in the temperature anomalies is reversed in the sea ice anomalies (pos. temp.
anomalies→less ice, neg. temp. anomalies→more ice). The ENSO signal starts to affect the
temperature and pressure fields at southern high latitudes in summer. After being triggered
by tropical forcing, the ENSO signal in the ADP grows in the sea ice field as the Southern
Hemisphere approaches austral winter. ENSO and ADP closely share interannual variance in
periods from 3-5 years [Yuan, 2004].
Fig. 2.18: The impacts of ENSO on the Southern Ocean sea ice area. (a) The leading EOF mode of
the surface temperature anomaly in the Pacific and Atlantic south of 20◦N (1975-1999). The eigenvector
contains 18% of the total variance and suggests a link between the typical ENSO pattern in the tropical
Pacific and the ADP with one pole in the South Pacific and another one in the Weddell Sea [Yuan and
Martinson, 2001]. (b) Correlation coefficients between sea ice concentration anomalies (lag 2 months)
and time series of the PSA-Index (1978-2002) after Yuan and Li [2008]. Note that the PSA-Index is
low (high) for El Nin˜o (La Nin˜a). (c) Mean sea ice concentration at each month following La Nin˜a
events in the years 1985/89/96/99 subtracted from the mean sea ice concentration at each month following
El Nin˜o events in 1980/83/88/92/97. The figure shows the ENSO impact in the following Septem-
ber. The white (black) line indicates the mean ice edge following El Nin˜o (La Nin˜a) events [after
http://www.ldeo.columbia.edu/~xyuan/adp].
The impact of ENSO on the ADP in SIC is strongest in the outer sea ice zone, whereas the
influence on the centre of the pack after El Nin˜o/La Nin˜a events is rather small (Fig. 2.18c).
Significantly cold surface air temperatures over the central/western Weddell and Bellinghausen
Seas covary with warm temperatures over the Ross/Amundsen Seas during strongly negative
peaks of the SOI (El Nin˜o) [Kwok and Comiso, 2002b]. A signal with opposite polarity occurs
during La Nin˜a conditions, i.e. warm air temperatures over the central/western Weddell and
Bellinghausen Seas and cold temperatures over the Ross/Amundsen Seas. A similar pattern
was found in sea surface temperatures and ice surface temperatures [Kwok and Comiso, 2002b].
A record high sea surface temperature (SST) anomaly within a large midlatitude region of the
south-central Pacific (Amundsen Sea sector) occurred during the mature phase of the recent
El Nin˜o (2009-2010) [Lee et al., 2010].
Hobbs and Raphael [2010] studied the variability of anticyclones (high pressure centres) associ-
ated with the PSA and their relation to sea ice. They suggested that the PSA-pressure system
close to the Weddell Sea has a role in explaining the teleconnection of tropical Pacific variability
to the Southern Hemisphere high latitudes. Furthermore, they concluded that meridional ther-
mal advection, and not the ice motion, is the dominant mechanism by which pressure anomalies
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influence the sea ice field on seasonal and longer time scales. This is consistent with the findings
of Yuan and Li [2008], who emphasise that sea ice fields share much less variance with wind
fields than they do with pressure and summer temperature fields.
Also earlier studies have indicated the importance of the teleconnection between Weddell Sea ice
and the tropics. Historical sea ice data compiled from ship-based observations in the marginal
ice zone (MIZ) were used to investigate composites of Weddell Sea ice extent at extremes of
the ENSO cycle [Carleton, 1988]. There were lower SICs (more open water) in the December-
January period of El Nin˜o events compared with previous years. This could be attributed
to an enhanced cyclonic atmospheric circulation during El Nin˜o events, leading to increased
southerly flow and divergence of the pack. Carleton [1989] investigated the relationships of the
SOI with satellite-derived Antarctic sea ice extents (1973-1982), taking autocorrelations of all
time series into account. Again the author found the most significant correlations in the Weddell
Sea sector, with the ice extent changes lagging the SOI. Data of sea ice extent show a signifi-
cant spectral peak in the Weddell Sea, with a quasi-quadrennial period resembling the ENSO
signal [Gloersen, 1995], and detrended monthly sea ice edge anomalies, spatially averaged into
12◦ longitude bands, contain significant spectral peaks at periods of ~5 and 1.5-2 years [Yuan
and Martinson, 2000]. Moreover, some sectors (including the Weddell Sea) show significant
correlations between sea ice edge anomalies and the Nin˜o-3-Index, which is the SST averaged
over the eastern equatorial Pacific. It was also found that the cross-correlations between sea
ice and the Nin˜o-3-Index extend over a large range of lead-lag relationships, i.e. changes in sea
ice extent presage extra-polar climate and vice versa [Yuan and Martinson, 2000]. This makes
it difficult to identify any lag as representative and hence the direction of causality.
Also the upper ocean-atmosphere-sea ice system in the Weddell Sea responds to extrapolar
climate variability. During El Nin˜o events, the bulk stability in the Weddell Gyre increases,
whereas the oceanic heat flux decreases [Martinson and Iannuzzi, 2003]. The bulk stability
indicates the amount of surface buoyancy stabilising the surface water column and allowing
sea ice formation. Changes in bulk stability, mixed layer salinity and the temperature of the
circumpolar deep water show highest correlations to ENSO at the northern rim of the Weddell
Gyre (57-60◦S) [Martinson and Iannuzzi, 2003]. This was attributed to the enhanced (reduced)
cyclonic forcing of the Weddell Gyre during El Nin˜o (La Nin˜a) events, and the associated
migration of the northern rim of the gyre.
Some studies discussed above also found that the high latitude response to ENSO is modulated
by SAM. For example, ENSO and SAM related SLP anomalies in the South Pacific are positive
during El Nin˜o and/or negative SAM (-SAM), and negative during La Nin˜a and/or positive
SAM (+SAM) [Stammerjohn et al., 2008]. The recent trend in SAM is consistent with the in-
creased occurrences of El Nin˜o events, and the variability of SAO also shows some association
with recent trends in ENSO [Carleton, 2003].
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ZW3 & ACW
The ZW3 was first discussed by van Loon and Jenne [1972]. Raphael [2004] introduced a
ZW3-Index (Fig. 2.19) as the normalised deviation of the 500 hPa geopotential height values
at the ZW3 ridges from its three-monthly mean. A high ZW3-Index is associated with strong
meridional components in the flow, whereas a low ZW3-Index indicates a stronger zonal flow
[Raphael, 2004]. "Where the anomaly
Fig. 2.19: ZW3-Index after Raphael [2007]. The index was cal-
culated from the 500 hPa zonal anomalies of geopotential height
and shows a positive trend (bold line) with a significant slope of
0.386. The trend represents a shift toward a more meridional flow
pattern. The trend represents a shift toward a more meridional
flow pattern.
of ZW3 is positive (in the ridges of
the wave pattern) the flow is expected
to be counterclockwise and diverg-
ing, and where it is negative (in the
troughs of the wave pattern) the flow
is expected to be clockwise and con-
verging" [Raphael, 2007]. The largest
energy loading in ZW3 occurs in 3-
to 4-year periods, likely associated
with ENSO variability, as the marked
fluctuation in sign and magnitude of
the ZW3-Index coincides with sev-
eral ENSO events [Raphael, 2004;
Yuan and Li, 2008]. During strong
SAM events, the flow is more zonal and leads to a weak ZW3 appearance [Massom et al., 2008].
Although the 500 hPa height fields are dominated by a ZW1 pattern (90% explained spatial
variance), the ZW3 (8% explained spatial variance) has a clear effect on the SICs. This is be-
cause the ZW3 forces an alternating pattern of equatorward (colder) and poleward (warmer) air
flow and the southern edges of the pattern extend far enough to reach the sea ice field [Raphael,
2007; Udagawa et al., 2009]. The strongest correlations were found between ZW3 and the
third EOF (i.e. the principal component (PC) of EOF3) of the SIC field [Raphael, 2007]. This
means, that ZW3 has only small influence on the ADP. The correlations were strongest in the
period April-June, which shows once again that the response of sea ice to climate variability is
strongest during its northward expansion in the growth season. The three regions of significant
positive correlations - the Ross and Weddell Seas and off the Amery Ice Shelf (Fig. 2.20a) - are
indicative of increased SIC and are influenced by southerly airflow. In the regions of negative
correlations the flow becomes more northerly and the SICs are reduced, as the poleward flow
of warm air forced by a strong ZW3 can lead to warmer upper layers and a deeper mixed layer
in the ocean [Raphael, 2007].
Yuan and Li [2008] used a ZW3-Index which is slightly different to the one defined by Raphael
[2007] and shares 36% of variance with their PSA-Index. The link to ENSO is supported by
the fact that the strongest branch of the ZW3 occurs in the South Pacific and coincides with
the central pressure system of the PSA. In the study of Yuan and Li [2008] the ZW3-Index is
rather independent from SAM and SAO. This ZW3-Index has a large impact on the SIC in the
ADP (more than Raphael’s ZW3), which is quite similar to the impact of the PSA and thus
much stronger than the impacts of SAM and SAO (Fig. 2.20b).
The ZW3 pattern in combination with a weak La Nin˜a event in 2005 caused an extreme ice
compaction and mean ice thicknesses of >5 m in the Bellinghausen and eastern Amundsen
Seas. This could be attributed to the juxtaposition of an anomalous low pressure centre at
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130◦W and a high pressure centre at 60◦W, which created persistent northerly winds across the
region in between [Massom et al., 2008].
Fig. 2.20: The impacts of ZW3 and ACW on the Southern Ocean sea ice area. (a) Correlation of the
ZW3-Index after Raphael [2007] and sea ice concentration for the period April-June. The blue (red) arrows
indicate the anomalous meridional flow of cold (warm) air according to the troughs and ridges of the ZW3
pattern. (b) Correlation coefficients between sea ice concentration anomalies (lag 2 months) and time
series of the ZW3-Index (1978-2002) after Yuan and Li [2008]. (c) Summary of interannual variations in
SST (red: warm, blue: cold), SLP (bold H and L), meridional wind stress (τ ), and sea ice extent (grey
lines), together with the mean course of the ACC (green belt). Black arrows depict the eastward motion
of anomalies during propagation of the ACW. The other arrows indicate the communications between the
ACC and the subtropical gyres [White and Peterson, 1996].
Contrary to the ZW3 the Antarctic Circumpolar Wave (ACW) is a propagating anomaly. It
has a zonal wavenumber-2 pattern (ZW2), propagates eastward at speeds of 6-8 cm s−1 and has
a dominant period of about 4-5 years. Hence, it takes 8-10 years for individual phases to travel
around the Antarctic continent [White and Peterson, 1996]. The existence of the ACW has
been detected in SST, sea ice extent, SLP and meridional surface wind, and it is most intense
in the Pacific sector of the Southern Ocean. The behaviour of the wave is strongly associated
with the air-sea interaction in this region and involves lower (higher) SLP followed by negative
(positive) SSTs, more (less) extensive sea ice and oceanic upwelling (downwelling) [Carleton,
2003; Simmonds, 2003].
The initial warm (cold) SST anomaly that launches the ACW in the ice-ocean system first
appears east of Australia, stretches eastward and coalesces one year later with warm (cold)
anomalies, which originate in the Indian Ocean and spread eastward north and south of Aus-
tralia. Further in the east, it merges with a warm (cold) anomaly that has moved from the
Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) north into the Peru Current and then west in the sub-
tropics [Peterson and White, 1998].
Initially, the local ocean-atmosphere coupling in the ACC was thought to be fully responsible
for the ACW [Qiu and Jin, 1997]. But the SST anomalies appearing east of Australia were
shown to be directly linked to the ENSO cycle via a regional Hadley cell in the atmosphere
[Peterson and White, 1998]. Although the ACW and ENSO were shown to be associated, the
extent to which this is true is still unclear. Complex EOF analyses with SST and 500 hPa
geopotential height fields revealed that the ACW is forced by the PSA pattern and that SLP
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anomalies lead SST anomalies by about five months [Cai and Baines, 2001].
A number of recent studies indicate that the ACW can be considered as a superposition of two
interannual signals in combination with the eastward flowing ACC. One signal is the ZW3 and
the other one is the ZW2 pattern, which is responsible for most of the propagating character
of the ACW and is strongly coupled to ENSO [Venegas, 2003]. As a result, the propagating
ACW signal is only present at times when the ZW2 part dominates over the ZW3 signal. This
was the case in the period 1985-1994
Fig. 2.21: The dominant atmospheric and oceanic patterns
during years of ACW occurrence and years of nonpropagating
anomalies [after Udagawa et al., 2009]. Dominant patterns
during ACW propagation
[Cai and Baines, 2001; Venegas, 2003].
The SIC anomalies in the MIZ induced
by the ACW are the result of both dy-
namic and thermodynamic effects: (1)
ice compaction/dilation due to ice drift,
(2) ice growth/melt due to cold/warm
meridional winds, and (3) ice growth/
melt due to SST anomalies in the ACC
[Venegas et al., 2001]. The ice pack
is less concentrated during the passage
of warm SST anomalies and poleward
meridional surface wind anomalies. Fur-
thermore, the eastward propagation of
the ACW in the winter ice pack exhibits
maximum variability along the sea ice edge and extending 400-600 km into the ice field [Glo-
ersen and White, 2001]. The variations in the SICs are directly linked to variations in the
adjacent SST, and the upper ocean temperatures carry the memory of the ACW into the sea
ice field from one winter to the next. Thus, the SST influences the SIC in the developing winter
ice pack through its thermal inertia and by warming the overlying air carried by poleward winds
over the sea ice [Gloersen and White, 2001].
Sea ice extent plays not a driving role in the ACW but is affected by it [Simmonds, 2003, and ref-
erences therein]. The positive correlation peaks between sea ice extent and the Nin˜o-3-Index
propagate eastward at speeds corresponding to the circumpolar wave [Yuan and Martinson,
2000]. The strongest portion of the ACW signal in sea ice is found in the ADP region, sug-
gesting that both are related. A much weaker signal propagates outside the dipole region.
Udagawa et al. [2009] explain the four-year cycle of the ACW as follows: The negative and
positive structure of the ADP is excited during periods of a strong PSA-Index and is retained
in the ocean by thermal inertia, persisting until the next year. In the following winter, this
signature moves eastward in association with the ACC. Two years later, the same atmospheric
forcing as in the first year, but with reversed phase, again excites the dipole of the SIC and
moves eastward until the following year. In the fourth year, the cycle starts again. Thus,
the periodic atmospheric forcing excites the dipole, and the ocean makes the dipole propagate
eastward, i.e. it plays a role as a carrier of the dipole. Udagawa et al. [2009] also revealed
that a switch in the dominant atmospheric pattern in the period 1985-1994 was responsible
for the propagating ACW signal. In the years of rotation, the PSA pattern with a four year
cycle is predominant in the troposphere, whereas the SAM variance is subdominant. In the
nonpropagating years the variance of the SAM dominates (Fig. 2.21).
These studies corroborate the view that the ADP is excited by extra-polar teleconnections with
ENSO, and its anomaly is advected out of the dipole area by the ACC [Yuan and Martinson,
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2001]. In other areas of the Southern Ocean (e.g. the central Weddell Sea or East Antarctica)
ZW3 is more dominant, and propagating signals of the ACW are less distinct.
However, the ACW signal was also
Fig. 2.22: The response of Antarctic sea ice extent to differ-
ent climate-related parameters. The left column (a,b,c) shows
positive significant correlations and the right column (d,e,f)
shows negative significant correlations with minimum (a,d),
mean (b,e) and maximum (c,f) sea ice extent [de Magalha˜es
Neto et al., 2012]. GASST: Global average surface tempera-
ture. GSST: Global sea surface temperature. MEI: Multivariate
ENSO index. TSI: Total solar irradiance.
detected in the joint monthly SIC,
SLP and ice drift anomalies in the
Weddell Sea. It can be identified as
an oscillation with four-year period
in the strength of the Weddell Gyre,
which is associated with ice accumu-
lation in the central Weddell Sea and
is termed "Weddell Sea Oscillation"
[Venegas and Drinkwater, 2001].
The ACW also seems to be associ-
ated with SAO, in that the weak-
ening of the SAO in the late 1970s
was followed by a strengthening of
the ACW in the early 1980s. Con-
trary, the recovery of the SAO in the
late 1990s was followed by a much
weaker ACW [Simmonds, 2003].
All described climate modes are de-
fined in different atmospheric vari-
ables and have, more or less, differ-
ent spectral distributions [Yuan and
Li, 2008]. But as we have seen, they
are not completely independent from
each other. For example, SAM and
ENSO were found to be associated:
25% of the year-to-year variability in
the SAM is linearly related to fluctu-
ations in ENSO [L’Heureux and Th-
ompson, 2006]. The changes in the
sea ice field must therefore be con-
sidered as a superposition of effects
caused by different climate modes.
The atmosphere, the upper ocean and
the sea ice alternatively force one another. This leads to feedbacks between these components
and results in the observed variability of the system [Venegas and Drinkwater, 2001].
The physical and dynamical causalities for the described climate modes are discussed elsewhere
[Yuan and Li, 2008, and references therein].
A recently conducted multivariate analysis of Antarctic sea ice confirmed the above described
correlations of sea ice extent with ENSO and SAM (Fig. 2.22). But also correlations with other
physical parameters were found, such as global air surface temperature, global sea surface tem-
perature, atmospheric CO2 concentration, total solar irradiance and ozone concentration [de
Magalha˜es Neto et al., 2012]. Most of the significant correlations were found in the Pacific Sec-
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tor of the Southern Ocean. The additional cluster analysis showed that in general the minimum
sea ice extent shows highest covariability with ozone depletion and total solar irradiance, the
mean sea ice extent covaries with global average air temperature, global average sea surface
temperatures and global CO2 concentrations, while the maximum sea ice extent shows highest
similarity with SAM and ENSO variability [de Magalha˜es Neto et al., 2012].
2.5.2 Trends
Contrary to Northern Hemisphere sea ice, the trends in the southern sea ice extent are weakly
positive. For the entire Southern Hemisphere the significant trend in sea ice extent for the
30-year period 1979-2008 is 1.2 ± 0.2% per decade. For the same period, the trend in Weddell
Sea and Indian Ocean ice extent is 1.2 ± 0.5% and 2.1 ± 0.6% per decade, respectively. In the
Western Pacific the trend is insignificant (0.8 ± 0.7% per decade). The strongest trends occur
in the ADP region, with 4.9 ± 0.6% per decade in the Ross Sea and -7.1 ± 0.9% per decade in
the Bellinghausen/Amundsen Seas [Comiso, 2010]. The dipole pattern is therefore also present
in trends of sea ice extent, and the same pattern is found in the trends of SICs [Raphael, 2007].
These trends are also consistent with the trends in surface temperature around Antarctica.
In austral autumn, the trend in southern sea ice extent is highest (3.1%), whereas in austral
winter, spring and summer the trends are about the same (0.8%, 0.7% and 1.0%, respectively)
[Comiso, 2010]. The trends show a mode-2 pattern around Antarctica, with positive trends at
0◦ and 180◦ and negative trends at roughly 270◦E and 120◦E. This pattern is most pronounced
in winter and spring, whereas in summer and autumn the trends are strongest around West
Antarctica and in the western Ross Sea [Comiso, 2010].
In the whole Weddell Sea sector the yearly trend is positive, whereas the seasonal trends differ in
sign: The winter and spring trends for the period 1979-2006 are negative and the summer and
autumn trends are positive [Cavalieri and Parkinson, 2008]. For the sea ice extent minimum
the trend is positive in the central Weddell Sea and for the sea ice extent mean and maximum
it is positive in the eastern and negative in the western Weddell Sea [de Magalha˜es Neto et
al., 2012]. Significant trends were also found in the length of the sea ice season. Most of
the Ross Sea underwent a lengthening of the sea ice season during the period 1979-1999. In
the Amundsen Sea and almost the entire Bellinghausen Sea on the contrary the ice season
has become shorter [Parkinson, 2002]. The contrasting trends for the 21-year period in large
parts of the Bellinghausen Sea and in the northern/northwestern Ross Sea are significant at
the 99% confidence level. In the Weddell Sea the results are mixed. The northwestern part
has experienced a shortening of the ice season and the south-central part has undergone a
lengthening of the ice season [Parkinson, 2002]. Considering the total change over the period
1979-2004, sea ice is retreating 31 ± 10 days earlier and advancing 54 ± 9 days later in the
region west of the Antarctic Peninsula and in the southern Bellinghausen Sea [Stammerjohn et
al., 2008]. In the western Ross Sea on the contrary the sea ice is retreating 29 ± 6 days later and
advancing 31 ± 6 days earlier. Whereas the highest variability occurs mainly in the outer pack
ice regions, the high-trending regions lie largely within the inner pack ice regions [Stammerjohn
et al., 2008]. The sources for the sea ice trends are still not completely identified. It is clear
that none of the significant trends present in the climate modes of the Southern Hemisphere
(e.g. SAM, ENSO, PSA) can be translated into trends in Southern Hemisphere sea ice [Liu
et al., 2004; Yuan and Li, 2008]. Only Raphael [2007] found a relation between the long-term
behaviour of ZW3 and the SICs off the Amery Ice Shelf, near 0◦ longitude and in the Ross Sea
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for the months April-June, i.e. for sea ice advance.
Fig. 2.23: Sea ice extent monthly deviations for the entire Southern Hemisphere and the Weddell Sea [after
Parkinson and Cavalieri, 2012].
Table I: Trends in monthly Southern Ocean sea ice extent
for 1979-2010 [after Parkinson and Cavalieri, 2012]
Sector/Region Linear Trend [km2 yr−1]
Southern Hemisphere 17,100 ± 2,300
Weddell Sea 5,200 ± 1,900
Indian Ocean 5,900 ± 1,100
West Pacific 400 ± 800
Ross Sea 13,700 ± 1,500
Bellinghausen/Amundsen Seas -8,200 ± 1,200
The sudden increase in Antarctic sea ice area in 2009 and 2010 compared to the years before
was shown to be a result of the switch from one satellite sensor to another [Screen, 2011].
The contrasting trends between northern and southern sea ice are captured by few general
circulation model (GCM) scenarios for increased global CO2 levels. The hemispheric difference
in these model experiments is partly a result of the large thermal inertia of the larger ocean
area in the Southern Hemisphere, compared to the Northern Hemisphere [Cavalieri et al.,
1997]. However, most of the contemporary climate models simulate decreases in Antarctic sea
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ice extent over the past 30 years [Maksym et al., 2012]. Many possible mechanisms responsible
for the positive trend are discussed by Parkinson [2004], Zhang [2007], Liu and Curry [2010],
Turner et al. [2009], Sigmond and Fyfe [2010] and Maksym et al. [2012]. However, a recent
study found that the observed asymmetric trends in Antarctic sea ice extent are largely due
to trends in the local meridional sea ice motion in response to changing atmospheric pressure
systems and winds [Holland and Kwok, 2012]. In the Weddell Sea the trend in northward sea ice
drift is accompanied by a loss in sea ice concentration, which is mainly caused by ice dynamics
[Holland and Kwok, 2012].
There are also approaches to extend the sea ice record further back into the pre-satellite era.
This can be achieved by using historical information from whale hunters [de la Mare, 1997;
Ackley et al., 2003] or ice cores [Curran et al., 2003; Foster et al., 2006; Wolff et al., 2006].
These studies indicate that after 1950 the ice extent shows a declining trend from about 59.3◦S
latitude to 60.8◦S latitude, which corresponds to a 20% decrease.
To date, satellite-derived long-term trends can only be obtained for areal measures of sea ice, e.g.
ice extent or concentration. Also the reconstructions of past sea ice only provide estimations
of ice coverage and ice edge position, rather than ice thickness. For the measurement of todays
sea ice thickness different techniques are available, which are described in the following chapter.
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"Ein Abenteuer, aber doch
eines, das kalkuliert ist wie
ein Geschäft, eine Verwegen-
heit mit allen Künsten der
Vorsicht."
Stefan Zweig, Der Kampf
um den Südpol, 1927
3
Measuring
Sea Ice Thickness
This chapter provides an overview of the different techniques for measuring the thickness of sea
ice. Most of the methods used today are indirect measurements. The purpose of this chapter is
to compare the methods by their accuracies and advantages, and to highlight the capabilities
of ULS measurements.
3.1 Drilling
Drilling a hole into the ice and lowering a ruler into the hole is the simplest and the most tra-
ditional direct method of measuring ice thickness. Drilling is the only
Fig. 3.1: Drilling of sea
ice [credit: see list of fig-
ures]. Schnacko
method which simultaneously allows the determination of the thick-
nesses of the snow cover, the ice draft and the ice freeboard [Haas,
2010]. Usually gas- or battery-driven motors are used for the ice augers.
A very rapid technique is the hot water drill. Hot water is pumped
with high pressure through a heavy bronze probe, which melts its way
quickly down through the ice [Wadhams, 2000].
Rothrock [1986] estimated that a mean ice thickness with a standard
error of 30 cm could be obtained by drilling 62 independent random
holes, and that this error could be reduced to 10 cm by increasing the
number of holes to 560. To approximate the shape of g(h) (thickness
distribution) it may in some regions be sufficient to measure thickness
along a profile of around 1 km length, with sample spacings of 10 m. In the work of Eicken
and Lange [1989] the spatial autocorrelation function of the measured ice thicknesses in Fram
Strait has its first zero at 185 m, implying that the samples become independent at this dis-
tance. But for other sea ice regions this is not necessarily the case. Lange and Eicken [1991]
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report decorrelation lengths smaller than 50 m in the outflow region of the Weddell Gyre.
In other regions of the Antarctic large ice floes consist of consolidated pancake ice. These are
very homogeneous and their thickness variability is usually rather small. It is therefore not
sufficient to sample only one or two particular floes in a certain area. The ice floes in a neigh-
bouring area can represent a different age or ice class [Wadhams et al., 1987]. Another problem
with drilling is that it has to include the degree of ridging. Taking mean values from the results
of drilling across unridged floes may underestimate the true mean ice thickness. Worby et al.
[1996] therefore included ridges in their drillings and found a minimum mean ridge height of
0.5 m for the Bellinghausen and Amundsen Seas.
Another disadvantage of drilling is that it provides only snapshots, rather than time series of
ice thickness. As it is mostly restricted to the accessible regions of an ice cover, the results of
drilling also tend to be biased towards thin ice. On the other hand, drilling mostly does not
account for newly grown level ice, which also contributes to the thickness distribution.
As they are very time-consuming and need a lot of work during expensive field campaigns,
drillings usually have poor spatial and temporal resolution. Hence, it is not an appropriate
method for determining the shape of g(H). However, sea ice drilling provides a very accurate
data set for validating the derived ice thicknesses of other methods [Wadhams, 2000].
3.2 Ground penetrating radar
Another in-situ method of measuring sea ice thickness is the ground penetrating radar (GPR).
The best way of using GPRs is pulling a sledge over the ice with the radar mounted on it (Fig.
3.2). This enables to obtain profiles of several kilometres length. A GPR sends radar signals,
generally between 50 and 250 MHz, in nadir direction through the ice. Due to the high di-
electric contrast at the ice-ocean interface, the sig-
Fig. 3.2: Sledge with integrated GPR sys-
tem [Holt et al., 2009].
nal is reflected and then detected by the instrument.
The time delay between transmission and detection of
the signal can be converted into ice thickness. This
conversion depends critically on the knowledge of the
velocity of the radar wave in the ice. As sea ice is
a multilayered medium, where each layer is charac-
terised by its density and the size of air pockets and
brine inclusions, the propagation speed will vary with
the changing dielectric constant [Holt et al., 2009].
Therefore, the propagation speed is modelled based
on theoretical assumptions about sea ice salinity, tem-
perature, crystal structure, brine inclusions and density [Holt et al., 2009]. This also accounts
for volume scattering effects and absorption loss inside the ice. The propagation speed can also
be calculated from data obtained by drillings carried out parallel to the GPR-measurements.
Most studies using GPR on sea ice have been carried out with limited success. However, Sun et
al. [2003] demonstrated that GPR is suitable for displaying the position and micro-morphology
of the sea ice bottom surface. Holt et al. [2009] used an ultrawideband radar with two channels:
A low-frequency mode that operates at 50 MHz to 250 MHz to measure ice thicknesses in the
range of 1 m to 7 m and a high-frequency mode that operates at 300-1300 MHz to capture
thinner ice between 0.3 m to 1 m thickness. The reason for this selection is the changing pen-
etration depth, which increases with decreasing frequency. The high bandwidth increases the
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vertical resolution of the GPR. The mean differences to drillings and EM-measurements are
about 15 cm [Holt et al., 2009].
3.3 The ASPeCt programme
The ASPeCt (Antarctic Sea Ice Processes and Climate) programme was established by the
Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research (SCAR) in 1997. The initial focus of the pro-
gramme was to gather information of sea ice observations from Australian, German, US and
Russian icebreakers that operate in the Antarctic sea ice zone. Today, it contains the data
of 23,391 individual ship-based observations collected from 81 voyages to Antarctica over the
period 1981-2005, plus 1,663 aircraft-based observations [SCAR, 2009]. Besides the position,
the data include hourly observations of total ice concentration and an estimate of the areal
coverage, thickness, floe size, topography, and snow cover of the three dominant ice thickness
categories within a radius of approximately 1 km around the ship [SCAR, 2009].
The ASPeCt data set has significant regional and seasonal gaps. Therefore it is not possible
to estimate the interannual or even decadal variability of the sea ice thickness around Antarc-
tica. However, ASPeCt represents the most comprehensive data set available on circumpolar
Antarctic sea ice thickness [Worby et al., 2008]. Worby et al. [2008] used the data set to
approximate the sea ice thickness distribution around Antarctica by incorporating the ship
observations into a simple ridge model. The ASPeCt data have also been used to validate pas-
sive microwave-derived ice edge locations [Worby and Comiso, 2004] and coupled sea ice-ocean
models [Timmermann et al., 2004].
3.4 Airborne laser profilometry
Airborne laser altimeters consist of pulsed laser diodes that are mounted on an airplane or a
helicopter. The diodes send laser beams with a wavelength of 904 nm to 905 nm (infrared) to
the sea ice surface and measure the distance between the airborne platform of the terrain below.
The technique is also referred to as "Airborne Laser Mapping", "LIDAR Mapping" (LIDAR:
Light Detection And Ranging) or "Airborne Laserscanning".
The distance to the sea ice surface is determined by measuring the time-of-flight of a short
laser pulse. The location and altitude of the plane is determined by GPS-Sensors (GPS: Global
Positioning System). The sea ice freeboard is calculated from the derived distance and infor-
mation about the aircraft’s altitude and the mean sea level. Altitude and sea level are known
from GPS and modern geoid models. Finally, the freeboard height is used to infer the sea ice
thickness.
The footprint of the laser beam on the ice surface is typically about 8 cm to 20 cm for altitudes
of 30 m to 50 m. The typical precision of a laser measurement is about 2.5-5 cm [Tan et al.,
2012; Hvidegaard and Forsberg, 2002]. LIDAR profiles of sea ice freeboard can be many hundred
kilometres long, depending on the range of the aircraft. In the early LIDAR measurements the
raw data had to be high-pass filtered to remove the height variations of the aircraft. This led
to biases in the final surface elevation data1. Today, modern GPS sensors and inertial mea-
surement units (IMU), that measure the yaw, pitch and roll of the aircraft, allow for a better
1See Granberg and Leppäranta [1999].
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correction of the data. Also the new geoid models contribute to a better accuracy [e.g. Forsberg
and Skourup, 2005].
Modern altimeter systems work with movable
Fig. 3.3: LIDAR measurement of sea ice. INS: In-
ertial Navigation System [credit: see list of figures].
Haaallo
mirrors that scan a swath (typically around 250
m wide) over the sea ice (Fig. 3.3). This ex-
pands the former quasi-one dimensional mea-
surements to a two dimensional band of sea ice
elevation data.
The basic equation for the ice freeboard from
altimetry is
F = hGPS −Hlaser −N, (3.1)
where F is the freeboard height, h the height
of the aircraft determined by GPS, H the laser
range and N the geoid height (see also figure
3.6). The contribution of the sea surface topog-
raphy is more or less eliminated by high-pass filtering the data at the end [Hvidegaard and
Forsberg, 2002].
Assuming isostatic equilibrium, the measured freeboard heights F can be converted into ice
thickness T by a linear relationship: T = K × F. The constant of proportionality K is usually
calculated based on empirical values of snow depth, ice density and the density of salt water
[Hvidegaard and Forsberg, 2002]. The primary error sources are measurement errors from the
laser, IMU and GPS, errors in the geoid, filtering errors and errors in the conversion from ice
freeboard to ice thickness. Taking all these error sources into account Hvidegaard and Forsberg
[2002] calculated an accuracy of 1 m for their final ice thickness estimates.
LIDAR sensors can only collect data during good weather conditions and when the cloud cover
is above the aircraft. It is not possible to measure during snowstorms, rain or fog, as the laser
signal is scattered by water droplets or snow flakes. Like drilling, GPR and EM-sounding, laser
profilometry only provides information about the temporal evolution of sea ice thickness when
it is conducted regularly and in the same area over long periods of time. Altimetry from aircraft
is not very expensive compared to other methods.
Many laser profilings of sea ice have been carried out in the Arctic since the early 1970s [Wad-
hams, 2000, and references therein]. Only few studies are available for the Antarctic [e.g.
Dierking, 1995]. Most of these studies are mainly concerned with producing ridge statistics.
3.5 Electromagnetic induction sounding
The EM technique has become a widespread tool for measuring sea ice thickness [Pfaffling et
al., 2005]. EM instruments were initially mounted on a sledge or kanu and pulled over the sea
ice surface (like GPR), or they were lowered by a crane from the deck of an icebreaker. Modern
EM instruments are either towed under helicopters, like the "EM-bird" (Fig. 3.4), or mounted
on a fixed wing aircraft.
While sea ice is almost an electrical insulator, seawater has considerably higher conductivi-
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ties. The EM instrument generates a primary EM field (typically 10 kHz to 100 kHz) which
penetrates through the sea ice and induces eddy currents in the water below. These currents
generate a secondary EM field which is sensed by a receiver coil inside the EM instrument
[Haas, 2010]. The measured phase and
Fig. 3.4: The EM-bird measurement principle. The red
line depicts the distance determined by the EM instrument
[redrawn from: Holladay et al., 1990]. The bird is operated
15-20 m above the ice surface.
amplitude depend on the distance between
the eddy currents at the water surface
(i.e. the ice underside) and the coil [Haas,
2010]. For an EM instrument in contact
with the sea ice this distance is equiva-
lent to the ice thickness. The instrument
measures the apparent electrical under-
ground conductivity, i.e. the thicker the
sea ice, the smaller the apparent conduc-
tivity. If the EM instrument is towed
by a helicopter or mounted to a plane,
the height above the ice surface has to
be determined by a laser altimeter or a
sonar range finder. To obtain the sea ice
thickness, the measured height is sub-
tracted from the EM-derived distance.
Three main approximations are made for
transforming the EM data into ice thick-
ness: (1) The seawater conductivity is
assumed to be known and constant. This
assumption is generally satisfied. (2) The
sea ice conductivity is assumed to be zero. This is not always true (see below). (3) The ice
bottom is considered to be one-dimensional. This is true as long as level sea ice is considered
[Pfaffling et al., 2005]. A small bias is introduced into the ice thickness estimates by these ap-
proximations. This systematic error governs the helicopter EM ice thickness accuracy [Pfaffling
et al., 2005].
The induced eddy currents have lateral extents (footprints) of between 3.7 and 10 times the
distance between the EM instrument and the water surface [Haas, 2010]. EM measurements
therefore tend to underestimate the thickness of deformed ice, such as ridge keels, while mean
values for full ridge cross-profiles agree reasonably well [Haas, 1998]. The currents are affected
by water within ridged and deformed ice structures. The ice thickness is also underestimated
when surface flooding occurs or water-filled layers form inside the ice. The ice conditions during
the melt season introduce greater scatter into the ice-thickness versus apparent conductivity
relation, as the ice conductivity can vary in greater ranges than in winter [Haas et al., 1997].
Over level ice the accuracy of helicopter-borne EM measurements was shown to be better than
10 cm. However, it is still unclear how the EM method performs over ridged ice, compared to
other methods [Haas, 2010, and references therein]. There may also be other effects that intro-
duce errors, e.g. by influencing the EM field. For example, EM-bird movements may disturb
the induction geometry. Like satellite altimetry, EM surveys yield the total (ice-plus-snow) sea
ice thickness. However, the influence of uncertainties in the snow depth on the final thickness
estimates is much less compared to altimetry [Haas et al., 2010]. The snow and ice thicknesses
are typically calculated from the apparent conductivity by using a one-dimensional multilayer
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model in which conductivity is assumed to vary only with depth [Reid et al., 2003]. The AWI
and the University of Alberta (Canada) use EM-birds that operate at frequencies of 3.6 and
112 kHz. The instruments have an overall length of
Fig. 3.5: The EM-Bird on the helicopter
deck of an icebreaker [credit: A. Pfaffhuber].
Lückenfüller
3.4 m with a coil spacing of 2.7 m. Their low weight
(100 kg) allows the operation by any kind of helicopter
[Haas, 2010].
There have been several EM studies with fixed wing
aircrafts and helicopters in the Arctic [e.g. Haas et
al., 2005; Haas et al., 2010]. In the Antarctic, the
EM-bird was used by Haas et al. [2008] to study the
thickness distribution of an ice floe in the Weddell
Sea. However, most of the studies applying the EM
technique in the Antarctic were ship-based observa-
tions with portable or crane-lowered EM instruments
[e.g. Haas, 1998; Worby et al., 1999; Reid et al., 2003;
Weissling et al., 2011].
3.6 Satellite altimetry
The measurement of sea ice freeboard by laser and radar satellite altimetry has developed
rapidly during the recent decade. The laser altimeter GLAS on ICESat for example uses
electromagnetic radiation at a wavelength of 1064 nm (near-infrared) and performs one mea-
surement every 170 m with a footprint diameter of approximately 64 m. Similar to altimetry
from aircrafts, the time delay between the transmission of the signal and the detection of the
echo is used to infer the distance between the satellite and the terrain below. A radar altimeter,
as carried by the ERS satellites, typically measures at around 13.8 GHz every 330 m, but with
a footprint diameter of several kilometres [Haas, 2010]. Due to the pulse-limited signals and
the typical orbit repeat period of 30 days, large areas of the sea ice are not covered by the
altimeters. Sufficient accuracy for large areas can therefore only be obtained with significant
spatial and temporal averaging [Haas, 2010]. The new radar altimeter carried by CRYOSAT-2
has a better spatial resolution, due to a footprint size of approximately 250 m.
The orbit of a satellite, and thus the height above a reference ellipsoid (hell), can be deter-
mined with accuracies of a few centimetres. The ellipsoid is a sphere flattened at the poles
and approximates the Earth surface. To obtain the mean surface elevation above the reference
ellipsoid for the altimeter footprint, the measured distance, e.g. through laser altimetry, (Hlas)
is subtracted together with the geoid (N) and the dynamic sea surface height (∆h) from the
orbit (Fig. 3.6a):
F = hell −Hlas −N −∆h. (3.2)
The dynamic sea surface height (dynamic topography) contains contributions from ocean cur-
rents, steric sea surface height changes, atmospheric pressure loading, and ocean and Earth
tides [Spreen et al., 2006]. The geoid is not known precisely enough, therefore it is not possible
to simply subtract the geoid from the measured total sea surface height above the ellipsoid in
order to obtain the dynamic topography. As there are also no measurements of ∆h, it has to
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be determined from the altimeter data themselves [Spreen et al., 2006]. Therefore, satellite al-
timetry relies on the detection of open water as a reference level. Open water patches generally
have a lower reflectivity and can be used as tie-points to interpolate the water level2. As there
are in most cases not only open water patches but also ice floes within the altimeter footprint,
the retrieved sea surface is biased [Kwok et al., 2009].
Fig. 3.6: (a) The principle of satellite laser altimetry. F: sea ice freeboard (including the snow cover),
hell: orbit height of the satellite, Hlas: measured distance, ∆h: sea surface topography. (b) Satellite radar
altimetry [credit for (b): ESA-AOES Medialab].
Laser and radar altimeters are different in the way the radiation penetrates into snow and
ice. The infrared laser radiation is scattered at the upper snow surface, i.e. it does not pene-
trate through the snow layer on the sea ice. Radar signals on the contrary penetrate through
fresh snow, and the backscattered signal is generally believed to originate from the snow/ice
interface (Fig. 3.10). However, there are indications that radar signals are disturbed by old
and metamorphic snow [Haas, 2010]. Due to the different penetration characteristics between
laser and radar, the measured freeboard heights also differ. The equations for the conversion
of the ice freeboard to ice thickness are therefore not the same. As a result, uncertainties in
the knowledge of the snow thickness induce an error in the calculated ice thickness from laser
altimetry which is twice as large as the respective thickness error in radar altimeter data [Haas,
2010]. For the conversion of ice freeboard to ice thickness the snow thickness has to be known
and is usually taken from climatology (if available).
The sea ice drafts determined by the laser altimeter GLAS were found to be within 0.5 m of
the ice draft measured by ULSs at the same location in the Arctic [Kwok and Cunningham,
2008]. The thickness error due to the combined uncertainty of ICESat freeboard and AMSR-E
derived snow depth is 0.58 m [Yi et al., 2011]. If the uncertainties in the ice/water density
variables are additionally taken into account, the error in the thickness estimates increases to
0.7 m [Kwok and Cunningham, 2008]. It is also not entirely clear whether the satellite-derived
freeboards represent mean values, modal values or maximum values [Haas, 2010].
Both laser and radar altimetry have been used to determine the sea ice thickness in the Arctic
ocean [e.g. Laxon et al., 2003; Kwok and Cunningham, 2008]. In the Antarctic, negative ice
freeboards and flooded and refrozen snow are more common than in the Arctic. Moreover, snow
2See Kwok et al. [2009] for details.
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depth climatologies, such as the ones for the Arctic, do not exist for the Antarctic. This com-
plicates the satellite measurements of sea ice freeboard in that region. The freeboard elevations
of Antarctic sea ice determined through radar altimetry by Giles et al. [2008] were found to be
overestimated, most probably due to the snow cover on the ice. The snow cover on Antarctic
sea ice consists of a mixture of different snow types, soft slabs, icy layers and slush [Massom
et al., 2001]. If the snow depth is underestimated, the ice thickness will be overestimated and
vice versa. Therefore, snow and ice density and their influence on radar penetration need to be
further investigated.
The first studies applying satellite laser altimetry over the Weddell Sea showed that ICESat
provided a unique capability for measuring Antarctic sea ice freeboards [Yi et al., 2011; Zwally
et al., 2008]. The altimeter has been successfully used for sea ice studies in single regions of the
Antarctic [e.g. Xie et al., 2011]. The first basin-scale study of Antarctic sea ice thickness using
ICESat was provided by Kurtz and Markus [2012]. However, the studies also demonstrated
that many assumptions have to be made for the freeboard retrieval, each of which leading to
inaccuracies in the final result. For example, a laser altimeter is subject to cloud contamination,
which can sometimes significantly reduce the amount of useful data. Moreover, as described
above, laser altimetry suffers much more from uncertainties in the estimation of the snow depth
than the radar technique.
3.7 Other satellite methods
Other methods use imaging satellite instruments to estimate sea ice thickness. As long as it is
not yet covered by snow, thin ice has a warmer surface than thick ice. It is therefore possible
to determine the thickness of snow-free ice up to 0.5 m thick by means of thermal infrared
techniques, such as the AVHRR sensor3 [Haas, 2010]. For this method the surface air temper-
ature over the ice has to be known. Similarly, passive microwave temperatures, as observed by
SSM/I, can be used to derive thin ice thicknesses of up to 0.2 m [Haas, 2010].
As second- and multiyear ice has different surface properties compared to young ice, the strength
of radar backscatter provides estimates on the relative amount of thick multiyear and thin first-
year ice. This technique can also indicate the degree of ridging within an ice cover [Haas, 2010,
and references therein].
Another method is currently developed for the ESA Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS )
satellite, launched in November 2009. It uses 21 cm L-band microwave imaging to determine
ice thicknesses of up to 50 cm. The thickness is derived from brightness temperatures, which
are a function of ice concentration, the emissivities of ice and water, the water temperature
and the bulk temperature of the ice. The uncertainties of the method range from 2 cm (for ice
thicknesses of up to 10 cm) to 12 cm (for ice thicknesses between 40 and 50 cm). The advantage
of this technique is its high temporal resolution. Contrary to other satellite missions SMOS is
able to provide daily maps of ice thickness. However, the SMOS algorithm can not be applied
to ice in the melting season [Kaleschke et al., 2010].
Su and Wang [2012] used data from the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer
(MODIS) on board the NASA satellite Terra to estimate the ice thickness in the semi-enclosed
Bohai Sea (China) with high accuracy. The ice thickness was obtained through an exponential
3For a discussion of the method see Yu and Lindsay [2003].
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relation between ice albedo and ice thickness.
3.8 Upward looking sonar
Sea ice draft measured by ULSs is a good proxy for ice thickness. The basic principle of a ULS
draft measurement is transmitting ultrasonic sound pulses towards the surface and measuring
the elapsed time for the sound signal to propagate through the water to the ice bottom and
back. Knowing the sound velocity (c), the travel time (t) can be converted into a distance (Fig.
3.7a). With the precise knowledge of the instrument depth (z), the detected time intervals can
be used to calculate the draft (d) of the sea ice:
d = z − c t
2
cos(α). (3.3)
When the ULS is positioned under an open water area, the measured sonar distance equals the
ULS depth.
The instruments used for this thesis are the ULS types ES-300 V, ES-300 VI and ES-300 VIII,
manufactured by Christian Michelsen Research (CMR) in Norway. These instruments operate
with sound pulses of 300±15 kHz, which corresponds to a wavelength of roughly 5 mm. The
pulses are transmitted with 1 s offset in bursts of four pulses (Fig. 3.7b) by a piezo-ceramic
transducer. The bursts are transmitted in intervals of 2 min to 15 min, where the length of the
interval depends on the available battery capacity. The travel times of the echoes are recorded
with a resolution of 4.3 µs or 13 µs and
Fig. 3.7: The ULS measurement principle.
stored as 8 or 16-bit digitised voltage
values. In this way, the ULS can record
more than hundred thousand data cy-
cles during deployment periods of sev-
eral years. Furthermore, the instruments
separately store the variable Venv, which
is the highest value of the echo PDF.
This envelope voltage is the logarith-
mically amplified echo amplitude, with
the gain of the amplifier increasing ap-
proximately proportional to the square
of the sound pulse travel time [Strass,
1998]. It can be regarded as a measure
of the target strength of the ice/water
interface (see box Underwater Acous-
tics). The sonars also contain a dual
axis clinometer (tilt sensor), that mea-
sures the inclination angle (α) with an
accuracy of 1◦, a pressure sensor for de-
termining the instrument depth (accu-
racy: 0.01 bar), a temperature sensor
and a realtime clock. Tilt, temperature and pressure are measured at the same rate as the
sound pulse travel times (2 min to 15 min).
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The measured pressure (p) is always the sum of the hydrostatic pressure (ph) and the atmo-
spheric pressure (pa). The depth is therefore given by the relation
z = (p− pa)/ρwg, (3.4)
where ρw is the density of the seawater and g is the acceleration of gravity. If not taken into
account, surface pressure variations may cause a small error in the measured distance. This
implies that surface air pressure would have to be observed permanently at the mooring sites.
This is not possible on an hourly or shorter basis in remote open ocean areas. The pressure data
are therefore taken from atmospheric model reanalysis of the European Centre for Medium-
Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF). The data have a temporal resolution of 6 h and were
completed by linear interpolation at the mooring positions. When the ULS-mooring position
lies near the coast, the pressure data can alternatively be taken from coastal weather stations,
like in the pioneering ULS study of Melling et al. [1995].
The opening angle of the acoustic beam of 2.5◦ at -3 dB4 (Fig. 3.8) (2◦ for ES-300 V) results
in an ensonified surface window (footprint) of 7.5 m for an instrument at 170 m depth. This
in turn results in a bias, as the window contains ice of different thicknesses.
The draft can be converted into total ice thickness
Fig. 3.8: The directivity pattern of the sonar
transducer Reson TC2078 [Reson, 2010].
(Htot) by assuming isostatic equilibrium5:
Htot = (ρwd− ρszs)/ρi. (3.5)
Here, ρw, ρs and ρi are the densities of water, snow
and ice, respectively, and zs is the snow thickness. An
alternative method is the use of empirical relations ob-
tained from drillings [Harms et al., 2001].
ULSs measurements are not free from uncertainties.
The choice of the sampling rate is always a trade-
off between approximation of the real sea ice thick-
ness distribution and battery or data storage capacity.
This choice is sensitive to the probability distribution
of the ice drift velocity. For example, when the move-
ment of the ice exceeds the length of the ULS footprint between two sonar bursts, the sea ice
profile will be undersampled [Melling et al., 1995]. When the sample rate is too high, large
amounts of redundant data will occur [Melling et al., 1995].
Another uncertainty arises due to the variation of the sound speed in the water column be-
tween ULS and the sea ice bottom. These are mainly due to seasonal changes of oceanographic
conditions. The two-way travel time of the signal is therefore
T (t) = 2
R(t)∫
0
dr
c(z − r, t) , (3.6)
where R(t) is the range to the target, z the instrument depth and c(x, t) the sound speed profile.
In the Arctic, sound speed variations caused an apparent change in distance to the surface of
0.15 m to 0.2 m for moored ULSs at 72 m depth [Melling et al., 1995]. Evaluating the integral
4See appendix for more information on the ULS sound transducer.
5Note that isostatic equilibrium is usually determined by the whole ice floe.
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(equation 3.6) for each sonar pulse is not possible. Density profiles, from which the sound speed
can be calculated, are usually measured with CTD (Conductivity/Temperature/Depth) probes
from ships and are therefore very sparse. Strass [1998] applied a mixed layer model combined
with CTD measurements to generate vertical
Fig. 3.9: Mooring arrangement with ULS.
profiles of sound speed and calculated time series
of vertical harmonic mean sound speeds. The
time series (not shown) has a clear annual cy-
cle and indicates changes in vertical mean sound
speed of up to 2.5 m s−1, which corresponds to
a range error of 0.24 m. The most convenient
way of coping with the effect of sound speed
variations is to derive the range corrections from
the apparent draft of open water areas that pass
through the sonar footprint [Melling et al., 1995].
The ULS instruments are attached to the top of
an oceanographic mooring and placed around
150 metres below the sea surface to avoid the
disturbing influence by surface gravity waves and
the damage due to passing icebergs (Fig. 3.9).
Moorings are the only available tool to perform
oceanographic long-term observations at a fixed
place in the ocean. A mooring consists of a
Kevlar rope that can be up to several thou-
sand metres long. An anchor (about 1 t weight)
holds the mooring on the sea floor. To keep the
rope nearly vertically in the water column, plas-
tic covered evacuated glass spheres are attached
to the rope. These buoyant floats also force the
mooring back to the sea surface after the rope
is released from the bottom weight. The rope
can be released by a sound signal which is sent
from a ship. A mechanical actuator, mounted
directly above the bottom weight, receives the
signal and separates the rope from the weight.
Moorings may be equipped with various oceano-
graphic measuring and sampling instruments,
such as current meters, temperature and salin-
ity sensors or sediment traps.
Only a limited number of studies applying ULS
instruments for sea ice monitoring has been pub-
lished until today, and most of them were con-
ducted in the Arctic Ocean. Vinje et al. [1998]
used the ES-300 ULS for monitoring the ice thick-
ness in Fram Strait. Other studies using ULSs in combination with ADCPs were mainly carried
out in the Canadian Beaufort Sea and investigated the seasonal evolution of the ice cover as
well as the statistics of different ice classes, leads and pressure ridges [Melling and Riedel, 1995;
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Melling and Riedel, 1996; Melling and Riedel, 2005]. Apart from some very early studies -
cited by Melling and Riedel [1996] - ULS instruments were also deployed in the Barents Sea
[Abrahamsen et al., 2006] and the Sea of Okhotsk [Fukumachi et al., 2003]. In the Southern
Hemisphere a single ULS was deployed off the coast of East Antarctica, but with limited success
[Worby et al., 2001].
Mounted on military nuclear submarines sonar systems allow for long-range, basin-scale tran-
sects and contributed to our knowledge of the evolution of Arctic sea ice thickness over nearly
five decades [e.g. Kwok and Rothrock, 2009]. However, they were not performed in a systematic
manner [Haas, 2010]. The accuracy of 0.25 m is largely determined by power and gain settings
changed by the crew during the cruise, and due to the changing bias introduced by the varying
footprint size along the submarine track [Rothrock and Wensnahan, 2007].
Sea ice draft can also be measured using ADCPs. But these measurements are less accurate
than ULS measurements, mainly due to the applied hardware signal-preprocessing and the
modelling of the sound speed profile [Shcherbina et al., 2005; Hyatt et al., 2008].
Fig. 3.10: Sea ice thickness measurement techniques and their capabilities [modified from: Holt et al.,
2009].
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Underwater Acoustics
Sound in the ocean propagates as a longitudinal wave, i.e. as regular back-and-forth
movements of water molecules. Because the water is compressible, this motion is
accompanied by changes in pressure. These pressure changes can be detected by
hydrophones. The instantaneous intensity of a plane sound wave of pressure p is
p = ρwc u, (3.7)
where u is the velocity with which the fluid parcels oscillate back and forth (german:
Schallschnelle) and c is the propagation velocity of the sound wave: c =
√
1/βρw,
where β and ρw are the adiabatic compressibility and the density of seawater, re-
spectively. The proportionality factor ρwc in equation (3.7) is called specific acoustic
resistance (or specific acoustic impedance) of the fluid. With a mean underwater
sound velocity of 1500 m/s the acoustic impedance of seawater is approximately 1.5
× 106 Rayle (1 Rayle = 1 kg m−2s−1) [Urick, 1983]. The variation of the speed
of sound in the ocean depends on temperature, salinity and pressure, as all three
parameters influence the density of the water. The changes of the sound speed with
depth pose a problem to the accuracy of the ULS data. The energy carried by a
sound wave consists of kinetic energy of the particles in motion and potential en-
ergy of the stresses in the medium [Urick, 1983]. The energy crossing a unit area
per second is measured by the intensity (I ) of the wave, which, integrated over the
duration of the wave, gives the energy flux density E :
I = p u =
p2
ρwc
⇒ E = 1
ρwc
∞∫
0
p2(t) dt. (3.8)
The sound wave, which is transmitted by the ULS, reflected by the sea ice bottom
and then detected by the ULS receiver, loses energy through different processes.
For example, the wave is weakened by transmission loss on its way to the ice and
back. Transmission loss occurs mainly due to the regular weakening of the signal as
it spreads outward from the source, and due to attenuation. The term attenuation
comprises different processes, such as scattering or absorption [Urick, 1983]. Sources
for absorption are e.g. the viscosity of the water, or magnesium sulphate and boron
molecules which are deformed by the pressure wave [Bradley and Stern, 2008]. A
typical value of a sound absorption coefficient under winter hydrographic conditions
is 0.067 dB/m for 300 kHz [Francois and Garrison, 1982].
Another source for the loss of energy is the reflection at the ice/water boundary,
as the ice bottom consists of the skeletal layer (Fig. 2.3) which is not totally flat.
Nevertheless, the laws of specular sound reflection can be applied for the ice/water
interface.
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For a sound wave in medium 1 (seawater) incident on medium 2 (skeletal layer) the
reflection coefficient R for angles of incidence less than the critical angle is
R =
(ρ2/ρ1) cos(α)−
√
(c1/c2)2 − sin2(α)
(ρ2/ρ1) cos(α) +
√
(c1/c2)2 − sin2(α)
, (3.9)
where ρ1 and ρ2 stand for the densities of the two media, α is the angle of incidence
and c1 and c2 are the sound velocities in the two media [Langleben, 1970]. The
reflection coefficient represents the ratio of reflected to incident wave amplitudes. It
follows that the stronger the contrast in the acoustic impedances of the two media,
the more wave energy is reflected. The reflection coefficient also increases with
increasing angle of incidence [Langleben, 1970], until the critical angle is reached,
where total internal reflection occurs. Given the much larger contrast in the acoustic
impedances, the reflectivity of the water/air interface is higher than that of the
water/ice interface. The amplitude reflection coefficients of a skeletal layer of smooth
first-year ice at normal incidence (α = 0◦), measured with wide-beam (7◦) sonars at
300 kHz was between 0.017 and 0.04 [Garrison et al., 1991].
Fig. 3.11: Probability density of echo am-
plitude for three ice regimes segregated by
range. Lognormal functions are plotted as
curves [Melling, 1998].
The median coefficients measured with a
narrowbeam (2.1◦) sonar at 400 kHz on
young sea ice in the Beaufort Sea were even
lower (R = 0.0044) [Melling, 1998]. This
means, that only a very small fraction of
the initial energy of the sound wave is re-
flected by sea ice, and very strong sound
transducers are needed. The reflection is
not only reduced by the skeletal layer, but
also when the sonar signal is diffusely scat-
tered between the troughs and ridges at the
underside of deformed ice. An echo there-
fore always consists of a coherently reflected
component and an incoherently scattered
component (noise or reverberation) from the
skeletal layer and the deformed surface. The
signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) is the ratio of the
two components:
γ =
Irefl
Iscatt
, (3.10)
where Irefl is the intensity of the coherently
reflected signal and Iscatt is the intensity
of the incoherently scattered signal. Theo-
retically, the S/N decreases with increasing
frequency, surface roughness and sonar beamwidth [Stanton et al., 1986].
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But it was shown that also narrowbeam ULSs mainly detect the incoherent signal
of sea ice, and coherent reflection is rarely received [Melling, 1998]. The PDFs of
the ULS echo amplitudes fit a lognormal distribution [Melling, 1998]. As indicated
by the lognormal fits, the echoes from level ice are on average stronger than those
from deformed ice and also fluctuate more widely (Fig. 3.11). Furthermore, it was
found that open water in leads has a reflection coefficient which is at least 10 times
larger than that of a few centimetres of congelation ice [Jezek et al., 1990].
The target strength (TS) refers to the echo intensity returned by an underwater
target in relation to the incident intensity from a distant source [Urick, 1983]. For
a circular plate of flat, rigid skeletal ice in the far field it is
TS = 20 log
[
R
(
pia2
λ
)
2J1(β)
β
cos(α)
]
[dB], (3.11)
where a is the radius of the plate, λ the acoustic wavelength, β = [(4pia)/λ] sin(α)
and J1 the Bessel function [Garrison et al., 1991]. The Bessel function describes the
zeros in the diffraction pattern of a circular disc. For measurements with 80 kHz on
skeletal layers at the underside of small cylindrical sea ice blocks and α = 0◦, the
TS was found to be about 10 dB [Garrison et al., 1991].
The reflected signal is detected, if its intensity exceeds the detection threshold (DT)
of the receiver:
SL− 2TL+ TS −RL > DT. (3.12)
Here, RL stands for reverberation level, TL for transmission loss and the source
level (SL) refers to the initial intensity of the wave at the time of transmission.
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"The first principle is that
you must not fool yourself -
and you are the easiest per-
son to fool..."
Richard Feynman, 1974
4
Data and
Methodology
4.1 Data
4.1.1 ULS data
The first six ULSs were deployed in November 1990, on the transect spanning the Weddell
Sea from Kapp Norvegia to Joinville Island at the tip of the Antarctic Peninsula. They were
recovered and redeployed in 1992 and measured until the next recovery in 1995, yielding more
than four years of ice draft data. However, half of the data were lost, due to flooded instruments
or lost moorings. Furthermore, the data output of the remaining instruments was partly reduced
for unknown reasons, so that their success rate was about 86%.
From 1996 on, the measurements were concentrated on the prime meridian, with six ULSs
(Fig. 4.1). At the peninsula AWI-207 continued measuring in the years 1996 and 1997 and
from 2005 until 2011, and AWI-206 in 1996, 1997 and from 2008 to 2011. The loss rate due to
flooded instruments or lost moorings since 1996 is about one third, and the success rate of the
remaining instruments is 78%. All moorings are deployed at fixed positions in water depths of
more than 900 m, some of them in depths exceeding 4500 m.
At AWI 206-4 and AWI 227-3 the pressure sensors failed completely. The drafts of these two
instruments were therefore taken from the study of Harms et al. [2001]. They were processed
with a different procedure which also allowed for a simple interactive correction of the data.
However, this method was technically not as sophisticated as the one used in this thesis. The
correction of the two data occurred by means of the pressure record of the instrument below
the ULS. Since the recording intervals of the two instruments differed significantly, interpolated
pressure time series had to be used, which can lead to disturbing aliasing effects. The data of
AWI 206-4 and AWI 227-3 therefore have to be considered with care and were excluded from
the analyses in the presented work.
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Strass and Fahrbach [1998] published first results of draft measurements from the western tran-
sect between 1990 and 1994. They demonstrated, that the ice growth undergoes a distinct
annual cycle in the central Weddell Sea, whereas in the boundary regions temporal changes of
ice thickness occur more irregularly. It was shown, that sea ice with a draft of less than one
meter is transformed into thicker ice by ridging and rafting during its circulation through the
Weddell Sea.
Fig. 4.1: Monthly mean values of sea ice draft (in metres) of the available ULS data from 1990 to 2007.
In 2001 the AWI ULS data have been used for two volume transport studies. Harms et al.
[2001] used ULS data from both transects for estimations of the annual mean ice export from
the Weddell Sea. They established empirical relations between annual mean ice draft and the
length of the sea ice season to fill the time gaps in the ULS data record with proxy ice thickness
information. By combining ice thickness with ice drift speed derived from the geostrophic
wind field, the annual mean ice export out of the Weddell Sea was estimated for the period
1979-1998. Drinkwater et al. [2001] applied an improved strategy and used SSM/I-derived
ice drift velocities combined with ULS ice thickness information to estimate monthly mean ice
volume transports out of the Weddell Sea for the period 1992-1998. To fill data gaps with proxy
data, they combined ULS information with ERS satellite observations of radar backscatter to
establish an empirical relation between ice thickness and the rate of change of backscatter with
incidence angle. It was shown that Harms et al. [2001] significantly overestimated the net ice
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Table II: Available ULS-data
ULS Instrument Soft- Depth Lograte Deployment Position Ana-
Number Type ware [m] [min] Period Lat Lon lysts
AWI 206-4•• ES-300 V 3.0 157 15 05/96 - 04/98 63◦29.6’S; 52◦06.1’W H×
AWI 207-2◦ ES-300 V 1.0 165 8 11/90 - 11/92 63◦45.1’S; 50◦54.3’W W/B
AWI 207-4◦ ES-300 V 3.0 174 15 05/96 - 04/98 63◦43.3’S; 50◦49.2’W W/B
AWI 207-6◦ ES-300 VIII 4.5 148 3 03/05 - 03/08 63◦42.2’S; 50◦52.2’W W/B
AWI 208-3• ES-300 V 1.0 125 4 01/93 - 01/95 65◦37.7’S; 36◦29.4’W W/B
AWI 209-3◦ ES-300 V 1.0 100 4 12/92 - 01/95 66◦37.4’S; 27◦07.2’W W/B
AWI 210-2◦ ES-300 V 1.0 151 8 12/90 - 12/92 69◦39.6’S; 15◦42.9’W W/B
AWI 212-2• ES-300 V 1.0 135 8 12/90 - 12/92 70◦54.7’S; 11◦57.8’W W/B
AWI 217-1◦ ES-300 V 1.0 141 8 11/90 - 11/92 64◦25.1’S; 45◦51.0’W W/B
AWI 227-3◦• ES-300 V 1.0 156 8 04/96 - 01/97 59◦01.8’S; 00◦00.0’W H×
AWI 227-4• ES-300 VI 4.0 145 3 01/97 - 05/98 59◦04.3’S; 00◦01.3’E W/B
AWI 227-6◦ ES-300 VIII 4.0 143 8 03/99 - 12/00 59◦04.2’S; 00◦04.4’E W/D
AWI 229-1◦ ES-300 V 3.0 165 15 04/96 - 05/98 63◦59.6’S; 00◦00.3’W W/B
AWI 229-2◦ ES-300 VIII 4.1 150 4 05/98 - 03/99 63◦58.5’S; 00◦04.6’W W/D
AWI 229-3◦ ES-300 V 3.0 125 4 03/99 - 12/00 63◦57.8’S; 00◦02.3’E W/D
AWI 229-4◦ ES-300 V 3.0 148 4 12/00 - 12/02 63◦57.9’S; 00◦02.4’E W/D
AWI 229-5◦ ES-300 VIII 4.3 147 4 12/02 - 02/05 63◦57.2’S; 00◦00.2’W W/D
AWI 229-6◦ ES-300 VIII 4.5 147 1 02/05 - 12/05 63◦57.2’S; 00◦00.4’W W/D
AWI 230-2• ES-300 V 3.0 153 4 01/99 - 12/00 66◦00.3’S; 00◦10.6’W W/D
AWI 230-3• ES-300 VI 4.0 170 4 12/00 - 12/02 66◦00.3’S; 00◦10.4’E W/D
AWI 231-1• ES-300 V 3.0 160 15 04/96 - 05/98 66◦30.0’S; 00◦00.4’W W/B
AWI 231-2◦ ES-300 VIII 4.1 186 4 05/98 - 01/99 66◦30.06’S; 00◦01.1’W W/D
AWI 231-3◦ ES-300 V 3.0 102 4 01/99 - 12/00 66◦29.9’S; 00◦00.9’W W/D
AWI 231-4◦ ES-300 VIII 4.0 179 4 12/00 - 12/02 66◦30.0’S; 00◦01.8’W W/D
AWI 231-6◦ ES-300 VIII 4.5 151 1 02/05 - 12/05 66◦30.7’S; 00◦01.9’W W/D
AWI 231-7◦ ES-300 VIII 4.3 120 2 12/05 - 03/08 66◦30.7’S; 00◦01.9’W W/B
AWI 232-1• ES-300 V 3.0 147 15 04/96 - 02/97 69◦00.0’S; 00◦00.0’W W/B
AWI 232-4• ES-300 VI 4.0 169 4 01/99 - 12/00 68◦59.7’S; 00◦01.9’E W/D
AWI 232-5◦ ES-300 VIII 4.0 181 4 12/00 - 12/02 68◦59.5’S; 00◦02.2’W W/D
AWI 232-6◦ ES-300 VIII 4.3 175 4 12/02 - 02/05 68◦59.9’S; 00◦00.3’W W/D
AWI 232-8◦ ES-300 VIII 4.3 125 2 12/05 - 03/08 68◦59.8’S; 00◦00.1’W W/B
AWI 233-2• ES-300 VI 4.0 154 3 02/97 - 04/98 69◦24.2’S; 00◦00.0’E W/B
AWI 233-6◦ ES-300 VIII 4.3 165 4 12/02 - 02/05 69◦23.7’S; 00◦04.0’W W/D
Analysts: W: H. Witte, B: A. Behrendt, D: W. Dierking, H: S. Harms
Pressure Sensors: •Druck PDCR 130/W, ◦Lucas Schaevitz P9066-0101, •damaged pressure sensor
: XDR included, ×: different processing algorithm
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volume transport across the western transect.
In 2002 Timmermann et al. validated the BRIOS-2 ice-ocean model with the ULS data and
found that sea ice thickness is well reproduced.
Connolley [2005] used the ULS-data set to compare satellite-based (SSM/I) sea ice concentra-
tions with ULS-derived concentrations. He reported the SSM/I values to be in good agreement
with the ULS ice concentrations but considered the ULS concentrations to be more reliable.
Sea ice thickness and ice salinity are directly related to salt fluxes which help drive global ocean
models. Renner and Lytle [2007] compared sea ice thickness and concentration simulated by
four global coupled ocean-atmosphere models (used by the IPCC) with the ULS data. The
authors found that all models could capture the seasonal cycle of the ice growth but three
models underestimated the ice thickness and one model overestimated the ice thickness.
Giles et al. [2008] determined the freeboard of Antarctic sea ice through satellite radar altime-
try. Their comparison with the AWI ULS data showed that the ERS ice elevations were larger
than the expected ice freeboard.
In 2009, Timmermann et al. validated the simulated sea ice thickness from the global Finite
Element Sea Ice Ocean Model (FESOM) with ULS data. Their model showed remarkable
agreement with the ULS data for the prime meridian section and the central Weddell Sea. But
due to the limited model resolution, the ice thickness was significantly underestimated near the
Antarctic Peninsula (AWI-207, AWI-217) and near Kapp Norvegia (AWI-212).
Schwegmann [2012] used the newer ULS data to compare them with data of the FESOM model.
In some years both data agree fairly well, whereas in other years the model underestimates or
overestimates the ice thickness.
ULS-data available at: http://doi.pangaea.de/10.1594/PANGAEA.785565
4.1.2 Satellite data
Sea ice concentration:
The ice concentration data used for this study are Bootstrap Sea Ice Concentrations from the
Nimbus-7 satellite Scanning Multichannel Microwave Radiometer (SMMR) and SSM/I sensors
of the DMSP satellites F8, F11 and F13 [Comiso, 1999/2008]. The data set has been gener-
ated using the Bootstrap Algorithm and consists of sea ice concentrations derived from gridded
brightness temperatures. The concentrations range from 0 to 100%, with a retrieval accuracy
of approximately 5 to 10% [Comiso, 1999/2008]. The data set has a temporal resolution of
one day and covers the period from 26 October 1978 to 31 December 2007. Gridded fields are
provided by the US National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC) on an azimuthal equal area
projection (EASE grid) with a spatial resolution of 25 km. The positions are given in respective
grid coordinates.
Data available at: http://nsidc.org/data
Sea ice drift:
The ice drift data used for this thesis are the Polar Pathfinder Daily Ice Motion Vectors of
Fowler [2003/2007], provided by the NSIDC. The data combine information from visible and
thermal channels from AVHRR and daily composites of brightness temperature fields from
SSM/I (85.5 GHz) and SMMR (37 GHz) [Fowler, 2003/2007]. The vectors represent the pixel
displacement between the acquisition times of two images with the same spatial coverage and
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are calculated by an optimal interpolation method for all areas where ice concentration exceeds
50% [Schwegmann et al., 2011; Schwegmann, 2012]. The daily maps are provided on a 25 ×
25 km EASE grid (see above). In the Weddell Sea the ice motion vectors underestimate the
mean drift velocity of drifting buoys by 34.5% [Schwegmann et al., 2011]. The highest differ-
ences between the two types of data occur from July to November for the u-component of the
drift (zonal drift). However, the general drift patterns of both data were found to be in good
agreement.
Data available at: http://nsidc.org/data
4.1.3 Model data
ECMWF:
Daily surface wind fields (10 m level), sea level pressure and surface air temperatures (2 m
level) are taken from the ERA-Interim reanalysis project, the latest global atmospheric reanal-
ysis produced by the ECMWF [Dee et al., 2011]. Reanalysis data provide a coherent record of
all atmospheric parameters over the entire globe - such as cloud cover, surface thermal radia-
tion and moisture flux - from the past to the present. This is achieved by combining a large
number of different observations and measurements together within a model. The advantage
of reanalysis is that it only uses a single version of the data assimilation system. The output is
therefore not affected by changes in method [Dee et al., 2011].
To date, ERA-Interim covers the period from 1 January 1989 onwards, and continues to be
extended forward in near-real time [Dee et al., 2011]. The data are provided on 1.5◦ longitude-
latitude grids and include analyses, forecasts or combinations of both, at different time steps.
The high quality of the ECMWF pressure fields over Antarctica was confirmed e.g. by Renwick
[2004] and King [2003].
Data available at: http://data-portal.ecmwf.int/data/d/interim_daily
NCEP/NCAR:
Another reanalysis project is conducted by the National Centers for Environmental Prediction
(NCEP), which are part of the NOAA (USA), in cooperation with the NCAR (National Center
for Atmospheric Research) in the USA. For this project data from many different sources (such
as rawinsonde, ship, satellite and aircraft measurements) are assimilated in a system which is
kept unchanged over the entire reanalysis period. The gridded data are classified into three
quality classes: A-C. Class A, the most reliable one, indicates that the variable is strongly
influenced by observations, whereas class B values are also affected by the analysis. Class
C indicates that there are no observations affecting the variable [Kalnay et al., 1996]. Most
NCEP/NCAR data used for this thesis (e.g. geopotential heights and wind fields on different
pressure levels) are among the class A products [Yuan and Li, 2008].
NCEP/NCAR reanalysis provides many atmospheric variables on different pressure levels. The
data are provided on 2.5◦ longitude-latitude grids over the entire globe from 1948 to present.
Details of the reanalysis system are explained by Kalnay et al. [1996].
Data available at: http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/reanalysis/reanalysis.shtml
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Sea ice models:
For comparison with the ULS data, sea ice thicknesses derived from two different climate models
were used. The FESOM model is described in detail by Schwegmann [2012] and Timmermann
et al. [2009]. FESOM is a finite element ocean model combined with a dynamic-thermodynamic
sea ice model and has an unstructured surface triangular grid with 26 vertical levels. The re-
sulting 3-D mesh consists of tetrahedra [Schwegmann, 2012]. The sea ice component assumes
linear temperature gradients in the ice, negligible heat storage within the ice and allows for
snow layers. It includes the energy balance introduced in section 2.2 and the momentum bal-
ance introduced in section 2.3. Additionally, it models lateral ice growth and lead formation
and uses an elastic-viscous-plastic rheology for ice deformation [Schwegmann, 2012].
The MIT GCM (Massachusetts Institute of Technology General Circulation Model) is a cou-
pled dynamic-thermodynamic sea ice ocean model on Arakawa C and B grids. It uses dynamic
momentum equations and a viscous-plastic law for internal ice stresses. The model assumes a
linear temperature profile and a constant ice conductivity, i.e. zero heat capacity for ice [Losch
et al., 2010]. It also allows for a modification of the heat fluxes and the albedo by a snow layer.
For this work, the sea ice thickness of each grid cell was averaged over nine grid cells (including
all eight neighbouring cells) as the model performs better on slightly larger spatial scales [M.
Losch, personal communication, 2012].
Data available at: AWI: Ralph Timmermann, Martin Losch
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4.2 Methods
4.2.1 Detrended fluctuation analysis
The detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA) was used to detect long-range correlations in ice draft
time series. When geophysical data are affected externally by trends, it is usually not a simple
task to distinguish those from long-range fluctuations intrinsic in the data. DFA systematically
removes trends of different order from the time series, which enables a precise investigation of
its scaling behaviour [Kantelhardt et al., 2001].
Short-range correlations are usually detected by the autocorrelation function C(s), which de-
clines exponentially: C(s) ∝ exp(−s/sx), where s denotes the lag and sx the characteristic
decay time. For long-range correlations C(s) obeys the power law C(s) ∝ s−γ, with the ex-
ponent 0 < γ < 1. However, C(s) is often strongly affected by noise or non-stationarities
superimposed on the time series and is therefore not an appropriate method for detecting long-
range correlations [Kantelhardt et al., 2001]. DFA bypasses these problems. It basically consists
of three steps:
First, a cumulated version of the original time series d(n) is formed by
d(n) =
n∑
t=1
dt. (4.1)
This series of length N is then cut into Ns ≡ [N/s] non-overlapping segments of equal length
s. This is repeated in backward direction, starting from the end of the time series, such that
2Ns elements are obtained in total. In the second step, for each segment ν a least-squares fit is
calculated to subtract the local trend from the element. The detrended segment of duration s is
then defined as ds(n) = d(n)−pν(n), where pν(n) is the fitting polynomial in the ν-th segment
[Kantelhardt et al., 2001]. The fitting polynomials can be linear (DFA1), quadratic (DFA2) or
of higher order. Due to equation (4.1), an n-th order DFA eliminates trends of order n - 1 in
the original time series. In the third step, the so-called fluctuation function is calculated. To
do this, the variance for each segment ν is first calculated by averaging over all data points in
segment ν:
F 2s (ν) =
〈
d2s(n)
〉
=
1
s
s∑
t=1
d2s [(ν − 1)s+ t] . (4.2)
Next, the value of the fluctuation function F (s) is calculated by averaging over all segments of
length s and taking the square root:
F (s) =
√√√√ 1
2Ns
2Ns∑
ν=1
F 2s (ν). (4.3)
The procedure is repeated many times, thereby increasing the length of the segments in each
step until the full fluctuation function is obtained. The variance increases with increasing
duration s of the segments [Kantelhardt et al., 2001]. In case of long-range correlation in the
initial time series, the fluctuation functions for different fitting-polynomial orders p increase by
the power law F (p)(s) ∝ sα, where the parameter α is an estimation of the Hurst exponent.
This exponent is related to the fractal dimension, which describes the degree of complication
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of self-similar objects [Mandelbrodt, 1987]. α is related to γ (see above) through α = 1− γ/2.
Thus, for long-range correlations we have α > 0.5, whereas α = 0.5 indicates the absence of
long-range correlations. The exponent α can be found by linear fits to the fluctuation function
in double logarithmic plots. The slope of the fit is directly related to α.
The high performance of the DFA-method was confirmed by Weron [2002]. DFA has been used
in different studies, e.g. for detecting the long time memory in global warming simulations
[Blender and Fraedrich, 2003], and it also contributed to the detection of anthropogenic warming
in global temperature data sets [Rybski et al., 2006].
4.2.2 Correlation analysis
Correlation analysis was applied by using the standard linear correlation coefficient of Pear-
son. Additionally, Spearman’s rank correlation is calculated to account for the non-Gaussian
distribution of the observed variables. Both methods are widely used standard techniques and
are described e.g. by Schönwiese [1992]. Additionally, the squared correlation coefficient was
calculated to estimate the shared variance of the correlated time series [Schönwiese, 1992].
The significance of correlations was tested by applying the method of Ebisuzaki [1997]. This
method estimates the statistical significance of a computed correlation coefficient accounting for
the autocorrelation present in most geophysical time series. As the serial correlation of a time
series decreases the effective sample size, i.e. the number of independent observations, it also
affects the correlation coefficient. Due to low-pass filtering, for example to suppress remaining
signals of the annual cycle in anomaly time series, the serial correlation is even enhanced. The
method of Ebisuzaki [1997] is relatively insensitive to serial correlation.
To test the significance of a correlation ρab between two series A and B, "bootstrap" methods
usually generate a large number of random series by shuffling the elements of series A. The
obtained random series are then correlated against series B to find the significance level of
the initial correlation ρab by evaluating the statistical distribution of the randomly generated
correlations. Shuffling all elements of a serially correlated time series usually destroys its auto-
correlation. But random series with zero autocorrelation are not suitable to test the significance
of ρab calculated from serially correlated time series.
The presented method resamples the time series in the frequency domain, rather than the time
domain and thereby retains the power spectrum of the series. The sampled random time series
therefore still has the same autocorrelation as the original series. The first step is to compute
the discrete Fourier transform of the first series, ai, by
a˜k =
2− δk
N
N−1∑
j=0
aje
2piijk/N , δk =
{
0
1 for k∈{0, N/2} (even N), (4.4)
where N is the length of the original time series A. Then a Fourier series r˜k is created in the
following way:
r˜0 = 0
r˜k = |a˜k| eiΘk , for 0 < k < N2
r˜N/2 =
√
2
∣∣∣a˜N/2∣∣∣ cos(ΘN/2), for even N,
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where Θk is a uniform random variable from [0, 2pi). This step creates a Fourier series with
random phases and the same power spectrum as the original series A. The last step creates the
inverse Fourier transform and gives a random time series with the same autocorrelation as the
original series A [Ebisuzaki, 1997]:
rj = Re
n∑
k=0
r˜ke
−2piijk/N , n =
{
N
2
for even N
N−1
2
for odd N.
(4.5)
Once a large number of these surrogate series is created, they are correlated against the time
series B. To reject the null hypothesis of zero correlation (ρab = 0) at the α significance level,
only α × 100% of the correlations have to be larger than ρcrit, assuming |ρab| > ρcrit. The high
performance of this method is demonstrated in detail in the paper of Ebisuzaki [1997].
4.2.3 Singular spectrum analysis
Singular Spectrum Analysis (SSA) is a very powerful tool in modern time series analysis. SSA
is an EOF-based method which can be applied for various purposes: Trend analysis, smoothing,
extraction of seasonality or cycles with varying periods and amplitudes, filling of data gaps,
and for finding structures in short time series [Hassani, 2007]. In climate science SSA is mostly
used to detect modulated oscillations in meteorological or geophysical records. In the presented
work it was applied to ice draft anomalies.
The basic idea of SSA is sliding a window down a time series and looking for patterns that
account for a high proportion of the variance [Allen and Smith, 1996]. One may think of an
EOF analysis of a single time series, rather than of a field of time series. SSA analysis typically
involves four steps which are known as the caterpillar method :
Step 1: Embedding:
The considered time series d of length N , d(t) : t = 1 . . . N , is first centred to have zero mean.
Sliding a window of width M down the time series produces a set of M lagged vectors, which
are then arranged in a (N ′ ×M) matrix D, which is called the trajectory matrix :
D =

D11 D12 . . . D1M
D21 D22 . . . D2M
...
... . . .
...
DN ′1 DN ′2 . . . DN ′M

M=3
N=6
=⇒ D =

d1 d2 d3
d2 d3 d4
d3 d4 d5
d4 d5 d6
 . (4.6)
The window widthM defines the longest periodicity that can be detected by SSA. IncreasingM
increases the spectral resolution of the method. D is a Hankel matrix, i.e. all elements along the
skew diagonals are equal. It consists of M lag-shifted copies of d(t), which are N ′ = N −M +1
long [Kondrashov and Ghil, 2006].
Step 2: EOF Analysis:
In the next step the trajectory matrix is used to form the lag-covariance matrix CD:
CD =
1
N ′
DTD. (4.7)
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The lag-covariance matrix has the dimensions (M ×M). This way of computing CD is the
method of Broomhead and King [1986]. An alternative approach is the method of Vautard and
Ghil [1989]1. Once the lag-covariance matrix is computed, it is diagonalised and its eigenvalues
are ranked in decreasing order:
ΛD = ETDCDED, (4.8)
where ΛD is a diagonal matrix containing the eigenvalues and ED contains the eigenvectors
(EOFs) of CD. The total variance of the time series d(t) is given by the trace of CD, and the
eigenvalues λk explain the partial variance in the direction of Ek. The principal components ak
can be obtained by projecting the time series onto each EOF:
ak(t) =
M∑
j=1
d(t+ j − 1)ek(j). (4.9)
The trajectory matrix can be reconstructed through
D =
M∑
j=1
aj e
T
j = D
′
1 + D
′
2 + . . .+ D
′
M , (4.10)
where the matrices D′j are elementary matrices of rank one. Each elementary matrix is related
to one eigenvector and an eigenvalue of CD which explains a certain fraction of the variance in
d(t).
Step 3: Grouping:
In the grouping step the elementary matrices D′j can be splitted into groups, corresponding to
a certain kind of signal in d(t), which can then be summed. From the sum a new trajectory
matrix D2 can be constructed containing only signal components corresponding to the group
of selected eigenvalues [Hassani, 2007]. The selection of the eigenvalues and thus the amount
of variance to retain can be based on a "scree diagram" (eigenvalue spectrum). Summing up
all elementary matrices D′1,...,M would give the initial trajectory matrix D.
Step 4: Diagonal Averaging:
The final step extracts the time series from D2, which is an additive component of the initial
time series d(t) [Hassani, 2007]. The fist operation in this step is also called Hankelisation, as
it turns the matrix D2 into a Hankel matrix by replacing every element by the average of the
respective skew diagonal. The elements of the new time series are then read from the skew
diagonals, like in matrix D on the right hand side of equation 4.6.
With K as the set of EOFs on which the reconstruction is based,Mt as the normalisation factor,
Lt as the lower bound of summation and Ut as the upper bound of summation, the new time
series rK(t) can thus be obtained by
rK(t) =
1
Mt
∑
k∈K
Ut∑
j=Lt
ak(t− j + 1)ek(j), (4.11)
1Both versions of computing CD are explained in the paper of Allen and Smith [1996].
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[Kondrashov and Ghil, 2006] where
(Mt, Lt, Ut) =

(
1
t , 1, t
)
for 1 ≤ t ≤M − 1(
1
M , 1,M
)
for M ≤ t ≤ N ′(
1
N−t+1 , t−N +M,M
)
for N ′ + 1 ≤ t ≤ N.
For extracting significant oscillations in a time series it is sufficient to stop at step two of the
SSA procedure and to evaluate the spectrum of eigenvalues. According to SSA theory, every
harmonic oscillation present in the time series produces two eigenvalues, a sine and a cosine
with equal frequencies, amplitudes and phases [Hassani, 2007]. As both eigenvalues of such
a pair explain the same amount of variance, oscillations in d(t) can be detected by finding
plateaus in the plotted eigenvalue spectrum. However, as noted by Allen and Smith [1996] the
pair selection criterion can be misleading when trends are present in the data.
Fig. 4.2: (a) Light thin line: Daily mean ice draft time series (in metres). Dark bold line: The same series
reconstructed with the first 10 eigenvalues. (b) Dark bold line: The same series as in (a), reconstructed
with the first 50 eigenvalues.
Furthermore, considering only the high ranked eigenvalues of the spectrum as significant may
be wrong, as true systems are mostly contaminated with coloured noise. Also the stability of
an EOF pair to varying window widths is not a sufficient condition for significant oscillations.
SSA should therefore never be used without an appropriate significance test [Allen and Smith,
1996].
The significance test developed by Allen and Smith [1996] is based on a Monte Carlo approach.
First, the mean, variance and lag-1 autocorrelation are estimated from d(t) in order to simulate
a large number of random AR(1) processes corresponding to these parameters2. From each
process a surrogate lag-covariance matrix CR is computed and projected onto the EOFs of the
original data:
ΛR = ETDCRED. (4.12)
2For details of the algorithm see Allen and Smith [1996].
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The statistical distribution of the diagonal elements in ΛR is used to find the 2.5th and 97.5th
percentiles. These are plotted as error bars in the eigenvalue spectrum of the initial lag-
covariance matrix CD. 95% of the surrogate realisations then lie within those limits. The
null hypothesis to be rejected is: The time series has been generated by AR(1) noise. But for
a pair of sinusoidal EOFs considered as signal the true confidence level is in fact lower than
95% [Allen and Smith, 1996]. When the signal EOFs are determined, one aims to proof at the
95% (or 97.5%) level that the remainder of the time series has been generated by AR(1) noise.
The described test therefore includes a second stage: If some components of the time series
are believed to represent significant signals after stage one of the test, the second stage checks
whether the remainder of the time series is attributable to AR(1) noise. This test makes use
of steps three and four of the caterpillar method.
First, matrix D2 is constructed using only the eigenvalues which were identified as signal. The
AR(1) process parameters are then estimated, such that when added to the time series rK(t),
this composite has the same variance and lag-1 autocorrelation as the original series d(t) [Allen
and Smith, 1996]. Like in stage one, the AR(1) surrogates are centred, and new lag-covariance
matrices CR are calculated. Their eigenvalue spectrum is used to calculate the desired error
bars. To overcome the problem of artificial variance-compression described by Allen and Smith
[1996], the matrices CD and CR are projected onto the EOFs of the composite null hypothesis
EN , rather than the EOFs derived from the data itself:
Λ′D = E
T
NCDEN , (4.13)
Λ′R = E
T
NCREN . (4.14)
The eigenvectors EN are calculated by diagonalising the lag-covariance matrix CN , which is
based on the composite null hypothesis that the data only consist of the selected signal com-
ponent plus AR(1) noise. In spectral analysis the results of SSA are presented as EOF scree
diagrams, ordered by frequency.
4.2.4 Multichannel singular spectrum analysis
Multi-channel singular spectrum analysis (M-SSA) was used to fill data gaps in the ice draft
record. The method of Kondrashov and Ghil [2006] takes advantage of both spatial and tem-
poral correlations.
Contrary to single channel SSA (see above) M-SSA is applied to a field of L time series (chan-
nels), each of which N data points long. The channels can be arranged in a (L × N) matrix
dln: l=1,...,L, n=1,...,N . Both SSA (L = 1) and standard principal component analysis (M = 1) are
special cases of M-SSA [SpectraWorks, 2011]. The basic part of the procedure is very similar
to SSA and is therefore only briefly described here.
In the first step the (N ′ ×M) trajectory matrix X˜l is created for each channel of dln, for a
given window M . All trajectory matrices are then arranged in the full augmented trajectory
matrix with dimensions (N ′ × LM):
D˜ =
(
X˜1, X˜2, ..., X˜L
)
. (4.15)
From D˜ the symmetric grand covariance matrix is computed:
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C˜D =
1
N ′
D˜
T
D˜, (4.16)
which has the dimensions (LM × LM). The blocks of C˜D are given by
C˜l,l′ =
1
N ′
X˜
T
l X˜l′ . (4.17)
The entries of C˜l,l′ are in turn given by
(Cl,l′)j,j′ = C˜IJ =
1
N ′
N ′∑
t=1
Xl(t+ j − 1)Xl′(t+ j′ − 1), (4.18)
where I = j + M(l − 1) and J = j′ + M(l′ − 1) [SpectraWorks, 2011]. The grand covariance
matrix thus has the appearance
C˜D =
1
N ′

X˜
2
1 X˜
T
1 X˜2 . . . X˜
T
1 X˜L
X˜
T
2 X˜1 X˜
2
2 . . . X˜
T
2 X˜L
...
... . . .
...
X˜
T
LX˜1 X˜
T
LX˜2 . . . X˜
T
LX˜L

. (4.19)
The principal diagonal of C˜D contains the temporal covariances (like in SSA), while all other
diagonals contain cross-channel, i.e. spatial covariances3.
The gap-filling technique is based on the assumption that the dominant oscillations or trends
in a geophysical time series are represented by the leading EOFs [Kondrashov and Ghil, 2006].
Using the selected EOFs, the data gaps are filled iteratively by reconstructing the original time
series step by step. All time series of the field are first centred, and their gaps are filled with
zeros. Next, the M-SSA algorithm is performed and the time series are reconstructed with only
the first EOF. As a result, the data gaps of the original time series are filled with non-zero val-
ues. In the next iteration step the same procedure is started again, but this time with the filled
time series. The new covariance matrix is diagonalised and the series are again reconstructed
with the first EOF to obtain new values in the filled data gaps. If these steps are repeated
loopwise, the filled values growth larger until they converge. The loop can be escaped by pro-
gramming a simple convergence test. In a second outer-loop iteration the already filled series
are reconstructed by adding a second EOF to the algorithm. This step therefore adds more
variance to the filled data. The inner loop is again repeated until convergence and the outer
loop is restarted by adding one more EOF. This procedure can be repeated until the maximum
number of EOFs is reached, or it can be stopped at a limited number of EOFs [Kondrashov and
Ghil, 2006].
The quality of the filled data can be assessed with a set of simple cross-validation experiments.
For this purpose a small fraction of the observations is treated as a gap. To obtain reliable
error estimates, this synthetic gap should have the same shape as the other gaps present in
3See http://www.spectraworks.com/Help/mssatheory.html for helpful figures and more detailed explanations
of the method.
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the time series [Kondrashov and Ghil, 2006]. By computing the RMS-deviation between the
reconstruction and the time series in the synthetic gap as a function of retained EOFs and
window widths, one can find the optimal parameters L and M corresponding to the minimum
error [Kondrashov and Ghil, 2006].
4.2.5 EOF and SVD analysis
To find correlations of atmospheric and oceanic variables with the ice draft, EOF analysis4 was
applied in this work. EOFs are functions that describe a certain fraction of the variance of a
field of anomalies (e.g. drift anomalies). They are obtained by diagonalising a covariance or
correlation matrix of the field [Björnsson and Venegas, 1997]. This procedure is similar to step
two of SSA (see above). The first EOF explains the largest amount of variance, the second one
the second largest and so on. Each
Fig. 4.3: Two examples of homogeneous correlation maps of EOFs
of the mass-weighted and vertically integrated (1000-300 hPa)
July-September mean geopotential height anomalies between 1979
and 2003. EOF-1 shows the SAM and EOF-2 shows the PSA.
Dashed lines indicate 95% statistical confidence based on t tests.
EOF is orthogonal to the other
ones in time and space, i.e. it is
not correlated with other EOFs.
Furthermore, it has a spatial pat-
tern which displays how the vari-
ance is distributed over the con-
sidered domain. Their principal
components (sometimes also called
expansion coefficients) are dimen-
sionless time series that describe
how the pattern evolves in time.
This pattern is displayed by ho-
mogeneous correlation maps (Fig.
4.3). Such a map, e.g. for sea
level pressure (SLP), is obtained
by correlating the calculated EOF
of SLP with the SLP time series
on each grid point in the domain. A heterogeneous correlation map on the contrary shows the
correlation of the EOF with time series on the grid points of another field in the same domain,
e.g. sea ice drift. Thus, it shows how well the grid point values of the drift field can be predicted
from the knowledge of the EOF of the SLP field [Björnsson and Venegas, 1997].
For a physical interpretation of localised EOFs it is often recommended to use "rotated" EOFs.
For example, if the first EOF has a monopole pattern in the domain, the second EOF will
most probably have a dipole pattern, only because of the orthogonality constraint, regardless
of whether such a physical pattern really exists in the field [Dommenget and Latif, 2002]. Ro-
tated EOFs are obtained by retaining some of the eigenvectors and reconstructing the data
using this truncated basis [Björnsson and Venegas, 1997]. In the next step a new basis is found
by maximising a function of simplicity5. In this thesis, the average values of a small box in
one of the action centres of each EOF were correlated with the full field (box regression) to
4Sometimes it is also called principal component analysis (PCA).
5See von Storch and Navarra [1995] or Hannachi et al. [2007] for details. The various functions (e.g.
VARIMAX or QUATIMAX) are implemented in the packages GPArotation and psych of the R language.
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test whether the calculated EOF represents a real physical mode of variability, following the
approach of Dommenget and Latif [2002]. Based on the result, it was decided whether the
rotated or unrotated EOF shall be considered. A good review of EOF methods is given by
Hannachi et al. [2007].
To investigate coupled modes of variability - mainly between wind and ice drift - singular value
decomposition (SVD) was applied. SVD differs from EOF analyses in that the covariance ma-
trix is calculated from two fields instead of one. The EOF patterns therefore display coupled
modes of variability [Björnsson and Venegas, 1997]. Correspondingly, the SVD analysis yields
two principal components, e.g. one for the wind field and one for the ice drift. The principal
components explain certain fractions of the total squared covariance between the two fields and
describe how these coupled modes evolve in time. Examples of SVD analyses can be found in
the study of Yuan and Li [2008].
The significance in correlation maps (Fig. 4.3) was tested using a standard t test [Schönwiese,
1992]:
t̂ = r
√
n− 2/(1− r2), (4.20)
where r is the correlation coefficient, n the length of the principal component and t̂ the t value.
The correlation was considered as significant at the 95% level if t̂ ≥ 2. According to the t
distribution, this value (rounded) is in good approximation valid for the lengths of all time
series considered here [Schönwiese, 1992].
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"It has been my experience
that every time I think I
know where it’s at, it’s usu-
ally somewhere else."
Blake Edwards, 1922-2010
5
Data Processing
and Data Quality
In chapter five the methods and results of the data processing are presented and the advantages
and weaknesses are discussed. The data accuracy is analysed in detail, including thorough
calculations and some considerations about the systematic error. Furthermore, the results of
the data gap filling are presented.
5.1 Data processing
The raw 8/16-bit voltage data are stored in ASCII files which include the time of flight for
each of the four sonar signals in one burst, their envelope voltages, the temperature, pressure,
tilt of the instrument in x and y direction and date/time. In software version 1.0 only the
two most similar times of flight and only one envelope voltage for every second measurement
were recorded. For every deployed instrument the calibration coefficients, system settings etc.
are stored in a configuration file. Each time a parameter is changed, e.g. the lograte, the
configuration file is automatically updated. The conversion of the 8/16-bit decimal values into
engineering units is made according to the standard formulae given by Lothe and Baker [2000].
A serious error source is the variation of the vertical mean sound speed in the water column
above the ULS. Sound speed profiles depend on temperature and salinity. For example, when
a colder water mass drifts through the area in which the ULS is located, the thermocline is
lowered and reduces the vertical mean temperature. This in turn reduces the vertical mean
sound speed. Measured density profiles, from which the sound speed can be calculated, are
not available at the required temporal resolution. Therefore, a fixed value is assumed for the
mean sound speed (1442 m s−1) and density (1027 kg m−3). The draft calculated in this way is
called "pseudo draft". The variations of the true sound speed and density result in a varying
offset between the zero-line in the pseudo draft (i.e. 0 m draft) and the true zero-level (i.e.
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the sea surface). The zero-level correction is based on the identification of open water areas
in the data series at which the spatially varying offset of the pseudo draft can be determined.
A comprehensive discussion of error sources and a possible way of correcting the zero-level is
provided by Melling et al. [1995].
For the conversion and processing of the ULS data presented here, an automated procedure
has been developed at AWI. The AWI ULS Processing Chain (AUPC) is a set of IDL-routines
written by Wolfgang Dierking and basically consists of three steps:
Step 1:
Programme ULS_step_01: In step one the raw data are read and converted into physical
quantities according to the given configuration files. For a qualitative check of the raw data the
programme ULS_plot_01 plots histograms of pressure, temperature, tilt, travel time and
echo level for each of the four pings. The echo level is derived from Venv.
Fig. 5.1: Correction of the ice draft by interpolation of a zero-line. The blue rectangles represent ice.
Step 2:
Programme ULS_step_02: The second step checks whether the measured data are within
realistic boundaries. The following data are rejected: measurements where T > 10◦C or
T < −10◦C, measurements where p > 200 dbar or p < 20 dbar, measurements where Tilt > 5◦
and draft values with d > 30 m or d < −10 m , where T stands for temperature and p for
pressure. This programme uses ECMWF data for the correction of the measured pressure. The
distance between the ULS and the reflecting target is calculated from the mean of the four (or
two) recorded travel times.
The programme ULS_plot_02 plots pseudo draft, ULS-depth and echo level for each month
of data acquisition. Based on these plots, the data analyst visually identifies longer open water
periods (i.e. no leads). If accepted, these data sequences are automatically set to zero draft.
The detection of larger open water areas in step two is aided by the auxiliary variable Venv,
from which the echo level can be derived. As the echo level is not only lower for ice but also due
to increased scattering by gravity waves in open water, the programme additionally displays
ECMWF wind speeds to reduce the risk of misinterpretation. The operator also has the pos-
sibility to reject obviously erroneous data that occur e.g. when the ULS is depressed to large
depths by a passing iceberg, tides or ocean currents.
Step 3:
Programme ULS_step_03: The identification of the reference level and the correction of the
pseudo draft is performed in step three. The deviations of the pseudo draft zero-line from the
true zero-level are assumed to originate from natural variations in the true values of c and ρ.1
1For a more detailed discussion see section data quality.
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The pseudo draft zero-line is determined as follows: Within pre-defined windows of 24-96 hours
width (depending on the sample rate) the algorithm finds the median of the 5% lowest data
points classified as ice. Data points within a range of five centimetres below and above the
median are then defined as local minima (open water or thin lead ice). The correction line (i.e.
the pseudo draft zero-level) is interpolated between these points. After the interpolation process
the calculated zero-level is displayed together with the draft for each day of data acquisition by
the programme ULS_plot_03. Additionally, it indicates periods classified as thin ice/open
water with a blue line. In step three the operator has the possibility to further correct the
zero-line interactively, if some leads were not captured by the search algorithm. Based on the
interpolated zero-line, the full draft record is corrected by setting the line to zero draft (Fig.
5.1). As demonstrated later, this method may induce a sizeable error in the winter months
at times. Finally, the programme creates a file with file extension .dra and adds the following
identification flags to the data: 0: open water, 1: ice, 2: thin ice/open water (draft ≤ 5 cm),
9: rejected/erroneous data.
Fig. 5.2: (a) Example of draft data from AWI 232-8 in December 2006 before the zero-level correction.
Each dot stands for one draft measurement. In this case the zero-level in the draft record can be easily
identified as straight line near a draft value of about -1 m. The sample rate is two minutes. The green line
represents the ECMWF wind speed. (b) ULS depth as measured by the pressure sensor. The blue squares
are ECMWF surface air temperatures. (c) The echo level as calculated from the envelope voltage (Venv)
after Lothe and Baker [2000]. The plot is taken from ULS_plot_02.
An example of the second processing step is given in figure 5.2. The upper panel shows a
sequence of raw draft data interspersed with open water patches. Open water can be seen e.g.
on day 4 or 14 and is marked by grouped echoes at the zero-level and black space (i.e. no
echoes) further below. If a constant mean drift speed of 5 cm s−1 is assumed, the patch on
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day 14 corresponds to a period of approximately nine hours and an ice-free area of around 1.5
km width. At the same drift speed, a lead of 100 m width would pass the sonar footprint in
approximately half an hour. This demonstrates that narrow leads can not be detected visually.
However, the algorithm mostly detects such small scale open water features as tie points for the
zero-line or as thin ice/open water (flag 2). Other leads, like the ones between days 27 and 29,
are easier to identify, although it is not guaranteed that these are completely ice-free. Leads
often refreeze rapidly and can be covered by thin ice, whose echo strength may be similar to
that of open water. For data sets with low sample rates of eight or even 15 minutes (not shown)
it is more difficult to visually assess whether certain features represent open water or periods
of thin ice. The middle panel in figure 5.2 demonstrates the necessity of measuring pressure.
The ULS depth shows variations of up to 4.5 m caused by a semi-diurnal tide superimposed by
a fortnightly tide. In other cases (e.g. at AWI 229-1) the amplitudes of the depth oscillations
were larger than 50 m. Not correcting for these depth variations would result in draft errors of
equal size.
Fig. 5.3: (a) Ice draft and echo level of AWI 233-2 in March 1997. (b) Ice draft and echo level of AWI
232-8 in January 2008. Both plots are taken from ULS_plot_02. The green line represents the ECMWF
wind speed.
Figure 5.2c highlights the merits of the auxiliary variable Venv, from which the echo level is
derived. The higher reflectivity of open water compared to the ice bottom can be clearly seen
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on day 14.
Figure 5.3a shows a nearly ice-free month with the draft data almost symmetrically scattered
around the zero-level. Around the days 5, 12 and 19 the increased scattering indicates larger
surface gravity waves during storm events, which also coincide with high ECMWF wind speeds.
The echo level during these events is reduced, due to the increased scattering of the sonar signal
by the surface waves. At the beginning of day 3, a short period of passing sea ice was detected,
which is identifiable in both the draft data and the echo level. On day 17 and during the periods
of days 22-24 and days 27-30, the low echo level indicates the appearance of first ice patches
that mark the beginning of the sea ice season. The draft data between days 27-30 are not
symmetrically scattered around the zero-level as it would be typical of open water. But it also
does not show a straight zero-line, like the long ice period in figure 5.3b. At the same time the
wind speeds are comparably low, which in combination with the low echo level indicates ice.
The young ice is still very thin and easily bends on the water surface. The resulting scatter of
the data prevents the automatic identification as thin ice/open water, although the echo level
during this period indicates a mixture of ice and water. This kind of echo may be created by
pancake ice which prevents the identification of a straight zero-level. This case demonstrates
the difficulties during the data processing that may arise for certain periods. Either the opera-
tor defines such a period as open water in step two, or it will be treated as ice by the processing
algorithm. The open water detection is therefore somewhat subjective. The fact that it de-
pends exclusively on visual inspection gives rise to an "operator uncertainty", which in turn
depends on the experience of the data analyst. Figure 5.3b shows the transition between ice
and open water at the end of the ice season. The echo level jumps from low to high values
on day 20, indicating the appearance of open water. Between day 20 and day 25 open water
prevails, with some ice draft values in between. The scatter of the draft values in this period
is very low, which also indicates that the surface is still very calm and not completely ice-free.
On day 26 the echo levels near zero completely disappear. At the same time the symmetric
scatter of the draft data displays the occurrence of open water.
The zero-level in the pseudo ice draft generally shows good agreement with open water periods
adjacent to periods of ice coverage. The level can be assumed to lie roughly in the centre of the
open water echo distribution. In some ice periods, however, a manual correction is necessary.
But the ice/open water transition is not always as sharp as in figure 5.3b. The visual identi-
fication of open water and the correction of the reference level may therefore be very difficult,
as shown in figure 5.4. This uncertainty in the zero-level also contributes to the "operator
uncertainty". In such cases, e.g. in figure 5.4a, it may be helpful to visually track the centre
of long open water periods nearby (days one and two). Or the operator can use short periods
of thin ice/open water, such as the ones on day 11 and 12. It is therefore advantageous when
a zero-line correction is applied in the transition times. In periods where a closed ice cover
lasts for several weeks the correction may be complicated and more subjective. This problem
is discussed in the section data quality.
At the onset of the ice season sea ice first appears as frazil crystals, which can be mixed down
to 20 m depth [Drucker et al., 2003]. Like in figure 5.4a, the strongly scattered draft values
with weak echoes between day 3 and day 8 can be assumed to originate from frazil crystals that
formed at the beginning of the ice season. As this suspension can not be regarded as a solid sea
ice cover, it is not possible to assign a certain draft value to it. In this case it is recommended
that the operator defines such a period as open water.
In leads and larger open water areas breaking waves generate subsurface clouds of air bubbles,
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that can reflect the ULS signal and could erroneously be interpreted as ice. However, the used
sonar frequency lies above the resonance frequency of typical air bubbles at shallow depth.
Furthermore, this error source is reduced by the narrow beam and the very short pulse length
of the sonar [Melling, 1998, and references therein]. Nevertheless, it can not be fully excluded
that single echoes result from objects suspended in the water column, such as fish and high
concentrations of zooplankton [Drucker et al., 2003]. But these echoes are generally not ex-
pected to last for several days or weeks.
The data processing algorithm described by Strass [1998] applies an open water detection based
on visual inspection and the auxiliary variables Venv and ddiff . The latter describes the short-
term draft variation (i.e. ice roughness) and is calculated from draft variations between the
four pings of one sonar burst. This detection of open water requires either Venv or ddiff to be
high2. However, this automatic procedure may also produce biased results, for example when
ddiff is high for rough ice. A slightly improved version of the algorithm was used in the studies
of Harms et al. [2001] and Drinkwater et al. [2001].
Fig. 5.4: (a) Ice draft and echo level of AWI 232-8 in April 2007. The transition from open water to ice
occurs between day 3 and day 8. (b) Ice draft and echo level of AWI 232-8 in April 2006. The echo level
displays prevailing ice conditions, but the position of the reference level is not clear (see also part (a) of this
figure). Both plots are taken from ULS_plot_03.
Since the first measurements in the early 1990s, improved versions of the ULSs were developed.
The increasing data storage capacity allowed for higher sampling rates (see table II), which
strongly increased the data quality and made the processing easier. Some of the ULS types VI
or VIII were upgraded with extended dynamic range (XDR). For XDR models the gain of the
two last echoes of one burst is reduced by a constant offset relative to the two first ones. This
allows for a better identification of false targets and requires modified formula in step one of
the processing procedure.
To restore comparability and to enable a stable data quality, all data used in this thesis were
processed with the AUPC by two analysts. To take the subjective element of the method into
account, daily mean files (file extension .mda) and monthly mean files (file extension .mmo)
were calculated from the two draft files and were then averaged. Examples of different .dra
2For details see Strass [1998].
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files are given in figure 5.5. For AWI 229-1 the largest differences occur in the beginning of the
ice season in 1996. End of June, part of the data were rejected by one data analyst, whereas
the other one classified these data as ice. The differences decrease as the ice draft approaches
its peak at the beginning of November 1996. In 1997 differences also occur in the middle of
the ice season in September. These are largely due to the manual correction of the zero-level.
Differences in ice draft during transition times of ice and water occur due to differences in
the number and length of open water periods, but also due to differently corrected zero-levels.
The plot of AWI 231-1 again shows the largest differences in the beginning of each ice season
(June/July). The maximum deviations of the running mean values amount to approximately
15 cm. For AWI 232-5 the pattern is almost reversed. At the beginning of the sea ice season
the differences are lowest and increase while approaching the peak of ice draft in the period
September-October/November. In this case it is very likely that one data analyst corrected the
zero-level, whereas the other one largely accepted the level calculated by the algorithm. The
red curve is consistently higher than the blue curve, which is responsible for the high RMS-
deviation of 23 cm. The plot of AWI 232-8 shows largely good agreement between the filtered
daily mean ice drafts of the two operators.
Fig. 5.5: Four examples of .dra files processed by two data analysts. Blue and red colours indicate the
results of the different analysts. Dots represent single draft echoes. Bold lines are 10-day running means of
daily averages. The higher density of dots at AWI 232-5 and AWI 232-8 indicates the higher sampling rate
compared to the two upper plots.
However, the RMS-deviation of the single echoes is relatively high (table III). The best agree-
ment between two files was obtained for the ULSs near Maud Rise. The high RMS values, for
example at AWI-207, can be attributed to data cycles identified as ice by one data analyst and
as water by the other data analyst.
Figure 5.6a demonstrates that most of the differences between data cycles classified as ice are
found during the ice season between June and November. All of these deviations can be at-
tributed to differences in the zero-level. Differences in the range 5 cm to 10 cm, the largest
group, occur in more than 250,000 data cycles between June and August. But also the largest
numbers of deviations in the ranges 11 cm to 20 cm and 21 cm to 50 cm occur in this period.
Only the numbers in the class 0.51 m to 2 m are higher in the period September-November.
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Most of the deviations in the summer months (DJF) can be attributed to the ULSs near the
coast, where the ocean does not become totally ice-free during this period. The number of dif-
ferences increase in the freeze-up season of the ice cover (MAM). The total number of available
valid data cycles in the full ULS data set is about 6 × 106. The number of 250,000 differing
data cycles (Fig. 5.6a) therefore corresponds to only four percent of the available data. To
account for the different treatment of the zero-level, the data cycles from two operators were
averaged.
The pattern is almost reversed in figure Figure 5.6b, which shows deviations as a result of
different classification of open water. The largest numbers in almost all of the difference classes
are found in the period December-February, which is not surprising, as the summer months are
dominated by open water. Here, the differences arise due to different lengths of the open water
periods identified by the two operators. The fact that large deviations also occur during the
freeze-up period (MAM) suggests that periods of frazil may have been treated differently. The
deviations of up to 1.1 m to 5 m in the period June-August can also be largely attributed to
episodes of frazil, but at ULS positions in lower latitudes, where the freeze-up starts in June.
As the differences of the data cycles identified as ice and open water by two operators were
considered as too large, these cycles were set to zero draft (open water) and were therefore
excluded from the averaging.
Table III: RMS-deviations of
ULS-data processed by different analysts
ULS File RMS-Dev. ULS File RMS -Dev. ULS File RMS-Dev.
AWI 207-2 68 cm AWI 229-2 7 cm AWI 231-6 10 cm
AWI 207-4 31 cm AWI 229-3 23 cm AWI 231-7 10 cm
AWI 207-6 31 cm AWI 229-4 10 cm AWI 232-1 69 cm
AWI 208-3 23 cm AWI 229-5 5 cm AWI 232-4 6 cm
AWI 209-3 6 cm AWI 229-6 36 cm AWI 232-5 23 cm
AWI 210-2 13 cm AWI 230-2 8 cm AWI 232-6 21 cm
AWI 212-2 40 cm AWI 230-3 7 cm AWI 232-8 17 cm
AWI 217-1 29 cm AWI 231-1 8 cm AWI 233-2 52 cm
AWI 227-4 8 cm AWI 231-2 5 cm AWI 233-6 6 cm
AWI 227-6 14 cm AWI 231-3 5 cm
AWI 229-1 12 cm AWI 231-4 5 cm
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Fig. 5.6: Absolute differences between single data cycles (echoes) of files processed by two analysts. The
differences of all ULS files (table II) were cumulated for this plot, partitioned in classes and then segregated
by season. Data flagged with 9 were excluded. (a) Differences between data cycles classified as ice by both
operators. (b) Differences between data cycles classified as water by one operator and as ice by the other
operator. DJF: December-February, MAM: March-May, JJA: June-August, SON: September-November.
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The results presented in the following section have been published in Behrendt et al. [2012].
However, in this section they are discussed in more detail.
According to ISO3 standard, the term "accuracy" refers to a combination of random error and
systematic error components [Hauck et al., 2008, and references therein]. The random error is
called "precision" and refers to the degree of scatter between a number of repeated measure-
ments under the same conditions. It is measured by the standard deviation of the test results
and can therefore be regarded as a statistical error. In the following, the terms "uncertainty"
and "standard error" are used as synonym for precision. A systematic error, also called "bias",
defines the deviation of the average value of repeated measurements from a reference quantity
value [Hauck et al., 2008, and references therein]. The term "accuracy" will be used for a
combination of bias and precision.
5.2.1 Accuracy
The measured distances, from which the ice draft is derived, are several orders of magnitude
greater than typical ice drafts. Small errors in these distances therefore result in comparably
large errors in the ice draft estimates [Shcherbina et al., 2005]. The full ULS-equation from
which the ice draft is derived is composed of the equations (3.3) and (3.4):
ULS-Equation
d =
p− pa
gρ
− 1
2
ct cos(α) (5.1)
Each input variable in this equation is burdened with a specific uncertainty. The law of er-
ror propagation describes how the errors in the input variables are propagated to the output
variable4. The general form of an error propagation is
∆d =
√√√√√ n∑
i=1
(
∂d
∂xi
∆xi
)2
+ 2
p∑
j=1
p∑
k=1
j 6=k
rxjxk
(
∂d
∂xj
∆xj
)(
∂d
∂xk
∆xk
)
, (5.2)
where n is the number of variables in the function, p is the number of correlated variables, xi
stands for all variables in the function, all delta values stand for the respective uncertainties
in the variables, and xj and xk stand for any two variables which are correlated with the cor-
relation coefficient rxjxk [Gränicher, 1996]. The numerator of a standard correlation coefficient
contains the covariance of the two correlated variables. As the covariance measures the degree
of correlation of errors between any two variables, correlations in the error propagation can be
3ISO: International Organization for Standardization.
4See e.g. Schönwiese [1992] or Gränicher [1996].
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regarded as correlations in the uncertainties of the variables5 [Gränicher, 1996]. If all variables
were uncorrelated, the right hand term under the square root in equation (5.2) would vanish
and the equation then describes the Gaussian error propagation.
Calculating a Gaussian error propagation for the ULS-equation is not readily possible, because
the values for c and ρ are fixed numbers in the AUPC (c = 1442 m s−1, ρ = 1027 kg m−3). These
values, especially the sound velocity, are naturally highly variable and therefore not known for
each ULS measurement. The values of c and ρ are in this sense no experimentally determined
mean values with known statistical uncertainties. They are more or less realistic estimates
which are used to calculate a "first guess" of sea ice draft (pseudo draft). However, an error
propagation was applied to estimate the accuracy of drafts corrected by a sound speed model
(see below).
Sensitivity study
To estimate the theoretical contribution of each uncertainty of the variables, one can use re-
alistic estimates of all variables in the ULS-equation and alter each value by its uncertainty.
The uncertainties of the instrument sensors and geophysical parameters are given in table IV.
The absolute values used for the sensitivity study are: t = 0.205275 s, p = 16.1347 bar, α =
0◦, g = 9.8231 m s−2, c = 1442 m s−1, pa = 990 hPa and ρ = 1027.8 kg m−3. The parameters
p, pa, g and ρ are chosen in such a way that they correspond to a ULS depth of 150 m. The
measured signal travel time is valid for an ice draft of 2 m. The influence of each uncertainty
on the ice draft was estimated with the signal travel time given above, and altering step by
step each absolute value by its uncertainty.
a) Instrument parameters:
The ice draft error induced by the small uncertainties in the time measurement is less than 1
cm. Also the error in the tilt sensor would account for at most 2-3 cm ice draft.
Table IV: ULS uncertainties
Instrumental parameters
pressure ∆p = 0.009-0.024 bar
time ∆t = 4.3 µs (ES-300 VI/VIII)
∆t = 13 µs (ES-300 V)
tilt ∆α = 1◦
Geophysical parameters
atm. pressure ∆pa = 1 hPa
sound velocity ∆c = unknown
water density ∆ρ = unknown
The error sources in a calibrated pressure
sensor can be divided into two groups:
those that are dependent on applied pres-
sure and those that are not (Fig. 5.7).
The three offset errors - offset temper-
ature coefficient, offset repeatability and
offset stability - are independent of ap-
plied pressure. The three span errors
- span temperature coefficient, linearity-
hysteresis-repeatability and span stability
- on the contrary are proportional to pres-
sure, as they affect the linear response
(sensitivity) of the sensor to the applied
pressure range [Honeywell, 2004].
The Lucas Schaevitz sensor (table II) is
based on a foil strain gauge. Its tem-
5The product rxjxk ∆xj ∆xk on the right hand side of equation (5.2) is equal to the covariance between xj
and xk.
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perature coefficient is given as a combined thermal offset and span coefficient of ±0.004%
F.R.O.6/◦C. The combined coefficient is often given, when both contributions (offset and span)
are of the same size. The same applies to the long-term drift. If only a temperature error (total
error band) were given, one could derive the temperature coefficient from the slope of the error
lines (similar to the example in figure 5.7). At room temperature, a temperature error is equal
to the linearity-hysteresis-repeatability error (see below) [Beyer, 2008]. The temperature coef-
ficient of the Lucas Schaevitz sensor is valid for the full compensated 100◦C temperature range
(-20◦C to 80◦C). This would result in a temperature coefficient of ±0.004% F.R.O./◦C × 100◦C
= ±0.4% F.R.O. (total error band). In practice, the encountered temperature ranges are much
smaller (usually not more than 2-3◦C). The temperature coefficient is therefore reduced. For a
temperature range of 2◦C it is ±0.004% F.R.O./◦C × 2◦C = ±0.008% F.R.O., which translates
into approximately 2 cm ice draft. The long-term drift (also long-term stability) according to
the instrument specifications is <0.1% F.R.O. per year.
Fig. 5.7: (a) Pressure sensor errors after Honeywell [2004]. The blue framed errors are reduced by temper-
ature range correction and the red framed errors are reduced by pressure range correction. (b) Temperature
error of the Druck PDCR 130/W pressure transducer. The temperature error takes its minimum at room
temperature (20◦C).
It can be assumed that this error results from 50% span stability and 50% offset stability. The
linearity-hysteresis-repeatability error is given as ±0.05% F.R.O., which translates into 10 cm
ice draft. Overall, the most probable pressure sensor error would then be
∆p =
√
0.0082 + 0.12 + 0.052 = 0.11% (5.3)
of the full range pressure output, which translates into 22 cm ice draft for one year of measure-
ment. For a two years period it would result in a change of 41 cm draft. However, only a small
part of the full pressure range of 0-20 bar is encountered during the deployment period. A ULS
can oscillate between 150 m and 190 m depth due to ocean currents and tides. The encountered
pressure range is only 4 bar. This affects all span errors of the pressure sensor, and they can be
6F.R.O.: Full Range Output: The difference in the output signal between the minimum and maximum
measurable pressure (0-20 bar).
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scaled by the factor R = (4 bar/20 bar) [Honeywell, 2004]. From the instrument specifications
it is not clear whether offset repeatability is included in the linearity-hysteresis-repeatability
error, as it is not given separately. If it were included, only a certain fraction of the linearity-
hysteresis-repeatability error would have to be multiplied by R. However, as the largest part
(>96%) of the overall pressure sensor error results from the drift error, this unawareness can
be neglected. Multiplying 50% of the temperature error, 50% of the drift error and the full
linearity-hysteresis-repeatability error by R then leads to the reduced ∆p of 0.061% F.R.O.
This translates into ∆p = ±0.012 bar total error band plus one year drift, i.e. 12 cm ice draft
(24 cm for two years).
The pressure sensor Druck PDCR 130/W is based on a silicon strain gauge. Its combined
temperature error is given as ±1.5% F.R.O. total error band (BSL7). From this value one can
derive a temperature coefficient of ±0.03% F.R.O./◦C (i.e. the slope of the lines in figure
5.7b). For a temperature range of 2◦C it is ±0.03% F.R.O./◦C × 2◦C = ±0.06% F.R.O., which
translates into 12 cm ice draft. The combined linearity-hysteresis-repeatability error is ±0.05%
F.R.O. As a value for the long-term drift is not given in the instrument specifications, it can
be assumed to be negligible. Silicon strain gauges do not have chemical bonds that deteriorate
over time and are therefore generally very stable. In the example given in Honeywell [2004], the
offset repeatability error would approximately constitute 37% of a combined offset and span
linearity-hysteresis-repeatability error. Multiplying 63% of this error and 50% of the reduced
thermal error by R leads to an overall reduced ∆p of ±0.044% F.R.O., which translates into 9
cm ice draft.
However, the above values have to be considered as theoretical values, because significant drifts
were found in the Druck PDCR 130/W transducer, and the drifts found in the Lucas Schaevitz
transducer exceeded those given in the instrument specifications.
b) Geophysical parameters:
The latitude-dependent acceleration of gravity is calculated after Roedel [1994]:
g(z, ϕ) = 9.806(1 − 0.0026 cos(2ϕ)) ∗ (1− 3.1× 10−7 z), (5.4)
where z is the height (depth) above (below) the zero-level and ϕ is the latitude. As the
dependence on z is negligible for usual ULS depths, the last term of the equation can be ignored.
The value for g is calculated for each ULS-latitude. However, ignoring this latitude-dependence
would result in a draft bias of only a few centimetres. The uncertainty in the ECMWF pressure
is the average standard deviation of the differences between ECMWF pressure and the pressure
measured by several sensors on ice floes in the Bellinghausen Sea between February and May
2001 [King, 2003]. As the study region is close to the Weddell Sea, the value of 1 hPa is assumed
to be a reasonable estimate for the Weddell Sea as well. A pressure variation of 1 hPa would
alter the draft estimate by about 1 cm.
The values ∆ρ and ∆c can be estimated from CTD measurements. The standard deviations of
the plotted values in figure 5.8 are ∆ρ = 0.05 kg m−3 and ∆c = 2.6 m s−1. These values can
be used to alter the absolute values, like in the examples above. An uncertainty of 0.05 kg m−3
in the density would cause an error in the ice draft of less than 1 cm. The uncertainty in the
7BSL: Best Straight Line. See Beyer [2008].
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sound speed of 2.6 m s−1 on the contrary would cause an ice draft error of 27 cm. The value of
∆c can therefore be assumed to dominate the uncertainties of the geophysical variables.
Fig. 5.8: Vertical mean sound velocity (left) and density (right) for the upper 150 m, calculated from
CTD measurements on the position of AWI-231. The y-axes span the range ±2% of the mean value of the
respective data. bla bla bla
The appearance of the pseudo draft is depicted in figure 5.9. As the pre-set values of c and ρ
differ from the unknown true values, the resulting offset in the ice draft zero-line (and thus in
the draft itself) has to be corrected as described in the previous section. This offset is mainly
due to the unawareness of c and sometimes also due to drift in the pressure sensors. The
combination of these errors is expressed in a variable offset between the pseudo draft zero-line
(i.e. zero draft) and the zero-level. As the winter temperature profile above the ULS usually
includes a thermocline8 whose depth is variable, the vertical mean sound velocity also varies
over the entire deployment period. The zero-level in the pseudo draft record is therefore not
always easily identifiable as straight line. Only in those cases where the ULS depth is less than
110 m or the instrument is moored near the coast, the zero-line is visually identifiable as straight
line at the upper edge in the pseudo draft plot, provided that enough leads or very thin ice is
present (Fig. 5.9a). The respective vertical temperature and sound speed profiles are constant
from the surface to the ULS depth over the whole winter season, i.e. the water temperature
at both the ice underside and the ULS is at the freezing point. The vertical harmonic mean
sound velocity is therefore constant and has a constant offset to the pre-set value of 1442 m s−1.
When the temperature profile includes thermocline whose depth varies over time, the position
of the zero-line is often less obvious (Fig. 5.9b).
8Temperature and sound velocity profiles are shown further below.
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Fig. 5.9: Upper panels: Simplified illustration of errors induced by false estimation of the vertical mean
sound velocity. Lower panel: Appearance of the uncorrected pseudo draft: (a) Pseudo draft for ULS moored
at small depths or near the coast with a constant sound speed profile. The linear drift in the pressure sensor
results in a growing deviation of the data from zero draft on the y-axis. The lead between the ice floes is
used for zero-line interpolation. The constant deviation of the data from the true zero-level is a result of
the constant difference between the true sound speed and the sound speed used to calculate the pseudo
draft. The thin dashed line marks the level of leads and minimum ice draft. (b) Pseudo draft for deeper
ULS. The variable winter thermocline leads to variable vertical mean sound velocities and densities. This in
turn leads to variations in the minimum ice draft and leads around the true zero-level. The drift induced by
the pressure sensor remains linear.
Ice draft error estimation
The variations in the pseudo draft result from a superposition of (1) true ice draft variations,
(2) variations in the vertical mean sound speed, (3) small variations in the vertical mean
water density and (4) drift and offsets in the pressure sensors. If the real zero-line is found
in the pseudo draft by the interpolation, the errors (2-4) and the uncertainties (∆-terms) are
eliminated by the zero-level correction in the AUPC. To what extent they are eliminated can
only be estimated. As described above, the operator identifies longer periods of open water
during the processing of the data. Smaller open water features, such as leads, are in most cases
detected as draft minima by the interpolation algorithm. However, the algorithm does not
capture every small crack in the ice. These remaining cracks and leads can be identified and
used to estimate the error of the zero-level correction by investigating the statistical distribution
of the ice draft that remains after the correction. The identification of cracks and leads is aided
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by the echo level.
Fig. 5.10: Upper panel: Ice draft of AWI 231-7 on November 08, 2007. The red dots in both plots represent
times of open water. Lower panel: Echo level of the same period. The red dashed line depicts the selected
echo threshold for open water detection. Light blue line: unfiltered echo level. Dark blue line: filtered echo
level.
The discrimination between echoes from ice and water depends on the sample rate of the
instrument. Only those instruments with a rate of four minutes or lower were found to be
suitable for the procedure. The number of usable records was further reduced, as the quality of
the echo level turned out to be crucially dependent on the sensitivity and gain settings of the
ULS-receiver. Eventually, only six data sets (AWI 207-6, AWI 227-4, AWI 231-7, AWI 232-6,
AWI 232-8 and AWI 233-2) were found to be useful for a reliable ice/water discrimination.
The detection algorithm was programmed in such a way that leads are detected when the
echo level crosses a predefined threshold. Typical echo levels of open water can be obtained
from the measurements in austral summer, in periods when the wind speeds are low and the
sea surface is calm. As the echo level is highly variable and not every single peak above the
threshold represents open water, the echo signal was filtered as a 10 points running mean.
This guarantees that the threshold is passed only by those signals that on average remain high
for a longer time period, which is typical for leads. Within these time windows the times of
open water were then defined as the points of the unfiltered echo level that lie above the echo
threshold (Fig. 5.10). The performance of this method can be assessed with the respective
pseudo draft plot. Leads within the ice appear as mostly rectangular-shaped gaps in the draft
record (Fig. 5.10). Intervals with strongly wind-disturbed open water were excluded to avoid
a bias of the surface level offset. Leads that were correctly captured by the search algorithm -
i.e. the tie points of the interpolated zero-line - have zero draft. Thus, their error is zero. The
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resulting elevation distribution of the remaining leads is approximately Gaussian-shaped (Fig.
5.11). In this time series the open water draft mode was detected similarly to the method of
Strass [1998]: Single modes were detected for leads long enough to remove the noise resulting
from short surface gravity waves. The final mode was then calculated as the mean of the open
water draft modes from those leads in the six data sets that were identified by their echo level
but not detected by the search algorithm. The mean open water draft mode found in this way
is 4 cm. The standard deviation of the mean open water draft mode is ±6 cm. The mode
represents a bias, whereas the standard deviation represents the dispersion (precision) of the
corrected draft data around the location of undetected leads. The overall accuracy is then
calculated as the root mean square (rms) error, which accounts for both types of errors [Hauck
et al., 2008]:
rms =
√
σ2 + bias2. (5.5)
The accuracy found in this way is about ±7 cm. Note that this estimate is strictly valid for
the data sets investigated here and depends on the subjective control of data minima described
below. Another problem is that tie points can mistakenly or on purpose be selected within thin
ice. For spring and autumn, the tie points selected by the search algorithm could be shown to
represent open water by assessing their echo level. In winter, the algorithm sometimes uses ice
because of the lack of leads. This problem is further discussed below.
The error is a local estimate which is valid for
Fig. 5.11: Probability density of ice draft in leads
that were not detected by the AUPC search al-
gorithm. The slight skewness to positive drafts
suggests that some ice drafts were falsely identi-
fied as open water. This may introduce a bias of
2-3 cm into the error estimation.
leads that were not detected. To estimate the er-
ror of the full data record one also has to con-
sider all leads that were correctly detected for
the zero-line interpolation by the processing al-
gorithm. About 55% of all leads identified by
the echo level were found to be detected by the
search algorithm. These detected leads have zero
mean and standard deviation. If the above proce-
dure is repeated, the mean open water draft mode
reduces to 2 cm and the standard deviation of
the mean open water draft mode to 4.5 cm. The
corresponding rms-error is ±5 cm. One has to
be aware that the calculation is based on only
6 out of 31 data sets and therefore may not re-
flect the accuracy of all available data. However,
the six data sets used for the calculation were ac-
quired from 59◦S to 69◦S latitude on the prime
meridian and include a record from the Antarctic
Peninsula, thus representing different ice regimes.
Therefore, they can be regarded as a reasonable estimate for the remaining data sets as well.
Melling and Riedel [1995] and Melling et al. [1995] deployed ULS instruments for 5-6 months
in the Arctic and fitted curves through the available open water points. The fitting error of
these curves was ±2-5 cm and represents the precision of measurement, which is comparable
to the value presented here.
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Fig. 5.12: (a) Pseudo draft of AWI 231-7 in winter 2006 (sample rate: 4 min). The red line depicts the
interpolated zero-line through ice draft minima. The green arrow marks the time of CTD measurement. (b)
Corrected ice draft with the interpolated line levelled to zero draft. (c) Sea ice concentration on the position
231 in the same period from SSM/I and ULS. (d) Mean sound speed calculated from a CTD measurement
on July 13, 2006, 20:03:00, and mean sound speed that would be needed to obtain the corrected ice draft
in (b) at the same time with the respective ULS parameters. (e) Corrected ice draft on July 13, 2006 at the
time of the CTD measurement, and ice draft calculated with the CTD-derived sound speed. The error bars
of the ice draft were obtained through error propagation, using the uncertainty ∆c from the CTD sound
speed in (d) and neglecting ∆ρ.
However, an additional problem arises if no leads are present over long periods in winter. In
these cases the zero-line interpolation is biased. If no leads are present for a longer period,
the search algorithm picks the thinnest ice as minima and incorporates it into the zero-line
interpolation. The bias therefore depends on the mean thickness of the thin ice. The problem
can be illustrated by calculating the ice draft for times when the true sound speed profile in
the water column is known from CTD measurements. The draft calculated from the CTD
measurement in winter 2006 (Fig. 5.129) shows that the true ice draft is reduced by more than
40 cm due to the false interpretation of draft minima. Figure 5.12 shows that in July the ice
9The error bars on the sound velocity in figure 5.12 were obtained by calculating an error propagation for the
sound speed equation of MacKenzie [1981] and using salinity, temperature and depth from CTD measurements
on the position of AWI-231.
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concentration from SSM/I in the vicinity of the ULS was 100% for several weeks. Therefore, this
error is expected to appear only in the winter months. The winter months are thus alternatively
corrected by a simple sound speed model.
Sound speed model
The model basically approximates the temperature profile in the winter mixed layer and trans-
lates it into a sound speed profile. It is based on the assumption that the temperature profile
in winter can be approximated by a hyperbolic tangent function [Strass, 1998]:
T (z) = Tuls + 0.5(Tsst − Tuls) [1− tanh(s(z − h))] , (5.6)
where Tsst is the sea surface temperature, Tuls is the temperature at the ULS depth, z is the
depth, and s and h the steepness and the depth of the inflection point, respectively. The
sea surface temperature is set to a constant value of -1.8◦C, since only the winter months are
considered here.
Fig. 5.13: (a) CTD profile of temperature on the position of AWI-231. (b) Sound speed profile calculated
from the CTD measurement using the TEOS-10 Gibbs SeaWater Library [Wright et al., 2010]. (c) Hyper-
bolic tangent fit to the sound speed profile. The numbers are the vertical averages of the profiles. The
black dot represents the inflection point.
In fact, CTD measurements on the mooring positions in winter showed that the temperature
of the surface layer - at least the upper 50 m - is always at the freezing point. The lower bound
is given by the temperature record of the ULS. The steepness s does not significantly alter the
vertical mean sound velocity. It is set to a constant value of 0.05, which was found to match
most of the CTD profiles well. The depth of the inflection point on the contrary does alter
the vertical mean sound velocity significantly. For a ULS at 150 m and Tuls = 1.2◦C, a change
in depth of the inflection point from 40 m to 80 m would alter the sound velocity by about
3.8 m s−1. Keeping the measured travel time of the sonar signal constant, this would alter the
calculated ice draft by about 40 cm. The depth of the inflection point can be derived from
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Tuls. For most of the ULS data a significant negative correlation between h and Tuls could be
determined from CTD observations at the respective mooring positions. It follows that if Tuls
is equal to Tsst = −1.8◦C, the temperature profile is constant from the surface to the ULS
depth. The depth oscillations of the ULS instruments due to ocean currents and tides can
have amplitudes of more than 60 m. As this affects the vertical mean sound speed, the depth
changes of the ULS are also considered in the model.
Fig. 5.14: Tuls, sea surface temperature (SST) and model-derived vertical mean sound speed for the winter
months of AWI 231-7. In periods at which Tuls drops to SST, the sound speed profile becomes constant
and the vertical mean sound speed reaches its minimum.
More than 400 CTD profiles measured in the Weddell Sea during the years 1986-2010 were
investigated for correlation between temperature and sound speed. The measurements were
made around the mooring positions within a radius of 50 nautical miles. The correlation
coefficient between the two quantities is always very close to one. The temperature profile can
therefore be directly translated into a sound speed profile by a linear fit to the scatterplot of
temperature and sound speed. Each time a sonar echo is received (every 2-15 minutes) one
vertical mean sound speed is calculated from the profiles. In the following, all vertical means
of sound speeds from the model or CTD are calculated as harmonic means. If an ice draft of
e.g. 5 m occurs, the upper 5 m of the profile would have to be excluded from the averaging.
But as the ice draft is calculated from the sound speed and therefore not known before, the
influence of the ice thickness on the calculation of the mean is ignored. In the case of 5 m ice
draft it would cause an ice draft error of about 2 cm. Most of the encountered ice drafts are
considerably smaller than 5 m, and the error can be assumed to be negligible. The calculated
sound speeds were used to correct the pseudo draft of each ULS file. The mean rms-difference
in the winter months between data corrected by zero-line interpolation and the sound speed
model is about 27 cm (Table V). However, the comparably high rms-differences of AWI 231-6,
AWI 232-8 and AWI 233-2 suggest that quality of the sound speed model is limited at times.
The described correction could not be applied to ULS instruments on the position of AWI-
229, as the variations of the thermocline depth (inflection point) were found to be strongly
independent of Tuls at times. This behaviour seems to origin from oceanic processes, because
the position 229 lies in an oceanic frontal zone, where strong north-south gradients in the salinity
of the surface waters and also in the eastward geostrophic transport are observed [Whitworth
and Nowlin, 1987]. In these frontal zones mesoscale eddy activity enhances the cross-frontal
exchange [Whitworth and Nowlin, 1987], which might destroy the correlation between Tuls and
h through entrainment of water from further north or south into the upper water layers. As
indicated by the echo level of AWI 229-4, and the ice concentration that rarely reaches 100%,
leads seem to appear frequently in that region. The data sets of AWI-229 were therefore
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completely corrected by the zero-level interpolation. As discussed above, this is an accurate
correction method if enough leads are present in the ice.
Table V: RMS-deviations of ice draft in the winter
months of data corrected by two different methods
AWI 207-2: 17 cm AWI 212-2: 20 cm AWI 231-2: 23 cm AWI 232-4: 23 cm
AWI 207-4: 33 cm AWI 217-1: 18 cm AWI 231-3: 15 cm AWI 232-5: 29 cm
AWI 207-6: 21 cm AWI 227-4: 22 cm AWI 231-4: 32 cm AWI 232-6: 33 cm
AWI 208-3: 22 cm AWI 227-6: 22 cm AWI 231-6: 52 cm AWI 232-8: 41 cm
AWI 209-3: 19 cm AWI 230-3: 39 cm AWI 231-7: 28 cm AWI 233-2: 44 cm
AWI 210-2: 20 cm AWI 231-1: 18 cm AWI 232-1: 27 cm AWI 233-6: 25 cm
Fig. 5.15: (a) Ice draft of AWI 231-7, corrected by zero-line interpolation. (b) The same ice draft, but
with the months June-October corrected by the sound speed model (incl. pressure drift correction) and the
remaining months by zero-line interpolation. The solid lines are monthly mean ice drafts. (C) Ice draft of
AWI 231-6, corrected by zero-line interpolation. (D) The same ice draft, but with the months June-October
corrected by the sound speed model (incl. pressure drift correction) and the remaining months by zero-line
interpolation.
Pressure sensor drift
The sound speed correction does not account for drifts in the pressure sensor. The pressure
drift can be responsible for an apparent change in ice draft of almost 0.5 m within eight months,
which is much larger than given in the instrument specifications of the pressure sensor. The
drift could be easily identified only in those data sets, in which the sound speed profile is
constant throughout the winter months. This applies only for ULS instruments moored at
depths of less than 120 m or near/on the continental shelf. The constant difference between
the vertical mean sound speed and the pre-set sound speed of 1442 m s−1 used to calculate
the pseudo draft results in a very clear and straight zero-line in the ice draft. This enables
the visual correction of the pressure drift (Fig. 5.16). However, pressure drift was not found
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in all data sets. In cases of variable vertical mean sound speed, drifts were corrected by using
additional information from the signal travel time. Contrary to the pressure sensor, the clock
measuring the signal travel time is not expected to show a significant drift. A linear fit to the
signal travel times of the whole period therefore is assumed to display the true change in depth
of the instrument. In most cases the trend in time was negative, i.e. the sonars tend to rise
by a few meters. This upward movement may result from twisted mooring lines that slowly
stretch during the measuring period. In the next step it was checked to what extent a linear
trend in pressure explains the trend in time. The pressure record is always a superposition of
true depth changes, due to ocean currents, tides or stretching mooring lines, and the pressure
drift. After fitting a line to the pressure record, the trends in time and pressure were compared.
The amount of depth change which was not displayed by the linear trend in measured time was
then interpreted as linear pressure drift. In most cases the drift was in the direction from low to
high pressure. In some data sets an offset remained after the drift and sound speed corrections.
Offsets could be easily corrected by levelling the upper bound of the ice draft echoes to zero
draft. These offsets could not be explained by sound speed or sensor specifications and are
believed to originate from instabilities or calibration errors in the pressure sensors.
Fig. 5.16: Upper panel: Draft data of AWI 233-6 in the winters 2003 and 2004, corrected with the sound
speed model. The effect of pressure drift is evident in the draft record. It results in an apparent change in ice
draft of about 1 m over almost 1.5 years. Lower panel: Temperature at the ULS, sea surface temperature,
and sound speed calculated with the model. Since the ULS temperature is always close to the freezing
point, the vertical sound speed profile above the ULS is constant. This results in an almost constant vertical
mean sound speed of about 1440 m s−1. The linear change in ice draft can therefore not be explained by
changes in the sound velocity and is interpreted as pressure drift.
Winter ice draft error estimation
The remaining error of the winter ice drafts corrected by the model was estimated in a similar
manner as above, i.e.: the mean open water draft mode of identified leads was determined, and
together with its standard deviation the rms-error was calculated. The number of identified
leads in winter was about two thirds lower than in spring and autumn. The final winter rms-
error was derived from the data sets AWI 207-6, AWI 231-7, AWI 232-6, AWI 232-8 and AWI
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233-2. It amounts to ±23 cm, with a mean open water draft mode of 20 cm and its standard
deviation of 11 cm. This value represents the measurement accuracy of the winter ice drafts
corrected by the model (Fig. 5.17).
Fig. 5.17: Periods of different ice draft correction in all available data sets. The winter months (dark
colour) were identified by visually checking their draft values for possible leads. The winter months were
corrected by the sound speed model and the zero-line interpolation (see text).
To validate the accuracy of data corrected by the model, CTD profiles can be used to calculate a
Gaussian error propagation by directly determining the uncertainty ∆c. This can be achieved
by comparing the CTD-derived vertical mean sound velocities to the model-derived sound
velocities (Fig. 5.18). However, due to the lack of winter expeditions, only two winter CTD
profiles are available directly on ULS positions with the ULS still moored: one on July 13,
2006, in a period of ice coverage at AWI 231-7 (Fig. 5.12), and one on December 16, 2002,
in an open water period at AWI 232-5. The mean difference between the vertical mean sound
velocities from CTD and the model is 1.1 m s−1. The standard deviation of the two differences
is 0.6 m s−1. To estimate the standard error of the mean from such a small sample size, the
t-distribution has to be assumed [Schönwiese, 1992]. The standard error can then be calculated
by
∆c = 1.84
0.6 m s−1√
2
= 0.78 m s−1, (5.7)
where 1.84 is the correction factor from the t-distribution for n=2. The uncertainties ∆t, ∆p
and ∆α are instrumental parameters and are therefore not correlated with any other variable in
the ULS-equation. The uncertainty in the ECMWF atmospheric pressure is also not correlated
with other variables. The same applies to the acceleration of gravity. However, the parameters
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ρ and c are correlated10. The error propagation after equation 5.2 then becomes
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where the terms a − f correspond to Gaussian error propagation and the term g is the corre-
lation term between c and ρ:
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The magnitude of the correlation coefficient rc,ρ varies little around 0.95, as determined from
60 CTD profiles. The error propagation is calculated exemplarily for the two years period of
AWI 231-7. The values chosen are: p = 13.6 bar, pa = 990 hPa, ρ = 1027.7 kg m−3, α = 0,
g = 9.82 m s−2, corresponding to a depth of 125 m, t corresponding to a draft of 2 m and a
sound velocity of 1442 m s−1.
Using ∆c = 0.78 m s−1 and the uncertainties ∆p, ∆pa, ∆t and ∆α described above (∆ρ ne-
glected), yields a standard error of ∆d = ±22 cm, which almost matches the value found by
lead detection. About 89% of this error is due to the pressure sensor uncertainties and about
9% due to the uncertainty of the sound velocity. The worst case error is 34 cm. If the uncer-
tainty in the density is included as ∆ρ = 0.05 kg m−3 (Fig. 5.8), the Gaussian law of error
propagation has to be extended by the correlation term between c and ρ. The standard error
would increase to ±23 cm, and the worst case error would increase to 36 cm. So far, the model
was run with ULS temperatures on two positions and compared to CTD profiles. To obtain a
larger sample (n2) of differences between the modelled and CTD-derived sound speed, one
can run the model with temperatures measured by CTD. In this case, Tuls is the CTD tempera-
ture at the depth level of the ULS. The obtained uncertainty ∆c using a set of 60 CTD profiles
is nearly the same as estimated above (0.75 m s−1). This does not change the calculated error
significantly.
Like the accuracy of the zero-line method, the winter accuracy of the sound speed model deter-
mined by lead detection is composed of two components. The standard deviation of the mean
open water draft mode is determined by the accuracy of the modelled sound speeds. This accu-
racy, in turn, is to a large extent determined by the correlation between the model parameters h
and Tuls. The mean offset of the drafts, i.e. the mean open water draft mode, mainly depends
on how well the linear drifts and offsets in the individual data sets were corrected. Therefore,
10See box Underwater Acoustics.
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the rms-error may not seem fully related to the value of ±22 cm obtained by error propagation.
The latter depends on the magnitude of the pressure sensor drift and ∆c determined from the
difference between sound speed model and CTD profiles. For the uncertainty ∆p a linear drift
over two years was assumed. Most of the five data sets used for the error estimation by lead
identification consist of measurement periods of two years or longer. It is therefore reasonable
to compare the uncertainty of ±22 cm from error propagation and the uncertainty of ±23 cm
from lead identification. The agreement between these two uncertainties suggests that the given
error is a realistic estimate.
Fig. 5.18: (a) Vertical sound speed profile on December 16, 2002 (AWI 232-5), from CTD and calculated
by the sound speed model. The CTD profile was calculated using the TEOS-10 Gibbs SeaWater Library
[Wright et al., 2010]. The numbers are the vertical harmonic averages of the profiles. (b) Vertical sound
speed profiles on July 13, 2006 (AWI 231-7). (c) Correlation between Tuls (x-axis) and the depth of the
inflection point (y-axis), determined from CTD measurements on the position AWI-231. This correlation is
not always very high and is the main reason for the comparably large statistical error of ±22 cm.
For comparison, the winter ice drafts were also corrected by zero-line interpolation. The rms-
error in this case is ±14 cm, with 3.8 cm mean open water draft mode and 13 cm standard
deviation of the mean open water draft mode. If all leads detected by the search algorithm are
additionally included into the estimation, the error reduces to ±12 cm. In winter, the zero-line
interpolation therefore results in a smaller statistical error compared to the model correction.
On the other hand, the model correction has a stronger capability in correcting ice periods in
which no open water occurs for a longer period (Fig. 5.12).
As these situations are expected to be rare, the data used for further analysis in this thesis
are the versions fully corrected by zero-line interpolation. In some cases, however, the versions
corrected by the model are tested additionally, i.e. for correlations with other parameters.
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5.2.2 Systematic error
Another bias which is not considered in the accuracy estimation above is the systematic over-
estimation of the sea ice draft due to the finite footprint size of the ULS in combination with
the skewed ice draft distribution within the footprint [Strass, 1998]. The true thickness of an
ice floe is related to the mode of this draft distribution. In this sense, it is the thickness that
would be measured most frequently, rather than the thickness of the deepest protruding points
of the ice underside.
Under the assumption of a uniform distribution of reflectivity under the ice, the shape of the
echo intensity distribution is related to the
Fig. 5.19: (a) Simplified scheme of the ULS bias. (b)
Echo signals and the detection threshold. (c) Scheme
of echo detection and conversion of voltages for ES-
300 V.
thickness distribution in the footprint [Strass,
1998], i.e. the peak value (the envelope volt-
age: Venv) of the amplified echo corresponds
to the ice thickness mode. But the arrival
time of a ULS echo is detected when the am-
plified signal exceeds a pre-set threshold value
(Fig. 5.19b). The detection threshold of the
amplified echo is at 150 mV for the ES-300
V and 100 mV for the ES-300 VI and VIII
(voltage U2 in figure 5.19c). The arrival time
is therefore measured before the appearance
of the maximum voltage (Venv). As a result,
the ice draft is overestimated (Fig. 5.19a).
For a completely flat ice underside (i.e. level
ice) or for an extremely small opening angle
of the sonar beam the bias could be assumed
to be zero.
The technical influence on the bias could be
reduced by measuring the time of flight when
the peak value Venv is reached. But for tech-
nical reasons this is not possible. One would
have to record the times of flight for the whole
echo distribution and finally store that of the
peak amplitude as the true value. Another
way could be to measure the time of flight
when the signal strength decreases the first
time. But this would be problematic for echo
distributions with bimodal shape.
The bias may also be altered by different geo-
physical influences. For example, it may oc-
cur when deep ridge keels enter the sonar
beam. Normally, the sonar echoes are as-
sumed to originate from ice above the central
axis of the sonar beam. But echoes from ice
keels at an off-axis position may arrive earlier at the ULS than echoes from the beam axis (Fig.
5.20). If these signals exceed the detection threshold, the ice draft attributed to ice at the
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beam axis will be overestimated [Melling et al., 1995]. This is not necessarily the case, if the
ice in the central axis is level ice, which on average has a much higher reflectivity than ridged
ice [Melling, 1998]. If a keel drifts through the sonar footprint, it will be measured repeatedly,
which may significantly alter the derived mean ice thickness. This contribution to the overall
bias is reduced to a practical minimum (a few percent in the mean) by the narrow sonar beams,
low side lobes in the sonar directivity pattern and a high system gain [Melling et al., 1995].
The bias may also vary over time, as it depends on ice thickness, the degree of ridging and
the age of the ice. A variable bias may also be induced by tides. Some pressure records of
the ULS instruments show significant depth oscillations with amplitudes of up to 70 m due to
semi-diurnal and fortnightly tides. This periodically alters the size of the sonar footprint and
thus the bias.
Fig. 5.20: Left: The bias (or footprint error (FPE)) after Vinje et al. [1998] versus the footprint diameter
for Arctic multiyear ice (MY) in summer (s) and winter (w) and for first-year ice (FY) in winter [Vinje et
al., 1998]. The range of occurring ULS footprints according to the depths given in table VI is marked by
blue dashed lines (roughly between 4.5 m and 8 m). Right: The off-axis echo (1) arrives earlier at the ULS
than the echo from the central sonar beam axis (2).
To quantify the bias, Strass [1998] used technical information of the ES-300 V to calculate
the distance between the detection threshold and the mean value of the encountered envelope
voltages for the ULSs 207-2, 210-2, 212-2, and 217-1. For this purpose, the author converted
Venv into corresponding values of U2 (Fig. 5.19c) and found that the detection threshold of
the ES-300 V corresponds to about 1/4 of the overall mean value of all encountered envelope
voltages. Then, 1742 Antarctic sea ice drill hole measurements were subdivided into 10 m long
segments, approximately corresponding to the ULS footprint size. The bias was then inferred
from the drill hole draft distributions. It is given by the difference between the draft mode and
that larger draft that has 1/4 the probability of the mode [Strass, 1998]. The overall mean bias
found in this way is 11.5%. From the results of Kvambekk and Vinje [1992] one can derive a
bias of 6% for a ULS with 2◦ opening angle (ES-300 IV) and a bias of 11% for a ULS with 5◦
opening angle (ES-300 II).
Information on how to convert the voltages U1, U2 and U3 are not available for the ULS types
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ES-300 VI and VIII. But as the detection threshold is smaller than that of ES-300 V, the bias
is expected to be larger. Using the voltage conversion rules of the ES-300 V with data from
AWI 207-6 (ES-300 VIII) showed that the 100 mV threshold is about 1/3.6 of the overall mean
value of Venv calculated in this way. This demonstrates, that if the voltage conversion had not
changed from ES-300 V to ES-300 VIII (which is unlikely), the bias for AWI 207-6 would be
about the same as given by Strass [1998] for the older ULS types.
A bias can also be estimated from investigations in the Arctic. Johnsen [1989] used a scanning
sonar with 1.7◦ opening angle at a depth of 15 m under Arctic sea ice to map its bottom
topography in different seasons with high resolution. Vinje et al. [1998] used this information
to derive a bias as the difference between maximum draft and mean draft, depending on the
footprint size and the ice type. Rothrock and Wensnahan [2007] fitted lines through these data
and obtained the equation:
dmax − d = a+
[
2 tan
(
α
2
)]
bDT (5.9)
for a sonar with opening angle of 2◦. Here, dmax is the deepest draft, d the mean draft, DT
the ULS depth and the factors a and b depend on ice type and season (first-year ice in winter:
a=0.08, b=0.077, multiyear ice in winter: a=0.18, b=0.055, multiyear ice in summer: a=0.04,
b=0.044). The factor in the square brackets equals 0.035 and relates the footprint diameter to
the ULS depth. It is valid for the opening angle of 2◦ and increases to 0.044 for 2.5◦ opening
angle. Using this value in the equation yields the bias values shown in table VI. These biases
are mean biases. The actual bias varies during the ULS measurement campaign, as the ULS
depth is periodically altered tides, ocean currents and mooring motions (Fig. 5.2).
Table VI: ULS biases calculated after
Rothrock and Wensnahan [2007] for different ULS depths
Ice Type ULS Depth
100 m 110 m 120 m 130 m 140 m 150 m 160 m 170 m 180 m
FY winter 42 cm 45 cm 48 cm 52 cm 55 cm 58 cm 62 cm 65 cm 68 cm
MY winter 42 cm 44 cm 47 cm 49 cm 52 cm 54 cm 56 cm 59 cm 61 cm
MY summer 23 cm 25 cm 27 cm 29 cm 31 cm 33 cm 35 cm 37 cm 39 cm
A relative bias of 11.5% as given by Strass [1998] is obtained for a ULS at 150 m depth and
a measured first-year winter ice draft of approximately 5 m. However, equation (5.7) was
obtained by measurements in the Arctic. The bias values in table VI are expected to be smaller
in the Antarctic, as the sea ice is generally younger and less deformed than in the Northern
Hemisphere [Haas, 2008]. Note that the biases in table VI are based on a relation between the
maximum and mean ice draft. The bias estimated by Strass [1998] for the AWI ULS-types
is based on a relation between the draft mode and the measured draft which occurs at the
detection threshold. However, the difference between maximum draft and mean draft may be
of similar magnitude as the difference between the threshold draft and the modal draft.
Overall, the bias results from the complex interplay determined by technical parameters, i.e.
the detection threshold and gain settings of the receiver, and geophysical parameters, i.e. sea
ice age, geometry and scattering strength of the ice underside and the sonar footprint size.
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The bias is therefore hard to quantify. The drillings used by Strass [1998] were made in the
vicinity of the ULS positions, and they were grouped in order to approximate the ice conditions
at the mooring sites AWI-207, AWI-217, AWI-210 and AWI-212 in 1990-1992. This attempt
showed that the relative bias may vary between 7.5% and 20% from region to region. However,
the drillings do not represent the ice conditions on the other ULS positions, e.g. on the prime
meridian. A large-scale drilling program or measurements from electromagnetic induction (EM)
sounding [Haas et al., 2008] on all ULS positions is yet not available. The bias is therefore not
considered in the presented data. More detailed investigations of the ULS bias may become
available in the near future, if large-scale EM-surveys are conducted with a sufficiently high
accuracy and spatial resolution.
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5.3 M-SSA gap filling
Gaps in the time series were filled for five ULS time series (channels) on the Greenwich meridian
(AWI-227, AWI-229, AWI-230, AWI-231, AWI-232) for the period 1996-2007. Wherever a data
gap in this period is present in one time series, there are data in at least two other time series.
The basis for applying M-SSA to this
Fig. 5.21: Monthly mean sea ice drafts on the Greenwich
meridian section, measured in the period 1996-2007.
field is the presence of both temporal and
spatial correlations. Temporal correla-
tion in single channels over the consid-
ered time scale is largely given by the
annual cycle. The existence of significant
spatial correlations becomes clear when
single years of different channels are com-
pared (Fig. 5.21). AWI-229 and AWI-
231: The monthly mean sea ice draft in-
creases from 1996 to 1997 and again de-
creases in 1998. AWI-229, AWI-230,
AWI-231 and AWI-232: The ice draft
in 2001 is higher than in 2002, and in
AWI-229, AWI-230 and AWI-231 the ice
season duration in 2002 is shorter than
in the year before. A decrease of sea
ice draft from 2003 to 2004 is present
in AWI-229 and AWI-232, and an in-
crease from 2006 to 2007 can be seen in
AWI-231 and AWI-232.
Before filling the data gaps, a number
of cross validation experiments were con-
ducted (see section 4.2). According to
Kondrashov and Ghil [2006] the data set
aside for cross validation (i.e. the ar-
tificial gaps) should reflect the pattern
of missing points in the data set to ob-
tain a realistic result. The artificial data
gaps were therefore formed as long, con-
tinuous random gaps, corresponding to
5% of the data present in the respec-
tive time series. However, in the case
of short monthly mean time series (e.g.
AWI-227) the artificial gaps may com-
prise only two or three data points, which
may give misleading results in the cross
validation. The results of the gap filling
with the optimal set of parameters were
therefore finally assessed by visual inspection. In some cases the shapes and amplitudes of the
filled ice draft were found to be unrealistic. The gap-filling procedure was then repeated with
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a reduced number of eigenvectors, until the amplitudes remained within realistic boundaries.
As M-SSA is based on EOF analysis, the used eigenvectors always point in the direction of the
highest variance. By changing the M-SSA window width the reconstruction can be adjusted
to more spatial covariances (short window widths) or more temporal covariances (long window
widths). As shown in figure 5.22, a good quality for the reconstruction of the five ULS channels
is already obtained with small window widths and a small number of EOFs.
Different M-SSA channels dominate
Fig. 5.22: (a) Result of a M-SSA cross-validation experiment
(see section 4.2) with channels 1-4, averaged over all channels.
(b) Result of a cross validation experiment for AWI-232 using 5
channels. Window lengths used were M ∈ {2, 3, 5, 10, 50}. (c)
Variance of daily mean sea ice draft on the Greenwich meridian.
the variance on different space and
time scales [Allen and Robertson,
1996]. Channel five (AWI-232) con-
tributes the largest variance (Fig.
5.22c), as the sea ice near the coast
is much more deformed through the
ice drift in the Antarctic Coastal
Current than further away from the
coast. The ice season duration and
the ice draft amplitudes of the filled
sequences in channels 1-4 (AWI-227
- AWI-231) were therefore overesti-
mated when all five channels were
used. Thus, for the reconstruction
of channels 1-4, channel five was
omitted. The best result for chan-
nel five in both daily and monthly
time series was obtained by using
all five channels for the reconstruc-
tion. AWI-233 was excluded from
the gap filling procedure, as its data
gaps are too large and no similar
time series (i.e. without ice-free sea-
son) is present in the field. All re-
sults of experiments including AWI-
233 were considered as unrealistic.
Small window widths and a small
number of modes were sufficient to
reconstruct the daily and monthly
ice draft time series (Fig. 5.23).
The time series of daily sea ice draft
at AWI-227 shows that most of the
filled ice draft amplitudes seem to
be underestimated in comparison to the few measured years. The ice season duration on the
contrary seems to be overestimated, as the small window width prefers spatial correlations. The
reconstruction is therefore based on the neighbouring channels (AWI-229 - AWI-231) which ex-
hibit a longer ice season duration. The cross validation error of AWI-227 is also high, which
indicates the low reliability of the reconstruction. But the reason for the large error may also
be the cross validation itself, as it is based on very few data points at AWI-227 (5% of the
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Fig. 5.23: Sea ice draft time series completed by M-SSA. Left: Daily means. Right: Monthly means.
The winter months of the ice draft shown here were corrected by the sound speed model. The data fully
corrected by the zero-line method, which were used for the analyses in this thesis, were filled in the same
way. Their filled data have similar shapes and amplitudes as the data shown here. Years filled with blue
colour are measured by ULS. The other years (dashed lines) are filled by M-SSA. The shaded areas are the
errors determined through cross validation. Left column: Daily sea ice draft. M-SSA parameters used (see
section 4.2) for the first four channels: Window width: M=3. Number of modes: N=3. Parameters used
for AWI-232: M=3, N=2. Right column: Monthly sea ice draft. Parameters used were: M=2 and N=2.
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measured data). The error of AWI-229 is much lower, because more measured data are available.
The comparably high peak in the year 2000 at AWI-229, AWI-230 and AWI-231 results from
AWI-227. It is the only of the first four channels having data in that year, and compared to
the other measured years at AWI-227 the year 2000 shows a higher ice draft amplitude and a
shorter ice season duration. This peak in AWI-229, AWI-230 and AWI-231 is not very realistic,
as the shorter ice season duration is not present in the SSM/I data (Fig. 5.24). The weakly
positive trend in ice draft amplitude and ice season duration at AWI-231 in the years 2006 and
2007 is also present in the reconstruction of AWI-229 and AWI-230. The cross validation error
of AWI-230 is higher compared to AWI-229 and AWI-231, again indicating that filled, large and
continuous data gaps are less reliable. The filled time series of AWI-227 and AWI-230 therefore
have to be considered with care. The large error in the reconstruction of AWI-232 is an artefact
of the method. M-SSA is an EOF-based technique. The variance of the reconstructed signal
is therefore always lower than the variance of the original time series, and with a low number
of EOF modes it is difficult to reconstruct the high variance signal of AWI-232. However, all
reconstructions of AWI-232 using more than two modes resulted in unrealistic amplitudes and
were discarded.
The filled monthly mean time series have a similar shape as the daily means, with a strong
peak in the year 2000. As monthly mean time series naturally have less variance than daily
means, the cross validation errors are also lower.
The only way of validating the filled data is the comparison with ice concentration data from
SSM/I. The ice concentration shows significant variations in the length of the sea ice season
over the period 1996-2007 (Fig. 5.24). The data confirm the assumption that the duration of
the sea ice season at AWI-227 is strongly overestimated in the filled draft sequences. While the
season length in 2000 fits well at AWI-229, the length in the years 2006 and 2007 is slightly
overestimated. The filled data of AWI-230 and AWI-231 compare well to the concentration
data, except the peak in 2000, which appears too narrow. The measured ice draft and ice
concentration at AWI-227 in 1999 suggests that the ice cover opened frequently in that year.
This feature is also present in the ice concentrations at AWI-230 and AWI-231 and in the
reconstructed ice draft. The comparably short ice season duration at AWI-232 in 1999 and
2005 is well reproduced in the filled draft data. However, the draft time series of AWI-232
demonstrates that the filled sequences have a lower variance compared to the measured years,
owing to the EOF method.
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Fig. 5.24: Filled daily mean time series of sea ice draft (blue) and sea ice concentration (grey) from SSM/I
[Comiso, 1999/2008] on grid points closest to the respective ULS positions from 1996-2007. The coloured
draft data are years with ULS measurements. The shown draft data were completely corrected by zero line
interpolation.
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Fig. 5.25: Same as in figure 5.24, but for AWI-231 and AWI-232.
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5.4 Summary
The data processing (AUPC) developed at AWI works reliably for ice periods in which enough
leads occur. As the procedure includes steps that depend on visual inspection, the data qual-
ity increases significantly with the sample rate of the ULS instrument. In the different data
processed by two operators, the differences in data cycles classified as ice in winter and spring
are smaller than 20 cm for about 89% of the valid data cycles. The differences can generally
be attributed to the manual correction of the interpolated zero-line and are accounted for by
the averaging of the final draft data.
The sensitivity study demonstrated that the accuracy of ice draft derived from the ULS-equation
is dominated by the uncertainties of the pressure sensor and of the sound velocity. The final
error could therefore be reduced by using pressure sensors with higher precision and better
long-term stability. However, as the sound speed and its uncertainty is not known, a zero-line
correction would still be necessary. In this case the pressure sensor uncertainty would also
be corrected, regardless of how large it is. If a highly accurate sound speed model were used
to calculate sound velocities, the data quality would benefit significantly from better pressure
sensors, and a correction by zero-line interpolation would become obsolete.
Note that the uncertainties and variations may have different time scales. Whereas the uncer-
tainties in the density (∆ρ) and in the sound velocity (∆c) are expected to vary slowly over
time, the uncertainty in time (∆t) may introduce an error on shorter time scales. The quality
of a correction method, i.e. sound speed model or zero-line interpolation, depends on its ability
to resolve all these time scales. Both correction methods perform better when the sound speed
profile above the ULS is constant. The depth of the instrument therefore should not be too
large in order to ensure a constant vertical sound velocity profile. A constant profile makes the
processing of the data much easier and guarantees a stable data quality. When deploying ULS
instruments at shallower depths, one has to avoid regions where large icebergs are frequent.
However, this may significantly reduce the size of the possible study area.
The draft errors were corrected using two approaches. The first approach uses a correction
line which is interpolated through leads present in the ice cover. Draft data corrected by this
method were estimated to have an accuracy of ±5 cm in spring and autumn and ±12 cm in
winter. The estimation was made by investigating the statistical properties of ice drafts in leads
that were not captured by the correction line. This error is expected to decrease in daily or
monthly averages of sea ice draft. In this case, the autocorrelation would have to be considered
to estimate the number of independent data. It could be demonstrated from CTD measure-
ments that missing leads in winter can result in an underestimation of the ice draft by 44 cm,
as leads (i.e. the tie points for the correction line) are less frequent in the winter months. The
winter drafts were therefore alternatively corrected by a sound speed model.
The model was developed on the basis of temperature data from ULS and CTD measurements
and approximates the sound speed profile in the winter mixed layer. It could be shown that, in
single cases, the model may have a better capability in correcting ice draft when no leads are
present in the ice. However, the winter drafts corrected in this way have an accuracy of about
±23 cm. This empirical value was also estimated on the basis of leads and was confirmed by
error propagation. This comparably large error mainly results from weak correlations between
the depth of the thermocline and the temperature at the ULS. Another reason is the correction
of the pressure drift, which turned out to be difficult in cases of variable thermocline depth.
The sound speed model therefore needs to be further improved. This could be achieved by
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thoroughly comparing CTD and model-derived sound speeds or by improving the correlation
between the temperature at the ULS level and the depth of the winter thermocline.
However, the winter error estimation is based on previously unidentified leads, which are nat-
urally less frequent in this season. Thus, the winter error of the zero-line method itself may
be biased. The presented error estimation does not include long periods of closed ice cover,
where the sound model is expected to perform better. The error of ±12 cm therefore has to be
considered as a minimum error.
A problem with the presented ULS data is the lack of ice drift information. Contrary to the
studies of Melling et al. [1995], the AWI ULS instruments were deployed without Acoustic
Doppler Current Profilers (ADCP). Their data can therefore not be converted into space-
referenced data. Spatially weighted statistics of sea ice are of greater interest than temporally
weighted statistics, as they better reflect the true profile of the ice thickness. The sampling
problem without ADCP is induced by the character of the ice drift. If, by chance, only thick
ice classes are present when the ice drift is slow, these classes will be more common in the
draft statistics. The differences between the spatial and temporal distributions are expected to
decrease in daily or even more in monthly mean sea ice drafts. The conversion of the obser-
vations into regular intervals of space would eliminate the problem. However, interpolation of
the temporally sampled data to regular increments in the coordinate of the ice drift is always
a smoothing process that lowers the fractal dimension of the ice thickness sequence [Melling et
al., 1995]. And as noted above, the ice motion itself might be very irregular and could therefore
complicate the spatial separation of consecutive measurements. Melling et al. [1995] used ULSs
in combination with ADCPs and demonstrated that significant differences can occur between
the distributions of time-referenced and space-referenced draft data. The difference between
time-referenced and space-referenced data would disappear, if sequences of observations longer
than two months were averaged [Melling et al., 1995]. The lack of local near real-time ice drift
information is the major drawback of the AWI ULS array in the Southern Ocean.
The ULS bias remains elusive. More Antarctic ice thickness data, e.g. from EM-surveys or
high-resolution sonar measurements of the underside topography, are needed for a thorough
estimation.
The gap filling by M-SSA can be successfully applied to sea ice draft data that show some
degree of spacial correlation. Nevertheless, the method shows clear weaknesses in time series
with long, continuous data gaps, especially in AWI-227 and AWI-230. The quality of the filled
series is further examined in the following chapters. Because the shapes and amplitudes of the
daily and monthly mean reconstructions are nearly the same, the filled monthly mean time
series could be obtained by simply calculating monthly means from the filled daily mean time
series. This would also reduce the computational burden.
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"Doch an den Fenster-
scheiben, wer malte die
Blätter da?
Ihr lacht wohl über den
Träumer, der Blumen im
Winter sah?"
Wilhelm Müller, 1794-1827
6
Variability of
Sea Ice Draft
This chapter contains discussions and analyses of the regional and temporal development of
the measured sea ice draft. Furthermore, the statistical properties of the ice draft and the ice
season duration are investigated. The time series are analysed for significant periodic signals
and autocorrelation. All analyses in this chapter are based on data corrected with the zero-line
approach, as they exhibit a smaller statistical error, and longer periods of a fully closed ice cover
were found to be relatively rare. The results are discussed in each section. A brief summary of
the findings is given at the end of the chapter.
6.1 Qualitative descriptions
In this section, the major temporal development of the ice draft is described. The plots show
each recorded and processed draft signal of the single time series. They were investigated in
terms of (a) differences to earlier data processings (b) annual cycles and ice-free periods/seasons,
(c) occurrence of thin ice (0-20 cm) and open water, (d) clusters of ice drafts and their develop-
ment and (e) a first look at possible dominating forcing mechanisms, such as thermodynamics
and ice deformation. The latter part is investigated in more detail in the next section. The time
series of AWI 207-2, 208-3, 209-3, 210-2, 212-2 and 217-1 (Fig. 6.1) were discussed in detail
by Strass and Fahrbach [1998]. As these data sets were reprocessed with the new methods
introduced in chapter five, they are also briefly discussed here.
The ice draft in the western boundary region of the Weddell Sea at AWI 207-2 shows no clear
annual cycle (Fig. 6.1). Contrary to the results of Strass and Fahrbach [1998] the ice draft
shows no clear monotonic growth in the beginning winter season of 1992. In the summer months
(November-February) thin ice with 15-20 cm draft was very common. Open water occurred
throughout the year but reduced significantly from May to July in 1991 and from April to
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August in 1992. Thick ridged ice (>1 m) appeared throughout the summer seasons and the
number of very large ice drafts (>2 m) increased in winter. Most of the winter ice drafts re-
mained between 1 m and 2.5 m. These clusters largely disappeared in August-October. The
record of AWI 217-1 is very similar to AWI 207-2. However, it shows a clear annual cycle with
the ice draft increasing monotonically from March/April to September in 1991 and to Octo-
ber/November in 1992. There was no ice-free summer season. Open water areas were rarely
measured between May and June. The number of larger ice drafts (>1.5 m) increased clearly in
June/July of both years. Compared to AWI 207-2 there was a larger amount of ice drafts >1 m
in the summer seasons. The records of AWI 208-3 and AWI 209-3 show clear annual cycles of
thermodynamic ice growth (compare to figure 2.9). The ice growth at AWI 209-3 occurs more
irregularly, which is not the case in the version of Strass and Fahrbach [1998]. The summer
seasons were largely ice-free.
Fig. 6.1: Time series of sea ice draft as obtained from the ULS measurements. Each blue dot stands for
one draft measurement. The shown draft was corrected by the zero-line approach and averaged between
the results processed by two data analysts. The occurrence of open water is indicated by light blue points
in the respective sub-plots. Note that the ULS instruments have different sampling rates.
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The growth season at AWI-208 started with scattered ice drafts between 0 m and 1 m, which
may indicate that ice from further south was advected into the region. Another reason for
this scatter could be a large amount of frazil, which was mixed into the upper water layer and
could not be clearly separated from thin ice during the data processing. The end of this period
corresponds to the closing of the ice cover, i.e. when the ice concentration rapidly increases to
100% [Strass and Fahrbach, 1998].
There was almost no thin level ice in both records. Open water areas were rare between May and
October. The narrow band of clustered ice drafts indicate level ice that stayed largely below 1 m
draft. At AWI 208-3 it increased slowly to a maximum in November and then quickly dropped
to zero within two months. At AWI 209-3 the maximum was already reached in August and
stayed until November. If a draft bias of 11% is assumed, the data points correspond well to a
thermodynamic growth maximum of 0.7-0.8 m [Strass and Fahrbach, 1998]. Ridged ice of more
than 1 m draft occurred more frequently at AWI-208 than at AWI-209 further east. The record
of AWI-210 shows a clear annual cycle with no ice in the summer season. However, the ice
draft was more variable compared to AWI-208 and AWI-209, and thermodynamic ice growth is
not as easily identifiable. The ice close to the coast off Kapp Norvegia is more deformed than
in the central Weddell Sea. AWI-212 shows no annual cycle, i.e. sea ice was present for most
of the year. Very thick ice of more than 2 m draft was common in this region. The clusters of
drafts between 0 m and 0.5 m indicate that the ice cover opened frequently on time scales of
several months, and the resulting leads and polynyas quickly refroze.
The newer data of AWI-207 indicate distinct changes in the ice regime at the Antarctic Peninsula
(Fig. 6.2). AWI 207-4 shows an annual cycle with an ice-free period in summer. The ice draft in
1997 shows a monotonic increase between April and August. Very thin ice occurred at the end
of the year 1996. Open water areas seem to have occurred more often at AWI 207-4 than at AWI
207-2. The ice drafts are roughly clustered between 0.5 m and 2 m. By comparing the plots of
AWI 207-2 and AWI 207-4 it is obvious that ice above 1 m draft was much less abundant in
1996/1997. The amount of thick ice of more than 2 m draft remained high throughout the year,
which indicates that ridged ice and possibly also fragments of small icebergs were continuously
advected northwards along the Antarctic Peninsula. Given the Eulerian character of the ULS
measurements, one has to be aware that the measured sea ice may have developed in regions far
away from the ULS position. Eight years later, in the record of AWI 207-6, the picture again
changes drastically. The ULS had a higher sampling rate (three minutes) compared to the other
two records of AWI-207, which creates a high density of the measurements. The three years
show a clear annual cycle with a monotonic increase of the ice draft starting in March. Very
thin ice was more frequent compared to the previous records. The gap in August/September
2005 is due to erroneous data. It is therefore not clear whether there was ice or open water in
this period. The gaps in January-March 2006 and in December 2006 and January-March 2007
on the contrary are due to open water. The drafts are still mainly clustered between 0 m and
2 m, but ridged ice above 2 m draft is less abundant in this record.
In the eastern Weddell Sea at AWI-227, on the prime meridian at 59◦S, the ice season is very
short (Fig. 6.2). The ice drafts in 1997 showed thermodynamic ice growth from July to October
with the drafts clustering mainly between 0.5 m and 1 m. As the ice growth did not start at
zero draft or with possible frazil periods such as at AWI-208, one can assume that the ice
growth started further south and thicker ice was advected to the position as the ice boundary
migrated northward. The draft of the congelation ice reached its growth maximum in October.
At the end of the ice season the draft reached its minimum.
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Fig. 6.2: Same as in figure 6.1, but for the newer data of AWI-207 and for AWI-227 and AWI-229. Note
the different sampling rates (between 1 and 15 minutes).
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The thermodynamic cycle is comparable to the records of AWI-208 and AWI-209, but with a
shorter ice season and a lower maximum of the ice draft mode, as the ice at the northern rim
of the Weddell gyre encounters higher winter temperatures than in the central Weddell Sea.
In 1999, the ice at AWI-227 was thinner than two years before and interspersed with longer
open water patches. The ice season in this year was shorter, and the thermodynamic growth
seems to be less steep. Almost no ice drafts larger than 4 m were recorded. This changed in
the year 2000. While the ice season was slightly shorter, both the congelation ice and ridges
were thicker. Open water is very frequent at the position of AWI-227.
North of Maud Rise, at AWI-229 (Fig. 6.2), the thermodynamic growth maximum is compara-
ble to the one of AWI-227. On average, the ice season at Maud Rise started three to four weeks
earlier. Furthermore, the ice drafts display a higher degree of ridging. However, like at AWI-227
most of the drafts clustered between 0 m and 1 m. Overall, there is a high variability in (1)
the length of the ice season, (2) the occurrence of open water, (3) the temporal development
of the main draft clusters and (4) in the degree of ridging at AWI-229. For example, at AWI
229-1 between October and November 1996 the ice draft mode increased and then suddenly
disappeared. This suggests that the ice did not gradually melt in this region, like at AWI-208,
but was rather drifted southward as it melted. Or AWI 229-2: It shows a clear thermodynamic
growth cycle which is comparable to the one of AWI-209. The ice growth seems to have started
in June near the ULS position. The main cluster of the ice draft increased monotonically until
November and dropped in the same month. In December most of the ice became thinner than
25 cm. Ice drift data from SSM/I indicate that the meridional drift in 1998 was extremely
low at the positions of AWI-229 to AWI-231. Therefore, almost no thicker or thinner ice from
regions further south or north was advected into the footprint of the sonar. This could be an
explanation for the undisturbed record of the congelation growth. AWI 229-6 on the contrary
shows an almost reversed pattern.
South of Maud Rise the record of AWI 230-2 (Fig. 6.3) shows a very similar behaviour as AWI
229-3, but with the ice season starting about one week earlier. The instrument failed in July
1999. Also AWI 230-3 and AWI 229-4 are very similar, with peaks of the main ice draft cluster
in July and November 2001. At AWI 229-4 this behaviour was delayed by approximately one
month. In 2002 the ice was thinner than the year before.
The ice draft on position AWI-231 again shows a very variable behaviour (Fig. 6.3). The
records of AWI-229 and AWI-231 are similar in the years 1998 and 2005, except for ice season
duration. Like at AWI-229 and AWI-230 very thin ice could be observed mainly at the begin-
ning and the end of the ice season. Also most of the drafts mainly cluster between 0 m and 1
m. However, the mean ice thickness seems to be lower at AWI-231. A clear difference between
AWI-231 and AWI-229 can be seen in the years 1996 and 1997. Whereas the main clusters of
drafts tend to slightly increase at AWI-229, they show a clear decreasing tendency at AWI-231.
On average, the plots of AWI-229 and AWI-230 display a higher degree of ridging than the ones
of AWI-231. However, AWI 231-7 shows a large number of ice drafts above 2 m (no records
of AWI-229 and AWI-230 in this period). The main ice draft clusters seem to have remained
almost constantly at 0.5 m throughout the ice season. This suggests that the ice neither grew
nor melted in the vicinity of the ULS position. Open water areas seem to be less common at
AWI-231 than further north.
Closer to the coast, at AWI-232, the ice regime again changes significantly. The data (Fig. 6.4)
indicate the strong interannual variability in sea ice thickness near the coast. All time series
show a clear annual cycle with ice-free summer periods.
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Fig. 6.3: Same as in figure 6.1, but for the records of AWI-230 and AWI-231. Note the different sampling
rates (between 1 and 15 minutes).
The plots display a very high degree of ridging, while most of the drafts cluster between 0 m
and 2 m. The main clusters sometimes increase monotonically, sometimes increase in steps and
sometimes vary irregularly. Very thin ice below 20 cm draft could mainly be observed in spring
and autumn. Some of the records (232-4 and 232-5) show more concentrated ice drafts that
grew up to the thermodynamic maximum below 1 m and were then distorted towards higher
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drafts in late winter/early spring. In 1996, between August and December the ice draft shows
some indication of a periodic variation with a period of roughly one month. The peaks of ice
draft can be seen in the second half of August, September and October, respectively. They are
marked by a higher amount of ice drafts above 2 m and only few ice drafts below 1 m. A fourth
peak occurred at the beginning of December.
Fig. 6.4: Same as in figure 6.1, but for the records of AWI-232 and AWI-233. Note the different sampling
rates (between 2 and 15 minutes).
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The instrument deployed in 1999 failed in September1. Open water areas were less common in
years of very thick ice (1996, 2006 and 2007).
At AWI-233 (Fig. 6.4) the draft shows no pronounced annual cycle. The formation of mono-
tonically increasing ice draft clusters is assumed to be prevented by the high degree of ice
deformation. Ice-free summer seasons were only recorded at AWI 233-2. The much thicker ice
at AWI 233-6 occasionally shows concentrated clusters of ice drafts at around 0.5 m and below,
especially in 2004. In both records very small ice drafts below 20 cm indicate refrozen leads.
1Note that AWI-229, AWI-230, AWI-231 and AWI-232 failed nearly at the same time. The reason is not
known. It can be of technical nature, e.g. through declining battery power.
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6.2 Monthly draft statistics
Investigations of probability density distributions and draft statistics were already presented
for the data of AWI 207-2, 208-3, 209-3, 210-2, 212-2 and 217-1 by Strass and Fahrbach [1998].
An annual cycle could be found in three statistical quantities - draft mean, draft mode and
ice coverage - only in the central Weddell gyre at AWI-208. In the other regions the annual
cycle was most evident in the ice coverage [Strass and Fahrbach, 1998]. It was also found
that the summer minima in the three statistical quantities occur simultaneously in February,
while the time of occurrence of the winter maxima is different: ice coverage in June/July, draft
mode in September and draft mean in September/October. Spatially, the ice draft mean takes
its maximum values at the boundaries of the Weddell gyre (AWI-207 and AWI-212), while the
minimum occurs in the central gyre (AWI-209). For the ice draft mode the situation is reversed:
maximum values in the central gyre and minima in the boundary regions [Strass and Fahrbach,
1998]. The authors also estimated that almost 75% of the thin ice at AWI-212 is transformed
to thicker ice at AWI-207 during circulation through the Weddell gyre. Furthermore, they
demonstrated that the statistical ice draft distributions allow for a discrimination between
level ice and deformed ice.
As the ice draft variation is described in detail in the previous section, only selected data with
significant variations are discussed here. The detailed treatment of the ice draft statistics may
give some additional information for the correlation analysis in the next chapter. Therefore, the
discussion is mainly restricted to the ULS positions with the highest amount of data. Contrary
to Strass and Fahrbach [1998] the statistical distributions are considered here on a monthly
scale to allow for a more detailed investigation of thermodynamic growth and ice deformation.
Besides the distributions, the considered quantities are: monthly mean, mode, median and 95%
percentile.
The plot of AWI 207-2 (Fig. 6.5) shows that most of the ice drafts remained below 11 m in
this record. The ice draft median mainly follows the pattern of the mean ice draft. In 1991 the
most frequently measured ice class (mode) was 0-10 cm (except for May). A secondary mode
formed in March at around 1.2 m and could be observed until August in the range 1.2-1.5 m,
except for June, where it dropped to 1 m. In 1992 the main mode varied between 0-10 cm and
1.4-1.5 m. While the mode increased, the mean draft decreased, and vice versa. Compared to
1991 the second mode at 1.5 m became more dominant and increased to 1.7 m in August. The
monthly draft distributions of 1992 were less skewed than in the year before.
In 1996 and 1997 most of the measured ice drafts remained below 8 m. The bimodal shape
with modes at 0-10 cm and around 1-1.5 m was still present. Compared to 1996 the monthly
distributions in 1997 were less skewed. Whereas in 1996 small ice drafts (0-10 cm) were most
abundant throughout the year, in July and August 1997 the mode around 1.5 m dominated.
The period 2005-2007 shows a completely different picture, reflecting significant changes in the
ice regime since 1997. Most of the ice drafts remained below 4 m. The bimodal shape was
not as consistent as in the years 1991-1997, and the monthly ice draft distributions were more
variable. The main mode was still largely at 0-10 cm and increased only between May and
August.
The two data with the clearest annual cycles (Fig. 6.6) display thermodynamic ice growth in the
central Weddell gyre, where the drift speeds are lower than in the boundary regions [Fahrbach,
1994]. At AWI-208 the ice draft distributions took an almost Gaussian shape in May 1993. As
the mode increased until October, the monthly distributions widened and became mode skewed
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Fig. 6.5: Monthly mean, mode, median and 95% percentile of ice draft and monthly draft distributions of
AWI 207-2, 207-4 and 207-6. There were no valid data in August 2005. The mean value is the effective
mean, i.e. the mean ice draft calculated by including data cycles classified as open water. Also the mode
(thick blue line) was calculated for data including ice and water. All histograms have been scaled by the
maximum bar of the respective month to ensure equal distance between the time steps in the plot. The bin
width of 10 cm was selected according to the measurement accuracy of 5-12 cm.
towards larger ice drafts. In November the median still continued on its level at around 1
m, whereas the mode dropped to 0-10 cm, indicating that open water and thin ice became
dominant. Between November and January the second (thermodynamic) mode dropped rapidly
together with the median. In the following year significant ice growth started one month earlier.
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Fig. 6.6: The same as in figure 6.5, but for AWI 208-3, AWI 209-3, AWI 229-1 and AWI 229-2.
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At AWI-209 the three quantities mean, median and mode almost coincide over the entire record.
The distributions were almost Gaussian between July and October. The maximum mode
between August and October remained between 70 cm and 80 cm, displaying the maximum of
thermodynamic ice growth.
At AWI 229-1 (Fig. 6.6) the median and the mode largely coincided, except for times when
the class 0-10 cm was dominant. The larger mean draft indicates the degree of skewness of the
distributions. Thus, the deviation of the mean from the median and the mode can be assumed
to display the degree of ice deformation. Depending on the year, the mode reached maximum
values of 60-70 cm and 70-80 cm, which displays changing thermodynamic conditions.
Fig. 6.7: The same as in figure 6.5, but for AWI 229-4, AWI 229-5 and AWI 229-6.
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At AWI 229-2 mean, mode and median took the same values, which indicates a low degree
of ice deformation and a dominating influence of thermodynamics. The draft distributions of
AWI 229-4 and AWI 229-5 (Fig. 6.7) are very similar to AWI 229-1. AWI 229-6 indicates a
low degree of ice deformation, i.e. almost Gaussian shaped distributions in winter, which were
only slightly skewed towards larger drafts.
The plot of AWI 231-1 (Fig. 6.8) shows slightly higher ice deformation in 1997 compared to
1996. In 1998 the monthly distributions were almost Gaussian between July and October,
with the respective medians, modes and means almost coinciding. In November the ice started
disintegrating, and thin ice classes and open water became dominant.
Fig. 6.8: The same as in figure 6.5, but for AWI 231-1 and AWI 231-2.
At AWI 231-4 (Fig. 6.9) the monthly distributions were almost symmetric and displayed an
only weak influence of ice deformation in 2001. One year later, mean, mode and median did not
differ significantly from each other until September. In contrast to 2001, the distributions in
August and September 2002 became flatter from zero ice draft to the draft mode. Mean, mode
and median started deviating from each other in August. The same applies to AWI 231-6. At
AWI 231-7 the deviation of median and mode in June and November indicates dominating open
water and thin ice. The positive deviation of the mean from the median between June and
October indicates deformed ice. However, as discussed in the chapter about data quality, the
record of AWI 231-7 is affected by biases resulting from high ice concentration. The distributions
of winter ice drafts in 2006 corrected by the sound model are shown in the inset. Mainly the
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distributions in July and October shift towards higher values, which corresponds to thicker ice
and low ice concentration.
Fig. 6.9: The same as in figure 6.5, but for AWI 231-4, AWI 231-6 and AWI 231-7. The inset shows data
corrected by the sound model.
At AWI 232-1 (Fig. 6.10) the draft mode reached a maximum value of 0.9 m. Strongly
skewed monthly distributions and deviating statistical quantities indicate a high degree of ice
deformation. This changes at AWI 232-4. The record shows a monotonic growth of mean,
mode and median until September. The mode reached maximum values of only 0.6 m in
August/September. In 2000 it increased to almost 1 m in September, which indicates colder
temperatures in that year. In contrast to 1996, most of the ice drafts did not exceed 2 m.
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AWI 232-5 shows monotonic increase of the three main statistical quantities until August in
2001 and until July in 2002. After that, the rising mean indicates the growing influence of ice
dynamics. The August mode was comparable in both years. However, after August the ice
deformation seems to have played a larger role in the first year of AWI 232-5.
Fig. 6.10: The same as in figure 6.5, but for AWI 232-1, AWI 232-4 and AWI 232-5.
AWI 232-6 (Fig. 6.11) displays a high degree of ice deformation. A monotonic increase of the
draft mode is hardly detectable. Most of the ice drafts remained below 6-7 m. Mean, mode and
median deviated by up to 2 m from each other. The modes of 2003 and 2004 were comparable.
Less deformation occurred in 2004. In 2006 and 2007 ice drafts of up to 10 m were measured.
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The modes never exceeded 0.7 m, except for October 2007. However, the thermodynamic modes
were still visible around 1 m between August and November 2007. It seems that the thicker
ice in 2007 was due to a combination of both thermodynamics and dynamics.
Fig. 6.11: The same as in figure 6.5, but for AWI 232-6 and AWI 232-8.
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Table VII: Monthly mean ice drafts [m]
The monthly averages were calculated as effective means from
all available draft measurements. The respective lower values (±) are
standard errors of the means.
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
207-2 1.32 0.87 1.85 2.32 2.79 2.44 3.4 3.39 3.2 3.4 2.07 1.57
±0.02 ± 0.02 ± 0.02 ± 0.02 ± 0.02 ± 0.02 ± 0.03 ± 0.03 ± 0.03 ± 0.03 ± 0.03 ± 0.02
207-4 0.34 - - 0.8 1.41 1.63 2.22 2.54 2.25 2.74 1.91 2
±0.02 ± - ± - ± 0.02 ± 0.02 ± 0.02 ± 0.03 ± 0.03 ± 0.04 ± 0.04 ± 0.05 ± 0.05
207-6 0.49 0.14 0.3 0.84 0.9 1.15 1.08 1.29 1.38 1.01 0.98 0.91
±0.01 ± 0.00 ± 0.00 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.01
208-3 0.5 - 0.02 0.42 0.92 1.2 1.35 1.36 1.47 1.55 1.39 1.28
±0.01 ± - ± 0.00 ± 0.00 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.02 ± 0.01 ± 0.01
209-3 0.05 - - 0.01 0.55 0.74 0.88 1.06 0.99 0.95 0.96 0.18
±0.00 ± - ± - ± 0.00 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.03
210-2 0.58 - 0.04 0.4 0.92 1.25 1.14 1.46 1.25 1.54 1.14 0.74
±0.01 ± - ± 0.00 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.02 ± 0.01 ± 0.01
212-2 1.86 1.33 0.94 0.74 1.58 2.84 3.78 1.3 3.29 1.29 2.93 3.07
±0.02 ± 0.02 ± 0.02 ± 0.01 ± 0.02 ± 0.02 ± 0.03 ± 0.02 ± 0.03 ± 0.02 ± 0.03 ± 0.03
217-1 1.39 0.72 0.5 0.9 1.12 1.22 1.9 2.19 2.8 2.41 1.65 2.09
±0.02 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.02 ± 0.02 ± 0.03 ± 0.02 ± 0.02 ± 0.02
227-4 - - - - - - 0.24 0.53 0.33 0.61 0.12 0.04
±- ± - ± - ± - ± - ± - ± 0.00 ± 0.00 ± 0.00 ± 0.00 ± 0.00 ± 0.00
227-6 - - - - - 0.06 0.25 0.41 0.52 0.42 0.23 -
±- ± - ± - ± - ± - ± 0.00 ± 0.00 ± 0.00 ± 0.00 ± 0.00 ± 0.00 ± -
229-1 - - - - - 0.34 0.6 0.75 0.79 0.75 0.66 0.19
±- ± - ± - ± - ± - ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.01
229-2 - - - - - 0.13 0.38 0.51 0.61 0.69 0.67 0.38
±- ± - ± - ± - ± - ± 0.00 ± 0.00 ± 0.00 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.00
229-3 - - - - 0.09 0.47 0.69 0.75 - - - -
±- ± - ± - ± - ± 0.00 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± - ± - ± - ± -
229-4 0.01 - - - - 0.06 0.77 0.73 0.8 0.81 0.8 0.42
±0.00 ± - ± - ± - ± - ± 0.00 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.01
229-5 - - - - 0.04 0.53 0.55 0.63 0.68 0.65 0.61 0.07
±- ± - ± - ± - ± 0.00 ± 0.00 ± 0.00 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.00 ± 0.00
229-6 - - - - - - 0.64 0.63 0.64 0.48 0.41 0.2
±- ± - ± - ± - ± - ± - ± 0.00 ± 0.00 ± 0.00 ± 0.00 ± 0.00 ± 0.00
230-2 - - - - 0.23 0.56 - - - - - -
±- ± - ± - ± - ± 0.00 ± 0.01 ± - ± - ± - ± - ± - ± -
230-3 0.09 - - - 0.07 0.3 0.68 0.68 0.74 0.64 0.69 0.52
±0.00 ± - ± - ± - ± 0.00 ± 0.00 ± 0.00 ± 0.00 ± 0.01 ± 0.00 ± 0.01 ± 0.00
231-1 - - - - 0.05 0.61 0.62 0.65 0.6 0.61 0.48 0.07
±- ± - ± - ± - ± 0.00 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.00
231-2 - - - - - 0.12 0.26 0.4 0.42 0.53 0.44 0.29
±- ± - ± - ± - ± - ± 0.00 ± 0.00 ± 0.00 ± 0.00 ± 0.00 ± 0.00 ± 0.00
231-3 - - - - 0.14 0.62 - - - - - -
±- ± - ± - ± - ± 0.00 ± 0.01 ± - ± - ± - ± - ± - ± -
231-4 0.1 - - - 0.06 0.18 0.37 0.48 0.53 0.47 0.5 0.43
±0.00 ± - ± - ± - ± 0.00 ± 0.00 ± 0.00 ± 0.00 ± 0.00 ± 0.00 ± 0.00 ± 0.00
231-6 - - - - 0.02 0.45 0.48 0.61 0.56 0.93 0.61 0.26
±- ± - ± - ± - ± 0.00 ± 0.00 ± 0.00 ± 0.00 ± 0.00 ± 0.01 ± 0.00 ± 0.00
231-7 0.03 - - - 0.16 0.64 0.74 0.85 0.86 0.73 0.6 0.29
±0.00 ± - ± - ± - ± 0.00 ± 0.00 ± 0.00 ± 0.00 ± 0.00 ± 0.00 ± 0.00 ± 0.00
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Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
232-1 0.22 - - 0.71 1.13 1.47 1.47 2 2.43 2.34 1.47 1.32
±0.01 ± - ± - ± 0.03 ± 0.03 ± 0.03 ± 0.03 ± 0.04 ± 0.06 ± 0.05 ± 0.03 ± 0.03
232-4 - - - 0.19 0.47 0.56 0.63 0.85 0.94 0.99 1.18 1.09
±- ± - ± - ± 0.00 ± 0.00 ± 0.00 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.01
232-5 0.4 - 0.01 0.19 0.5 0.55 0.73 0.88 1.21 1.11 1.28 1.13
±0.01 ± - ± 0.00 ± 0.00 ± 0.00 ± 0.00 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.01
232-6 0.09 0.04 - 0.21 0.64 1.52 1.83 2.18 1.87 1.42 1.6 0.52
±0.00 ± 0.00 ± - ± 0.00 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.02 ± 0.02 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.01
232-8 0.77 - - 0.54 1.41 1.97 2.22 2.6 2.48 3.1 2.06 1.56
±0.01 ± - ± - ± 0.00 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.02 ± 0.01 ± 0.01
233-2 0.81 0.22 - 0.55 1.21 1.64 2.09 2.46 2.51 1.89 2.43 0.54
±0.01 ± 0.01 ± - ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.02 ± 0.02 ± 0.02 ± 0.02 ± 0.02 ± 0.02 ± 0.01
233-6 1.95 1.13 1.01 1.68 1.94 2.06 2.07 3.15 2.24 1.52 2.75 2.72
±0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.02 ± 0.02 ± 0.02 ± 0.01 ± 0.02 ± 0.02
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Table VIII: Monthly ice draft modes [m]
All data cycles of open water were removed before the calculation
to better capture the thermodynamic modes.
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
207-2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 1.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
207-4 0.1 - - 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
207-6 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
208-3 0.1 - 0.1 0.1 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.9 0.1 0.1
209-3 0.1 - - 0.1 0.5 0.5 0.7 0.8 0.7 0.8 0.9 0.1
210-2 0.1 - 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.7 0.8 0.7 0.8 0.7 0.1 0.1
212-2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.1
217-1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.9 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
227-4 - - - - - 0.1 0.1 0.5 0.1 0.7 0.1 0.1
227-6 - - - - - 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 -
229-1 - - - - - 0.1 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.1 0.1
229-2 - - - - - 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.1
229-3 - - - - 0.1 0.1 0.5 0.4 - - - -
229-4 0.1 - - - - 0.1 0.6 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.1
229-5 - - - - 0.1 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.1
229-6 - - - - - - 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.3 0.1 0.1
230-2 - - - - 0.1 0.4 - - - - - -
230-3 0.1 - - - 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.1 0.1
231-1 - - - - 0.1 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.1 0.1
231-2 - - - - - 0.1 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.1 0.1
231-3 - - - - 0.1 0.5 - - - - - -
231-4 0.1 - - - 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.1 0.1
231-6 - - - - 0.1 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
231-7 0.1 - - - 0.1 0.1 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.1
232-1 0.1 - - 0.1 0.1 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.9 0.7 0.1 0.1
232-4 - - - 0.1 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.7 0.1 0.9 0.9
232-5 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.5 0.4 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.1 0.1 0.1
232-6 0.1 0.1 - 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.1 0.4 0.3 0.1
232-8 0.1 - - 0.1 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.6 0.6 0.1 0.1 0.1
233-2 0.1 0.1 - 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.7 0.1 0.1 0.1
233-6 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
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6.3 Ice season duration
As the beginnings and the ends of the sea ice seasons vary over time, the mean annual cycles
(Fig. 6.12) include years in which the measured annual cycle starts earliest and ends latest, i.e.
they display the maximum possible period of ice coverage at the respective mooring positions.
Fig. 6.12: Mean annual cycles of the daily mean ice draft for all ULS positions. The calculations were
made only for measured data (i.e. no filled gaps). For AWI-209 no full annual cycle was measured. The
blue bars mark the period of possible ice appearance given by the blue numbers.
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At only four locations sea ice can appear year-round: AWI-207, AWI-212, AWI-217 and AWI-
233. However, also at AWI-208 some ice remained in the observed summer season.
The variance in the mean annual cy-
Fig. 6.13: Ice season durations (in days) of the measured years
on the prime meridian. The red dashed line marks the average
ice season duration.
cle decreases with increasing number
of observations. In the central Wed-
dell Sea (AWI-208 and AWI-210) the
ice seasons cover a period of 309-316
days (see table IX). The period of
possible ice coverage near the north-
ern boundary of the sea ice field (AWI-
227) is 166 days long. At AWI-229,
AWI-230 and AWI-231 the length of
this period is similar and differs by
one week at maximum. The annual
cycle is least pronounced at AWI-212.
The ice draft rises and declines steep-
est in the regions with short ice sea-
son duration (AWI-227 - AWI-231).
Note that the ice draft at AWI-231 is
on average thinner than at AWI-230
and AWI-229, although the ice thick-
ness on the prime meridian declines
almost exponentially from AWI-233
to AWI-227. At AWI-232 the period
of possible ice coverage is 320 days
long.
The lengths of the individual annual
cycles at AWI-227, AWI-229, AWI-
231 and AWI-232 vary strongly and
show no trend (Fig. 6.13). The aver-
ages are 156±5, 195±4, 213±7, 296
±10 days, respectively. The variance
of the ice season duration increases
from north to south. For AWI-207
no clear annual cycle could be ex-
tracted, as the variations in the indi-
vidual years are too strong and some-
times no full annual cycle was measured. At AWI-232 years with thicker ice seem to have a
shorter ice season duration and vice versa (compare to figure 5.21). At AWI-210 the ice season
duration in 1991/1992 was 299 days, and at AWI-208 it was 288 days in 1993/1994.
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Table IX: Days of earliest and latest ice occurrence,
based on the ULS measurements
Position Earliest Latest Position Earliest Latest
AWI-207 17. Feb. 17. Feb. AWI-227 22. Jun. 5. Dec.
AWI-208 31. Mar. 2. Feb. AWI-229 8. May 3. Jan.
AWI-210 21. Mar. 31. Jan. AWI-230 12. May 14. Jan.
AWI-212 10. Mar. 10. Mar. AWI-231 15. May 15. Jan.
AWI-217 27. Feb. 27. Feb. AWI-232 6. Apr. 19. Feb.
AWI-233 3. Mar. 3. Mar.
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6.4 Spectral analysis
To obtain some first information on the driving mechanisms of variations in sea ice thickness,
spectral analysis of the draft time series and time series of possible forcings, such as wind
and drift, was conducted. As shown above, the regions with the most distinct changes in
sea ice thickness are the positions AWI-207 and AWI-232. Further analyses were therefore
focused on these regions. In addition, two more positions with quasi-continuous time series
were considered: AWI-231 and AWI-229. Local time series (i.e. on the grid points closest
to the ULS positions) of ice drift, ice concentration, ECMWF surface air temperature and
ECMWF surface winds were analysed in order to assess whether the ice draft shares significant
periods with these parameters. SSA was also applied to large-scale processes, such as SAM,
SAO, ZW3, PSA and El Nin˜o (see section 2.5). Finally, spectral analysis was applied to time
series of ice thickness from the MIT and FESOM2 models to investigate whether the models
are capable of reproducing significant oscillations in the ice draft.
The SAM-Index (SLP-based) was taken from the Joint Institute for the Study of the Atmosphere
and Ocean3 (JISAO) in Washington and the ENSO indices were taken from NOAA4. The
ZW3-Index was calculated after Yuan and Li [2008], i.e. as the first EOF of the vertically
integrated, mass-weighted meridional wind anomalies (NCEP) over the full hemisphere south
of 20◦S latitude, with the only difference that it was calculated for the pressure levels 1000-925
hPa, i.e. for the lower atmosphere. The anomalies were weighted by area before the calculation,
using the square root of the cosine of latitude to ensure equal area weighting for the covariance
matrix [Udagawa et al., 2009]. Also the PSA-Index and the SAO-Index were calculated after
Yuan and Li [2008]. The PSA-Index was calculated from the 500 hPa geopotential height field
(NCEP) according to the three typical pressure centres and the SAO-Index as the difference
between the zonal mean SLP between 50◦S and 65◦S.
Spectral analysis was conducted by applying SSA (see section 4.2) to monthly anomaly time
series. As the analysis focuses on more or less regular oscillations in the data, the anomalies
were calculated as follows: First, SSA was applied to the data retaining the annual cycle. Then,
the EOFs representing the annual cycle were determined and fitted to the data. Before the fit,
the EOFs were set to zero in the ice-free summer seasons in all ice-related time series. The fitted
EOFs were then subtracted from the initial time series. In this way, only the annual oscillations
are removed and other regular oscillations, e.g. semi-annual cycles, remain in the data. Only
the anomalies of the data in the period AWI 207-6 were calculated in the common way, i.e.
by subtracting from each month its long-term mean. This was done because the annual cycle
detected by SSA was considered too weak to apply the above procedure. The draft record of
AWI 207-6 contained no data in 8/2005 and a very low amount of valid data in 9/2005. These
two months were therefore filled by draft data derived from the MIT sea ice model. This was
possible, because the simulated thickness is very close to the observed draft in the period of
AWI 207-6, and the draft anomalies were found to correlate well (r=0.68) with the MIT model
ice thickness anomalies. The ice thickness of the MIT model in the two months was converted
into draft values based on empirical relations obtained from drillings in the Weddell Sea [Harms
et al., 2001] and filled into the draft record of 207-6. As the record at AWI-207 is very gappy,
the anomalies of the three subintervals were calculated with the respective base periods, e.g.
2The results of FESOM were omitted at AWI-207 as they were considered unrealistic in this region.
3http://www.jisao.washington.edu/aao/slp/
4ftp://ftp.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/wd52dg/data/indices/
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04/05-12/07 for AWI 207-6. To avoid the detection of artificial signals that only result from
the calculation of anomalies, significant oscillations were additionally analysed and confirmed
by retaining the annual cycle in the respective time series.
Fig. 6.14: Eigenvalues of the lag-covariance matrices (see section 4.2), plotted against the dominant
frequency associated with their corresponding EOFs. Shown are the spectra of different climate modes over
the period 1990-2007. SSA-window width for all time series: 80 months. Red diamonds mark significant
EOFs. Note the logarithmic scale of the y-axis.
The SSA window widths used were not longer than half the length of the time series, as
recommended by Hassani [2007]. To generate error bars (97.5th and 2.5th percentiles), 2000
Monte Carlo simulations were performed. The frequencies of the EOFs were determined by
maximising the correlation with a sine function [Allen and Smith, 1996]. Shown are eigenvalue
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spectra (scree diagrams) of climate modes, the ice draft and selected parameters which show
the same or similar significant oscillations as the ice draft. The diagrams show the eigenvalues
ordered by frequency after step two of the SSA significance test. The significant frequencies
found in all parameters are summarised in tables. Discussed in the text are mainly those periods
that are shared by the ice draft and other parameters. Experiments with artificial white noise
time series showed that in about one out of three random time series of 12 years length, SSA
detected significant periods around 2.5 and 3 months. These periods were therefore considered
as artefacts of SSA and are not discussed in the text.
Table X: Significant SSA periods in climate modes 1990-2007
Mode Period [months] (explained variance)
Nin˜o3.4 31 (5.5%) 27 (5%) 19 (6.5%) 17.5 (2%) 12 (20%) 6 (6.5%)
PSA 54 (5.5%) 27 (3.5%) 19 (2.5%) 2.5 (9%)
SAM 80 (5.5%) 2.5 (9%)
SAO 17.5 (1.8%) 6 (20%) 3 (0.5%) 2.5 (10%)
ZW3 10 (3%) 5.5 (7.5%) 2.5 (6.5%) 2.2 (5.5%)
The SAM shows significant variability with a period of 80 months (Fig. 6.14). A property
of the SSA method is that oscillations with significant power at frequencies below the detec-
tion threshold (which is defined by the maximum window width) are sometimes displayed by
a significant frequency corresponding to the one at the detection threshold [Allen and Smith,
1996]. The 80-month period therefore may display all significant variability in the SAM above
80 months, e.g. the long-term trend in SAM. When a longer period is analysed (1948-2008),
SAM variability is dominated by a 60-months period (27% variance explained). The 2.5-months
period is shared by SAM, SAO, PSA and ZW3. However, this signal is believed to be an arte-
fact of the SSA method or the reanalysis data. A semi-annual signal is naturally present in
the SAO, but also in the Nin˜o3.4-Index and to some extent in ZW3. A significant 17-months
period is present in the SAO-Index and the Nin˜o3.4-Index. The periods of 19, 17.5 and 12
months in the Nin˜o3.4-Index could indicate that its annual cycle is irregular to some extent
and was split by SSA into discrete frequencies.
Besides analysing the anomalies of AWI-207, the three time series were additionally analysed
retaining the annual cycle, as they are very short. An analysis retaining the annual cycle was
also applied by Allen and Smith [1996]. No significant oscillations were found for AWI 207-2
and AWI 207-4. For AWI 207-6 no significant oscillation was found in the first step of the SSA
significance test. However, EOF 1 represents the annual cycle at 11.6 months - which is not
very pronounced in this time series - and EOF 2 represents a period of 17 months. Together
both EOFs explain 50% of the variance. If these EOFs are identified as signal, they stand out
as significant after step two of the significance test (Fig. 6.15). One can therefore reject the
null hypothesis that both EOFs are part of AR(1)5 noise at the 97.5% confidence level (see
section 4.2).
5AR(1): Autoregressive process with only the noise term and the previous term in the process contributing
to the output (red noise) [Allen and Smith, 1996].
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Fig. 6.15: SSA spectra for AWI-207 (see figure 6.14 for more information). SSA window width: Ice draft:
17 months, ice concentration (SSM/I): 60 months. The ice draft was analysed retaining the annual cycle.
Analysed period of ice concentration: 1990-2007.
The origin of EOF 2 is unclear. Note that the association of frequencies with the EOFs via lag
correlation may be slightly biased. It is possible that EOF 2 has a period of 16 or 18 months.
Two additional periods (9 and 7.5 months) stand out as significant after step two of the test.
When draft anomalies were analysed, the 7-month (quasi semi-annual) and the 17-month period
remained. The 17-months period is also present in the sea ice concentration anomalies at AWI-
207 (Fig. 6.15). As discussed in section 2.5, the SAM has a large influence on the sea ice region
around the Antarctic Peninsula. No significant frequency could be detected for the SAM in the
period of AWI 207-6 (04/2005-12/2007), and for 1990-2007 (Fig. 6.14) only significant periods
at around 2.5 months were detected. However, a significant period of 17.5 months appears in
the Nin˜o3.4-Index and the SAO-Index (Fig. 6.14). In the SAO-Index it explains only a very
small fraction of the variance and is barely significant. Also in the Nin˜o3.4-Index the explained
variance is very small, but when anomalies of the index are calculated to remove the annual
cycle of ENSO, the 17.5-month period explains 15% of the variance. Note that regardless of the
amount of explained variance, SSA is very powerful in detecting even extremely weak signals in
geophysical data [Allen and Smith, 1996]. The explained variance also depends to some extent
on the SSA window width and on the selection of signals that are used for the second stage
of the SSA significance test. As the explained variances of the EOF representing the annual
cycle and the EOF representing the 17-months period are equal, the 17-month period may
also result from the strongly varying length of the sea ice season at the tip of the Antarctic
Peninsula. A varying length of the ice season would produce a broadband signal which is split
by SSA into discrete frequencies, e.g. 9, 12 and 17 months. As the 17 months correspond to
the maximum window width for this time series, this EOF could also represent all significant
variability >17 months, as explained above. However, the correlation with ENSO-Indices is
high and statistically significant, as shown in the next chapter.
A semi-annual signal is present in the surface temperature anomalies (1990-2007) and could
therefore represent a real forcing of sea ice thickness. Over the period 2005-2007 (AWI 207-6) a
quasi semi-annual signal with a period of 7-7.5 months was detected in the anomalies of ice draft
(20% explained variance), ice concentration (28% explained variance), surface air temperature
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(17% explained variance)6, meridional ice drift (15% explained variance) and meridional surface
wind (30% explained variance) (Fig. 6.16). The phasing of the signals suggests that a quasi
semi-annual oscillation in the meridional winds carried cold air from the southern Weddell Sea
to AWI-207. This would also explain the time lag of about one month between wind and
temperature.
Table XI: Significant SSA periods for AWI-207 and AWI-229
Period analysed at AWI-207: 2005-2007 for ice draft and thickness
(SSA window width: M=17 months) and 1990-2007 for the remaining
parameters (M=60). Period analysed at AWI-229: 1996-2007 (M=60).
Parameter/ULS Period [months] (explained variance [%])
← Range [months] →
4-4.5 5-7 7.5-9 9.5-12 16-27 30-80
AWI-207
Draft 207-6 (+annual cycle) 7.5 (14) 9 (16) 12 (25) 17 (25)
Draft 207-6 7.5 (20) 17 (30)
MIT ice thickness 207-6 7.5 (18)
Ice conc. (SSM/I) 4 (1.5) 6 (19) 17 (13)
20 (12)
25 (3)
Ice drift (zonal) 6 (10.5)
Ice drift (meridional) 6 (10.5) 33 (1)
Surface wind (zonal) 6 (5.5) 25 (11)
Surface wind (meridional) 4 (3) 6 (5.5) 25 (11)
20 (5)
Surface temperature 6 (3.5)
AWI-229
Ice draft 96-07 4 (9) 6 (14)
Ice draft 01-05 4.5 (10)
FESOM 96-07 4 (14) 6.5 (5) 32 (10)
MIT 96-07 4 (12) 6 (22)
Ice conc. (SSM/I) 4 (1)
Ice drift (zonal) 6 (2)
Ice drift (meridional) 7 (4) 24 (4)
Surface wind (zonal) 6 (9) 21 (9)
Surface wind (meridional)
Surface temperature 4 (9) 6 (23)
6The signal was a little bit more pronounced at the 925 hPa level (NCEP) (21% variance).
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The advected cold air in turn favoured ice growth in this region. In addition, the meridional
ice drift anomalies roughly oscillated with the same frequency between positive and negative
values. This results in periodic slow and fast ice advection of thicker ice from the south7. The
Fig. 6.16: Anomalies of local meridional surface wind, surface
air temperature (both ECMWF), ice draft, ice concentration
(SSM/I) and meridional ice drift at the position of AWI 207-6.
Light blue: Original time series. Dark blue: Significant EOF
signals. Positive wind and drift anomalies are from south to
north. Lowermost time series: SSA sensitivity test (see text).
amplitude of the drift signal is considered
too weak to cause significant ice ridging and
thickening. The same 7-months cycle in
phase with the ice draft was found in the
MIT model ice thickness (18% explained
variance). Over the period 1990-2007 the
semi-annual signal in the air temperature
explains only a very small fraction of the
variability (see table XI). One reason for
this is that the amplitude of the signal was
extremely weak in the period 1990-1999.
From 1999 on, it started growing to the
higher values observed in 2005-2007. But
the five signals are not perfectly in phase
with the SAO-Index which has a slightly
shorter period during this time (6 months).
A 7-months oscillation was found by SSA
in the PSA-Index during 2005-2007, exactly
in phase with the temperature anomalies.
Note that a negative PSA-Index - especially
during an El Nin˜o event - results in trans-
port of cold continental air from the south-
ern Weddell Sea to the tip of the Antarctic
Peninsula [Yuan and Li, 2008]. This is fol-
lowed by higher ice concentration and larger
sea ice extent in this region (see section 2.5).
The signal did not pass the SSA significance
test. One reason might be that it could not
be observed in the PSA-Index over a longer
time period (2000-2010). Thus, it is likely
that the 7-months signal in the parameters
is not part of a long-term oscillation. This
is also supported by the fact that it was not
found in the ice concentrations and winds
in 2000-2005. However, as shown in the
next chapter, there is a significant corre-
lation of sea ice parameters at AWI 207-6
with ENSO-Indices and the PSA. As the
signal seems to be very arbitrary in some of the time series, e.g. the ice draft (Fig. 6.16),
additional SSA experiments with artificial time series were conducted to test the sensitivity
of SSA. To do this, time series of white noise with 36-months length and the same standard
7Note that the mean ice drift at AWI-207 is always directed northwards.
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deviation as the ice draft anomalies were created and superimposed with a weak sine-function
with 7-months period. As shown in figure 6.16, SSA was able to detect the periodic signal in the
white noise time series with high confidence, which confirms the sensitivity of SSA. Moreover,
the 7-months signal in the ice draft was very stable against varying SSA window widths. It
can be assumed that the oscillation in the ice draft represents a thermodynamically forced PSA
signal, which varied in concert with ice concentration and periodic ice advection from higher
latitudes. Ice concentration and surface air temperature are negatively correlated in the region
of AWI-207 [Schwegmann, 2012]. The peak of the signal in the ice draft and concentration in
2006 is below zero and therefore no positive anomaly. This is a result of the base period used
(2005-2007). When ice concentration anomalies are calculated with a longer base period (e.g.
2000-2007), the peak in 2006 becomes positive. As shown in the next chapter, ice draft and con-
centration are highly correlated in 2005-2007. The ice draft anomaly in 2006 can therefore be
assumed to become positive as well, if more draft data were available to use a longer base period.
Fig. 6.17: Anomalies of ECMWF surface air temperature and
MIT model ice thickness at AWI-229 in the period 2001-2005.
Light blue: Original time series. Dark blue: Significant semi-annual
signal detected by SSA. The blue shaded periods mark the spring
and autumn equinoxes in March and September.
The full 12-year ice draft anomaly time
series of AWI-229 (filled by M-SSA) ex-
hibits significant oscillations with peri-
ods of four months and six months. For
the measured years 2001-2005 only a 4-
months period was detected. Thus, the
semi-annual signal in the long time se-
ries may result from the filling of data
gaps by M-SSA (see section 4.2). The
semi-annual cycle was also found in the
ice drift, zonal surface winds and surface
air temperature. Both model time series
contain a semi-annual cycle (especially
the MIT model) and 4-months periods.
In the temperature anomalies the semi-
annual signal explains a large amount of
variance (see table XI). The semi-annual
cycle in the modelled ice thickness was
therefore assumed to represent a thermodynamic SAO signal. A typical indication of a high
SAO-Index are negative peaks in air temperature around the spring and autumn equinoxes [van
den Broeke, 2000b]. The temperature signal in figure 6.17 shows negative peaks in February
and August. However, it seems contradictory that almost at the same time, the anomaly of
the modelled ice thickness attains its lowest values. In the FESOM model the signal is very
weak, but the phase relation with temperature is more obvious, i.e. thicker ice in February and
August. But as shown in the next chapter, the measured sea ice draft in the period 2001-2005
was positively correlated with air temperature, which indicates that the observed sea ice was
not primarily influenced by thermodynamic effects. This explains why the ice draft time series
for that period does not contain a significant semi-annual oscillation. However, it remains hard
to conclude whether the signal originates from thermodynamics or dynamics.
The semi-annual cycle is also very pronounced in many parameters at AWI-231 (see table XII).
However, it was not detected in the filled 12-years time series of ice draft and meridional ice
drift and wind. In the ice draft and the FESOM ice thickness a significant 4-months cycle was
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found, while the MIT-model simulates a pronounced semi-annual cycle at AWI-231. Addition-
ally, the MIT model simulates a 5-year cycle in the ice thickness, which is close to the period
of 4.5-6 years at AWI-232 (see below). Both at AWI-231 and AWI-229 the FESOM model
simulates an oscillation with a period of almost three years.
SSA was also applied to the filled 12-year anomaly time series of AWI-232 (Fig. 6.18). The
semi-annual cycle was again found in many parameters at AWI-232, including the modelled
ice thicknesses and ice concentrations (see table XII). The high amount of explained variance
was found to result partly from the way the anomalies were calculated, but the signal was also
found in the time series when retaining the annual cycle. In the measured ice draft, the signal
was only found in the draft anomalies and not when retaining the annual cycle.
Table XII: Significant SSA periods for AWI-231 and AWI-232
The period analysed was 1996-2007. SSA window width: M=72 months.
Parameter/ULS Period [months] (explained variance [%])
← Range [months] →
4-4.5 5-7 7.5-9 9.5-12 16-27 30-80
AWI-231
Ice draft 96-07 4 (7)
FESOM 96-07 4 (21) 32 (5.5)
MIT 96-07 6 (28) 60 (8)
Ice conc. (SSM/I) 4 (14) 6 (16)
Ice drift (zonal) 6 (11)
Ice drift (meridional)
Surface wind (zonal) 6 (3.5) 7.5 (7) 18 (3)
Surface wind (meridional)
Surface temperature 4 (11) 6 (18) 18 (2.5)
20 (5)
AWI-232
Ice draft 96-07 6 (13)(anom.) 53 (15), 42 (4)
72 (15), 34 (4)
FESOM 96-07 4 (7) 6 (30)
MIT 96-07 6 (22) 53 (10)
72 (9)
Ice conc. (SSM/I) 6 (45) 53 (4)
72 (4)
Ice drift (zonal) 6 (13) 15 (3) 53 (6)
72 (5)
Ice drift (meridional)
Surface wind (zonal) 5.5 (2.5) 7.5 (6)
Surface wind (meridional) 6 (2.7)
Surface temperature 6 (13)
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The amount of explained variance is also very small. The signal could not be detected in the
measured years 2000-2004. Experiments with artificial time series revealed that even fragments
of oscillations hidden in random time series stand out as significant if they are long enough and
their amplitudes are big enough. Thus, significant oscillations found by SSA do not necessarily
have to span the full data record. It is therefore possible that some of the detected SSA signals
occur only over certain periods of time. This may also be an explanation for the low amount
of explained variance in some of the time series.
Fig. 6.18: SSA spectra for ice draft and drift at AWI-232 (see figure 6.14 for more information). The
time series below shows the ice draft anomalies (light blue) and the significant EOF signal with a period
of 3-4 years (dark blue) between 1996 and 2007. For a better overview in this plot, both time series were
detrended after the SSA analysis. SSA window width used: M=60 months. The lowermost time series
shows the PSA-Index from 1984 to 2010 and the significant 4.5-years oscillation detected by SSA. SSA
window width used: M=90 months.
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In the region of AWI-232 and AWI-233 the sea ice concentrations are positively correlated
with surface air temperature for most of the year [Shu et al., 2012], which indicates that the
sea ice there is not primarily influenced by thermodynamics. A significant positive correlation
between surface air temperatures (NCEP) and bootstrap sea ice concentrations for the period
1979-2006 was also found by Schwegmann [2012] for this region. The semi-annual signal in ice
draft and thickness was therefore assumed to be an effect of ice dynamics. By comparing the
semi-annual signal of the zonal ice drift and the MIT model ice thickness it was found that an
anomalously fast ice drift in the coastal current was followed by anomalously thick ice, which
suggests periodic ice ridging simulated by the model. However, in the FESOM model the phase
relation of both signals is reversed (see AWI-229). The signal in the measured ice draft is very
weak, so that a clear phase relation could not be extracted. Thus, it again remains hard to
conclude whether the semi-annual oscillation in the ice drift results in periodic ice ridging.
The draft anomalies, the SSM/I ice concentration anomalies and the zonal ice drift anomalies at
AWI-232 exhibit anomalous power at a frequency corresponding to a period between 3 and 4.5
years, depending on the SSA window width used. A period of 3-4 years is in accordance with
the Weddell Sea Oscillation [Venegas and Drinkwater, 2001], which is associated with ENSO
and the ACW (see section 2.5). The joint variability of sea ice drift, concentration and sea level
pressure in the whole Weddell Sea has a significant spectral peak at periods of around 3-4.5
years [Venegas and Drinkwater, 2001]. Figure 6.18 shows that the signal is irregular. Until
2003 its amplitude is very weak and its period is about 3 years. Between 2003 and 2007 its
period increases to almost 4 years and its amplitude increases as well. The 4-year signals in the
ice drift and ice concentration could not be extracted like in figure 6.18, as they could not be
clearly separated from other signals with periods of 5-8 years. This results from the degeneracy
problem of SSA: Sometimes SSA is not able to clearly separate EOF signals whose eigenvalues
are of similar size [Groth and Ghil, 2011]. However, the ice drift had negative peaks, i.e. strong
westward drift, in 2002/2003 and 2007, and the ice concentration a positive peak in 2007. Dur-
ing the recent cruise ANT-XXIX/2, Polarstern encountered strong ice drift and very thick ice
at AWI-232, so that the mooring could not be recovered [G. Rohardt, personal communication,
2013]. This would roughly correspond to another peak in ice drift and thickness 4.5 years
after 2007/2008. The fact that the signal occurs only in the ice parameters suggests that it is
an oceanic phenomenon, corresponding to the ACW. Moreover, the PSA pattern - the main
forcing of the ACW - exhibits a significant oscillation with a period of 53 months (Fig. 6.14).
The signal had a high amplitude only during the period 1984-1994. According to Udagawa et
al. [2009], the ACW propagated in 1984-1994 and was inactive in 1995-2003. But it is still
detectable after 1995 (Fig. 6.18). Venegas and Drinkwater [2001] suggested that the Weddell
Sea Oscillation is associated with the ACW but has a life of its own. It is therefore likely to be
independent of the propagation of the ACW. The authors also found that the oceanic response
of the Weddell gyre to the atmospheric forcing has a significant time lag of several years. Both
time series in figure 6.18 therefore are not expected to oscillate in phase. The signal in the ice
thickness seems to be reproduced by the MIT model, but it is degenerate with a period of 5-6
years and could not be clearly separated. The signal in the three parameters should be further
investigated including the most recent draft data after 2007. Nevertheless, what they have in
common is increasing ice drift, draft and concentration between 2006 and 2007.
To further test the validity of the signal, an artificial 12-year random (white noise) time series
was created and superimposed with a sine function with a 4-year period. This time series was
analysed with SSA with varying window widths. It was found that for the window widths 60,
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72 and 90 months the period of the detected signal was between 46 and 53 months. As noted
by Simmonds [2003], in band-pass filtered time series the only signals which survive are in
the admittance window and hence the only variability which is left will have frequencies corre-
sponding to the size of the window. Thus, they do not have to have a real physical meaning.
A similar window effect may occur in SSA. However, the quasi 4-year signal was stable against
varying window sizes both in the artificial time series and the time series of concentration, draft
and drift.
Generally, SSA analyses of ice draft records are to some extent influenced by the gap-filling
method and the data processing. As both the correction by zero-line interpolation and by the
sound model significantly affect the amplitudes of the ice draft, biases that occur more or less
regularly in time may create significant peaks in the SSA spectrum. When the model-corrected
12-years draft time series of AWI-231 was analysed, no signals were detected. This indicates
that some high-frequency components may result from the data processing and have no physical
meaning. But this is not necessarily the case if the data corrected by zero-line interpolation
are closer to reality.
The spectra of ice concentrations were found to be less steep than spectra of ice draft. This
means that there is more power in the red part of the ice draft spectra than in the red part
of the ice concentration spectra, i.e. the ice concentrations are closer to a random time series
(white noise) than the ice draft. Closest to white noise is the ice drift, with an almost flat
spectrum, except at AWI-232 in the Antarctic coastal current.
Some of the periods found by SSA are hardly significant. Conducting 5000 Monte Carlo sim-
ulations instead of 2000 may slightly broaden the error bars that would "swallow" the weakly
significant signals. However, the error bars shown are 97.5th and 2.5th percentiles. The weakly
significant signals then still may be significant at the 95% level. The quasi 4-year cycle in the
ice draft anomalies at AWI-232 remained significant at the 97.5% level even after 5000 Monte
Carlo simulations.
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6.5 Autocorrelation
6.5.1 Short-range correlation
In this subsection the autocorrelation behaviour of the measured ice draft on time scales of
up to 10 days is briefly investigated. The purpose of this analysis was to demonstrate that
sea ice thickness in coastal regions has higher decorrelation times than further away from the
coast. As noted by Chatfield [1984], the interpretation of autocorrelation functions requires
some experience and great care. Most difficult is often the determination of the non-correlation
lags, i.e. the lag at which the data become linearly independent. A value for this lag, which is
frequently cited in the literature, is the lag at which the autocorrelation function first reaches a
value of zero [e.g. Romanou et al., 2006]. However, this can sometimes be misleading as shown
in figure 6.19.
Fig. 6.19: Four arbitrary examples of autocorrelation functions of sea ice draft for periods of 7-10 days.
The horizontal dashed lines are 2σ confidence intervals for white noise [Chatfield, 1984]. The red vertical
line denotes the lag at which the function first reaches a value of zero.
The first function (a) shows clear signs of a cyclic behaviour. The decorrelation time of 0.39
days is therefore not a good choice. A similar argument applies to function (b). The value of
0.96 days in function (c) also has to be regarded as critical, as obviously many values of the
function lie outside the confidence limits above the decorrelation time. Some authors therefore
use other measures of autocorrelation, such as "mutual information" [Strickert, 2003]. The
least critical decorrelation scale is the value of 0.1 days in function (d). It shows decorrelation
of the data on very small time scales, and the autocorrelation function indicates noisy data. As
these examples indicate, the interpretation of the short-range autocorrelation of the ice draft
would require a very thorough treatment which would be far beyond the scope of this section.
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Fig. 6.20: Mean decorrelation times of selected ULS records. The means were calculated from values of 3-6
autocorrelation functions of ice draft in four seasons, respectively. Periods with data gaps were avoided. The
error bars are standard deviations of the means, corrected by the t-factor for small sample sizes [Schönwiese,
1992].
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The decorrelation time scales discussed in the following are intrinsic to the time-referenced ULS
data and can not be readily used to gain detailed information on the characteristics of the sea
ice thickness distribution. However, selected decorrelation time scales are compared to obtain
some additional information which might be helpful to understand the discussed changes in sea
ice thickness. There are several possible reasons for high decorrelation time scales, e.g. slow
ice drift, refrozen leads, a folded drift path (i.e. repeated sampling of the same features) or a
combination of these factors. Low decorrelation time scales are conceivable for weakly deformed
ice with a highly varying underside, the strongly eroded underside of undeformed ice or a high
degree of ice deformation and pressure ridges of different sizes.
The broad error bars in figure 6.20 indicate that the decorrelation time scale changes signifi-
cantly within one season. Using the zero-crossing approach discussed above, the data at AWI
207-2 become independent after approximately 12 hours on average. The data of AWI 207-6
decorrelate somewhat earlier. However, the mean values are not significantly different from
AWI 207-2, except the value for spring (SON), which may reflect the changes in the ice regime
between these two records. At AWI-209 very low decorrelation time scales were found. The
same values were found for AWI-208 (not shown). This indicates that the ice drafts decorrelate
quickly in the centre of the Weddell gyre. In the highly dynamic boundary region at AWI-212
high decorrelation time scales indicate heavy ridging and possibly also refreezing leads. This is
most obvious in autumn (MAM). The lowest of all decorrelation values were found at AWI-227
at the northern rim of the Weddell gyre. Similar values were found for AWI-229 and most of
the records of AWI-231. At AWI-232 the two records with very thick ice (232-1 and 232-8)
show low decorrelation time scales in autumn (MAM) compared to the other seasons.
Fig. 6.21: Decorrelation times of the ice draft at AWI 232-1 (1996) for days of slow and fast ice drift. The
daily ice draft data in 1996 decorrelate on average 2.5 hours later on days with slow ice drift.
Compared to the records of AWI 232-4-6, the record of AWI 232-8 shows high decorrelation
time scales, especially in winter and spring. At AWI-233 the data show high mean decorrelation
time scales in the transition times, i.e. autumn and spring. However, also the scatter of the
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values is very high, so that the means are not significantly different from the winter value.
To estimate the influence of the ice drift on the decorrelation time scales, an experiment was
conducted using SSM/I drift data at the position of AWI-232. For all records of AWI-232 only
days without data gaps were selected. Then, the days were separated into days with positive
and negative ice drift anomalies, i.e. days with anomalously slow and fast westward drift in
the coastal current. Next, the decorrelation time scales of the ice draft were estimated based
on the zero-crossing approach. The ice draft data of AWI-232 (all years with measurements)
decorrelate on average 1.5 hours later at days with ice drift anomalies > 0, i.e. slow westward
drift, compared to days with ice drift anomalies < 0, i.e. fast westward drift. The differences
vary from year to year, e.g. for 2006 and 2007 they were found to be negligible. A significant
correlation between ice drift anomalies and decorrelation time was not found.
6.5.2 Long-range correlation
As shown in the previous subsection, the ice draft in coastal regions can have decorrelation time
scales of above one day. To investigate whether ice draft is serially correlated over even longer
time scales, DFA was applied (see section 4.2). Another purpose of the DFA analysis was to
take a first look on possible linear or higher-order trends in the data. As a reminder: DFA
systematically eliminates trends of different orders from the data on all time scales and analyses
the remaining fluctuations for autocorrelation. The analysis was conducted up to DFA5. This
means that fourth-order trends were eliminated by DFA5 and trends up to this order may
be reflected in the fluctuation functions DFA1-4. The analysis was exemplarily performed for
AWI-232, as this record contains five consecutive years of measured sea ice draft.
The fluctuation functions of the daily ice draft anomalies for the five measured years 2000-2004
rise with α ≈ 0.8 (Fig. 6.22). It can therefore be concluded that the detrended ice draft
autocorrelation function declines on time scales of up to at least 456 days according to the
power law
C(s)~s
−γ, (6.1)
with γ = 0.4. Note that only the first fourth of the fluctuation functions can be considered, as
the fluctuations generally become overly large for values s > N/4, where N is the length of the
time series [J. W. Kantelhardt, personal communication, 2010]. Therefore, it is not possible
to conclude that the detected long-range correlation is valid for the full 5-years period. This
is investigated further below using model data. The value of α ≈ 0.8 is significant at the
99% level according to the confidence intervals given by Weron [2002]. The crossover starting
at approximately 100 days in DFA1 and increasingly later up to DFA4 may be indicative of a
fourth-order trend in the data [Kantelhardt et al., 2001]. However, in an experiment an artificial
time series with α=0.8 was generated according to the procedure explained by Kantelhardt et
al. [2001] and then modified by trends of different orders. Only the first-order trend displayed
by DFA1 could be reproduced. Ice draft time series naturally contain longer times of zero ice
draft in summer. In another experiment it was tested whether this affects the slope of the
fluctuation functions by simply removing the ice-free periods. The slope, and therefore the
scaling law, was found to be unaffected by the short ice-free seasons at AWI-232. However,
when the summer season is longer, e.g. at AWI-227, the slope of the fluctuation functions may
not reflect the true scaling behaviour any more.
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Fig. 6.22: (a) Double logarithmic plot of DFA fluctuation functions for the measured daily ice draft
anomalies of AWI-232 in the period 2000-2004. The deviations from the scaling law at small scales s are
intrinsic to the DFA method and were reduced by applying the correction function described by Kantelhardt
et al. [2001]. For comparison, the line α=0.5 for completely uncorrelated data is also shown. (b) DFA
fluctuation functions for the MIT model daily ice thickness anomalies at AWI-232 in the period 1992-
2007. (c) DFA fluctuation functions for the FESOM model monthly ice thickness anomalies at AWI-232
in the period 1979-2010. (d) DFA fluctuation functions for the SSM/I-derived daily ice concentration
anomalies at AWI-232 in the period 1990-2007. (e) DFA fluctuation functions for the SSM/I-derived daily
ice concentration anomalies at AWI-207 in the period 1990-2007.
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As the measured time series between 2000 and 2004 is very short, the modelled ice thicknesses
were also investigated by DFA. The fluctuation functions of the time series of the MIT model
show a steep rise (α=1.5) up to approximately 100 days, indicative of strong short-range corre-
lations on small time scales [Rybski, 2006]. According to Kantelhardt et al. [2001] the position
of a real crossover is best approximated by DFA1. Between 200 and 1500 days the modelled
ice thicknesses show the same scaling behaviour as the measured ice draft (α=0.8). A possi-
ble explanation for the high correlation up to 100 days could be that the models still fail to
reproduce the complex ice dynamics, which may result in more or less chaotic - and therefore
less correlated - signals of ice thickness on sub-annual time scales. The FESOM modelled ice
thicknesses were in this study only available on a monthly basis. The FESOM data show the
same scaling behaviour as the previous data (α=0.8) between approximately 20 months and 95
months. The functions DFA1-DFA3 seem to display a value of α=0.5, i.e. no long-range cor-
relation. To investigate this behaviour the 226 years temperature time series (monthly means)
from Prague [Bunde and Kantelhardt, 2001] was analysed. The value of α=0.65 could be con-
firmed. Then, only the first 32 years were analysed according to the length of the FESOM time
series. It was found that the correct value of α on these time scales is displayed by DFA4 and
DFA5, just like in the example of the FESOM data. However, as the behaviour of DFA1 is
somewhat misleading, it is not possible to determine the crossover exactly. The real crossover
in the FESOM fluctuation functions is therefore expected to appear earlier than at 20 months.
The results from both model-derived ice thickness seem to confirm that the power law of the
measured ice draft is valid over time scales of up to 8 years. The fluctuation functions of the
modelled ice thicknesses do not display any trend at AWI-232.
The high long-range correlation of the ice thickness can be explained by stable atmospheric
and oceanic boundary conditions, i.e. wind/drift fields and temperature, which are constrained
by the geographical setting. The high long-range correlations (α=0.65) over centuries in tem-
perature time series was interpreted as a sign of coupling of surface temperature to the ocean
which has very long time scales [Bunde and Kantelhardt, 2001]. Thus, the even higher values of
long-range correlation in sea ice thickness can be explained by its strong coupling to the ocean
and its dependence on surface air temperatures and winds. However, the ice concentrations at
AWI-232 behave differently.
The fluctuation functions of the SSM/I ice concentration anomalies at AWI-232 show a steep
rise up to approximately 100 days (Fig. 6.22), which is again indicative of strong short-range
correlations on time scales of less than one year. After approximately one year the fluctuation
function DFA1 levels off, indicating that ice concentrations become fully uncorrelated (α=0.5).
As mentioned above, the ice concentrations in the region of AWI-232 are positively correlated
with air temperature. At AWI-207 - a region where ice concentrations are negatively correlated
with air temperature [Shu et al., 2012] - the fluctuation functions of the ice concentration in
the period 1990-2007 rise with α=1.3 up to 1500 days and are therefore highly correlated over
time scales of up to 4 years. This highlights the different ice regimes at AWI-207 and AWI-
232. Unfortunately, the time series of ice draft at AWI-207 are too short to detect long-range
correlation of above one year.
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6.6 Summary
The plotted ice drafts in the first section of this chapter demonstrate the Eulerian character
of the ULS measurements. Ice that developed away from the ULS position is advected over
the sonar footprint and recorded by the ULS. This is especially visible in the records north
and south of Maud Rise, which do not show clear freeze-melt cycles. A similar behaviour was
already observed by Strass and Fahrbach [1998], who noted that the initial opening of the ice
cover is sometimes more related to ice divergence rather than melting of the ice. Many ice
draft records, e.g. AWI-229, show significant year-to-year variability. Only in certain years
undisturbed thermodynamic ice growth cycles - more or less superimposed by ridging - are
reflected in the measurements, such as AWI 231-2, AWI-208 and AWI 229-2. At Maud Rise
these years correspond to situations with low ice drift, especially in meridional direction, as less
thicker or thinner ice from latitudes further north or south was advected over the ULS position.
A comparison of the records of AWI-229 and AWI-230, and to some extent AWI-231, revealed
that the behaviour of the ice draft in these regions is very similar. This could indicate that
the filled 12-years time series of AWI-230 is more reliable than expected. The ice at AWI-231
seems to be thinner than at AWI-230 and AWI-229 further north. The position of AWI-231 lies
at the southern tip of a halo of anomalously warm water over the flanks of the Maud Rise sea
mount [Lindsay et al., 2008]. This may affect the ice growth near AWI-231 and could provide
a possible explanation for the phenomenon. At the tip of the Antarctic Peninsula (AWI-207)
the sea ice draft shows a strongly negative trend since 1990. This is consistent with negative
trends of sea ice concentration in this region [Schwegmann, 2012]. At AWI-232 the sea ice draft
shows a positive trend since 2000. This trend is not reflected in the ice concentrations.
The monthly statistical ice draft distributions indicate that the thermodynamic ice growth
maximum lies between 0.5 and 0.8 m at positions near Maud Rise and around 0.9-1 m at AWI-
232. Although Maud Rise and AWI-208 are almost at the same latitude, the thermodynamic
growth maxima of 0.7-0.9 m in the central Weddell Sea at AWI-208 and 209 seem to be slightly
higher than at Maud Rise. In the work of Schwegmann [2012] the mean surface air tempera-
tures between 1979 and 2006 at 65◦S latitude are slightly higher on the prime meridian than
in the central Weddell Sea.
By considering the statistical distributions on a monthly scale it is possible to discriminate be-
tween periods of dominating thermodynamic ice growth and periods of ice ridging by dynamic
processes. In the years of dominating thermodynamic growth the three statistical quantities
mean, mode and median were found to coincide as the monthly draft distributions are almost
Gaussian. The statistical mode mostly displays the thermodynamic growth, i.e. the draft of the
level ice, except for periods with a high amount of leads and/or new ice or periods of extreme
ice deformation. The degree of ridging can then be roughly estimated by the degree the mean
deviates from the mode.
Similar to the ice draft, the ice season duration varies strongly from year to year. The variance
on the prime meridian increases from north to south. There is some indication that at AWI-232
ice seasons with thick ice are shorter than ice seasons with thin ice.
Spectral analysis by singular spectrum analysis (SSA) is a very powerful method for detecting
irregular and regular oscillations in geophysical time series. The sensitivity of SSA together
with its ability to detect irregular signals can pose problems to the interpretation of the detected
signals. SSA therefore requires some experience and a rough idea of the frequencies to search
for. However, a persistent and significant oscillation with a 17-month period was identified
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by SSA in the ice draft over the period 2005-2007 (AWI 207-6) and in the SSM/I-derived ice
concentrations at AWI-207 in the period 1990-2007. The significant 17-months period was also
found in the SSA spectrum of the Nin˜o3.4-Index. The period of 17 months in both data may
be indicative of an ENSO forcing (see section 2.5). Further correlation analysis is necessary to
confirm a possible ENSO forcing of sea ice thickness at the tip of the Antarctic Peninsula. An
attribution solely based on significant frequencies is not feasible. For a thorough examination
of the 17-months period the draft time series of AWI-207 should also be extended by the most
recent data from 2008-2011, which are still to be processed. A significant 7-month period in
the ice draft anomalies of AWI 207-6 is also present in the ice concentration anomalies, merid-
ional wind and drift anomalies and the surface air temperature anomalies. The phasing of the
signals suggests that it represents a thermodynamically and dynamically driven signal in the
ice draft, which is forced by the PSA pattern. The PSA forcing of sea ice is very pronounced
in the northwestern Weddell Sea [Yuan and Li, 2008] (see also section 2.5). The signal is well
reproduced by the MIT sea ice model.
At AWI-229 a significant semi-annual cycle was detected in the ice draft anomalies of the filled
12-years period 1996-2007. The signal was not found in the measured ice draft between 2001
and 2005, but it is present in the time series of modelled ice thickness, especially in the MIT
model. The same significant period was found in the anomalies of surface air temperature and
zonal wind and drift in this region. The semi-annual signal in the air temperature explains
the largest amount of variance. However, based on the model results it remains difficult to
conclude whether the signal represents a thermodynamic SAO forcing, because it was found to
be anticorrelated between the MIT and FESOM model.
At AWI-232 a weak semi-annual cycle was found in the anomalies of the filled draft time se-
ries (1996-2007). The signal is more pronounced in the ice concentrations (SSM/I) and in the
modelled ice thickness (MIT and FESOM). It could not be detected in the measured ice draft
between 2000 and 2004. Again, it remains hard to conclude whether the signal is a thermo-
dynamic or a dynamic effect. Like at AWI-229, the signals are anticorrelated between both
models. A signal with a quasi-quadrennial period (46-53 months) was detected in the ice draft
anomalies (filled by M-SSA), ice concentration anomalies and the zonal ice drift anomalies for
the period 1996-2007. This can be attributed to the Weddell Sea Oscillation, which is asso-
ciated with a 4-yearly ice accumulation in the Weddell Sea. The joint variability of sea ice
drift, concentration and sea level pressure in the whole Weddell Sea has a significant spectral
peak at periods of around 4-4.5 years [Venegas and Drinkwater, 2001]. This oscillation is linked
to ENSO and the Antarctic Circumpolar Wave (ACW). A quasi-quadrennial signal linked to
ENSO was also identified in the Weddell Sea by Gloersen [1995]. The five consecutive years
(2000-2004) of measured ice draft are too short to detect the signal. A clear phase relation
between the 4-year signals in draft, drift and concentration could not be found, most likely
due to the shortness of the time series and the degeneracy of the signals with other frequen-
cies. However, the signal is believed to originate from the Weddell Sea Oscillation as (1) it
appears only in oceanic parameters and not in wind and air temperature and (2) the Pacific
South America Pattern (PSA) - which is the forcing of the ACW - shows a similar period of
4.5 years. It remains unclear how the detected signals in the four time series are associated.
The records should be extended by the most recent data (2008-2011) to further investigate
the phenomenon. A semi-annual cycle was found in the ice concentrations, ice drift as well
as surface wind and surface air temperature. It was not detected in the measured ice draft,
neither with nor without the annual cycle removed. It is assumed that in the Antarctic coastal
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current the chaotic ridging processes prevent a clear occurrence of the semi-annual cycle in the
ice draft. The semi-annual cycle at AWI-232 was also found in both sea ice models (FESOM
and MIT), which may indicate that the signal results from periodic thermodynamic forcing as
the models still fail to simulate the complex ice dynamics.
Decorrelation time scales of the ice draft data were estimated to be low in the centre of the
Weddell gyre (5-6 hours at AWI-208 and AWI-209) and comparably higher in the dynamic
boundary regions (12-36 hours at AWI-212 and AWI-207). On the prime meridian the decor-
relation time scale was estimated to be very low at the northern rim of the gyre (3-4 hours
at AWI-227) and in the centre at AWI-229 and AWI-231. The decorrelation time increases
towards the coast (AWI-232 and AWI-233), where it is very variable. There are indications at
AWI-207 and AWI-232 that the draft data in years with thicker ice exhibit higher decorrelation
times than draft data in years with thinner ice. Comparison of days with fast ice drift and
days with slow ice drift suggests a weak and insignificant influence of the ice drift speed on
decorrelation time of the ice draft.
The results of the detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA) indicate that sea ice thickness exhibits
significant long-range correlation. The time series of measured ice draft at AWI-232 (5 years)
indicate that the autocorrelation function C obeys the power law C(s)~s
−0.4 over time scales of
above one year. This corresponds to a DFA fluctuation exponent of α=0.8. The same behaviour
was found for the long-range correlation of the modelled ice thickness (MIT and FESOM). This
suggests that the power law of the measured ice draft is valid over time scales of up to 8 years.
The time series of consecutive measured ice draft data should be extended to better investigate
the long-range correlation. However, this seems difficult due to the high failure rate of the ULS
instruments. The high long-range correlation is explained by stable atmospheric boundary con-
ditions and the long time scales of the ocean. The most striking difference between models and
measurements is the strong short-range correlation over time scales of several months, which is
only present in the model data. This indicates that models still fail to reproduce the complex
ice dynamics, which may result in more or less chaotic - and therefore less correlated - signals
of ice thickness on short time scales. Contrary to the ice thickness, the ice concentrations at
AWI-232 are completely uncorrelated on time scales of above one year. As mentioned above,
the ice concentrations in the region of AWI-232 are positively correlated with air temperature.
At AWI-207 - a region where ice concentrations are negatively correlated with air temperature
[Shu et al., 2012] - the fluctuation functions of the ice concentration in the period 1990-2007
were found to be strongly correlated on time scales of up to 4 years.
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"Erst im Bunde mit dem
Wind wird ein Meer aus dem
Meer [...], denn das Meer an
sich ist weniger."
Hörspiel von Peter
Wawerzinek
7
Correlation
Analysis
This chapter presents correlations of sea ice draft with other oceanic and atmospheric param-
eters on different time scales. Correlations were performed using standard linear correlation
analysis. The analyses were aimed to investigate the main drivers of sea ice thickness in different
regions of the Atlantic sector and to reveal their connection with large-scale climate patterns of
the Southern Hemisphere. The first section gives a qualitative overview of the covariation of sea
ice draft with water masses. The following sections contain a more detailed and quantitative
treatment of correlations.
7.1 Covariation with water masses
On the basis of oceanographic data obtained between 1984 and 2008, decadal-scale variations
in the properties of the Winter Water and the sea ice draft on the Greenwich meridian could
be identified [Behrendt et al., 2011]. The Weddell Sea is one of the most important regions of
bottom water formation and thus represents a driving mechanism of the Atlantic meridional
overturning circulation [Heywood and Stevens, 2007]. The dense water is formed through sea
ice formation over the continental shelves. These waters mix with Warm Deep Water (WDW)
from the ACC further north, and together they form the Weddell Sea Bottom Water (WSBW).
The salinity of the surface layer is the dominant factor in destabilising the stratification and
initiating deep convection [Behrendt et al., 2011]. Surface salinity is therefore an important
quantity in monitoring the changes in deep water formation in the Weddell Sea. There are
several clues in the literature to a trend towards a freshening of the Weddell Sea and the cor-
relation of the SAM with WSBW1.
The oceanographic data presented here include surface salinities from traditional hydrography
1See Behrendt et al. [2011] and references therein.
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[Fahrbach et al., 2007] and recent float data, covering a period of 20 years. The used hydro-
graphic data were collected by moorings and during cruises with the ice breaker R.V. Polarstern
between 1992 and 20082. Since 1999, AWI deployed more than 130 Argo floats within the Wed-
dell gyre. The accuracy of the float data is better than 0.01◦C in temperature and 0.01 in
salinity (Argo standard). Data of float WMO 7900093, deployed in March 2005 and active
until December 2008, were used for the analysis. Since 2005, under-ice profiles were stored
successfully throughout winter and transmitted during subsequent summer seasons. In this
way, float WMO 7900093 perfor-
Fig. 7.1: Map of the Atlantic sector of the Southern Ocean includ-
ing the generalized circulation of the Weddell gyre,the location of
the section at the Greenwich meridian and of the moorings AWI-227
- AWI-233. Red arrows indicate circulation of circumpolar (Warm)
Deep Water, light blue arrows sinking water masses along the con-
tinental slope. Dark blue arrows depict deep and bottom water
circulation and water masses leaving the basin. The green arrow
indicates shelf water leaving the western Weddell Sea. Dashed ar-
rows indicate either transient currents or eddy exchanges [Behrendt
et al., 2011].
med 135 profiles covering three win-
ter seasons. Owing to not resolved
technical problems of different ori-
gin, the under-ice data are still rare
[Behrendt et al., 2011]. Since the
lag between the different data sec-
tions varies from one to eight years,
only variations from multi annual
to decadal time scales are consid-
ered here.
The upper water layer in the Wed-
dell Sea consists of Antarctic Sur-
face Water (AASW) and Winter
Water (WW). Their temperatures
range from the freezing point in
winter to a few degrees above that
in summer [Behrendt et al., 2011].
The WW fills the upper layer in
winter, and its temperature is close
to the freezing point. It is also
observed during spring and early
summer, when the upper part of
the surface layer is heated up. Due
to the stable stratification, the lower
part of the winter surface layer can-
not be reached by the heating from
above. It thus keeps its near-freezing temperature. This lower part forms a remnant of WW in
the summer season (Fig. 7.2). Only due to WDW entrainment or diffusion from below during
summer it may increase its temperature. At the Greenwich meridian section, the WW is visible
at depths of 50-120 m all across the gyre [Behrendt et al., 2011]. In March/April, winter con-
vection erodes the summer layer within about a month and reaches the WW from the previous
year which is slightly warmer than freezing temperature (Fig. 7.2). With ongoing convection
the new WW layer deepens and increases slightly in salinity until August/September, when
the ice cover is fully established [Behrendt et al., 2011]. After that, with decreasing intensity of
convection, upward motion in the Weddell gyre becomes dominant, shifting the lower boundary
of WW upwards. In December after the melt-back of the sea ice, a warm and low saline sum-
mer layer is formed at the surface. The WW gradually warms and the temperature minimum
becomes less saline [Behrendt et al., 2011]. The year to year variations in the float data are to
2See Fahrbach et al. [2011] and Behrendt et al. [2011] for details.
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some extent due to the northeastward propagation of the float (Fig. 7.2).
Fig. 7.2: Isopleth diagrams of in-situ temperature (a) and salinity (b) of the upper layers in the Weddell
Sea from vertically profiling float WMO 7900093. Contour plots were created with ODV [Schlitzer, 2010].
WW: Winter Water. The drift track (map) is depicted by dots 10 days apart at each location at which the
float came to the surface. Under the sea ice the tracks were linearly interpolated east and west of 40◦W,
30◦W and east of 20◦W [Behrendt et al., 2011].
As the CTD transects were conducted at different times of the summer season, the seasonal
aliasing in the estimates of the different WW properties has to be taken into account. This was
achieved by deriving the initial WW properties from the float data3. As shown in figure 7.3 the
salinity had a maximum in 1984 and decreased to a minimum in 1992. Due to the lack of data
in between one can not exclude interannual variations in the data gap. From 1992 on, a positive
trend is observed until 2003, where the WW starts freshening again. A higher WW salinity
would ease convective overturning and vice versa. The positive trend between the early 1990s
to the middle 2000s is obvious in both the adjusted and the unadjusted data. Comparative
investigations of Fahrbach et al. [2011] on WDW with CTD and moorings suggest that the
variations in the water mass properties are well captured by the CTD sections. Therefore, the
results shown here are believed to be a good estimate of the WW variations [Behrendt et al.,
2011].
A salinity budget of the Weddell Sea must include advection, diffusion, upwelling/entrainment,
and freshwater fluxes [Behrendt et al., 2011]. Three processes are involved in changing the WW
properties in the Weddell gyre: (1) variation of the interactions with the underlying WDW, (2)
variations of sea ice formation and (3) variations of external freshwater sources.
3See Behrendt et al. [2011] for details.
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The variations in the WDW properties are discussed in detail by Fahrbach et al. [2011]. The
authors found decadal-scale fluctuations in the temperature and salinity and also in the layer
thickness of the WDW. The average of the WDW temperature and salinity over the full transect
from 56◦S to 69.4◦S had maxima in 1998 and minima in 2005. The maxima and minima in
the WDW layer thickness preceded those of average temperature and salinity by about 2-4
years [Fahrbach et al., 2011]. An increased inflow of WDW - evidenced by the increasing layer
thickness - tends to increase the salinity of the WW. This is due to the entrainment of the
saline WDW into the WW layer. An increased WW salinity, in turn, would be followed by
a stronger convective overturning. However, entrainment can only explain a certain fraction
of the observed salinity variations in figure 7.3. For example, during the first inflow event of
WDW in 1992 the WW salinity has a minimum. Thus, the potential density difference - i.e.
the stability - (Fig. 7.3b) of the upper water layers has a maximum at the same time, despite
the WDW entrainment.
Fig. 7.3: (a) Time series of the mean salinity of the WW derived from the all-section data along the
Greenwich meridian. The dashed line represents measured values, the solid line values adjusted to winter
conditions according to the correction procedure. The error bars were calculated as the error of the mean
values of independent samples. (b) Time series of the difference in potential density between WW and
WDW. (c-f) Time series of properties of the Warm Deep Water as defined by neutral density over the
section along the Greenwich meridian as averages over the full transect from 56◦S to 69.4◦S (c) and (d) and
over the southern gyre limb from 60◦ to 69.4◦S (e) and (f). The thickness of the WDW layer is displayed
in (c) and (e) and the depth of the upper limit of the WDW (at γn = 28.0 kg/m3) in (d) and (f) [modified
from Behrendt et al., 2011].
Between 1992 and 1996 the upper boundary of WDW decreased from 142 m to 127 m (Fig.
7.3d), thereby increasing the layer thickness. The latter then decreased until 2001 and remained
almost constant for four years. Then, further warming again increased the layer thickness
rapidly from 2005 to 2008 (Fig. 7.3c). By the end of 2008 the upper boundary of WDW had
moved upwards to approximately 118 m. At the same time the WW salinity decreased again.
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The two phases of decreasing WW layer thickness and first increasing and then decreasing
salinity suggest a different origin of the causes [Behrendt et al., 2011]. It would take about
one year for an entrainment of the upper 25 m of WDW into the WW layer. This lost WDW
must be resupplied to the gyre under steady conditions, and the salinity gain of WW must be
compensated by a freshwater gain of about 0.3 m [Behrendt et al., 2011, and references therein].
The increase in WW salinity from 34.18 to 34.23 between 1992 and 1996 can be explained by
the erosion of a 15 m layer of WDW from 142 to 127 m as observed during that period. Between
1998 and 2003 the salinity further increased from 34.21 to 34.32. At the same time, the depth
of the WW layer remains almost constant. This suggests an influence of variations in the sea
ice thickness.
The following investigations are focused on the influence of the WDW on the sea ice thickness
changes, i.e. the thermal forcing from below. Figures 7.3e and f show the layer thicknesses of
WDW and WW in the southern limb of the gyre, where the decadal sea ice draft variations
are strongest. In the southern limb of the gyre (at AWI-232) the variations in sea ice thickness
correlate with the WDW layer thickness, with the strongest increase between 2005 and 2008
[Behrendt et al., 2011]. However, it seems contradictory that the WW is shallow when thick
sea ice is present, as the thicker WDW layer would provide more heat to reduce the sea ice
growth. This suggests that the sea ice thickness growth in this region is to a large extent
determined by processes other than oceanic heat transport. This is supported by Fahrbach
et al. [2011], who found that the wind-driven westward current measured by moorings in this
region increased from 1998 onwards. This would imply dynamical reasons, e.g. ice convergence,
for the increasing sea ice thickness. A sea ice thickness increase of 0.45 m over the time period
from 1998 to 2003 is able to explain the WW salinity increase displayed for this period (Fig. 7.3).
This is consistent with the sea ice thickness observations [Behrendt et al., 2011]. However, the
third phase of WW salinity decrease from 2003 to 2008 can neither be explained by interaction
with WDW, since the WW is getting shallower again and sea ice is increasing in thickness.
Therefore, external freshwater inflow can be assumed. Possible sources of freshwater can be the
break-off events at the Larsen Ice Shelf between 1995 and 2003 or the direct melt of ice shelves
[Behrendt et al., 2011, and references therein].
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7.2 Linear correlation
As discussed in the previous chapters, sea ice is influenced by several dynamic and thermody-
namic parameters. The monthly ice draft statistics revealed that thermodynamics and dynam-
ics affect the sea ice thickness with varying strength in different years. Therefore, correlations
of the ice draft with surface air temperature, ice drift, surface winds and pressure fields were
expected. Furthermore, there are clear indications that the ice observed at the ULS positions
developed in other regions. This implies that the measured changes in sea ice draft are forced
by ice dynamics and thermodynamics on a more regional scale, rather than in the direct vicinity
of the ULS position. The ice draft was therefore correlated with atmospheric parameters from
reanalysis data (surface: ECMWF, higher levels: NCEP) and oceanic parameters from satellite
data (SSM/I) not only on a local scale, but also on a regional scale. To investigate the regio-
Fig. 7.4: The time series analysed in this section. The
periods marked with blue colour were selected for the cor-
relation analysis. Red bars indicate periods that were filled
by M-SSA (see section 4.2).
nal influence on the sea ice draft, EOFs and
SVDs were calculated from selected fields of at-
mospheric and oceanic variables after Björns-
son and Venegas [1997] (see section 4.2). By
correlating these EOFs (i.e. their principal
components) with the ice draft, the regional
patterns of variability and their influence on sea
ice thickness were assessed. Additionally, the
ULS data were correlated with thickness data
from sea ice models (MIT and FESOM) to test
their capability of simulating sea ice thickness.
As regional patterns of sea ice variability are
connected to large-scale processes, such as
ENSO and SAM, the ice draft was additionally
correlated with the respective indices (ENSO,
SAM, SAO, PSA, ZW34). This investigation
was also motivated by the spectral analysis in
the previous chapter, which suggested possible
forcings of sea ice thickness by these processes.
Some atmospheric and oceanic forcings do not
translate linearly into ice thickness. However,
the simple linear correlations performed in this
section may give first clues on the dominating
forcing mechanisms in different months and sea-
sons. As in the previous chapter, the analysis
is focused on ice draft anomalies5 of AWI-207, AWI-229, AWI-231 and AWI-232 (Fig. 7.4) (see
also Appendix). To estimate the significance levels by means of random correlations, the time
series of parameters assumed to influence the sea ice draft were shuffled (1000 times) by the
bootstrapping method of Ebisuzaki [1997] (see section 4.2). The shuffled time series was treated
in the same way as in the initial correlation, e.g. after bootstrapping only selected months were
correlated with the ice draft or the random time series was lag-shifted and correlated with the
4See "spectral analysis" in the previous chapter for details on how the indices were calculated.
5The anomalies in this section were calculated in the common way, i.e. by subtracting the long-term mean
from each month.
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ice draft.
Monthly anomaly time series were used for the analysis. For example, an anomalously fast
ice drift was assumed to result in anomalously thick ice through ridging. Anomalies were also
calculated from the ENSO-Indices Nin˜o3.4 and Nin˜o1+2 to remove the annual cycle of ENSO.
For ice draft the effective mean (i.e. calculated from ice and water cycles) was used. In the first
step of the analysis, data on the respective grid points closest to the ULS positions were used.
In the second step, regional or hemispheric EOFs of the different quantities were calculated and
correlated with the ULS data. EOFs marked with "VARIMAX" were rotated. High correla-
tions that were found only for certain periods are described in the text. For brevity, the results
are not shown if the data were found to be completely uncorrelated. Significant correlations
over the full data period are presented in tables, including the periods of highest correlation.
Percentages indicate the significance level determined after the method of Ebisuzaki [1997].
The influence of climate modes on sea ice draft was investigated in three steps: (1) Based
on the correlations with atmospheric and oceanic parameters, it was assessed to what extent
the ice draft is influenced by thermodynamics and/or dynamics. (2) The influence of climate
modes on air temperature, ice concentration, air pressure, winds and ice drift was assessed. (3)
Selected periods of minimum and maximum ice draft were analysed regarding the association
of atmospheric/oceanic parameters with the climate modes.
The abbreviations used in the tables are:
r - Correlation coefficient after Pearson
rsp - Rank correlation coefficient after Spearman
PHC - Period of Highest Correlation (+: positive, −: negative)
e.g. 5 for May or 11 for November
SLP - Sea Level Pressure
GPH - Geopotential Height
M-Wind - Meridional Wind
Z-Wind - Zonal Wind
M-Drift - Meridional Drift
Z-Drift - Zonal Drift
The time lag given in the tables is the lag at which the highest correlation was found and
is meant as the number of months the ice draft lags behind the other variable. It has to be
noted that the reanalysis models still have problems in reproducing data for the atmospheric
boundary layer in the polar regions. For example, the ECMWF reanalysis data were found to
be not very consistent with measured data from the Neumayer research station of AWI [G.
König-Langlo (AWI), personal communication, 2012]. The analysis was therefore completed
with reanalysis data on the 925 hPa level or averaged up to 1000 hPa or higher levels to reduce
the boundary layer problem, following the approach of Hobbs and Raphael [2010]. To demon-
strate the applied procedure, the analysis of the first time series (AWI-207) is presented in a
very detailed manner. The following time series are more briefly discussed.
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AWI-207
For AWI-207 the anomalies were calculated for each record separately, as the full record con-
tains large gaps that could not be filled. The analysis of AWI-207 is focused on 207-2 and 207-6
as the ice thicknesses of these records differ significantly. Furthermore, the record of 207-4 is too
short to calculate anomalies. The anomalies of all quantities the ice draft was correlated with
were calculated with the same base periods, i.e. 12/90-10/92 for AWI 207-2 and 04/05-12/07
for AWI 207-6. The data of the first two months of 2008 were omitted, as the ice drift data for
this study were only available up to 2007.
AWI 207-2 local correlations:
The following correlations with the ice draft were found only for certain periods of the time
series:
ä ECMWF surface air temperature anomalies (March-July: r = 0.7, rsp = 0.83)
ä ice concentration anomalies (SSM/I) (April-August: r = −0.58, rsp = −0.59)
ä zonal ice drift anomalies (February-June: r = 0.7, rsp = 0.93)
ä SAM-Index (March-June: r = 0.73, rsp = 0.79)
Table XIII: Correlations with monthly ice draft anomalies
for the full period of AWI 207-2
EOFs marked with • are shown in figures further below.
AWI 207-2 lag r r2 rsp PHC
Local
ECMWF SLP 0 -0.47 (99%) 0.22 -0.51 (99%) 4-8 (−)
NCEP GPH (925 hPa) 0 -0.44 (99%) 0.19 -0.5 (99%) 4-8 (−)
ECMWF Z-Wind (surface) 0 0.27 (99%) 0.07 0.29 (99%) 2-6 (+)
ECMWF M-Wind (surface) 0 0.44 (99%) 0.19 0.45 (99%) 4-7 (+)
NCEP M-Wind (925 hPa) 0 0.55 (99%) 0.30 0.57 (99%) 4-7 (+)
Regional
• EOF-3 Z-Wind (925 hPa) 0 0.86 (99%) 0.74 0.86 (99%) /
• EOF-2 Z-Drift 0 0.67 (99%) 0.45 0.67 (99%) /
• EOF-3 M-Drift (VARIMAX) 0 0.55 (99%) 0.30 0.46 (99%) /
• EOF-2 M-Drift 0 0.81 (99%) 0.66 0.88 (99%) /
SVD-1 Z-Wind (925 hPa) + M-Drift 0 0.89 (99%) 0.79 0.89 (99%) /
Large-Scale & Hemispheric
Nin˜o3.4-Index (anomaly) 0 0.28 (99%) 0.07 0.24 (99%) 3-5 (−)
• ZW3 (1000-925 hPa) 0 0.32 (99%) 0.1 0.32 (99%) 5-7 (+)
EOF-2 GPH (1000-925 hPa) 0 0.39 (99%) 0.15 0.41 (99%) 5-6 (+)
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Next, the significant correlations valid for the full time series (i.e. all months) are discussed
(see table XIII). The sea ice draft anomalies of AWI 207-2 correlate negatively with sea level
pressure anomalies and 925 hPa geopotential height anomalies. There is a weak but significant
positive correlation with zonal surface wind anomalies, i.e. westerly wind anomalies lead to
thick ice. The record of AWI-206 shows that the ice west of AWI-207 was thicker, at least in
the period of AWI 207-4. The assumption that thicker ice was advected eastwards is supported
by the positive correlation with the zonal ice drift6 in the period February-June. The ice
draft anomalies of AWI 207-2 are positively correlated with meridional wind anomalies, i.e.
anomalous southerly winds lead to thick ice.
Fig. 7.5: Left and middle panels: Box regression of meridional ice drift anomalies and homogeneous
correlation maps of the EOFs for meridional and zonal ice drift anomalies in the period of AWI 207-2, showing
the spatial patterns of the EOFs. Shown are those EOFs that were found to have the highest correlation
with the ice draft anomalies. The yellow frames mark the region for which the EOF was calculated or the
region of box regression. The white arrows indicate the direction of the flow anomalies for situations of thick
ice according to the correlations (see table XIII). Dashed lines indicate 95% statistical confidence based on
t tests. The percentages indicate the explained variance of each EOF. The right panels show the ice drift
anomalies and concentration anomalies (SSM/I) from the 1990-2006 mean, averaged for 1991 and 1992.
6Positive direction for wind and drift is always from south to north (upwards) and from west to east (to the
right).
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These correlations are higher and more consistent than the correlation with zonal wind. Al-
though there is no local (i.e. grid point) correlation between ice draft and meridional drift, the
relation with meridional winds is assumed to be dynamical rather than thermodynamical. The
draft seems to be positively correlated with temperature in the period of highest correlation
with meridional winds (April-July). Furthermore, a significant negative correlation (r = −0.63,
rsp = −0.35) between surface air temperature anomalies and ice concentration anomalies was
found, with the temperature lagging the concentrations by one month. This indicates that in
the period of AWI 207-2 the ice had a larger influence on the air temperature than vice versa.
AWI 207-2 regional/hemispheric correlations:
There is a weakly positive correlation with the anomalies of the Nin˜o3.4-Index. As mentioned
in section 2.5, an El-Nin˜o event brings cool continental air to the northwestern Weddell Sea
and increases the sea ice extent. The ice draft anomalies of AWI 207-2 correlate positively with
the second EOF of the geopotential height field (1000-925 hPa) south of 20◦S latitude. This
EOF (not shown) has the pattern of SAM, which confirms the correlation with the SAM-Index
between March and June (see above). Between 1985 and 1994 the PSA was the dominating
pattern (EOF-1) and SAM was sub dominant (EOF-2) [Udagawa et al., 2009]. However, no
correlation between the ice draft and the PSA-Index was found. The ice draft anomalies are
correlated with the ZW3-Index of the lower atmosphere, which confirms the local correlation
with meridional winds (see above).
On a regional scale, the most significant correlations were found with the wind and drift fields.
The box regression (see subsection 4.2.5) in figure 7.5 shows the typical ice drift pattern in the
Weddell Sea with strong northward transport along the eastern coast of the peninsula. This
drift pattern is part of the Weddell gyre [Fahrbach, 1994] (Fig. 7.1) and is located southwest
of AWI-207. There is a narrow band with strongly variable meridional ice drift along the coast
(dark red colour) and a zone with less variable northward ice drift further east. This pattern
is well described by the third rotated EOF of the meridional drift7. The first two rotated EOF
patterns (not shown) exclude the band of coastal drift. The ice draft anomalies of AWI 207-
2 correlate significantly with the rotated EOF-3 (Fig. 7.5), indicating that the drift pattern
describes transport of thick ice from the southern Weddell Sea towards AWI-207. This thick
ice includes second-year ice which is heavily deformed through ridging [Schwegmann, 2012].
If the EOFs are not rotated, the second mode (EOF-2) describes only the coastal band of
ice drift (Fig. 7.5). The correlation of this mode with the ice draft anomalies is even higher
and explains 2/3 of the shared variance (see table XIII). It includes significant time lags of
up to 5 months. This indicates that the thick ice needed a certain time to travel along the
coast and to reach the position of AWI-207. The drift anomalies in 1991 and 1992 also had
a zonal component (Fig. 7.5). At the observed mean drift speeds of 3-5 cm/s the ice could
have travelled the distance between the northeastern coast off the Larsen ice shelves and AWI-
207 within 2-4 months. Especially in 1991, the ice drift anomalies were high and oriented in
northeastern direction, away from the Larsen ice shelves towards AWI-207. This explains the
high ice thickness measured at AWI-207 in this year. In 1992 the ice drift anomalies away from
the shelves were smaller and not directly oriented towards AWI-207. The pattern of zonal ice
drift away from the coast is described by the unrotated second EOF of the zonal drift (Fig. 7.5).
Its correlation with the ice draft anomalies is also significant (see table XIII). A box regression
7The first 10 EOF patterns were rotated, following the approach of Dommenget and Latif [2002].
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- like in the example above - confirmed the validity of the pattern. The first zonal drift EOF of
the same domain (not shown) describes a pattern of strong drift in the northwestern Weddell
Sea, which seems to be part of the circumpolar current.
Fig. 7.6: (a) Left: Principal component of the ice drift of the leading SVD mode between zonal wind
anomalies and the meridional drift anomalies southwest of AWI-207 (black). Ice draft anomalies of AWI
207-2 (blue). Correlation coefficient: r = 0.89. Right: Cross-correlation plot for both time series. Dashed
lines: 95% confidence limits [Chatfield, 1984]. (b) Left panel: Third EOF pattern of the zonal wind
anomalies (see figure 7.5 for more information). Middle panel: Heterogeneous correlation map of the wind
EOF and the drift-anomaly component 30◦ to the left of the zonal drift. Right panel: Heterogeneous
correlation map of the wind EOF and the drift-anomaly component 30◦ to the left of the zonal direction
with the drift lagging the wind by one month. Dashed lines: 95% statistical confidence based on t tests.
Arrows show the direction of the flow anomalies for situations of thick ice.
To investigate the influence of wind patterns on the observed ice drift and thickness, EOFs
of the meridional and zonal wind field were calculated. A high correlation between ice draft
anomalies and wind anomalies was found for the unrotated third EOF of the zonal wind field
southeast of AWI-207 (Fig. 7.6). This correlation also includes significant time lags of up to
4 months and explains almost 3/4 of the shared variance (see table XIII). Thus, the westerly
winds blowing across the Antarctic Peninsula drove the thick ice from coastal regions towards
the central and northern Weddell Sea. The correlation between the zonal wind EOF and the
zonal drift EOF is significant (r = 0.63, rsp = 0.65), as well as the correlation between the
zonal wind EOF and the meridional drift EOF (r = 0.63, rsp = 0.89). Thus, the westerly
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winds also contributed to the northward ice drift along the tip of the Antarctic Peninsula. This
assumption is supported by the very high correlation between the ice draft and the leading
SVD mode between the zonal wind anomalies and the meridional drift anomalies (Fig. 7.6a)
in the same domain. This mode explains 60% of the total squared covariance. The correlation
includes time lags of up to 4 months, with the ice draft lagging the SVD mode. Because of the
relative positions of the wind EOF pattern and AWI-207, it can be assumed that zonal winds
induced Ekman drift, which transported thick ice in northeastern direction towards the position
of AWI-207. To investigate the Ekman drift, the wind EOF was correlated with drift-anomaly
components to the left of the zonal drift. The Ekman components were obtained by projecting
the ice drift vectors onto unit vectors of different angles to the left of the zonal direction. The
heterogeneous correlation maps show significant correlations between the zonal wind EOF and
the Ekman drift 30◦ to the left (Fig. 7.6). High turning angles of 20-30◦ between surface wind
and drift in this region were reported by Kimura [2004]. The correlations presented here were
also significant for angles >30◦, as the wind EOF was calculated for the 925 hPa level. The
region of significant correlation extends further east when a time lag of one month is considered
(Fig. 7.6). The significant correlations dis-
appeared for a time lag of two months,
Fig. 7.7: Leading EOF mode of the vertically aver-
aged (1000-925 hPa) and mass-weighted meridional wind
anomalies (NCEP) for the period of AWI 207-2, showing
the ZW3 pattern. The arrows indicate the direction of
the flow anomalies for situations of thick ice. Dashed
lines: 95% statistical confidence based on t tests. blau
blau blau ist der enzian
which suggests that the thick ice reached
AWI-207 in less than two months. Data
from the European Remote Sensing Satel-
lite (ERS) show high average radar backscat-
ter from sea ice east of the Larsen ice shelves
and over the position of AWI-207 in 1992
[Drinkwater et al., 1993]. The high average
backscatter near the tip of the peninsula is
associated with deformed second-year ice
[Schwegmann, 2012].
The ice draft at AWI 207-2 showed sig-
nificant negative correlations (r = −0.83,
rsp = −0.83) with a meridional wind pat-
tern (EOF-2) along the eastern coast of
the peninsula, i.e. the ice was thick when
the southerly winds were weak. This wind
pattern did not show significant correla-
tions with the ice drift in the vicinity of
AWI-207. As this pattern is significantly
anticorrelated with the zonal wind pattern
shown above, it can be assumed that the
correlation between ice draft and the merid-
ional wind pattern results from the fact
that the westerly winds across the penin-
sula were strong when the southerly winds
were weak and vice versa. However, weak but significant correlations with ZW3 were found
(see table XIII). The ZW3 pattern (Fig. 7.7) shows significant meridional wind anomalies at
the tip of the peninsula, which can be assumed to contribute to the northward transport of
thick ice in that region. Model data from FESOM were considered unrealistic at AWI-207 over
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the period 1990-2007, and data from the MIT model were available only from 1992 on. The
correlation with model data was therefore omitted at AWI 207-2.
AWI 207-6 local correlations:
When compared to AWI 207-2, the record of AWI 207-6 not only shows a strong decline of the
ice thickness (Fig. 7.4), but also associations with other parameters. The data gaps in 8/2005
and 9/2005 were filled by deriving draft values from the MIT model (see spectral analysis in
the previous chapter).
Table XIV: Correlations with monthly ice draft anomalies
for the full period of AWI 207-6
EOFs marked with • are shown in figures further below.
AWI 207-6 lag r r2 rsp PHC
Local
MIT Model Ice Thickness 0 0.75 (99%) 0.56 0.77 (99%) /
SSM/I Ice Concentration 0 0.9 (99%) 0.81 0.84 (99%) /
ECMWF Air Temperature (surface) 1 -0.4 (99%) 0.16 -0.51 (99%) /
ECMWF Meridional Wind (surface) 1 0.4 (99%) 0.16 0.43 (99%) /
SSM/I Zonal Drift 0 -0.32 (99%) 0.1 -0.38 (99%) 3-7 (−)
SSM/I Meridional Drift 1 0.6 (99%) 0.36 0.6 (99%) /
Regional
• EOF-1 Ice Concentration (SSM/I) 0 0.9 (99%) 0.81 0.81 (99%) /
EOF-1 Temp (1000-925 hPa) 1 -0.45 (99%) 0.20 -0.54 (99%) /
EOF-1 M-Wind (surface) 1 0.45 (99%) 0.20 0.46 (99%) /
EOF-1 Z-Drift 1 -0.45 (99%) 0.20 -0.52 (99%) /
• EOF-1 M-Drift 1 0.48 (99%) 0.23 0.48 (99%) /
Large-Scale & Hemispheric
Nin˜o1+2-Index (anomaly) 1 -0.68 (99%) 0.46 -0.62 (99%) /
Nin˜o3.4-Index (anomaly) 0 -0.7 (99%) 0.49 -0.56 (99%) 8-2 (−)
PSA-Index 1 -0.38 (99%) 0.14 -0.42 (99%) /
SAM-Index 1 -0.48 (99%) 0.23 -0.58 (99%) /
SAO-Index 1 -0.42 (99%) 0.18 -0.44 (99%) /
• EOF-1 GPH (1000-925 hPa) 2 -0.54 (99%) 0.29 -0.68 (99%) /
ZW3 (1000-925 hPa) 2 0.54 (99%) 0.29 0.68 (99%) /
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The correlation of the draft anomalies with thickness anomalies of the MIT model is very high.
Before filling the two months with model data, the correlation was also high (r=0.68). FESOM
data were unrealistic and omitted. The negative correlation with local ECMWF surface air
temperature anomalies is highest when the draft lags the temperature by one month. The ice
of AWI 207-6 was on average about two metres thinner compared to AWI 207-2 (Fig. 7.4).
At AWI 207-2 the mean ice thickness was strongly determined by deformed ice, whereas at
AWI 207-6 the mean ice thickness was closer to the thermodynamic growth maximum below
1 m. It can therefore be assumed to have been more sensitive to variations in atmospheric
temperature. The highest correlation was found with ice concentrations (SSM/I), indicating
that highly concentrated ice was thicker than weakly concentrated ice in this period. The ice
draft is positively correlated with meridional winds and drift8, again confirming the regular
pattern in figure 6.16. The correlation with meridional ice drift is higher than the correlation
with temperature. However, it was found to be highest in summer/autumn. The correlation
with meridional ice drift could therefore be more valid for thin ice. The correlation with air
temperature is highest over winter, which is not surprising, as the air temperature exerts more
influence on the sea ice field in winter than in any other season [Yuan and Li, 2008]. Contrary
to AWI 207-2 there is a negative correlation with local zonal ice drift anomalies. This suggests
that the ice at AWI-207 was thick when the drift anomalies had an east-to-west component,
i.e. directed from the central Weddell Sea towards AWI-207 and the coast of the peninsula.
AWI 207-6 regional/hemispheric correlations:
The correlations of EOF time series (principal components) with the ice draft anomalies at AWI
207-6 were found to be slightly higher when using a smaller EOF domain (Fig. 7.8) compared to
AWI 207-2. The correlation with the meridional ice drift pattern along the Antarctic Peninsula
is still present, albeit weaker compared to AWI 207-2. The pattern was confirmed by box
regression (see subsection 4.2.5) and was also found when the EOF domain was increased.
The narrow band of ice drift near the coast is not present in the EOF pattern any more (Fig.
7.8), regardless of the size of the EOF domain. The meridional ice drift east of the peninsula
decreased with a statistically significant trend of about 1 cm s−1 per decade over the period
1988-2006 [Schwegmann, 2012]. The correlation with the zonal drift is assumed to result from
the fact that at times of peaking sea ice draft and concentration, the drift anomalies were
oriented in northwestern direction, i.e. ice was advected from southeast of AWI-207. The
meridional and zonal wind anomalies were found to be anticorrelated, i.e. strong southerly
winds also had a strong easterly component. The same applies to the ice drift. This could lead
to increased ice compaction at the coast of the peninsula. Additionally, the winds carried cold
air from the southern Weddell Sea towards AWI-207 (Fig. 7.9). Like the EOF of the zonal
drift, the EOF-1 of near surface air temperature (1000-925 hPa, not shown) has no pattern, i.e.
it has the same intensity over the entire EOF domain. As for zonal and meridional drift, the
correlation with the temperature EOF is highest with the ice draft anomalies lagging by one
month. For ice concentration, the correlation with air temperature is highest at lag 0. This was
also discussed by Schwegmann [2012], who concluded that it remains unclear whether sea ice
primarily affects air temperatures or vice versa. From the correlations presented here, it is very
likely that air temperatures affect sea ice thickness because of the time lag of one month. The
correlation with ice drift also included a time lag of one month, but this correlation was higher
8The drift data after 2006 were kindly provided by Dr. Stephan Kern, University of Hamburg.
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in summer. The influence of air temperature on ice thickness in winter is therefore evident in
the correlations.
In the following, the correlations between ice draft and climate modes is investigated. From the
correlations in table XIV it can be concluded that ice draft at AWI 207-6 is mainly correlated
with ice concentrations, meridional ice drift and surface air temperature. It was therefore
investigated how the climate modes are associated with these parameters. Only selected figures
can be shown here. A significant correlation was found between ice draft and the ZW3 pattern,
with the ice draft lagging by 2 months. In the period of AWI 207-6 the ZW3 pattern (not
shown) is described by the second EOF of the meridional wind anomaly field, while the first
EOF describes a ZW4 pattern. ZW3 mainly affected the air temperatures in the period 2005-
2007 at AWI 207-6, but also had a very small influence on the meridional ice drift. A time lag
of two months was also found for a significant correlation with the first EOF of the hemispheric
geopotential height field. This EOF (Fig. 7.9c) has a SAM pattern superimposed by a slightly
Fig. 7.8: (a) Leading EOF pattern of meridional ice drift in
2005-2007 (see figure 7.5 for more information). (b) Correla-
tion of the PSA-Index with meridional ice drift (2005-2007).
(c) Leading EOF pattern of ice concentration in 2005-2007.
(d) Correlation of the Nin˜o3.4-Index with ice concentration
(2005-2007).
shifted PSA pattern. A time lag of two
months was also found by Yuan and Li [2008]
for correlations of large-scale climate modes
with sea ice concentrations.
PSA had a stronger influence on the air tem-
peratures at AWI-207 than ZW3. The influ-
ence of PSA is most evident in the merid-
ional ice drift along the peninsula. The cor-
relation of PSA with the meridional drift al-
most equals the pattern of the first EOF of
the meridional drift (Fig. 7.8), especially in
the region of highest variability (dark red).
The long-term changes in PSA could there-
fore provide an explanation for the decreas-
ing northward ice drift along the Antarctic
Peninsula. PSA shows a significant trend to-
wards its positive phase [Yuan and Li, 2008]
which would be associated with decreasing
northward advection of continental air in
the western Weddell Sea through the central
pressure system of PSA.
The only significant influence on ice concen-
trations around AWI 207-6 was found for the
Nin˜o3.4-Index. The first EOF of the ice con-
centration shows a region of high variability
(dark red) at the tip of the peninsula which
seems to be associated with the Nin˜o3.4-
Index during 2005-2007 (Fig. 7.8). Both the surface air temperature and the meridional ice
drift were significantly correlated with the ice concentration in this small region (not shown).
However, the sign of the correlation between the Nin˜o3.4-Index and the ice concentration was
not expected. The correlation was negative with and without the annual cycle removed from
the index. An analysis of the Nin˜o3.4-Index and ice concentration anomalies over a longer time
period (1990-2007) in the full Southern Hemisphere showed significant correlations in the
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Fig. 7.9: (a) Left: Mean sea level pressure anomalies, averaged over November and December 2006 (low
ice draft, positive PSA-Index and SAM-Index). The black lines mark the usual positions of the PSA pattern.
Middle: Anomalies of sea level pressure and surface wind, averaged over the same period. Right: Anomalies
of ice drift and concentration (SSM/I), averaged over the same period. (b) Left: Mean sea level pressure
anomalies, averaged over November and December 2005 (high ice draft, negative PSA-Index and SAM-
Index). Right: Anomalies of sea level pressure and surface wind, averaged over the same period. (c)
Leading EOF pattern of the vertically averaged geopotential height field (NCEP, 1000-925 hPa) in 2005-
2007. (d) Local anomalies of ice concentration (black) and ice draft (blue) at AWI 207-6 (base period
2005-2007).
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Antarctic Dipole (ADP). The values were positive in the Bellinghausen Sea and large parts of
the Weddell Sea and negative in the Amundsen/Ross seas. Stammerjohn et al. [2008] found
that the correlation between the Nin˜o3.4-Index and ice concentration reversed its sign between
the 1980s and 1990s. A similar effect may have occurred during 2005-2007. Nevertheless, the
correlation with the Nin˜o3.4-Index shows that the sea ice thickness in the northwestern Weddell
Sea is to some extent associated with tropical Pacific sea surface temperature variability.
The correlation of ice draft with the SAM-Index is higher than with the PSA-Index (see table
XIV). SAM had the highest influence on surface air temperature at AWI 207-6 and also showed
a small influence on the meridional ice drift. The only significant influence of SAO was found
for air temperatures, but it was smaller than the influences of SAM, PSA and ZW3.
The correlation of sea ice parameters and the SAM-Index together with the PSA-Index was
further investigated by considering the wind and pressure fields. Figure 7.9 shows the situations
during the times of maximum and minimum ice draft at the ends of 2005 and 2006, respectively.
SAM and PSA were found to correlate significantly during 2005-2007 (r = 0.69, rsp = 0.65).
The two examples of positive and negative indices show the direction of the wind anomalies
in the Weddell Sea, caused by the pressure systems of PSA and SAM. During the low of both
indices in late 2005, the pressure over Antarctica was anomalously high and the central pressure
system of the PSA pattern was a high pressure anomaly. This caused northward transport of
cold air and probably northward advection of thicker ice from the southern Weddell Sea towards
AWI-207. During this period, higher ice concentration and ice draft could be observed. During
the high of the indices in late 2006, the central pressure system of PSA was a low pressure
anomaly which caused anomalous northerly winds, high air temperatures and less northward
advection of thick ice at AWI-207. During this time, ice concentration and ice draft were in a
minimum (Fig. 7.9). A similar situation occurred in March-May 2006.
Overall, it can be concluded that the interplay mainly of SAM, PSA, ZW3 and Nin˜o3.4 was
responsible for the observed changes in sea ice concentration and thickness in the period of AWI
207-6 at the tip of the Antarctic Peninsula. The thermodynamic forcing of sea ice thickness was
mainly determined by SAM and ZW3 and to a lesser extent by PSA and SAO. The dynamic
part, i.e. meridional ice advection, was mainly determined by PSA and to a lesser extent
by SAM. The influence of ZW3 and SAO on the drift was negligible. How the ENSO-Indices
affected the ice concentration and thickness remains to be investigated, especially as the indices
of PSA and ENSO were not correlated in 2005-2007. In the period of AWI 207-2 (1991-1992)
the association of sea ice thickness with climate modes was much lower. Both the SAM-Index
and the PSA-Index were in a low during the period of AWI 207-2.
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Table XV: Significant local/regional correlations
with ice draft at AWI-207
Large symbols denote correlations with |r| ≥ 0.5 and/or |rsp| ≥ 0.5.
Parameter AWI 207-2 AWI 207-6
Air Temperature −
Air Pressure (or GPH) −
Ice Concentration +
Zonal Wind +
Meridional Wind + +
Zonal Drift + −
Meridional Drift + +
Nin˜o-Indices + −
SAM-Index −
SAO-Index -
PSA-Index -
ZW3-Index + +
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AWI-229
Correlations of the filled (see section 4.2) 12-year time series were generally very weak, which
indicates that the gap-filling at AWI-229 was not successful. The analysis was therefore focused
on the five measured years 2001-2005. In this time series only data for November 2002 were filled
by M-SSA. All anomalies were calculated with the base period 2001-2005. The variation of sea
ice draft anomalies during 2001-2005 was very small, with a standard deviation of only ±12 cm.
Table XVI: Correlations with monthly ice draft anomalies
for the full period of AWI-229 (2001-2005)
EOFs marked with • are shown in figures further below.
AWI-229 lag r r2 rsp PHC
Local
FESOM Model Ice Thickness 1 -0.44 (99%) 0.19 -0.43 (99%) /
MIT Model Ice Thickness 0 0.65 (99%) 0.42 0.64 (99%) /
Ice Concentration (SSM/I) 0 0.66 (99%) 0.44 0.38 (99%) /
NCEP Air Temp. (925 hPa) 1 0.41 (99%) 0.17 0.42 (99%) /
ECMWF Z-Wind (surface) 0 0.39 (99%) 0.15 0.25 (99%) /
ECMWF M-Wind (surface) 1 -0.54 (99%) 0.29 -0.58 (99%) /
Z-Drift 0 0.32 (99%) 0.10 0.25 (99%) /
M-Drift 2 -0.44 (99%) 0.19 -0.24 (95%) /
Regional
• EOF-2 Concentration (SSM/I) 0 0.6 (99%) 0.36 0.62 (99%) /
EOF-1 Temp. (1000-925 hPa) 1 0.42 (99%) 0.18 0.43 (99%) /
EOF-1 Z-Wind (1000-925 hPa) 1 0.39 (99%) 0.15 0.3 (99%) /
EOF-1 M-Wind (1000-925 hPa) 1 -0.51 (99%) 0.26 -0.55 (99%) /
EOF-1 Z-Drift 1 0.42 (99%) 0.18 0.4 (99%) /
EOF-1 M-Drift 2 -0.51 (99%) 0.26 -0.28 (95%) /
Large-Scale & Hemispheric
Nin˜o1+2-Index (anomaly) 1 -0.42 (99%) 0.18 -0.41 (99%) /
Nin˜o3.4-Index (anomaly) 0 -0.36 (95%) 0.13 -0.36 (95%) /
PSA-Index 0 0.34 (99%) 0.12 0.28 (95%) 8-12 (+)
SAO-Index 1 0.32 (95%) 0.10 0.22 (68%) /
ZW3-Index 0 -0.38 (99%) 0.14 -0.3 (95%) 10-12 (−)
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AWI-229 local correlations:
The only significant correlation with data from the FESOM model is negative with a time
lag of one month. While the ULS-derived ice draft shows a statistically significant negative
trend of -3 cm per year, the modelled ice thickness increases during the 5-years period. A
better correlation was detected between the ice draft and the ice thickness of the MIT model.
Interestingly, there
Fig. 7.10: Correlation of (a) Nino3.4-Index anomaly, (b) PSA-Index and (c) SAO-Index with ice concen-
tration anomalies (SSM/I) in 2001-2005. Dashed lines: 95% statistical confidence based on t tests. The
influence of ZW3 (not shown) was similar to the one of SAO. (d) Second EOF mode of ice concentration
during 2001-2005 (see figure 7.5 for more information). (e) Local anomalies of ice concentration (black)
and ice draft (blue) at AWI-229 (base period 2001-2005).
is a positive correlation between ULS ice draft and air temperatures, which indicates that the
measured ice draft was not primarily influenced by thermodynamics. The ice draft at AWI-
229 correlates well with local ice concentrations from SSM/I. The correlations with wind and
drift anomalies indicate that the ice was anomalously thick when (1) meridional drift and wind
anomalies were low, i.e. directed from north to south and (2) when the zonal drift and wind
anomalies were high, i.e. directed from west to east. This phenomenon is investigated further
below.
AWI-229 regional/hemispheric correlations:
The correlations discussed above are also reflected in the correlations with regional EOFs (see
table XVI). The selected EOF domain reaches from 8◦W to 8◦E and spans a range of 5.5◦ in
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latitude. To find the highest correlations, the domain was slightly shifted in both directions.
The EOF of ice concentration (Fig. 7.10) shows a region of high variability around AWI-229,
exceeding the EOF domain and reaching to about 14◦E longitude. This pattern was confirmed
by box regression (see section 4.2). The correlation of this principal component with the ice daft
was the highest correlation found for EOFs of ice concentration. The correlations of ice draft
with EOFs of meridional wind and drift were highest when the EOF domain was not centred on
AWI-229, but shifted southward (8◦W-8◦E; 63.5◦S-69◦S). This, in combination with the time
lags of 1-2 months, suggests that thinner ice was advected from a position south of AWI-229.
Comparing the records of AWI-229, AWI-230 and AWI-231 (Fig. 5.21) indeed suggests that the
ice south of AWI-229 is on average thinner. In the months June-October in 2001 and 2002 the
ice at AWI-230 was 5% thinner and the ice at AWI-231 35% thinner than at AWI-2299. This
also explains the positive correlation with air temperature: Southerly winds not only carried
cold air masses but also caused northward advection of thinner ice.
Fig. 7.11: Correlation of the PSA-Index with (a) mean geopotential height anomalies (1000-925 hPa) and
(b) mean zonal wind anomalies (1000-925 hPa) during 2001-2005. (c) Anomalies (base period 2001-2005)
of ice drift and concentration (SSM/I), averaged over the period September-November 2001, i.e. the time of
a draft maximum (see also figure 7.10e). (d) Absolute ice thickness from the MIT model, averaged over the
period September-November 2001. (e) Correlation of the PSA-Index with zonal ice drift anomalies during
2001-2005. Dashed lines: 95% statistical confidence based on t tests. Positive wind and drift directions are
from south to north (upwards) and from west to east (to the right).
9This feature is not simulated by the models.
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The signs of the correlations therefore indicate that dynamical effects dominate the ice thickness
at AWI-229. The correlation with EOFs of zonal wind and drift indicate that the ice west of
AWI-229 was thicker and east of AWI-229 thinner. The average ice thickness from the MIT
model (Fig. 7.11d) confirms this.
Significant negative correlations were found for the anomalies of both ENSO-Indices (see table
XVI). The highest correlation with the Nin˜o1+2-Index anomaly was found for a time lag of
one month, while the correlation with the Nin˜o3.4-Index anomaly was highest at lag 0 but also
included a significant correlation at lag 1. Moderate correlations were found with the indices
of PSA, SAO and ZW3. The ZW3-Index (not shown) does not correlate significantly with the
meridional winds on the prime meridian. The correlation of ice draft with ZW3 is therefore
believed to result from the correlation with the PSA-Index, as the PSA-Index in the period
2001-2005 shows an association with ZW3 (see figure 7.11).
Fig. 7.12: (a) Correlation of the Nin˜o3.4-Index anomaly with mean geopotential height anomalies (1000-
925 hPa) during 2001-2005. The white arrow marks the direction of wind anomalies for a high pressure
anomaly and positive Nin˜o3.4-Index anomaly. (b) Anomalies (base period 2001-2005) of ice drift and
concentration (SSM/I), averaged over the period July-October 2004, i.e. the time of a draft minimum (see
figure 7.10e) and a positive Nin˜o3.4-Index anomaly. (c) Correlation of the Nin˜o3.4-Index anomaly with
meridional ice drift anomalies during 2001-2005. (d) Correlation of the Nin˜o3.4-Index anomaly with mean
meridional wind anomalies (1000-925 hPa) during 2001-2005. Dashed lines: 95% statistical confidence
based on t tests. Positive meridional wind and drift directions are from south to north (upwards).
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As shown in table XVI, the ice draft correlates with ice concentrations and dynamical param-
eters. Furthermore, it is associated with ENSO-Indices and to a lesser extent with PSA, SAO
and ZW3. All indices affected the ice concentrations around AWI-229 (Fig. 7.10). The only
significant effect on meridional ice drift on the prime meridian was found for the Nin˜o3.4-Index.
Zonal ice drift was mainly affected by PSA and to a lesser extent by ZW3 and SAO.
In the following, the situation of the ice draft maximum in September-November 2001 and its
association with the PSA-Index is discussed (Fig. 7.11). The PSA-Index shows clear associa-
tions with SAM and ZW3 during 2001-2005 (Fig. 7.11a). Its influence on the zonal winds was
circumpolar and strongest in the Pacific sector (Fig. 7.11b). Compared to other climate modes
(SAM, SAO and ENSO-Indices) the PSA-Index had the largest influence on the zonal ice drift
in the Weddell Sea during 2001-2005 (Fig. 7.11e). During September-November 2001 the index
was in a very high state compared to the other years in the period 2001-2005. This caused
strong westerly wind anomalies across the entire Weddell Sea and anomalously high ice draft
and ice concentrations at AWI-229 (Fig. 7.10e). The zonal winds are usually very strongly
associated with SAM. However, only weak correlations between ice draft and SAM could be
found. A reason for this could not be found. However, during the draft maximum at the end
of 2001 the SAM and SAO-Indices were also anomalously high. SAO and SAM therefore also
contributed to some extent to the ice draft and concentration maximum in 2001.
Next, the situation of the ice draft minimum in July-October 2004 and its association with the
Nin˜o3.4-Index is discussed (Fig. 7.12). As shown in figure 7.12a, a positive anomaly of the
Nin˜o3.4-Index was associated with positive geopotential height anomalies in the lower atmo-
sphere over the Weddell Sea. The correlation is relatively small but statistically significant.
This action centre was part of the PSA pattern with a positive anomaly in the Amundsen,
Bellinghausen and Weddell Seas and negative anomalies near New Zealand and the eastern
coast of South America. A positive pressure anomaly in the central Weddell Sea resulted in
southerly wind and ice drift anomalies near the prime meridian. This situation occurred in
July-October 2004 (Fig. 7.12b) and created a negative anomaly of ice draft and concentration
at AWI-229. During this time, the anomalies of both Nin˜o-Indices were in a positive phase.
The correlation of the Nin˜o1+2-Index anomaly and the geopotential height field over the Wed-
dell Sea was similar to Nin˜o3.4 during 2001-2005, but also statistically significant over the
southern and western Weddell Sea.
The other negative and positive anomalies in the ice draft, e.g. in 2003 or 2005, were found to
be a result of the combined effects of the patterns of PSA, SAO and El Nin˜o, i.e. ice draft
minima during ice drift anomalies from southeast of AWI-229 and ice draft maxima during ice
drift anomalies from northwest of AWI-229. None of the parameters or climate indices shows
a significant trend over the period 2001-2005. Therefore, it remains unclear why the ice draft
shows the trend of -3 cm per year. However, Schwegmann [2012] found a decrease of the west-
erly winds over the eastern Weddell Sea for the period 1979-2006. The trends point to a more
southerly direction, which could explain the decreasing ice thickness at AWI-229.
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AWI-231
The correlations with anomalies of the filled 12-year draft time series were again very weak. The
two periods 1996-1998 and 2005-2007 with measured data were therefore analysed separately.
The first time series is called 231-a henceforth and includes the data of AWI 231-1 and AWI
231-2. The second time series is called 231-b and includes the data of AWI 231-6 and AWI
231-7. All anomalies the ice draft was correlated with were calculated with the respective base
periods (1996-1998 and 2005-2007).
Table XVII: Correlations with monthly ice draft anomalies
for AWI-231 (1996-1998)
EOFs marked with • are shown in figures further below.
AWI 231-a lag r r2 rsp PHC
Local
MIT Model Ice Thickness -1 0.49 (99%) 0.24 0.59 (99%) /
FESOM Model Ice Thickness 0 0.83 (99%) 0.69 0.79 (99%) /
Ice Concentration (SSM/I) 1 0.53 (99%) 0.28 0.39 (99%) /
ECMWF Air Temp. (surface) 1 -0.71 (99%) 0.5 -0.55 (99%) /
ECMWF Z-Wind (surface) -2 -0.44 (99%) 0.19 -0.35 (99%) /
ECMWF M-Wind (surface) 1 0.32 (95%) 0.1 0.28 (95%) /
Regional
• EOF-1 Concentration (SSM/I) 0 0.67 (99%) 0.45 0.47 (95%) /
EOF-1 Temp. (surface) 1 -0.74 (99%) 0.55 -0.77 (99%) /
EOF-1 M-Wind (surface) 1 0.39 (99%) 0.15 0.27 (68%) /
EOF-1 M-Drift 1 0.39 (95%) 0.15 0.34 (68%) /
Large-Scale & Hemispheric
PSA-Index 0 -0.45 (95%) 0.2 -0.32 (68%) /
SAM-Index -1 -0.48 (99%) 0.23 -0.37 (68%) /
SAO-Index -2 -0.44 (99%) 0.19 -0.36 (95%) /
ZW3-Index -1 -0.42 (99%) 0.28 -0.39 (95%) /
EOF-1 GPH (1000-925 hPa) -1 -0.69 (99%) 0.48 -0.64 (99%) /
AWI 231-a local correlations:
A significant correlation with thickness data from the MIT model was found, with the model
data lagging the measured ice draft by one month (see table XVII). The FESOM model ice
thickness shows an even higher correlation with the ice draft during 1996-1998 at lag 0. The ice
thickness at AWI 231-a was strongly influenced by surface air temperatures and also associated
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with ice concentrations. The time lag of one month indicates that declining temperatures
went along with rising ice concentrations and were followed by increasing ice thickness. The
correlations with air temperature and ice concentration were also significant at lag 0. The
relatively weak correlation with meridional winds suggests that cold temperatures at AWI-231
were not exclusively determined by southerly winds (see figure 7.13). The negative correlation
with zonal winds shows a time lag of -2 months, i.e. anomalously thick ice was followed by
weak westerly winds (see climate mode correlation below).
Fig. 7.13: (a) Anomalies of surface air temperature and surface wind (both ECMWF), averaged over June
and July 1998 (draft minimum). (b) Anomalies of surface air temperature and surface wind, averaged over
September and October 1997 (draft maximum). (c) Correlation between mean surface air temperature in
the region 8◦W-8◦E longitude and 66.5◦S-69◦S latitude and ice concentration (SSM/I) during 1996-1998.
(d) Leading EOF pattern of ice concentration for the period 1996-1998 (see figure 7.5 for more information).
Dashed lines: 95% statistical confidence based on t tests. (e) Local anomalies of surface air temperature and
ice draft at AWI-231 (base period 1996-1998). Right: Cross-correlation plot for both time series. Dashed
lines: 95% confidence limits [Chatfield, 1984].
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AWI 231-a regional/hemispheric correlations:
The mechanisms described in the following can be regarded as valid also for AWI-229 in this
period (Fig. 7.4). Except for air temperature, the correlations with EOFs were highest, when
the EOF domain was slightly shifted southward of AWI-231 (Fig. 7.13). The leading EOF
pattern of ice concentration was confirmed by box regression (see section 4.2). The EOF pat-
tern of air temperature (not shown) has a monopole structure. A similar monopole structure
was found for the leading EOFs of meridional wind and drift. The positive correlations of ice
draft with these modes indicate that thicker ice was advected from south of AWI-231. This
is also suggested by the time lag of one month. Both EOFs (meridional wind and drift) are
significantly correlated (r =0.67, rsp =0.56).
Figure 7.13 shows situations of a draft minimum in 1998 and a draft maximum in 1997 and how
air temperatures affected ice concentrations around AWI-231. During the period June-July 1998
a large low-pressure anomaly over the Weddell Sea - indicated by vortex-shaped wind anoma-
lies - created positive air temperature anomalies over the central Weddell Sea and parts of the
prime meridian. During the period September-October 1997 a strong high pressure anomaly
over the Amundsen/Bellinghausen Seas and the Antarctic Peninsula created strong southerly
wind anomalies in the central Weddell Sea which were associated with negative temperature
anomalies spreading across the entire Weddell Sea. At the same time, a small high pressure
anomaly at 25◦E longitude carried cold air to the eastern Weddell Sea. This demonstrates how
the air temperature anomalies affected the sea ice concentration around AWI-231 and, in turn,
sea ice thickness.
The pressure anomalies during the discussed draft minimum and maximum did not show clear
associations with patterns of SAM, SAO, PSA or ZW3. Moreover, the correlations with indices
of SAM, SAO, PSA and ZW3 together with the time lags suggest that sea ice thickness was
not influenced by these modes. It rather seems that changes in sea ice thickness at AWI-231
displayed the onset of changes in large-scale atmospheric circulation in the period 1996-1998.
Only the correlation between ice draft and the PSA-Index was equally high for lag 0 and lag 1.
This indicates the association of surface air temperature in the Weddell Sea with the intense
central pressure system of the PSA pattern in 1996-1998. The leading hemispheric EOF pat-
tern of geopotential height (1000-925 hPa, not shown) for 1996-1998 describes a dipole pattern
with one pole of very high variability in the Amundsen/Bellinghausen Seas and another pole
spreading over large parts of the South Pacific. This can be attributed to the exceptionally
strong El Nin˜o event in 1997/1998. However, correlations of sea ice draft with the indices of
ENSO were not found.
AWI 231-b local correlations:
The driving mechanisms of variations of sea ice draft at AWI 231-b were difficult to determine.
At AWI 231-b there is a high correlation with thickness data of the MIT model (see table
XVIII). The correlations with FESOM data are lower, but show two significant peaks, one at
lag 0 and one at lag 3. Interestingly, a significant negative correlation with surface air tem-
perature could only be found for the ice draft lagging the temperature by three months. No
significant correlation exists at smaller lags. The same applies to the sea level pressure. The
FESOM model seems to simulate the phenomenon. An analysis of sea ice concentration and
surface air temperature showed the highest correlations in the Weddell Sea between 30◦W and
20◦E longitude when the concentration lags the temperature by three months. However, the
reason for this time lag remains unclear. Possibly, surface processes - such as snow accumula-
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tion and snow melt - played a role in delaying the effect of temperature on ice thickness. In the
correlation between data from FESOM and ULS, the peak at lag 3 results from air temperature
and the peak at lag 0 from meridional ice advection. The latter can be concluded as both time
series show the same lag of one month when correlated with the meridional ice drift.
The position of AWI-231 is close to the Antarctic Coastal Current, in which the direction of
the ice drift is clearly from east to west and less variable than further north. The negative
correlation with zonal ice drift can therefore be interpreted as an increased degree of ice ridging
for decreasing ice drift anomalies, i.e. a stronger westward flow (note that negative ice drift is
from east to west). The positive correlation with meridional ice drift anomalies with a time lag
of one month indicates advection of thicker ice from higher latitudes.
AWI 231-b regional/hemispheric correlations:
The EOF domain was centred on the position of AWI-231: 8◦W-8◦E longitude and 63.5◦S-
69.5◦S latitude. Only the domain for the meridional ice drift was shifted southward, like in the
example of AWI 231-a (see above), as the correlations were higher in this case.
Table XVIII: Correlations with monthly ice draft anomalies
for AWI-231 (2005-2007)
AWI 231-b lag r r2 rsp PHC
Local
MIT Model Ice Thickness 0 0.61 (99%) 0.37 0.66 (99%) /
FESOM Model Ice Thickness 0 0.36 (99%) 0.13 0.42 (99%) /
3 0.5 (99%) 0.25 0.42 (99%) /
Ice Concentration (SSM/I) 0 0.62 (99%) 0.38 0.51 (99%) /
ECMWF Air Temp. (surface) 3 -0.76 (99%) 0.58 -0.69 (99%) /
ECMWF Sea Level Pressure 3 0.55 (99%) 0.3 0.54 (99%) /
Z-Drift 0 -0.37 (95%) 0.14 -0.28 (68%) 7-9 (−)
M-Drift 1 0.43 (99%) 0.18 0.31 (99%) /
Regional
EOF-1 Concentration (SSM/I) 0 0.61 (99%) 0.37 0.55 (99%) /
EOF-1 Surface Temp. (ECMWF) 3 -0.73 (99%) 0.53 -0.7 (99%) /
EOF-1 SLP (ECMWF) 3 0.52 (99%) 0.27 0.52 (99%) /
EOF-1 Z-Drift 0 -0.36 (95%) 0.13 -0.42 (95%) 7-9 (−)
EOF-1 M-Drift 1 0.41 (99%) 0.17 0.31 (99%) /
Large-Scale & Hemispheric
Nin˜o3.4-Index (anomaly) 1 -0.5 (99%) 0.25 -0.48 (99%) /
Nin˜o1+2-Index (anomaly) 1 -0.5 (99%) 0.25 -0.48 (99%) /
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Fig. 7.14: (a) Correlation between the Nin˜o1+2-Index anomaly and sea level pressure (ECMWF) for
2005-2007. Dashed lines: 95% statistical confidence based on t tests. (b) Sea level pressure anomalies
(ECMWF), averaged over May-August 2007. The black dotted line marks the influence of SAM on sea
level pressure during 2005-2007. (c) Anomalies of surface wind and sea level pressure (both ECMWF),
averaged over May-August 2007. (d) Anomalies of ice drift and ice concentration (SSM/I), averaged over
May-August 2007. (e) Anomalies of the Nin˜o1+2-Index (black) and ice draft (blue) at AWI 231-b (base
period 2005-2007).
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Contrary to AWI 231-a, the EOF for ice concentration was centred on AWI-231, because the
region of highest variability spread over a larger area, reaching up to AWI-229. Overall, the
correlations with regional EOF patterns reflect the local correlations discussed above.
The sea ice draft of AWI 231-b is significantly correlated with both indices of ENSO (see
table XVIII). This relation is discussed exemplarily for the anomaly of the Nin˜o1+2-Index, as
this index showed stronger associations with other parameters (e.g. sea level pressure) than
the Nin˜o3.4-Index. Figure 7.14a shows negative correlations of sea level pressure with the
Nin˜o1+2-Index anomaly in the southeast Pacific and close to the Antarctic continent on the
prime meridian and off Oates Land. The pattern was slightly weaker for the Nin˜o3.4-Index.
The Nin˜o1+2-Index was also positively correlated with surface air temperature at AWI-231
and further north on the prime meridian. This correlation was associated with air pressure
over the prime meridian, i.e. advection of warm air from northwest of AWI-231 during a high
index state and advection of cold air from southeast of AWI-231 during a low index state.
During the draft maximum in the period May-August 2007 (Fig. 7.14e), the SAM was in a very
low state. A low SAM-Index is associated with a more or less symmetric high pressure anomaly
over the Antarctic continent (see section 2.5). In 2007 the low SAM-Index was responsible for
strong easterly wind and ice drift anomalies (drift: up to 7.5 cm/s) in the eastern Weddell
Sea (Fig. 7.14d). This resulted in ridging processes, as indicated by the ice draft statistics of
AWI 231-7 and AWI 232-8 (see section 6.2). In the same period, a moderate La Nin˜a event
(low Nin˜o-Indices) was associated with anomalously high pressure in the southeast Pacific, on
the prime meridian and off Oates Land (Fig. 7.14b). These anomalies superimposed onto the
SAM pattern and resulted in a slight asymmetry of the high pressure anomaly. The easterly
wind anomalies associated with the low SAM-Index therefore received a southerly component
near the prime meridian, and thick ice was advected from the coast towards AWI-231. The
measured sea ice draft was therefore determined by a combined effect of low indices of SAM
and Nin˜o. The correlation of ice draft with the SAM-Index for 2005-2007 was not significant,
as the correlation with SAM only occurred in 2007.
During the ice draft minima in 2005 and at the end of 2006 the ice drift in the eastern Weddell
sea was anomalously low. However, the ice was less deformed in 2005 (see section 6.2) than
during the strongly positive anomaly of Nin˜o1+2 in 2006. This indicates that also other
processes, like advection of cold and warm air, contributed to the variations of sea ice thickness
at AWI-231 in the period 2005-2007. As the sea ice thickness at AWI-231 seems to respond
consistently to variations in surface air temperature over long time scales, the negative trend
in air temperature in this region [Schwegmann, 2012] can be expected to result in a positive
trend in ice thickness.
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Table XIX: Significant local/regional correlations
with ice draft at AWI-231
Large symbols denote correlations with |r| ≥ 0.5 and/or |rsp| ≥ 0.5.
Parameter AWI 231-a AWI 231-b
MIT model + +
FESOM model + +
Air Temperature − −
Air Pressure (or GPH) +
Ice Concentration + +
Zonal Wind
Meridional Wind +
Zonal Drift -
Meridional Drift + +
Nin˜o-Indices −
PSA-Index -
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AWI-232
Compared to AWI-229 and AWI-231, the quality of the filled 12-years time series of AWI-
232 was considered better for two reasons: (1) The unrealistic peak in the year 2000 is not
present and (2) the spectral analysis in the previous chapter suggested that the filled draft time
series contains oscillations which are also present in time series of ice concentration and ice
drift. However, some care is required as the time series north of AWI-232 were used to fill the
record of AWI-232 (see chapter 5). The following discussion therefore also includes the separate
analysis of the measured years 2000-2004. At AWI-232 the direction of the ice drift is clearly
defined by the coastal current, i.e. the ice drifts from east to west all the year. The EOFs were
therefore calculated for positions east of AWI-232.
Table XX: Correlations with monthly ice draft anomalies
for AWI-232 (2000-2004)
EOFs marked with • are shown in figures further below.
AWI-232 lag r r2 rsp PHC
Local
Ice Concentration (SSM/I) 0 0.28 (99%) 0.08 0.18 (68%) /
ECMWF Air Temp. (surface) 1 -0.22 (95%) 0.05 -0.17 (68%) 4-7 (−)
Z-Drift 2 0.33 (99%) 0.11 0.16 (95%) /
Regional
EOF-1 Surface Temp. (ECMWF) 1 -0.33 (99%) 0.11 -0.38 (99%) /
• EOF-1 M-Wind (1000-500 hPa) 0 0.25 (99%) 0.06 0.29 (99%) 6-10 (+)
EOF-1 Z-Drift 3 0.36 (99%) 0.13 0.3 (99%) /
Large-Scale & Hemispheric
Nin˜o1+2-Index (anomaly) 2 -0.56 (99%) 0.31 -0.55 (99%) /
PSA-Index 1 0.33 (95%) 0.11 0.27 (95%) /
• ZW3-Index (1000-500 hPa) 0 0.41 (99%) 0.17 0.38 (99%) 6-12 (+)
AWI-232 correlations (1996-2007):
As the length of the ice season differs from year to year, a significant amount of the annual
cycle remained in the ice draft anomalies. The remnant of the annual cycle was removed by
identifying the EOFs of the annual cycle by SSA (see previous chapter), fitting them to the
data and subtracting them. The correlations found for the 12-years time series were low. As
indicated by the analyses of AWI-207, AWI-229 and AWI-231, the forcings of ice thickness and
the ice conditions may change from year to year. The highest correlation with ice draft was
found for EOF-1 of meridional wind anomalies over Droenning Maud Land (Fig. 7.15), i.e.
thick ice was measured at AWI-232 during strong southerly wind anomalies. The correlations
were highest for winds averaged over 1000-500 hPa (r = 0.43 [99%], rsp = 0.46 [99%]).
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Fig. 7.15: (a) Black: Principal component of the leading EOF mode of meridional wind anomalies (NCEP,
1000-500 hPa) over Droenning Maud Land. Blue: Ice draft anomalies at AWI-232 of the filled (M-SSA,
see section 4.2) 12-years time series (see also figure 7.4). Thin lines: monthly means. Bold lines: 12-
months running means. (b) Cross correlation plot for both time series. Dashed lines: 95% confidence limits
[Chatfield, 1984]. (c) Leading EOF pattern of meridional winds. Yellow frame: EOF domain. White arrow:
Wind direction for situations of thick ice at AWI-232. Blue arrow: Flow direction of the coastal current.
Dashed lines: 95% statistical confidence based on t tests.
But also for near-surface winds the correlation was significant. This indicates that the katabatic
winds blowing from the Antarctic continent affect the sea ice thickness in the coastal current.
The cross-correlation (Fig. 7.15) shows that the correlation is positive over a wide range of lead-
lag relationships. But the slight asymmetry of the graph indicates that the relation in which the
winds lead the ice thickness is stronger. The long time scales of up to one year suggest that the
winds affect ice thickness over a large region east of AWI-232. Several mechanisms are conceiv-
able for the correlation: (1) The winds create coastal polynyas. This initiates the production
of new ice which is then transformed by ridging into thicker ice. (2) The winds drive thicker
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ice away from the coast, which is then measured by the ULS. (3) The katabatic winds result in
cold temperatures over the coastal ocean, which favours ice growth. The wind EOF and mean
surface air temperatures in the northern, oceanic part of the EOF domain are significantly
correlated (r = -0.45 [99%], rsp = -0.48 [99%]). The correlation of ice draft with surface air
temperatures is only significant for the months April-June (r = -0.39 [95%], rsp = -0.44 [99%]),
i.e. for the growth phase of the ice. Correlations with ice concentration (SSM/I) over the full
year are weak, as they are positive over the first half of the year and negative over the second
half. This means that thick new ice had a high concentration and thick, deformed first-year
ice a low concentration later in the year. Next, only the measured years 2000-2004 are discussed.
AWI-232 local correlations (2000-2004):
No correlations could be found for the MIT and FESOM models. This indicates that the
models still fail to simulate the complex processes of ice deformation. The correlation with ice
concentrations is again very weak and barely significant for the rank correlation. The same
applies to surface air temperature. The latter correlation increases when only the months April
to July - i.e. months in the growth phase - are considered: (r = -0.59 [99%], rsp = -0.62 [99%]).
The correlation with zonal ice drift is significant for time lags of 1-3 months. The correlation
with zonal surface wind anomalies is significant only for the months March-June (r = 0.5 [99%],
rsp = 0.65 [99%]). Both correlations indicate that a slow ice drift in the coastal current is fol-
lowed by thicker ice, which contradicts the assumption of ice ridging and thickening due to fast
ice drift (note that positive in zonal direction is from west to east). However, the mean zonal
and meridional wind anomalies east of AWI-232 were found to be significantly correlated with
positive sign, i.e. strong southerly wind anomalies are associated with strong westerly wind
anomalies. This means that thick ice at AWI-232 could be more related to southerly winds and
meridional ice advection, which would be associated with a slowdown of the coastal current.
This seems possible as the coastal current is mainly driven by easterly winds [Núñez-Riboni
and Fahrbach, 2009]. A slow ice drift in the coastal current might also mean than less thinner
ice from further east is advected over the ULS position. However, results from the MIT model
indicated that during the period 2000-2004 the ice east of AWI-232 was not significantly thinner
than the ice at AWI-232 and further west.
AWI-232 regional/hemispheric correlations (2000-2004):
Except for meridional wind, the EOFs were calculated for the oceanic part of the wind EOF
shown in figure 7.15, i.e. 0◦W-25◦E and 68◦S-70◦S. The correlation with surface air temper-
ature and the time lag of one month confirms that the ice thickness measured at AWI-232 is
to some extent influenced by the air temperature east of the ULS position. This correlation
is also significant for a lag of two months, albeit weaker. The correlation with the katabatic
winds is lower compared to the full 12-years period, but slightly increases when only the months
June-October are considered (r = 0.36 [99%], rsp = 0.32 [95%]). The correlation with zonal ice
drift (see above) is also confirmed by the EOF correlation.
The highest correlation with ice draft was found for the Nin˜o1+2-Index. The significant time
lags span the period 1-5 months. No correlation between the index and ice concentrations
around AWI-232 could be found. The index correlated significantly with zonal winds and ice
drift across the Weddell Sea (see below). A positive correlation was found for the surface air
temperatures over the continent in the region of the EOF shown in figure 7.15. Figure 7.16a
shows the influence of Nin˜o1+2 on sea level pressure. The influence is significant roughly in
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the PSA regions, with the pressure system near New Zealand slightly shifted eastward and the
Atlantic pressure system stretched to the prime meridian. This also explains to some extent
the low correlation with the PSA-Index: The index was calculated for the centres of the three
typical pressure systems of PSA10. If the systems migrate, the index does not capture the full
variability any more. This is also the reason for the comparably weak response of the index (Fig.
2.17) to the strong El Nin˜o event in 1997/1998, compared to the weaker El Nin˜o in 1991/1992.
Fig. 7.16: (a) Correlation of the Nin˜o1+2-Index anomaly with sea level pressure anomalies (ECMWF)
for the period 2000-2004. Dashed lines: 95% statistical confidence based on t tests. The white arrows
indicate the direction of the flow anomalies (wind and ice drift) for situations of thick ice at AWI-232, i.e.
a low Nin˜o1+2-Index. (b) Correlation of the Nin˜o1+2-Index anomaly with zonal ice drift anomalies for
the period 2000-2004. (c) Anomalies of the Nin˜o1+2-Index (black) and ice draft at AWI-232 (blue). Base
period: 2000-2004. (d) Anomalies of ice drift and concentration (SSM/I), averaged over a period of thick
ice at AWI-232 (April-June 2003).
The highest impact of Nin˜o1+2 on pressure during 2000-2004 was in the central Amundsen
Sea system and also in parts of the Weddell Sea (Fig. 7.16). Due to this configuration, the
10See Yuan and Li [2008].
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Nin˜o1+2-Index was associated with zonal winds and ice drift in the Weddell Sea. The ZW3
pattern for 2000-2004 is shown in figure 7.17a. The correlation of ice draft with this index
shows significant time lags of 1-2 months. The katabatic winds are part of this pattern and
affected the surface air temperature east of AWI-232 (Fig. 7.17b). But a high ZW3-Index also
reduced the westward drift in the Weddell Sea (Fig. 7.17c).
The following examples explain the ice draft minimum in 2002 and the draft maximum in
2004. During the first half of 2002 the Nin˜o1+2-Index was in a very high state, which caused
fast ice drift in the coastal current east of AWI-232. At the same time, the ZW3-Index was
in a negative state, i.e. the region east of AWI-232 was influenced by northerly winds which
created positive average air temperature anomalies of about 3-4◦C. Contrary, in early 2004
the Nin˜o1+2-Index was in a low state and the ZW3-Index was positive. The strong southerly
winds from the continent created negative air temperature anomalies of 2-3◦C above the coastal
current, which was followed by thick ice at AWI-232 a few months later. For the big ice draft
anomaly in 2003 the relations with Nin˜o1+2 and ZW3 were less obvious. It has to be noted
that the drift data from SSM/I have some weaknesses, especially near the coast and in zonal
direction [Schwegmann et al., 2011].
Fig. 7.17: (a) Correlation of the ZW3-Index (1000-500 hPa) with meridional wind anomalies for the period
2000-2004, showing its EOF pattern. The white arrows indicate the direction of the flow anomalies (wind
and ice drift) for situations of thick ice at AWI-232, i.e. a high ZW3-Index. (b) Correlation of the ZW3-
Index with surface air temperature anomalies (ECMWF) for the period 2000-2004. (c) Correlation of the
ZW3-Index with zonal ice drift anomalies for the period 2000-2004.
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The ice draft anomalies at AWI-232 show a statistically significant positive trend of 9 cm per
year over the period 2000-2004. The only parameter showing a significant trend (+0.13 m/s
per year) over the same period is the mean meridional wind anomaly in the EOF region east of
AWI-232 (Fig. 7.15). The anomalies of the mean air temperatures east of AWI-232 showed a
statistically significant trend of -1◦C over 2002-2004 and the anomalies of the mean meridional
ice drift a statistically significant trend of +0.36 cm/s per year over 2001-2004. This suggests
that both thermodynamics and ice advection contributed to the trend in ice draft over 2001-
2004. A trend in meridional winds is consistent with the positive trend in ZW3 [Raphael, 2007]
and the increasing meridional ice drift around Antarctica [Holland and Kwok, 2012]. The ice
thickness at AWI-232 can therefore be expected to further increase in the coming years. But the
EOF-based ZW3-Index [Yuan and Li, 2008] used here shows a statistically significant positive
trend only during the period 2003-2007. To what extent both types of the ZW3-Index are
different should be further investigated (see also figure 2.20).
To account for processes of ice deformation, divergences/convergences of ice drift were calculated
for different regions centred on the ULS position and east of the position, but without success.
This can be attributed to a low quality of the drift data or to the fact that ice deformation is
a very small-scale process which can not be resolved by the drift data.
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7.3 Summary
The measured sea ice thickness at the tip of the Antarctic Peninsula (AWI-207) shows a strong
decline between 1991 and 2007. In 1991 and 1992, 3-4 m thick, deformed ice was advected
from the eastern coast of the peninsula by westerly winds towards the position of AWI-207.
This ice did not show any correlation with ice concentration and air temperature, and was only
weakly correlated with large-scale climate modes, such as SAM, ZW3 and the Nin˜o3.4-Index. It
was concluded that the measured ice draft at AWI 207-2 was mainly determined by dynamical
mechanisms: Intense northward ice drift along the coast together with zonal ice advection away
from the tip of the peninsula. The ice draft of AWI 207-6 (2005-2007) was more determined
by meridional ice advection from positions north and south of AWI-207. Furthermore, it was
highly correlated with ice concentration and air temperature. The ice draft of AWI 207-6 was
also significantly correlated with large-scale climate modes, such as SAM, SAO, PSA, ZW3
and Nin˜o-Indices. It was found that the surface air temperature in the northwestern Weddell
Sea was mainly determined by SAM and ZW3, but also to some extent by PSA and SAO. A
high SAM-Index causes strong northwesterly winds that blow across the tip of the peninsula
towards the central Weddell Sea [Schwegmann, 2012, and references therein]. The higher tem-
peratures affect the sea ice concentrations in the Weddell Sea [Liu et al., 2004; Yuan and Li,
2008] and can be assumed to affect sea ice thickness as well. The meridional ice drift along the
peninsula in 2005-2007 was mainly determined by PSA. As the PSA shows a significant trend
toward its positive phase [Yuan and Li, 2008], it could explain the significant slowdown of the
ice drift along the Antarctic Peninsula, which was discussed by Schwegmann [2012]. The PSA
pattern was sometimes shifted to the east. For future work, the PSA-Index should therefore be
calculated based on pressure averages over three regions and not based on three grid points as
done in this work. This would take the migration of the pressure systems into account. Also
an EOF-based PSA-Index could be used (Fig. 4.3). The ice concentrations around AWI-207
during 2005-2007 were strongly associated with the Nin˜o3.4-Index. However, the reason for
this could not be found.
The measured ice draft at AWI-229 during 2001-2005 was mainly determined by ice advection.
It was not determined by air temperatures but was significantly correlated with ice concentra-
tions. The ice draft and ice concentrations were significantly correlated with the PSA-Index.
Driven mainly by PSA, thicker ice was advected eastwards from the central Weddell Sea to-
wards AWI-229 during positive phases of the index. The significant negative correlation found
between ice draft and the indices of ENSO can be explained by meridional ice advection. Dur-
ing positive phases of the indices, it seems that thinner ice from further south was advected
northward towards AWI-229. This would confirm the assumption made in the previous chapter,
that the ice south of AWI-229 is on average thinner. The significant negative trend in the ice
draft of AWI-229 over the period 2001-2005 can be explained by the decreasing westerly winds
over the eastern Weddell Sea11.
The ice draft at AWI-231 in 1996-1998 was correlated with ice concentrations and it was strongly
dependent on surface air temperature. Contrary to AWI-229, southerly winds and ice drift cause
advection of thicker ice on this position. There are indications that the ice draft was influenced
by PSA through advection of cold air masses into the central Weddell Sea. Changes in the
ice draft at AWI-231 during 1996-1998 lead changes in climate modes - such as SAM, SAO
11See Schwegmann [2012].
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and ZW3 - by a few months. Thus, the ice draft displayed the onset of changes in large-scale
atmospheric circulation. In the period 2005-2007 the ice draft was also strongly correlated with
ice concentrations and surface air temperature. During this period, the zonal ice drift in the
coastal current and ice deformation also played a role. The combination of a low SAM-Index
and a moderate La Nin˜a event caused the advection of thick, deformed ice over the position
of AWI-231 in 2007.
For the ice draft of AWI-232 in the Antarctic Coastal Current only weak correlations were
found. The highest correlations with surface air temperature were found for the growth phase
of the ice, i.e. the months April-July. The ice draft correlated significantly with katabatic winds
east of AWI-232. The meridional winds affect the surface air temperature above the coastal
current and, in turn, the ice thickness. But also the northward advection of thicker ice from the
coast may have played a role in affecting the ice draft measured at AWI-232. The meridional
winds are part of the ZW3 pattern which, in its positive phase, slows down the westward ice
drift in the coastal current east and west of AWI-232. The correlation with zonal ice drift
implies that the ice grew thicker when the drift in the coastal current was slow, which contra-
dicts the assumption of increased ice ridging in a fast ice flow. The meridional winds east of
AWI-232 have increased significantly during 2000-2004, which explains the increasing ice draft.
The ice draft of AWI-232 was significantly correlated with the indices of ENSO and to some
extent with the PSA-Index. This correlation is associated with a slowdown of the westward ice
drift through westerly wind anomalies. The high ice thickness in 2007 was the result of high
ice deformation due to a low SAM-Index in combination with a moderate La Nin˜a event (see
AWI-231). The assumption of ice deformation is also supported by the correlation with Warm
Deep Water (WDW). Between 2005 and 2008 the ice draft correlated with the layer thickness of
the WDW. This correlation suggests that the ice growth during this period was not determined
by oceanic heat flux. An increase in ice thickness through deformation could also be observed
in east Antarctic coastal regions over the last five years [Jan L. Lieser, personal communica-
tion, 2013]. Between 1998 and 2003 thermodynamic ice growth can explain the increase in the
salinity of the Winter Water (WW). As suggested by the ice draft statistics in the previous
chapter, the ice draft in 1999-2002 was indeed to a large extent determined by thermodynamic
growth.
Overall, the MIT sea ice model performs better in simulating the variations in sea ice thickness.
Only in the period 1996-1998 at AWI-231 the thickness anomalies from the FESOM model show
a higher correlation with the anomalies of the measured ice draft.
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"Jeder nennt klare Gedanken
jene, die denselben Ver-
wirrungsgrad aufweisen wie
seine eigenen."
Marcel Proust, 1871-1922
8
Summary
and Conclusions
The thickness of polar sea ice is still one of the most unknown geophysical parameters. The
present study is concerned with measurements of sea ice draft as a proxy for sea ice thickness
by upward looking sonars (ULS) in the Weddell Sea, Antarctica. The ice thickness can be
estimated from a simple linear relation with the ice draft. The study was aimed at (1) the
production of a consistent data set of Antarctic sea ice draft for climate studies and the valida-
tion of sea ice models and satellite algorithms, (2) the assessment of its quality, (3) localising
significant changes in sea ice thickness and (4) the identification of its geophysical forcing mech-
anisms and the connections to large-scale climate variability in the Southern Hemisphere. The
available ULS data from 1990-2007 were reprocessed with a sophisticated processing algorithm
and thereby assimilated to a consistent quality. The measurement accuracy was estimated and
discussed in detail. The obtained time series were analysed in terms of variability, statistical
properties, autocorrelation and significant oscillations. Furthermore, the draft time series were
correlated with atmospheric and oceanic variables - such as wind, ice drift and air temperature
- to find the dominant forcing mechanisms and their connection to different modes of climate
variability. Analysed were mainly ULS data from the tip of the Antarctic Peninsula (AWI-207)
and on the prime meridian north of the Maud Rise sea mount (AWI-229), south of Maud Rise
(AWI-231) and in the Antarctic Coastal Current (AWI-232). Additionally, the analysed draft
data were compared to ice thickness data from two different sea ice models (MIT and FESOM).
A thorough error analysis confirmed the unique quality of the presented ULS data set. Nor-
mally, the accuracy of ULS data would be mainly dependent on the knowledge of the sound
speed in the water column above the ULS as well as the accuracy and stability of the pressure
sensor in the instrument. However, the sound speed is generally not known over long periods of
time. To correct for the unawareness of the sound speed, sophisticated processing algorithms
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including the possibility of an interactive correction are needed. Such a correction method - like
the one used in this work - identifies open water leads in the ice and interpolates a correction
line through these reference points which is used to correct the full range of data. This method
is not only aimed at the correction of errors induced by the unawareness of sound speed but
also at the correction of errors induced by the instrument sensors. The method was shown
to work reliably. An error estimation confirmed previous studies from the Arctic, that sea ice
draft processed in such a way has an accuracy of 5-12 cm. Upward looking sonars therefore
still provide the most accurate tool to measure sea ice draft and its long-term development.
It was found that the quality of the processed data depends on different factors: (1) The num-
ber of open water leads in the ice. (2) A relatively stable average sound speed above the ULS.
(3) The quality of the processing algorithm. (4) The experience of the data analyst. If the
number of leads is low, biases of up to 0.45 m ice draft might be introduced. For such cases a
sound speed model was developed, which was shown to correct the draft data with sufficient
accuracy. For future work, the draft data could be corrected by using a combination of auto-
matic/interactive data correction at times of low ice concentration and a sound speed model at
times of high ice concentration.
In the time series analysis of monthly mean ice draft it was shown that the statistical quantities
mean, mode and median allow for a qualitative assessment of thermodynamic ice growth and
dynamic ice deformation. This analysis showed that in some years the monthly mean sea ice
draft is more determined by thermodynamic ice growth, while in other years ice deformation
plays a larger role. This may on the one hand indicate changing forcing mechanisms of sea
ice thickness; on the other hand this could demonstrate the Eulerian character of ULS draft
measurements, as the direction of the ice drift in some regions changes on a monthly scale.
This is most evident in regions in which the direction of the ice drift is not clearly defined by
ocean currents and persistent winds, i.e. away from the coast in the central or eastern Weddell
Sea. For determining the physical forcing mechanisms of variations in sea ice thickness it is
therefore recommended to deploy ULS instruments in regions of the Antarctic Coastal Current,
at the eastern coast of the Antarctic Peninsula or in the northern marginal ice zone.
The maximum of thermodynamic ice growth was found to be 0.8-0.9 m in the central Weddell
Sea (AWI-208/209), 0.5-0.8 m near Maud Rise in the eastern Weddell Sea (AWI-229/230/231)
and up to 1 m on the prime meridian about 70 km away from the coast (AWI-232). The ice
draft at the tip of the Antarctic Peninsula shows a strong decline from 1991 to 2007. In the
period 1991-1992 the average maximum ice draft of 3.4 m occurred in July and October. In
the period 2005-2007 the average maximum ice draft was only 1.38 m and occurred in Septem-
ber. In the eastern Weddell Sea at AWI-229, a statistically significant negative trend of -3 cm
per year could be observed in the monthly ice draft anomalies over the period 2001-2005. At
AWI-232 the monthly draft anomalies showed a statistically significant positive trend of +9 cm
per year over the period 2000-2004.
A spectral analysis of the draft anomalies indicated that the ice draft exhibits significant os-
cillations on different time scales. The analysis suggested a possible forcing of sea ice draft
by meridional ice drift and surface temperature in association with the Pacific South America
(PSA) pattern at AWI-207 in the period 2005-2007. At AWI-232, the ice draft oscillates with
a period of 3-4 years, which was assumed to be associated with the Weddell Sea Oscillation.
This process is associated with atmospherically driven ice accumulation in the eastern Wed-
dell Sea every 3-4 years. Further extension of the draft data set is needed to investigate the
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phenomenon. There are indications of a semi-annual oscillation in the ice draft at AWI-229
and AWI-232. However, based on ULS draft and model data of ice thickness it could not be
concluded whether the oscillation is driven by thermodynamics or ice drift dynamics.
Detrended Fluctuation Analysis (DFA) revealed that ice draft exhibits strong autocorrelation
over long time scales of above one year. Thickness data from two sea ice models confirmed the
degree of autocorrelation and showed the same value up to eight years. This strong long-range
correlation was interpreted as the result of stable geographic boundary conditions and the cou-
pling of sea ice to the ocean.
The identification of physical forcings of sea ice thickness by linear correlation was complicated
mainly by four factors: (1) The Eulerian character of the ice drift. A correlation between a
physical variable, such as air temperature, and ice draft may be disturbed by sudden swings
in the direction of the ice drift. This could advect sea ice over the ULS footprint whose thick-
ness might be more determined by other processes. (2) The multivariate character of the ice
thickness. The ice thickness is determined by a variety of physical processes in a non-linear
way. (3) The time-referenced ULS measurements. The draft time series used in this study are
no spatial profiles of ice thickness. Thus, the time series may include biases induced by the
erratic character of the ice drift. (4) Due to the varying ice conditions from year to year, the
correlation coefficients were found to decrease with increasing length of the draft time series.
However, the linear correlations obtained in this study provide a first look on the mechanisms
that are responsible for the observed changes in sea ice thickness. The results of the correlation
analysis can be summarised as follows:
AWI-207 (Antarctic Peninsula): It could not be concluded that the strongly positive trends
in air temperature over the Antarctic Peninsula are responsible for the detected decline of sea
ice thickness at AWI-207. The thick ice in 1991-1992 was highly deformed. It was advected
from the coast over the ULS position by westerly winds that blew across the tip of the Antarc-
tic Peninsula. These strong wind anomalies were not found for the period 2005-2007. The ice
draft in 2005-2007 was more correlated with meridional winds and drift as well as air temper-
ature and ice concentration. Contrary to the early 1990s, the ice draft was significantly corre-
lated with climate modes, such as the Southern Annular Mode (SAM), the PSA pattern, the
Semi-Annual Oscillation (SAO), Zonal Wave Three (ZW3) and El Nin˜o Southern Oscillation
(ENSO), through thermodynamic and dynamic processes. This large number of correlations
was found as AWI-207 is deployed in a region where sea ice changes are most pronounced: The
Antarctic Dipole. Due to the positive trend in most of these modes, it was concluded that the
ice thickness in the northern peninsula region will further decrease in the coming years.
AWI-229 (north of Maud Rise): At AWI-229, the measured ice draft in the analysed pe-
riod 2001-2005 was determined by: (1) Advection of thicker ice from the central Weddell Sea
in association with the PSA-Index and (2) advection of thinner ice from further south in asso-
ciation with ENSO and the ZW3. The sea ice draft in this region was furthermore significantly
correlated with ice concentrations. Air temperature did not play a role in determining the ice
thickness. The negative trend in ice draft over the period 2001-2005 was explained by decreas-
ing westerly winds in the eastern Weddell Sea.
AWI-231 (south of Maud Rise): At AWI-231 the ice draft was strongly influenced by
surface air temperatures and also correlated with ice concentrations in the analysed periods
1996-1998 and 2005-2007. Contrary to AWI-229, the meridional ice drift in this region caused
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northward advection of thicker ice from higher latitudes. During 2005-2007 the ice draft at
AWI-231 was found to correlate significantly with indices of ENSO, which were associated with
the meridional ice advection. The ice thickness at AWI-231 is expected to increase in the com-
ing years, due to the negative trend in surface air temperature.
AWI-232 (coastal current): The ice draft at AWI-232 was determined by katabatic winds
east of the ULS position. These meridional winds are part of ZW3 and result in cold tem-
peratures over the Antarctic Coastal Current which influence the ice thickness in the growth
season. It could not be excluded that also advection of thicker ice from the coast contributed
to the measured ice draft at AWI-232. The positive trend in ice draft over the period 2000-2004
was explained by the positive trend in meridional winds. The ice thickness at AWI-232 can
therefore be expected to increase in the coming years, if the meridional winds and ice drift
further increase. The correlation with zonal ice drift associated with ENSO during 2000-2004
implies that the ice grew thicker when the drift was slow or that less thinner ice was advected
from positions east of AWI-232. In 2007, fast ice drift associated with SAM and ENSO resulted
in strongly deformed ice at AWI-232.
Sea Ice Models: Compared to the finite element sea ice model (FESOM), the variations in
sea ice thickness simulated by the MIT general circulation model were found to be in closer
agreement with the ULS draft data.
Overall, the ice draft in the Weddell Sea responds to climate modes, like ENSO and PSA, and
is therefore associated with changes in tropical Pacific sea surface temperature variability. The
Southern Annular Mode was found to play a smaller role, which agrees with previous studies
of climate modes and Antarctic sea ice concentration. On the prime meridian, the correlation
between ice draft and the Nin˜o1+2-Index increases, the closer one approaches the coast. The
Nin˜o1+2-Index describes the sea surface temperature variability in the tropical Pacific Ocean
off the coasts of Ecuador and Peru. Most of the correlations with climate modes result from
"indirect" forcing of the measured sea ice draft, i.e. advection of thinner or thicker ice from
other regions. A direct forcing through variations in air temperature or ice deformation by dy-
namic processes could be identified only in few cases. This problem indicates the limited power
of time-referenced Eulerian draft measurements and demonstrates that satellite algorithms for
sea ice thickness measurements from space need to be quickly developed.
However, this study provides for the first time a detailed view on changes in Antarctic sea ice
thickness and their relation to large-scale climate variability in the Southern Hemisphere. The
produced data set will also serve as a valuable tool for the validation of satellite algorithms and
climate models.
Recommendations for future ULS deployments and ULS studies:
ä The quality of the data processing strongly depends on the sampling rate of the ULS
instrument. It is therefore recommended to select a sampling rate not lower than four
minutes.
ä As the quality of the processed data increases if the sound speed profile above the ULS is
stable, the instruments should be moored not deeper than 100 m (away from the coast)
and not deeper than 150 m (near or on the continental shelf). This would guarantee a
stable data quality.
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ä More CTDmeasurements should be conducted during ice coverage directly on the mooring
positions. This would significantly improve the quality control of sound speed models.
ä ULS deployments should be avoided in regions of very high ice concentration to enable a
high quality of the data processing. This could be assessed by investigating concentration
data from SSM/I.
ä The draft data should be converted into space-referenced data by deploying the ULS
instruments together with ADCP instruments.
ä To enhance the possibility of investigating correlations with climate modes, more ULS
instruments should be deployed in the Antarctic Dipole region, i.e. the northwestern
Weddell Sea or the Bellinghausen Sea, or in the marginal ice zone.
ä Due to the above mentioned shortcomings of ULS draft measurements, a promising way
for correlation analysis with ULS data could be non-linear, multiple correlation analysis
with EOFs of regional variability.
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List of Acronyms
AABW - Antarctic Bottom Water
AAO - Antarctic Oscillation
AASW - Antarctic Surface Water
ACC - Antarctic Circumpolar Current
ACW - Antarctic Circumpolar Wave
ADCP - Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler
ADP - Antarctic Dipole
AMSR-E - Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer - Earth Observing System
ASPeCt - Antarctic Sea Ice Processes and Climate
AUPC - AWI ULS Processing Chain
AVHRR - Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer
AWI - Alfred Wegener Institute for Polar and Marine Research
CMR - Christian Michelsen Research
DFA - Detrended Fluctuation Analysis
DMS - Dimethylsulfide
DMSP - Defense Meteorological Satellite Program
DT - Detection Threshold
ECMWF - European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
EM - Electromagnetic
ENSO - El Nin˜o Southern Oscillation
EOF - Empirical Orthogonal Function
ESA - European Space Agency
FESOM - Finite Element Sea Ice Ocean Model
GCM - General Circulation Model
GLAS - Geoscience Laser Altimeter System
GPR - Ground Penetrating Radar
GPS - Global Positioning System
HadISST1 - Hadley Centre sea ice and sea surface temperature data set version 1
IGOS - Integrated Global Observing Strategy
IMU - Inertial Measurement Unit
IPCC - Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
JISAO - Joint Institute for the Study of the Atmosphere and Ocean (Washington)
LIDAR - Light Detection And Ranging
MIT - Massachusetts Institute of Technology
MIZ - Marginal Ice Zone
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MSA - Methanesulphonic Acid
M-SSA - Multi-Channel Singular Spectrum Analysis
NADW - North Atlantic Deep Water
NASA - National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NCAR - National Center for Atmospheric Research
NCEP - National Centers for Environmental Prediciton
NOAA - National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration
NSIDC - National Snow and Ice Data Center
PC - Principal Component
PDF - Probability Density Function
PSA - Pacific-South America Pattern
RL - Reverberation Level
RMS - Root Mean Square
SAM - Southern Annular Mode
SAO - Semi-Annual Oscillation
SAR - Synthetic Aperture Radar
SCAR - Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research
SIC - Sea Ice Concentration
SL - Source Level
SLP - Sea Level Pressure
SMMR - Scanning Multichannel Microwave Radiometer
SMOS - Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity
S/N - Signal-to-noise Ratio
SOI - Southern Oscillation Index
SSA - Singular Spectrum Analysis
SSM/I - Special Sensor Microwave/Imager
SST - Sea Surface Temperature
SVD - Singular Value Decomposition
THC - Thermohaline Circulation
TL - Transmission Loss
TS - Target Strength
ULS - Upward Looking Sonar
WSBW - Weddell Sea Bottom Water
WDW - Warm Deep Water
WW - Winter Water
XDR - Extended Dynamic Range
ZW3 - Zonal Wave Three
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List of Symbols
α - angle of incidence/ULS inclination angle
β - compressibility of sea water
c - sound velocity
csi - specific heat capacity of sea ice
ci,0◦ - specific heat capacity of freshwater ice at 0◦C
csolid - specific heat capacity of deposited salts
CD - lag-covariance matrix
CR - surrogate lag-covariance matrix
d - sea ice draft
D - SSA trajectory matrix
ED - matrix of eigenvectors
ER - matrix of surrogate eigenvectors
F - sea ice freeboard
FL - latent heat flux
Fw - oceanic heat flux
Fc - conductive heat flux
Fl - longwave heat flux
Fsw - shortwave heat flux
Ft - tubulent atmospheric sensible and latent heat fluxes
Fa - net atmospheric heat flux
f - Coriolis parameter (also thermodynamic growth term in g(H))
g - gravitational acceleration on Earth’s surface
g(H) - sea ice thickness distribution
γ - signal-to-noise ratio
H - sea ice thickness
Heq - equilibrium sea ice thickness
h - snow layer thickness
k - heat transfer coefficient
Lsi - latent heat of fusion of sea ice
Li - latent heat of fusion of freshwater ice
Lsolid - latent heat of fusion of deposited salts
λsi - thermal conductivity of sea ice
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λi - thermal conductivity of freshwater ice
λb - thermal conductivity of brine
ΛD - eigenvalue matrix
ΛR - eigenvalue matrix of surrogates
N - geoid height
Ω - mechanical deformation term in g(H)
p - pressure/measured pressure at ULS
pa - atmospheric pressure
ph - hydrostatic pressure
r - correlation coefficient (Pearson)
rsp - correlation coefficient (Spearman)
R - reflection coefficient
ρsi - density of sea ice
ρi - density of freshwater ice
ρb - density of brine
ρa - density of air
ρw - density of sea water
Ssi - salinity of sea ice
Sb - salinity of brine
T - temperature
τa - wind stress vector
τw - water stress vector
τc - Coriolis force
τi - internal ice stress
τt - force due to sea surface tilt
u - propagation velocity of a fluid parcel
Vi - vector of horizonzal sea ice velocity
Va - vector of horizonzal wind velocity
Vag - vector of geostrophic wind velocity
Vwg - velocity vector of geostrophic ocean current
Venv - envelope voltage (echo amplitude)
z - ULS depth
zs - snow layer thickness
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